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Abstract

Temperature-jump (T-jump) two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy (2D IR) is
developed, characterized, and applied to the study of protein folding and association. In
solution, protein conformational changes span a wide range of timescale from
nanoseconds to minutes. Ultrafast 2D IR spectroscopy measures time-dependent
structural changes within the protein ensemble by probing the frequency changes
associated with amide I backbone vibrations. Combining 2D IR with a perturbing
laser-induced T-jump enables the study of conformational dynamics from 5 ns to 50 ms.
To access a finer time-sampling of the conformational evolution, a one-dimensional
variant of 2D IR, heterodyne-detected dispersed vibrational echo spectroscopy (HDVE),
is implemented. The framework for interpreting transient HDVE and 2D IR spectra is
developed, and we propose a method to remove the linear absorption distortions along
both frequency axes. We first present the T-jump 2D IR spectra of a dipeptide to reveal
the general amide I baseline response expected in the absence of conformational change.
To facilitate the analysis of T-jump data, singular value decomposition (SVD) is
employed for reducing noise, identifying the number of distinguishable states, and
separating spectral changes based on shared timescales. Finally, T-jump 2D IR
spectroscopy is applied to study the unfolding of ubiquitin, disordering of the 12-residue
p-hairpin peptide trpzip2 (TZ2), and the dissociation of insulin dimers to monomers.
Experimental results for ubiquitin highlight the importance of linear absorption
corrections for interpretation of the data. In response to the T-jump, 2D IR results
indicate p-sheet structure melts in ubiquitin with a small amplitude (~10 gs) and large
amplitude (17 ms) response. Isotope-labeling T-jump experiments on TZ2 allow for the
proposal of a free energy surface in which transitions from a native and misfolded state
proceed through a disordered hub-like state with a 1-2 gs timescale. Multiple timescales
are observed in the T-jump induced dissociation of insulin. Based on their spectral
features and concentration dependence, the insulin timescales can be assigned to
dissociation, disordering, and oligomerization processes. With these applications, we
demonstrate the capability of T-jump 2D IR spectroscopy to reveal detailed molecular
dynamics.

Thesis Supervisor: Andrei Tokmakoff
Title: Professor of Chemistry
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Although the mention of biology, the study of living organisms, usually conjures up

memories of experiments aimed at relatively large length-scales - counting cells in microscopes,

dissecting worms, modeling predator-prey cycles - the behind-the-scenes reactions that make-up

the complex processes collectively referred to as 'life' occur at the molecular level on

molecularly relevant timescales. While in the gym pumping iron, we tend to focus on the flexing

of the biceps rather than the myosin proteins that are actually doing the work of pulling actin

filaments in quantized, nanometer-scale contractions'. Along with often seeing the forest rather

than the tree molecules, we also sometimes ascribe desire or free-will to reactions that are

governed by nature and physical laws. We can lift weights against gravity not because our

consciousness is instructing the myosin proteins to create contractions, but rather because our

body makes it favorable for the myosin proteins to react with adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to

cause a conformational change that results in contraction. Stochastic diffusion delivers ATP to

the myosin protein, which sometimes moves backwards (retraction) despite our desire and the

fact that it is energetically better to contract. There is an invisible hand that drives biological

reactions in living organisms, but it is the same invisible hand that drives reactions everywhere.

By tweaking rates through catalysis or changing concentrations of reactants, our body creates a

favorable environment such that the desired reactions proceed in the desired direction on the
15



correct timescales. Thus, one can argue that the secret of life (and perhaps the universe and

everything) is revealed when one understands the thermodynamics and kinetics that determine

the favorability and rates of reactions.

The work presented in this thesis is motivated by understanding molecular interactions of

proteins in solution on molecularly relevant timescales. Fully characterizing these phenomena

requires measuring the time-dependent structures and populations such that we can hypothesize

the underlying free energy surface, which provides the answer to why and under which

conditions reactions proceed. The described projects are motivated both by fundamental physical

chemistry questions related to how protein molecules behave in solution and by biologically

relevant questions dealing with how proteins interact and fold.

Measuring protein behavior requires time-dependent sensitivity to structure. By

observing the interaction of light with proteins, spectroscopy provides such sensitivity, and it can

be used to tease out the molecular level information. Of the different types of spectroscopy, there

is a balance between the structural sensitivity and time-resolution. Nuclear magnetic resonance

provides atomic resolution, but its time resolution is limited by the frequency of the nuclear spins

that it probes. Visible spectroscopy, which tracks excitations of electrons with fast time-

resolution, is generally sensitive to a few specific residues within the protein. Although each type

of spectroscopy is immensely important for addressing a particular set of problems, we choose

multidimensional infrared spectroscopy to study protein structures. Infrared light excites

vibrations (and sometimes rotations) within the protein that can be localized to two atoms or

extended across the entire molecule when all the atoms are moving in a concerted fashion. The

frequency of the vibrations depends on the mass of, and bonds between, atoms. The bond

strength is sensitive to the surrounding electric charges, which means that information about the

local environment surrounding a particular oscillator is encoded in the frequency of the vibration.

Multidimensional infrared spectroscopy, such as two dimensional infrared (2D IR), uses intense

pulses to correlate multiple vibrations. Aside from the structural sensitivity, infrared

spectroscopy also has the required time resolution, making it an ideal technique for studying the

biophysics of protein folding and association.

1.2 Protein Folding

Proteins are involved in almost every biological process from catalyzing reactions as

molecular machines and platforms, to signaling the speed up or slow down of pathways, to
16



serving as the structural infrastructure within cells. Although each protein is created from

splicing together amino acid building blocks selected from the same -20 amino acid library,

proteins exist in a wide variety of shapes and sizes. The protein's form is determined by its

sequence, and its function is extremely dependent on its form. Questions remain about how

proteins reach their final structure and how stable they are once they get there: How do proteins

end up in their functional structures despite the staggeringly large set of conformational sates

accessible to them? How many significantly populated states are there, and what are the

timescales for their conversion? What is the mechanism or, stated differently, the pathway of

sequential structures through which the protein passes to convert to the native state?

A significant research thrust is focused on answering these questions and characterizing

the protein folding processes. Understanding how and why proteins retain their functional forms

will allow for better protein engineering and possible therapy for diseases that result from

misfolding and aggregation2, 3. Different fields approach the protein folding questions from

different directions. Computational experiments interpret molecular dynamics simulations to

predict how proteins behave with atomic resolution8 . Another computational approach is de novo

structure prediction, in which our understanding of molecular forces can be refined by attempting

to predict the structure of proteins based on their sequence 9. This is related to the experimental

analog, in which de novo design studies attempt to synthesize particular sequences to fold into

wanted and predicted structuresio-12. Others perform time-resolved experiments to track the

kinetics of protein structural changes following a perturbation13 . In our approach, time-resolved

experiments are performed on fast timescales with structural sensitivity to measure dynamics.

We want to distinguish the number of important states, the timescales that separate them, and the

mechanism of folding and binding.

1.2.1 Thermodynamics

The relative populations of different structures of a protein are dictated by the delicate

balance between entropy, the tendency for the protein to morph into many different

configurations, and enthalpy, the energy stabilization created by favorable contacts that trap a

protein into a particular structure. Although there are a staggering number of possible

conformations, the enthalpy term (and steric hinderance) greatly limits the number of relevant
14, I5conformations, as is elegantly illustrated through proposed folding funnel energy landscapes '

For many proteins, the balance between large (hundreds of kcal/mol) entropy and enthalpy terms
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is close enough (10-70 kcal/mol) that modest changes in temperature or denaturant can cause

dramatic changes in the relative populations of states 1-1. In this thesis we rely on the

temperature dependence to create measurable changes in these populations.

At the molecular level, the enthalpic term is the result of interactions between the solvent,

protein, and ions16 '17. Electrostatics are the dominant long range forces, at distances > 5 A. Side-

chains can be charged, as is determined by the pH of the solution, and the repulsive or attractive

forces can be shielded by salts and the solvent. Despite earlier hypotheses that over-emphasized

intra-protein ion pairing, its scarcity indicates that it is not the dominant stabilizer in proteins.

Ion-pairs contribute an estimated 1-3 kcal/mol stabilization per pair 7 '19

At short-range, van der Waals attractions and repulsion and hydrogen bonding are

important 17. The prevalent secondary structural forms are stabilized by intra-protein hydrogen

bonds (H-bonds), yet it is not clear that protein-protein H-bonds are appreciably energetically

stronger than protein-water varieties: H-bonds are on the order of 2-10 kcal/moll6 ' 17, with

protein-protein H-bonds being favored over water-protein H-bonds by 0-2 kcal/mol per residue 8 .

The similarity in water-protein and protein-protein H-bond energies suggest that although they

are important for defining and stabilizing secondary structure, H-bonding may not be the only

important stabilizing interaction in proteins.

The hydrophobic effect, the tendency for non-polar side chains to bury themselves within

the interior of the protein while polar side chains tend to be solvent exposed, is identified by

some as the most dominant protein folding force 1. Polar and non-polar residues have different

propensities for being solvent exposed. When a polar residue is solvent exposed, it can H-bond

with the solvent, while a non-polar residue cannot. The non-polar residue upsets the natural H-

bond network that would persist if the non-polar residue was absent. There are entropic

considerations to be made as well - the solvent molecules may make an ordered pocket to

surround a non-polar residue which represents a loss in entropy for the solvent. Calculated

through transfer studies from organic to water solvents, hydration of side chains is associated

with energies that range on the order of 0.1 to -0.4 kcal/g 6 .

These energetic terms can be recast in terms of a Gibbs free energy, which defines the

distribution of populations in different conformations. At equilibrium, the ratio of populations

between two interconverting states, A and B, where
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'k B (1.1)

is given by the equilibrium constant:

K = -B]= k (1.2)
[A] k_

The equilibrium constant depends on the Gibb's Free Energy, AG:

K = exp AG]. (1.3)
_- RT_

AG depends on the enthalpy, AH, entropy, AS, and the change in the heat capacity at constant

pressure, ACp. When A and B are taken to be the folded and unfolded state of a protein, for a

cooperative folding transition, assuming a temperature-independent AC, results in:

AG=AHO-TASO+AC, T-T --Tln T)j1(1.4)
1 ~T

where TM is defined as the temperature at which AG = 0 (at TM, A and B have equal

populations) . For a classic, general two-state protein with an unfolded and folded state,

movement from the folded to unfolded state has a negative change in enthalpy, positive change

in entropy, and positive ACp. At high temperatures, AG dips below zero due to the second term

in eq. (1.4). At low temperatures (often below the freezing point of water) there is also a

projected low temperature cold-denaturation point due to the third term in eq. (1.4). Many

proteins display this behavior, and in the proteins we study, an increase in temperature generally

results in an increase in the unfolded state population.

1.2.2 Folding Pathways

Aside from the ratios of populations, which are defined by the thermodynamics described

above (assuming equilibrium has been reached), we also want to understand the folding

mechanism. Generally, the concept of traditional folding pathways - the sequential series of

structures through which a protein moves to transition from a non-native state to a folded state -

are antithetical to the statistical folding funnel view", in which populations fold through parallel,

heteroneneous routes. Discussing potential paradigmatic mechanisms, however, is useful for

specific simple cases (perhaps small peptides) and for making connections to previous work.

Proposed protein folding mechanisms differ by the order in which hierarchical structures
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form. In the framework model21 , local sections of the protein form secondary structural elements

prior to the eventual coarse-grained collapse into proper tertiary structure. In the hydrophobic

collapse model22 , the protein collapses in a non-specific way into a molten globule before re-

arrangement occurs to form native structures. In the nucleation-condensation model23 , tertiary-

contact-stabilized secondary structures nucleate a diffuse, partially-folded structure in which

hierarchical elements fold in parallel.

Similar paradigmatic mechanisms have also been proposed for protein association, where

binding must also be considered along with folding. In the lock-and-key mechanism, the two

interacting species are rigidly folded into complementary, interlocking shapes. In the

conformational selection mechanism , one or both of the species are interconverting between

associable and unassociable structures, and only when they both encounter while in the proper

conformation does association occur. This is related to the induced-fit mechanism 25, 26, in which

a partially folded species is induced to fold into its final, associated structure upon encountering

its matching species. In the fold-on-contact model, species can fold after they encounter each

other, such as in the specific fly casting method27 , in which disordered proteins associate and

then fold.

The prevalence of paradigmatic mechanisms in our conception of protein folding and

association is partially due to experimental limitations. Individual experimental probes can

usually discern just a few states, which means that simple mechanisms are adequate to describe

the data. Growing sensitivity in experimental techniques and increased computational power for

simulations have begun to provide a more complex view of protein folding, in which tens of

structurally distinguishable states are populated with significant populations 28. It is this 'Markov

state' view that is adopted for this thesis, in which structurally and kinetically defined states

interconvert with predicted exponential rates dependent on the separating barriers 29, as described

in Eq. (1.5) below.

1.2.3 Relevant Timescales

An important piece of understanding protein folding pathways and mechanisms is

identifying the timescales of interconversion. The relevant timescales for different biomolecular,

condensed phase processes are summarized in Figure 1.1. Collective H-bond rearrangement in

water sets a good standard for the fastest local motions expected in biomolecules at 10-1 s3

Rotational diffusion of small proteins is on the 10-9 s timescales, suggesting a rough lower
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timescale limit for diffusion of protein subdomains. Actual measured folding rates range from

10-7 s out to minutes or hours6 . The range of timescales indicates that some special, fast folding
proteins potentially fold at diffusion-limited timescales, an exciting and unusual phenomenon.

The kinetic rate equation that describes the movement of population over a barrier of

height Ea is given by:

k = ko exp (-Ea (1.5)
RT

where ko is the prefactor. For the fast-folding proteins and peptides with negligible activation

barriers, the equation reduces to the diffusional, 'downhill' limit given by the prefactor. This

prefactor has been estimated as being the # residues/100 x I ps, although this is a rough

estimate . To track changes on these relevant timescales, we require a technique with fast enough

Eyring Rotation 1 mM Insulin
Prefactor encounter time

V V V
# res. ps prefactor-+

100

So re

10-12 1010 1018 106 10-4  10-2 sec
4-- rapid mixing

-temperature jump
NMR 2HNMR NMR

relaxation lineshape lineshape
optical, infrared, X-ray

Figure 1.1: Relevant timescales for biomolecular folding and association processes,
adapted from Ref. 4. The top row indicates diffusional limits: the Eyring prefactor
(gas phase), protein rotation, encounter time for 1mM insulin dimers in solution, and
the (# residues)/100 ps empirical prefactor6 . Protein structural timescales6 are studied
with a variety of techniques 7 (bottom).
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time-resolution.

1.3 Infrared Spectroscopy

Infrared spectroscopy provides the time-resolution and structural sensitivity necessary to

characterize protein folding processes on the timescales identified in Figure 1.1. Infrared

spectroscopy probes inherent vibrations, which makes it non-intrusive. Other techniques, such as

fluorescence, often require tagging the protein with dye molecules, which may dirsupt the

molecule of interest. The local vibrations monitored have periods on the order of 20 fs, which

sets a theoretical lower limit on the time resolution. The pulse-width of the interrogating laser

pulse raises the lower limit to ~90 fs. For temperature-jump experiments, which are used in this

thesis to expand the accessible timescales, the time-resolution is instead defined by the -1 ps

dephasing time of amide I vibrations, which sets the theoretical time-resolution of the T-jump

technique, although experimental limitations imposed by the temperature-jump initiation may

decrease the time-resolution.

1.3.1 Amide I spectroscopy

Relative to the other inherent protein vibrations, amide I has a large transition dipole

moment of -4 D A amu m per oscillator31 , which makes it a popular mode to study with

infrared spectroscopy. In the laboratory, however, the weakness of infrared sources and the

noisiness of detectors dictates protein concentrations normally on the 5 mg/mL level, which is

much higher than concentrations needed for fluorescence studies.

The local amide I vibration is primarily due to C=O stretching and a small amount of N-

H in-plane bend, as is shown in Figure 1.2, which occurs in the 1600-1700 cm-1 (1667 cm-I = 6

pm) region. The predominant C=O stretch character makes the vibration sensitive to H-bonding.

Each H-bond is expected to shift the C=O stretching frequency down by ~16 wavenumbers32.

The local site energy of the localized stretch is also affected by surrounding charges, as is

indicated by simulations5 , and it is relatively insensitive to side-chains33. In a protein with N + I

residues, there are N local amide I vibrations.

The structural sensitivity of the amide I vibration is due to the coupling between nearby

oscillators, which creates delocalized vibrations whose frequencies differ based on the secondary

structure element in which they reside. This structural sensitivity has been empirically known

and has recently been modeled with an excitonic model which reveals the importance of nearest-
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neighbor coupling and inter-strand coupling31 , 3-. The empirical frequencies associated with

particular secondary structural elements are shown in Figure 1.2.

Within an anti-parallel P-sheet, amide I oscillators are arranged as shown in the bottom

left corner of Figure 1.2. Coupling between individual local vibrators creates characteristic

delocalized normal modes that are visualized at the bottom right of Figure 1.2, where the phase
of the local vibration is either blue (00) or red (1800), and the participation ratio of the unit

oscillation is indicated by the shading. Summing the local dipoles in-phase perpendicular to the

Frequency (cm-n)
1

1600 1620

p-

I
1640 1660

V1I VAVE1

47

1680
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I
1700

VA VE,

\,/ N''/ / VI V
Figure 1.2: The frequencies, local modes, and normal modes associated with the
structurally sensitive amide I vibration, reproduced from Ref. 5.
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p-strand (each oscillator along the strand is out-of-phase with its neighbor) results in a strong

normal mode dipole that is perpendicular to the p-strand, a mode called u1 , whose -1630 cmI

frequency depends on the size of the p-sheet3 3 3. Summing the local dipoles in-phase parallel to

the p-strand results in a weaker normal mode dipole that is parallel to the p-strand, a mode called

ll, whose -1680 cm-1 frequency less-sensitively depends on the size of the p-sheet35 . Although

the thought experiment of summing of the dipoles within the unit cell is a simplification, it is

consistent with excitonic normal mode calculations, and it describes the character of the

underlying vibrations. oi and oli are characteristic normal modes whose presence is indicative of

p-sheet secondary structure.

The other characteristic common normal mode vibrations are those for the a-helix, which

has a strong A mode vibration, in which each oscillator vibrates in-phase, and a weaker set of

degenerate El modes5 . The frequency for these vibrations is -1650 cm'1. Disordered structures

lacking canonical secondary structure generally oscillate with a frequency of 1640-1650 cm~1.

Because a vibration of H20 overlaps with the amide I vibration, solution amide I

experiments are usually performed with a D20 solvent. The N-H proton exchanges with the D20

solvent, which shifts the amide I' (where the prime refers to deuteration) to a frequency -10 cm-1

lower than amide I. In this thesis, all the spectra are collected with a D20 solvent, and any

reference to amide I is actually referring to amide I'.

1.3.2 Isotope labels

Although the secondary structure sensitivity of amide I is experimentally attractive, more

localized probes are also advantageous. Isotopic substitution, also termed isotope-labeling, can

provide structurally localized information because it shifts the local amide I vibrational

frequency out of the overlapping main amide I 1600-1700 cm region. Placing a 1C and/or an
180 label on the carbonyl causes a 30-65 cm' shift to lower frequency ("C, 80 -40; "C + 08o

-60 cm-1). Ideally, isotope labeling represents a means of introducing a non-invasive local probe

of structure because the labeled residue will no longer be hidden under overlapping band

structure. The labeled oscillator vibration is not necessarily purely localized, however, because it

may still be coupled and interact in a normal mode. Similarly, isotope labeling of high frequency
32residues may cause a shift to frequencies that still overlap the red-edge of the amide I region

Upon localization with an isotope label, the amide I vibration reports on the local

environment surrounding the carbonyl. The vibrational frequency is particularly sensitive to the
24



H-bonding state. When the C=O is buried and H-bonded to the N-H of another residue, the

carbonyl can accept fewer (generally one) H-bonds than if it is extended out into the solvent,
where it can accept up to two H-bonds from water. Thus, the frequency becomes an indicator of

the level of solvation: higher frequencies indicate fewer H-bonds and burial while lower

frequencies tend to indicate more H-bonds and solvations.

1.3.3 2D IR spectroscopy

Two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy (2D IR) is the specific infrared spectroscopy

used throughout this thesis to probe the amide I vibration36 . It is a multidimensional spectroscopy

whose intensity depends nonlinearly on the input beams' intensities. A common example of

nonlinear spectroscopy is pump-probe spectroscopy, in which the probing intensity is modulated

by the pumping beam(s). 2D IR can be thought of as a more specific variant of pump-probe

spectroscopy, in which the dependence of the probe spectrum modulation is measured as a

function of the frequency of the pump beam. Through the 2D IR measurement, the pumping and

probing frequencies can be correlated to reveal coupling and broadening mechanisms.

The major advantage of 2D IR spectroscopy is that it spreads the spectral information

over two axes rather than one, as is done in linear FTIR spectroscopy. In Figure 1.3, the spectra

of eight select proteins and peptides are shown to illustrate the increased information content

provided by 2D IR. Shown above each 2D IR spectrum is the corresponding protein structure

and FTIR spectrum. The FTIR spectra are remarkably similar, while the 2D IR spectrum reveals

secondary structure specific peaks that correspond well with the known structures. Ridges in the

1630 and 1680 cm- regions (most prominent in Con A) are the result of coupling between the vi

andu anti-parallel p-sheet modes, which give a characteristic "Z" shaped spectrum. Conversely,

the presence of the a-helix mode (most prominent in myoglobin) gives a squashed "figure 8"

spectrum.

Another advantage of 2D IR spectroscopy is structure based modeling 5' 37. Molecular

dynamics simulations can be run to attain atomistically detailed trajectories of protein dynamics.

They can be used to identify possible structures, identify the significantly populated structures,

and model the effect of temperature or other macroscopic variables. 2D IR spectra can then be

simulated based on the structures to either assign ensemble features or characteristics associated

with particular conformations. Performing simulations before experiments also allows for more

thoughtful experimental design, as certain features can be predicted and the sensitivity can be
25



assessed. Experiment and simulation can be cross-validated through comparison of respective

spectra. Through combined simulation and experiment, 2D IR can gain potential atomic

resolution. Also, understanding how to properly model the 2D IR spectra allows us to assess the

important factors that affect energies and couplings within the system. Modeling has shown the

importance of H-bonding, electrostatic surroundings, and nearest neighbor orientations.
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Figure 1.3: The crystal structure, FTIR, and 2D IR spectra of selected small proteins with
varying p-sheet and a-helix structure. Adapted from Ref. 5.
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More details of analyzing the 2D IR spectrum are given in Chapter 2.

1.3.4 Transient spectroscopy

Although 2D IR spectroscopy has been successful for equilibrium structural

determination, pairing it with a transient spectroscopy extends the technique to non-equilibrium

experiments by introducing access to another time variable. Conventional pump-probe and 2D

IR waiting time experiments, in which the time delay between pumping and probing pulses is

varied, are limited by the -1 ps vibrational dephasing of amide I in water. To access longer

timescales, we introduce a 6 ns T-jump laser pulse into the setup. Thus, we can collect 2D IR

spectra in picosecond snapshots following the temperature rise. For our current setup and sample

cell, we can track changes induced by the T-jump from ~5 ns to 50 ms, although the temperature

profile begins to relax after ~100 ps.

As described in 1.2.1, the rates of transfer between protein states and the relative

populations are temperature dependent. If the ratio of populations in different states do not

match the equilibrium ratio at the current temperature, the populations will redistribute to reach

the equilibrium distribution. In the T-jump experiment, we quickly change the temperature from

its initial value to a final value. If the rates of interconversion between states are slower than the

6 ns change in temperature, as is generally the case, then the system will not be at equilibrium:

the populations will be distributed according to the initial temperature rather than the current

final temperature. In response, the populations will redistribute at a rate determined by the

current temperature. Through spectroscopy, we can measure the time-dependence of the

redistribution. Thus, by performing the T-jump experiment, we attain the necessary high time

resolution afforded by infrared spectroscopy and the desired high structural resolution provided

by 2D IR. Ideally, the observed rates can be linked to structurally assigned spectral changes to

reveal the kinetics and the important states.

1.3.5 Challenges and advantages

Although they are used extensively, infrared studies of proteins require high

concentrations of proteins, which must be dissolved in appropriately transparent solvents, such as

D2 0. Special optics must be used that are transparent in the infrared, which limits the quality and

accessibility of polarizers. 6 pm Infrared beams are invisible to humans and conventional IR

viewers, which means that it is necessary to overlap the IR beams with visible tracer beams for

easier alignment. The diffraction limit dictates a larger focus size than would be attained at
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shorter wavelengths. For the 6 tm frequencies used here, fast and sensitive array cameras are

only now becoming commercially available at somewhat non-astronomical prices. Detectors

with the necessary sensitivity and speed are still expensive and are currently limited to -100
pixels.

Despite the challenges listed above, technological advances in detectors warrant

optimism for the future, suggesting a significant technology-driven change. The long

wavelengths are also a blessing in multidimensional spectroscopy, where the error bars on stage

position and phase stability can be high, unlike in the visible or ultraviolet frequency ranges.

1.4 Thesis outline

This introductory chapter is intended to whet the appetite for the thesis that follows

hereafter. Chapter 2 is a general discussion of the background to 2D IR spectroscopy and

detection. Chapter 3 follows up by mapping out the experimental setup used to collect

equilibrium and transient 2D IR spectra. Chapter 4 describes the characterization of the

amplitude and phase of the 2D IR signal. Chapter 5 describes the specific instrumentation for,

and improvements to, the transient T-jump 2D IR spectrometer, whose data is adjusted to correct

for linear absorption of the incident and signal beams. Example transient T-jump spectra are also

described and interpreted as exhibiting general temperature-dependent spectral shift features

expected for all infrared T-jump experiments. To aid data interpretation, Chapter 6 discusses the

singular value decomposition technique, a general mathematical decomposition used to link

observed timescales with spectral changes. Chapter 7 assesses some recent transient T-jump 2D

IR spectra taken of ubiquitin and compares it to previous data collected with different data

processing techniques. Chapter 8 proposes a free energy surface to describe the isotope-label-

informed transient T-jump 2D IR spectra collected for the model p-turn peptide Trpzip2.

Through T-jump 2D IR experiments, chapter 9 analyzes the association processes in insulin,

which exists in a dimer-monomer equilibrium.
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Chapter 2

2D IR Background

2.1 Introduction

Two dimensional infrared spectroscopy (2D IR) is technique in which multiple, ultrashort

laser pulses pump and probe vibrations. By varying the time delay between the pulses,

coherences can be mapped to determine the frequencies of the excited vibrations. The short time

duration of the pulses corresponds to broad spectra, which allow for coincidental excitation of

modes of varying frequencies.

In this chapter, the background to 2D IR spectroscopy is discussed with particular

emphasis on detection. Although the theory is discussed, it is done briefly and qualitatively to

highlight the information content provided by 2D IR and motivate the technical discussion

presented in Chapter 3.

First, linear FTIR spectroscopy theory and experiment are discussed to indicate the

information content and underlying molecular processes probed, to provide a conceptualization

of spectroscopic signal generation, and to discuss the detection method.

The FTIR discussion provides a starting point from which we can begin to discuss the

improved information content inherent to 2D IR spectroscopy. The underpinnings of 2D IR

theory are discussed. The different detection methods and representations of the 2D IR signal

are described.
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2.2 Linear IR spectroscopy

2.2.1 Theory

In linear IR spectroscopy, the sample's absorption spectrum is measured. The fraction of

incident light that is transmitted through the sample, T(o), is usually written using a power of 10

or an exponential term:

T() - -# 0(2.1)
10(O) I0(C)

where C is the concentration (M), 1, is the length of the sample (cm), s(o) is the molar decadic

extinction coefficient (M-I cm'), a(o) is the absorption coefficient (cm-1), Io(o) is the incident

light intensity spectrum, and the numerator is the detected intensity transmitted through the

sample. In order to isolate the exponential argument, which is linearly proportional to

concentration, the absorbance spectrum, S(o) (in optical density units), is calculated through:

S(co)= -logo (T(o))= a()l (c . (2.2)
ln(10)

where the central two terms are Beers law.

Although on the microscopic level absorption is usually thought of as depletion, we can

also conceptualize the absorption process as generation of phase shifted light: the complex

electric field of the incident light, S(w), creates a polarization in the sample which emits a

phase-shifted, complex signal electric field, 5,jg (c), which, due to the phase shift, depletes the

intensity of light measured after the sample. When the incident field is resonant with the

transition, the induced polarization is 7r/2 phase-shifted relative to the incident field, and the

emitted field is n/2 phase-shifted relative to the polarization, which sums to a total shift of a

between incident and emitted. We use the convention that the electric field in the time domain is

real. Therefore, we can express the electric field in the frequency domain as an amplitude, e(O),

and a phase, (p(o), which is related to the time domain electric field by a Fourier transform (FT):

E (o) FT [E1 (t)]

= E1(t)exp (imt)dt. (2.3)

= e, (c)exp[ieo,(c)]

In this 'signal generation' conceptualization, the intensity measured at the detector after passing
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through the sample is given by:

E (co) + E,() = eo (co) 2 + esg (0)2 + 2e, (o)e,1 (CO) Cos[cp (CO) - P (o)] (2.4)

This is an example of interferometric, heterodyned detection, in which two fields are overlapped
for detection. Because this overlap is incidental, it is called self-heterodyned. The two electric

fields are seemingly experimentally inseparable, which prohibits measurement of just 54, (C)O .

As a result of the heterodyning overlap, the cross term is linear in the signal electric field

amplitude, which is in turn linear in concentration. The cross term also retains the difference
phase information, and it depends on the product of the amplitudes of each input electric field, a
trait which can be used to amplify the smaller field. If we assume that the emitted signal is
small, or eo(o)>>esig(o) and a(o)/<<l, then equating eq (2.4) to a Taylor expansion of the
numerator of eq. (2.1) reveals:

I 2e,g (o) cos[q(o) , - Q(o)o]a(O) - - (2.5)/ e (co)

As discussed, the absorption coefficient depends on the product of the emitted signal amplitude

multiplied by the cosine of the difference between the signal and incident phases. a(o) should

not depend on eo(o), and therefore we expect esig(o) to be proportional to eo(o).

Although this conceptualization of EI(co) generating E,g(co) seems unnecessary

considering the adequate, useful, and universally accepted absorption process described in eqs.
(2.1) and (2.2), we present it here because it is analogous to the convention usually used to
describe nonlinear spectroscopies. For nonlinear spectroscopies, this representation is more
natural because a signal electric field is often generated in directions that are not co-linear with
the incident beams, which means there is no transmitted beam, and no obvious denominator if
we try to use an expression similar to eq. (2.1).

Although there are many expressions that describe the molar extinction coefficient, an
appropriate expression for infrared vibrational spectroscopy adapted from Ref. 3 is:

e(tO) xC - -cr(tO) (2.6)
he

where h is Planck constant, c is the speed of light, we have assumed that the ground state is the
only thermally populated state, and o-(o) is the lineshape function given by the FT of the dipole-
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dipole correlation function:

0-(0)= f dt exp(-iot)( -P(0)s -P(t)) (2.7)

in which s is a vector indicating the orientation of the incident field polarization vector, < >

indicates ensemble averaging, and P is the dipole operator. For vibrational spectroscopy, the

dipole operator is expanded along the vibrational coordinates, q(t), and the transition dipole is

given by the leading term . s projects onto the dipole and results in a separable term - 1/3
aq

for an isotropic light field. Thus, for vibrational spectroscopy, the < > term reduces to the

product of: a scalar term of the transition dipole squared, |p2, an orientational term, and the

vibrational coordinate correlation <q(O)q(t)>.

For a given transition between states n and m with energy splitting of honm, this

correlation function can be written out phenomonologically to account for different broadening

mechanisms 3-

(q(O)q(t)) ~ exp(iOnt)exp-tK, +-+ ± 1expr -t 2 . (2.8)
T2 27T r,. 2

Eq. (2.8) indicates the general features of the time domain electric field that is emitted from the

sample in response to incident driving light. The time domain response is easiest to

conceptualize in terms of the response to a coherent or infinitely short incident pulse, and we

describe it here in these terms. The case of incident incoherent light is harder to imagine, as it

involves imagining the response of the sample molecules to a randomly phased continuous light

field, but the resulting spectrum is equivalent to that measured using coherent light. Due to the

first term of eq. (2.8), we expect to see a field oscillating at the frequency associated with the

energy difference between the m and n states. Due to the second and third terms, this o~nm

oscillation is damped because of homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening, respectively,
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Figure 2.1: A diagram illustrating the manifestation of inhomogeneous and
homogeneous broadening in FTIR and 2D IR spectra. Modified from Ref. I.

which would individually result in Lorentzian and Gaussian frequency domain lineshapes. The

1/2T1 accounts for lifetime relaxation, loss of excited population due to spontaneous emission or

non-radiative decay. 1/T2* is due to pure dephasing, the scrambling of phase between different

molecules in the ensemble. 1/Tr, accounts for orientational relaxation of the dipoles as they
tumble in solution. The third exponential describes inhomogeneous broadening due to the

molecular environment, which can create a distribution of frequencies associated with the same

transition.

For this linear case, these broadening effects cannot be separated, as is illustrated in
Figure 2.1, where inhomogeneous and homogeneous broadening result in similar lineshapes.

The observed lineshape results from all of them. One of the advantages of 2D JR is that by using

many pulses, nonlinear spectroscopies can distinguish different broadening mechanisms.

2.2.2 Experiment and Detection

Linear IR spectroscopy can be collected in the frequency or time domain using

incoherent or coherent light. Collection using coherent light is described in Chapter 4, and the
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principles and equations are similar, but, based on their prevalence, we focus on discussing the

incoherent techniques, where a heated lamp creates continuous black-body radiation in the

infrared frequency range.

In the frequency domain collection case, the intensity is measured as a function of

frequency after it is dispersed off a grating. Either the entire spectrum is collected on a stripe of

pixels or the intensity at each frequency is measured on one pixel as the grating is rotated to

sweep out the spectrum.

lamp

time delay beam
splitter detector

sample
position

%emirror
Figure 2.2: An illustration of a FTIR spectrometer based on a Michelson interferometer.

Due to many reasons, including increased frequency resolution, stability, and signal-to-

noise, linear IR spectroscopy is usually done in the time domain using Fourier Transform

infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). In this technique, a Michelson interferometer is used to split the

incident radiation into two beams which are recombined and focused onto a detector. A diagram

of the setup is shown in Figure 2.2. Once the two beams are generated, they travel along

different arms: one is fixed while a delay stage in the other introduces a time delay between the

two beams. Because the two beams both pass through the sample, they are exact copies of each

other (within a proportionality factor, cj, to account for inequalities in loss due to the beam

splitter and mirrors) separated by a user defined time delay. If we define Edet(t) as the detected

electric field of one of the pulses, and the delay between the pulses is given by Tdel, the observed

intensity will be given by integrating the intensity on the detector over time:
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los( (Te,) oc JEdet )+ CEde (t - rdI(.dt
00 (2.9)

oc f(1+ c,)[Edet (t)] 2dt + 2c, [Edet * Ede, tdr,)

or in the frequency domain:

(2.10)

oc f [I + c + 2c, cos(core, )]edet(w)2 d

E is the complex conjugate of E. The first line of eq. (2.10) results from expressing the time

domain electric fields in the frequency domain (Parseval's theorem). If the rder-independent,

constant terms are ignored (or subtracted), Fourier transformation of either eq. (2.9) and (2.10)

along rdel results in:

FT[obs (Tdl) - I f E *Edet ] (dl) exp (irdel ) drde/

oc FT[Edet]xFT[e (2.11)

oc edet ( 2))

or

FT[ob, (d,)-I con,] c: f f cos (co'r dl )ede (,')2 dco'] exp (i) rdeI ) dr,

c f {exp[irI,(c+ co')] + exp[i-d,(- det () 2d'drde/

00f 2 (c{8-coo'o])±e( o oc)1edec2dco(2.12)

oc {S21,(o + w') + 5(o - co')} e ( )2dt

oc edet (a)2

Thus, after FT, the interferometric measurement results in the same quantity that is measured

through frequency domain collection.

2.2.3 Discussion

Linear IR spectroscopy is the linear, simpler analog to 2D IR. We have discussed it here

1) to illustrate the connection between the absorption and signal generation pictures, 2) to relate

the observed spectrum to the time domain signal, which can be approximated by multiple
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phenomenological broadening mechanisms, and 3) to show the equivalence of time-domain and

frequency-domain collection.

In the linear IR absorbance spectrum, positive peaks are attributed to absorbance, and

they are proportional to the concentration. If there are multiple species within the sample, linear

IR spectroscopy cannot distinguish which peaks can be assigned to each species. Similarly,

linear IR spectroscopy cannot differentiate between different broadening mechanisms, all of

which contribute to broadening the frequency domain peaks.

As a technical detail related to our specific study of the amide I protein vibration, for

protein solution samples dissolved in deuterated water, although D20 has a much smaller dipole

moment than the amide I mode of proteins in the 1550 - 1750 cm-1 region, the D20 generally has

a much higher concentration, which results in similar absorbance optical densities. Thus, for

these samples, the solution spectrum must be separately collected for subtraction to separate the

solute response.

2.3 2D IR spectroscopy background

2D IR is a nonlinear 3rd order spectroscopy, in which signal is generated as a result of

three interactions between the sample and the light field. Although there can be multiple

interactions per pulse, we find it most straightforward to discuss the case in which there are three

pulses that each interact with the sample once. Although nonlinear signal is generated using

incoherent and continuous coherent light, we restrict ourselves to the more intuitive case in

which each pulse is an impulsive, infinitely short light pulse. Thus, in our description of the

process, three ultrashort, broadband pulses interact with the sample to create the emitted signal.

By varying the time delay between each pulse, we can measure the energy level structure of the

molecule by pushing quanta of energy through the different vibrational modes. Variation of time

delay is a specific case of varying the phase (A r= Atco), and the same spectrum can be acquired

by measuring a more general (not linear in time) phase-dependence.

2.3.1 Theory

From an ensemble perspective, the three electric fields generate a third order polarization

that depends on the respective wavevectors, k;, the time delay between each field, and the

inherent response of the sample, R 2,4-6
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P 3)(ksig, t, r 2 , i)= R ff (rf] , r2, r )E 3 (k 3 , v 3 , t - Xr3
0 0 0(2.13)

E 2 (k 2 ,t 2 , t -r 3 - T2)E1(k 1,v1, - - 2- r2-1)drdr2d-r3

where T1 and T2 are the time delays between the first/second and second/third pulses, respectively.

T3 is the time variable associated with emission of the signal electric field, or, equivalently,

detection of the electric field. The point at which the absolute time variable is arbitrarily defined

to be zero, t 0, is (usually) set when the third pulse interacts with the sample. Using this

definition, T3  t. Thus, the left side of eq. (2.13) can be interpreted as follows - the p(3)

polarization emits a proportional signal electric field along the signal wavevector ksig. The signal

electric field, Esig(ksigt = r3,j2,Tj), is a real time domain field that parametrically depends on the

time delays T, and T2 . The three electric fields and the time delays between them are shown in

Figure 2.3.

Variations in different third order spectroscopies arise based on the number and geometry

of the beams, the orientation of the detector, the detection method, and the time delays (r1 ,2,T3)

or conjugate frequencies (0)1,0)2,(03) measured. Later Chapters 4 and 5 are almost entirely

Evolution Waiting Detection

E 1 E2 E3
t=o

Incident
Beams

Signal P3=0 p(
Emission

TELO 3
Heterodyne LO

Detection

t
ArLO

Mis-
calibration , +

FLOg 2LO ATi LO
t

Figure 2.3: A diagram illustrating the discussed time delays. Modified from Ref. 2.
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focused on detection of Esig, and we discuss it then as an arbitrary electric field whose detection

is completely independent of its origin.

Our goal is to measure the response function of the sample. If we conceptualize the

process in terms of photon absorption and emission, at most three photons can be absorbed, one

sample
T2

ks = -ka+k +k kXki

Figure 2.4: A diagram illustrating the boxcar geometry. Reproduced from Ref. 2.

from each beam. Each interaction provides the possibility of photon absorption or emission.

That is, each interaction has the potential to either excite the system into a coherent superposition

(in which the photon may or may not have been absorbed) or cause emission of a previous

potentially absorbed photon. Due to physicality, because each successive interaction acts on the

excited system left by the previous (otherwise the signal would not be third order), the three

interactions map out a pathway of absorption and emission in the molecule called a Liouville

pathway. Each absorbed photon has momentum associated with it, and the direction of the

emitted signal depends on which photons are potentially absorbed from which beam. Thus, an

experimentalist can measure the signal emitted due to selected sets of pathways by arranging the

incident beams with different directions and appropriately placing the detector. Further

selectivity is achieved by changing the time ordering between pulses whose wavevectors

constrain the type of interaction.

For the 2D IR experiments described here, the three excitation beams are arranged in the

boxcar geometry, as shown in Figure 2.4, in which each beam originates from a different corner

of a rectangular prism, overlap in the center, and exit through the opposite corners. The detector

is placed to detect the signal emitted along the fourth, unused box corner. Beam X is always the
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third beam in the sequence, but the time ordering of the a and P beams is reversed to select for

different sets of pathways. Based on the limited bandwidth of the incident pulses, the selection

rules for vibrational IR spectroscopy, the geometry of the beams, and the time ordering of the

beams, only the 0, 1, and 2 quanta energy levels are probed.

Using perturbation theory and a number of assumptions, the response function can be

expressed as the sum of eight (four unique, four conjugate terms) R, terms which each represent

a subset of Liouville pathways 2. Each R term can be further broken down into the product of

different contributions. To begin, we define an orientational term, Yn, which describes how the

polarizations {X, Y, or Z} of the input beams (I,J,K) and detection polarization (L) map onto the

transition dipoles connecting the probed eigenstates ab,c,d2:

n- r 3 IC2,7 1) n C a> b,c,d 2 ,r)R"'c''(r,r 2,r 1 ) (2.14)
IJKL a,b,c,d

Yn also takes into consideration the time dependent re-orientation of the molecules as they tumble

in solution during the three time periods. R, can be further separated into the product of multiple

terms. For example, in the n = 2 case, the three sequential interactions potentially cause

consecutive movement between (not necessarily unique) eignestates a to d, a to b, d to c, c to b,

and R is2:

Ra,,c d 3 , d,c b,a a xd

exp i IW0r2 + 0 ar ) F2"' ''( 3, r2 , r ) (2.15)

Here we see each interaction and the final emission contributes a Ip", the transition dipole

between the two eigenstates, and an exp(kizOp,qTm) that oscillates at the energy spacing between

the eigenstates that are potentially populated (coherent superposition) during the time period m.

The average energy splitting between the eigenstates is given by 0 p,q. The + or - depends on the

wavevector of the interacting pulse and whether the interaction causes absorption or emission.

Pa is the population of the initial ground state, a. F2 is the dephasing function that describes the

different inhomogeneous and homogeneous broadening mechanisms (except for 1/ror, which is

folded into Yn) described in eq. (2.8) for linear absorption. A more detailed description of Fn is

given in Ref. 2, and, as in the linear case, it can be interpreted as a correlation function. These

broadening mechanisms occur during every time period. In the impulsive pulse limit, in which

the vibrational dynamics are longer than the pulse length, the emitted signal electric field is
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proportional to the real part of the response function:

Eig(kig, r3 ,1 2 , 1 ) o Re[N(r ,r 2,r1 )] S( 3 ,r 2 ,r 1 ). (2.16)

Re-examining eq. (2.15) after equating R to the emitted signal in eq. (2.16) allows us to

better understand the signal generation. The first three pulses prepare the system during 11 and T2

to emit the signal. Due to the T1 and T2 periods, the amplitude of the emitted electric field is

scaled by the accumulated: 1) the population of the ground state (Pa), 2) the magnitude (pq) of

the first three transition dipoles, 3) the orientation (Y( 1,T2)) of the first three dipoles relative to

each other and to the polarizations of the incident fields, and 4) the decay mechanisms (F( 1,T2))

that occurred during T1 and T2. As a result of this preparation, immediately following the third

pulse, the system is in an excited state that emits radiation along ksig. This final transition causes

the emitted signal electric field to oscillate in time (T3) with a frequency determined by the

average energy spacing between the final two eigenstates. The amplitude is further affected by

the magnitude of the final transition dipole (pq ) and the orientation of the final dipole relative to

the detection polarization. The oscillation decays in time due to re-orientation (Yn(3)) and decay

mechanisms (F,(T1,T2,Tu3), where F, is often not separable into the product of terms solely

dependent on one time delay). The phase of the oscillating signal field results from the

accumulated phase during r1 and T2.

Thus, as is done in the experiment, by measuring the T1 and T2 dependence of Esig(ksig, t

T3), the energy levels and broadening rates and mechanisms can be determined. Because

multiple photons are used, the two quanta energy levels are also probed and studied.

2.3.2 Specific 2D IR measurements

Different 3rd order infrared measurements vary based on which time (Ti, T2, T3) and/or

frequencies (oi, 02, (03) are plotted, whether the signal is integrated over any of these variables,

and which representation of the signal is plotted (real, amplitude, or phase). Spectroscopies

measured for this thesis include dispersed pump-probe (DPP), dispersed vibrational echo (DVE),

heterodyne-detected dispersed vibrational echo (HDVE), and 2D IR. The explicit equations

describing these representations are given below after discussion of the detection. Briefly, all

four are collected in o3, which is the origin of the dispersed label. DPP, DVE, and HDVE are

one dimensional measurements of the nonlinear signal generated for a given T1 and T2 delay,

where Ti is usually 0 (the first and second pulses are time-coincident). DPP, DVE, and HDVE
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are all measuring the same signal field. They are differentiated based on whether that signal

field is detected interferometrically with a reference beam, and whether that reference beam can
be independently delayed. DPP is the real part of the signal, DVE is the amplitude squared of

the signal, and HDVE is a measurement from which the complex signal can be calculated. Thus,
HDVE can be used to calculate the DPP and the DVE spectrum.

2D IR involves full measurement of the signal as a function of T1. The 2D IR is usually

displayed as the real part of the spectrum that results from Fourier transforming along T1 to give

((OIo3) axes. Based on the projection-slice theorem', integration of the complex 2D IR spectrum

along co gives the equivalent complex HDVE spectrum collected at the same (Ti = 0,T2,TLO)

delays. Thus, the 2D IR signal can be related back to the HDVE, DPP, and DVE spectra.

2.3.3 Detection

For our purposes, the signal field can be detected as an integrated quantity in frequency

or in time, and in a homodyne or heterodyne measurement. In a frequency domain measurement,

the electric field (or fields) being detected is diffracted off of a grating.

In a homodyne measurement, only one electric field is measured to give the power

spectrum. This may be done, as in FTIR described above in eq. (2.9), by creating two copies of

the same pulse and measuring their square amplitude through interferometric detection.

In a heterodyne measurement, two different electric fields are measured. Usually, the

phase and amplitude of one 'reference' pulse is known such that the phase and the amplitude of

the remaining pulse can be determined.

We begin by describing detection generally before describing it specifically to measure

Esig(ksig,r1,T2,r3) in the homodyne and heterodyne cases. Thus, we start by talking about a general

detected electric field Edet) which may be the sum of many fields.

General

Detection occurs at a pixel made of a semiconductor material whose bandgap is small

enough that absorption of an infrared photon causes the generation of an electron, which is then

measured electronically as a voltage. In practice, the detection time resolution is limited by the

response time of the pixel - although the light is absorbed instantaneously, electrons and current

are generated on a slower timescale. For the mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detectors used
here, the response times are ~5 pis. Thus, because the incident electric field pulse is infinitely

short (<ns) relative to the response time, the observed output from the MCT pixel is an
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exponential with a -5 jis decay whose amplitude (equivently the area) is scaled by the integrated

electric field intensity at the detector |Edet|2 . The observed intensity at pixel / is then:

Il,s(l) oc f Edet(1,t)12dt (2.17)

where the limits are not actually infinite, just effectively infinite due to the <ns length of the

signal electric field pulse and the > is response time of the detector pixel. The proportionality

indicates the linearity between the observed electronic voltage and the intensity. Also, only -1/2

of the detector decaying exponential amplitude is integrated by the gating electronics to avoid

collecting noise, which again results in proportionality.

If all of the detected electric field is focused to a single pixel, then the total integrated

intensity is the same whether the electric field is written in the time or frequency domain:

Iocs Edet 2dt = 5 )dco (2.18)

If the detected electric field is dispersed off a grating and measured on multiple pixels,

then each pixel will be measuring a different frequency:

Iobs(I = co) c Idet (O) I . (2.19)

Here the grating effectively Fourier transforms the detected electric field from the time domain

(t) to the frequency domain, o, where the field is complex. Thus, the detected electric field is

split into many different monochromatic fields that still propagate through space until their

intensities are measured by the detector.

Based on the above discussion, cbs can be measured in two ways. If all of the detected

electric field is focused onto one pixel, then Iobs is proportional to the integration of the absolute

value square of the time domain detected electric field (eq. (2.17)). If the electric field is split

apart into different frequency components, then the square of the amplitude of each frequency

component is measured (eqs. (2.19)) and the qdet information is lost.

In the following discussion, specific electric fields will be substituted into the above

equations for Edet.

Homodyne

In the homodyne case, the Edet = Esig. Introducing the parametric 11 and T2 dependence

means that we can write the signal out more explicitly as Esig(t - 3,r2,z1). If the signal is
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measured on a single pixel, then the observed intensity, Jobs(r2,TI), is given by eq. (2.18). If the

signal is dispersed and measured, then the observed intensity, Iobs(w3,T2,T1), is given by eq.

(2.19). If the signal electric field is split into copies and interferometrically measured, then

Iobs(TLo,T2,T1) is measured as given in eq. (2.9), which, after FT, becomes Iobs(w3,T2,T1).

Dispersed vibrational echo spectroscopy is a type of homodyne detected nonlinear

infrared spectroscopy. The DVE spectrum, SDvE(w3,T2,T1) is given by Iobs(C03,T2,T1), which equals

[esig(C03,T2,T1)]2. For experimental convenience, SDVE is collected in the frequency domain. It can

also be collected interferometrically as described in the previous paragraph, a method which will

take longer to collect, but results in better frequency resolution.

Heterodyne

In the heterodyne case, a second reference pulse of known phase and amplitude, called

the local oscillator (LO), is overlapped with the unknown signal electric field, and Edet = Esig +

ELO. In time domain detection, the observed intensity is measured as a function of the time delay

between the pulses, TLO, which is shown in relation to the other time delays in Figure 2.3. This

TLO is similar to the rde/ from eq. (2.9). The only distinction is that we use Tde/ for the general case

of interferometric homodyne detection (the two beams are the same, but delayed by Tdel). TLO is

reserved for the specific interferometric heterodyne detection (the two beams are different and

delayed by rLO).

Defining the TLO = 0 point is an interesting endeavor if the pulses are arbitrary. How can

the center time of an asymmetrical pulse be determined such that a time separation can be

defined? For our case, E3(t) and ELo(t) are copies of each other (within a scaling factor), which

means that the t = 3 =TLO= 0 can be defined based on a chosen point in E 3(t). Our system puts

out symmetric pulses, and this zero time is defined as the center of the pulse.

For the following discussion, we describe the general and practical heterodyne case in

which the TLO may be mis-calibrated by a factor ArLO. In this case, the delay that is measured is

rLO = TLO + ArLO, which is shown at the bottom of Figure 2.3. In some cases this ATLO is

intentionally introduced.

The observed intensity resulting from time domain detection of Edet = Esig + ELO is given

by substituting this relation into eq. (2.18):
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Ioh S( r, I 2, r,) oc Eqg(Q,2, I 1) + ELO(t 'LO) dt

c$ Es(tr, 2 I 1 ) dt + JELO (t) 2 dt (2.20)

+ E,(rI1*5L,( LO) + IE o ,(r2,I)('O±[E,g (r* 2 Cl) * ELO(i JO)w 2[~~ *E 1j(,l )] (rLO)

If the electric fields are re-expressed in the frequency domain (Parseval's theorem), we have:

obs (rLOT 2!' l) c f 5 4g (c3 1"2 ,1 ) -+5&(w 3 ) exp(-i/01 L)2do,

C f ejg (o, r 2 , r 1)exp[ip(P 3, v 2 ,Ii) 2

eLO(w)exp[iP(w ) -i0)3r'] ' (2.21)

eg(" 3 , r2 , T 1 )] +[eLO(c0 3 )] 2 +

oc f 2eLO ((03 )e,, (o,3 T 2 X I >do

cos[g(o3 I21)- Lo fO03) 03 LO

As illustrated explicitly in eqs. (2.11) and (2.12), FT of [Ibos-Iconst] for either eq. (2.20) or eq.

(2.21) along TLO results in:

FT[Ibs (r L) , 2 I 1 const (T21 ] c 2eo (g 3 )esg( 3 ' 231) X

COS [P1s ()3, I 2 , r,) - o (co3 )+ A rcLO3] (2.22)

If the heterodyne detection is done in the frequency domain, then the observed intensity

is given by eq. (2.19) similar to eq. (2.4):

5kg(C1, r 2 , rI)+5o(W, ILO) = eLO(w03)2 +esg ((?)3 1 2 ,)

+2 eLO(03)eg 03,1"2 " ) X . (2.23)

cos Io,,g (c3, 2, I 1) - 'Lo( 03) +rm3]

At this point, the observed intensity has been measured without any attempted correction for the

time delay between the signal and LO pulse. Thus, the TLO (03 phase term results from the true

time difference between the pulses. If the experimentalist thinks that the time delay is T'LO = 100

fs, but it is actually rLO = 90 fs (ArLO = 10 fs), then correction of the cross term for r'LO leads to

the same term given on the right in eq. (2.22), in which there is a ATLO03 phase term.

Removing the constant terms and assuming that the time delays are properly known

allows us to define the desired heterodyne-detected third order spectrum, which parametrically
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depends on the T2 and Ti delays:

S(co3,r2,r1)= 
2 e,,(a3 )esg(o)3, 2 , r) x

COSkg (0 3 1'r 2 ,Il) YPLO(O3)] A(2.24)

As expected, this spectrum is the product of both the local oscillator and signal spectral

amplitudes and the observed phase is the difference between the signal and the LO phases. Thus,

the heterodyne detection measures the characteristics of the signal electric field relative to the

reference LO field. Inspection of S reveals these appealing properties: it is linear in esig, it is

amplified by eLO, and it retains the phase information.

Now that the general heterodyne and homodyne spectrum has been described, we can

explicitly write out the equations for specific types of nonlinear spectra, dispersed vibrational

echo, dispersed pump-probe, heterodyne-detected dispersed vibrational echo, and 2D IR:

SD VE (3, 2 I") [esig (03, v 2 , I1 )]2 (2.25)

SDPPo 3, r2 , rl = 0)= 2 eLO(o 3 )eg( 3 , r 2 ,rl = 0) x

cos[sig(3 C,r2, i] = 0)-wOLO(co3)]

5HI) E (co3, I r, r 0 )= 2e,,) (0o3)e,,g (co1 Z2 17 ) x

cosIP,(c0)3, 72, )- pLO (O3) + ro 3 ] +.2

isin[og(03r
2, i-)- 9w( 3) + r ± (2+r.Oo2

S2D(J3,1'r2IC1)= Re f jS(r 3 , r 2 , r)e"" e""I T3 ddr3

=Re LS( 3 , r2 ,ri)e""1 dr1 . (2.28)

= 2eLO (c 3 )e,g (63, Z2, 101) x

cos[,(cg (3, T2 ) - (LO03 

The imaginary part, absolute value, and phase 2D spectra can also be calculated by starting with

the last equation in eq. (2.28) and replacing the cosine with a sine, taking the amplitude squared

part, and plotting the argument of the cosine term, respectively. For the S2D, errors in the timing

will result in additional ArLO(03 and Arftow phase terms. Further inspection of eq. (2.28) reveals

that it can be thought of as a two-dimensional amplitude multiplied by a two dimensional phase.

The DVE, DPP, and HDVE spectra are discussed in more detail in Chapters 3 and 4.
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Each can be related to a projection of the 2D spectrum based on the projection-slice theorem 5.

These projection relationships are discussed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.

2.3.4 Discussion

As an example of heterodyne-detected nonlinear spectroscopy, a 2D IR spectrum of

dicarbonyl-acetylacetonato rhodium (RDC) is shown in Figure 2.5 with the corresponding
2energy level diagram . In RDC, the two carbonyl vibrations are highly coupled, such that the

observed one-quantum eigenstates, a and s, are attributed to the asymmetric and symmetric

stretches that involve both carbonyl groups. Due to the multiple interactions in nonlinear

spectroscopy, the two-quanta states are also probed.

Although for RDC and proteins we prefer to speak in terms of the one-quantum

eigenstates (a and s for RDC, amide I and 11 for proteins), it is more correct to think either in the

local mode (carbonyl stretches) or the full eigenstate basis. Diagonalization of the zero, one, and

two quantum Hamiltonian will result in a set of zero, one, and two quantum eigenstates that are a

mix of the local state modes. The one quantum eigenstate modes are the a,s or Amide 1/11

modes. The relationship between the two quantum eigenstates and the one quantum eigenstates

is unclear. Therefore, referring to the two eigenstate modes as 2a,2s,as, assumes that the real

two quantum eigenstates are close to what we expect for two quantum states of the one quantum

eigenstates.

A 2D IR spectrum can be thought of as a spectrally resolved 'pump-probe' experiment, in

which photons are 'pumped' into the system at a frequency given by 1, the energy is allowed to

redistribute during T2, and then the system is 'probed' (o3) to reveal where the input energy has

gone. In our adopted convention, there is no true 'probing' beam, because the LO is viewed as a

reference beam used to measure the signal electric field.

The 2D IR spectrum contains positive (red) and negative (blue) peaks. As with linear

spectroscopy, we can think of the positive and negative peaks as arising due to two physical

pictures: 1) as an increase/depletion of photons in a probing beam or 2) as generation of a signal

electric field whose phase relative to a reference pulse creates an apparent increase or decrease in

the intensity. Our entire discussion of nonlinear spectroscopy has fallen into the realm of 2), but

previous historical conceptions operate within 1) and we discuss them both to reconcile the two

pictures.

Experimentally, the heterodyne-detected nonlinear signal is determined by modulation.
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In the simplest case, the LO intensity, |ELoI , is subtracted from the signal+LO intensity,

|Esig+ELO2 .

If the same pulse is used for the third interaction and the LO (self-heterodyne), then it is

natural to think in convention 1), where the beams 1/2 are the 'pump' that causes either an

increase or decrease in photons in the 'probing' pulse, beam 3/LO. Here, the positive peaks

result from a phenomenon called stimulated emission while the process producing the negative

peaks is called induced absorption. In this formulation, the 'pump' beam (generally) excites the

system up to a one quantum state. From this one quantum state, the 'probe' can either stimulate

emission of photons, which will result in an increase of photons in the 'probe,' or photons from

the 'probe' can be absorbed to excite the system into a two-quantum state, which will deplete the

'probe.' In the latter process, the 'pump' has induced absorption of the 'probe.' Thus, in the RDC

case, if the 'probe' causes emission from a or s, then we observe a positive peak. If the 'probe' is

absorbed to create a two-quantum state (2s, 2a, or as), then a negative peak is observed. This is

consistent with a linear transmittance spectrum, in which a depletion of photons is negative while

an increase is positive.

In the convention 2), where the three interactions generate a signal electric field, then the

final step is always thought of as emission from a penultimate state. Thus, both the one- and two-

quantum states emit photons, but the accumulated phases attribute to the one- and two-quantum

emitted photons are 1800 different such that interference with a LO results in the appearance of

positive and negative features (respectively). As a justification for adopting this interpretation,

we can analyze the homodyne detection case. Here, we measure the square amplitude of the

signal electric field in the absence of any reference pulse, and the phase information is lost. The

SDVE spectrum has peaks at the frequencies associated with the positive and negative peaks in the

SDPP, indicating that photons are emitted in each case.

Even within convention 2), we can still think of the independent (w1) and dependent (03)

axes of a 2D IR spectrum in terms of a map of where energy is 'pumped'-in and later 'probed.'

The mo frequency is determined by the frequency of the coherent superposition created by the

first pulse, Ei. The o3 frequency is defined by the frequency of the coherent superposition

created directly as a result of the third pulse, E3, although this state is actually prepared indirectly

by the first two pulses as well.

Based on this discussion, we can better interpret the RDC 2D IR spectrum shown in
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Figure 2.5. Peaks 1 and 1' are positive, on-diagonal peaks. They are positive because they are

due to emission from the one quantum state s and a, respectively. This is also apparent from

their frequencies, where (not considering the lineshape width) oI= 03, indicating that, for peak 1,

the first and third interaction produce a coherent superposition between the ground state, 0, and s.

In 2D IR spectroscopy, each diagonal peak is paired with an anharmonically shifted
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negative peak, 3 and 3', that results from probing the two quantum states (2s or 2a in this case).

For peak 3, (o = os,o, while 03 = 0 2ss where the subscripts refer to the coherent superposition.

Because of the anharmonic nature of vibrations, E2s = ho 2 s is different than twice the energy of

the one quantum state: 0 2s = 2os - As, where the anharmonicity As is assumed here to be positive

such that the two-quanta energy is less than twice the one-quantum energy. In the limit of no

thermally populated one-quantum states (ho >> kbT), if the anharmonicity is 0, then the 1 and 3

peaks will exactly cancel out to give no signal.

The off-diagonal cross-peaks (peaks 2/4 and 2'/4') also occur in complementary pairs in

2D IR. The appearance of these cross-peaks indicates coupling. This coupling is between the

local mode two quantum states (which is expected if there is coupling between the local mode

one quantum states). Another way to describe these peaks is that they exist because the energy it

takes to populate the combination band of two one-quantum eigenstates is less than the sum of

the energies of each of the individual states. For RDC, that means that was = (os,O + o0 a,o - Aas.

The positive peak 2 occurs due to the first beam exciting into the o1 = os,o superposition and the

third interaction exciting into the o3 = 0 a,O. Negative peak 4 occurs because of the same initial

interaction, o1 = os,o, and then an interaction that involves the two quantum state 03 = oas,s. If

the states a and s were uncoupled local modes, then the negative peak 4 would exactly overlap

with peak 2 (Was = Os + (oa) and both peaks would cancel. In this way, the existence of these

cross-peaks indicates the existence of coupling in the local mode basis. Modeling spectra, in

particular the magnitude of Aas, allows for quantifying the coupling terms. For RDC,

identification of the one quantum modes as eigenstates of the two carbonyls ensures the

existence of cross-peaks. That is, we know the local modes are highly coupled, and therefore we

expect to see cross-peaks. In a system with unassigned peaks, however, the mere presence of

cross-peaks indicates that the underlying local modes are coupled and thus the observed one-

quantum states are actually eigenstates that result from mixing local modes. The ability to

qualitatively determine which modes are connected is a powerful advantage, and it separates 2D

IR from linear spectroscopies.

The cross-peaks can also be explained using the 'pump-probe' interpretation - for peak 2

we input a photon at o, = os,o and we observe output from the (03 = oa,o state. This interpretation

is particularly helpful for chemical exchange processes, in which varying T2 reveals the kinetic

conversion of different species. Energy is input into the reactant at a particular frequency oi.
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During T2 the reaction proceeds, which changes the frequency of the excited vibration. The light

is then output at the frequency assigned to the product.

The lineshapes indicate information about the homogeneous and inhomogeneous

broadening processes, as shown in Figure 2.3. In the inhomogeneous case, diagonally elongated

peaks are observed - light put in at an initial frequency is emitted at the same frequency and O I =

03. If there is homogeneous broadening, then the absorption tagged with the intial interaction

can wander to another environment of different frequency before the interaction with the final

pulse, and oI o3. These frequency definitions are similar to definitions used to describe

diagonal and off diagonal peaks. This raises the interesting question of how to distinguish many

overlapping peaks from one inhomogeneously broadened peak. Generally, this distinction is

made based on the number of underlying oscillators in the system. Each oscillator is considered

to be part of the system, and the number of oscillators per (non-interacting) molecule will result

in a single one-quantum peak, where any inhomogeneous broadening observed in this peak is

attributed to the bath.

The inhomogeneous broadening occurs along the diagonal, while the homogeneous

broadening occurs along both axes. The rounded lineshapes observed for RDC indicates

homogeneous broadening. The diagonal width is a measure of the inhomogeneous broadening

while the anti-diagonal width is a measure of the homogeneous broadening. Generally,

lineshapes change with the T2 time. In this regime, at early T2 times, the correlation between the

o1 and 03 frequencies is retained and the peaks are inhomogeneously broadenend. With

increasing T2 times, the correlation is blurred, and the peaks gradually shift from

inhomogeneously to homogeneously broadened. If the T2 (or T1 or T3) is too long, the correlation

between o1, and o3 will be entirely scrambled and the nonlinear signal will drop to zero. Thus,

the decay mechanisms place a limit on the time delays.

Aside from the information determined from the peak positions and lineshapes, the

relative magnitude of peaks (particularly their dependence on incident field polarization) and the

waiting time dependence all reveal further information about the system. The magnitude of the

peaks is related to the interacting dipoles and their projection onto the incident light fields. The

r2 dependence reveals the processes that occur between the second and third pulses. Polarization

and T2 dependences, also called anisotropy measurements, can be combined to reveal the re-

orientational tumbling timescales.
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2.3.5 Discussion of amide I spectra

The 2D IR experiments presented in this thesis are almost exclusively taken on the amide

I vibration of proteins and peptides. Although the same principles and equations govern the

analysis and interpretation of the 2D IR spectra of both RDC (discussed above) and proteins

(discussed in the following chapters and Chapter 1), much of the contained information is

inaccessible due to the overlapping nature of protein 2D IR spectra. If the protein has N+1

peptide units, then the spectrum will be the result of nonlinear peaks resulting from pathways

involving N one-quantum and (N2+N)/2 two-quantum energy levels. Although many of the

resulting peaks will have negligible amplitudes, the remainder will combine to create an

overlapping mess with cross-peaks showing up as ridges. The homogeneous linewidth of each

peak is ~ 10 cm' due to the -1 ps damping exponential. Even though the spectra appear blobby,

they contain more information than the analogous FTIR spectra.

Although the macro-peaks observed are the result of many underlying overlapping peaks,

structural information can be gained by analyzing a single spectrum. Secondary structures tend

to create observed peaks in different frequency ranges.

Due to the overlapping nature of the many peaks, in the absence of isotope-labeling, T2-

dependent and quantitative polarization-dependent experiments reveal little valuable

information. Thus, 2D IR spectra are usually collected at a single T2 delay. Instead of varying

the T2 or polarization, protein structure is usually tracked by observing changes in the 2D IR

spectrum in response to a temperature change, which may be introduced slowly or quickly.

When introduced quickly through a temperature jump, the structural changes can be tracked as a

function of time following the initiation.

2.4 Conclusion

Linear and nonlinear infrared spectroscopies measure how molecules respond to incident

infrared electric fields. Linear absorption measurements reveal vibrational transitions and

energies, but different broadening mechanisms are indistinguishable. By using three incident

pulses, 2D IR can track multiple successive excitations to reveal coupling between different

vibrations and separate homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening. Although the signal

emitted due to linear and nonlinear processes encodes different information about the vibrations

within the system, the same equations apply to detection. Delaying a reference beam relative to
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the signal beam allows for interferometric measurement of the signal. The technical details

regarding collecting the nonlinear spectra are presented in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

2D IR Experiment

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the 2D IR technique used to collect the data presented in this thesis is

discussed. First, the equilibrium 2D IR optical setup, timing, and data processing are described.

Particular attention is given to the HeNe overlap, interferometer, and sample box, all of which

have been recently modified. In the middle of the chapter, the transient 2D IR optical setup and

timing are discussed. Finally, expected spectral and temporal transient 2D IR features are shown

and interpreted with particular focus given to the protein time response.

2D IR experiments represent some of the most recent advancements in infrared

spectroscopy. By correlating the pumping and probing axes, increased spectral information can

be attained relative to FTIR experiments. By using ultrafast lasers with <100 fs pulsewidths,

these experiments are conducted with picosecond time resolution.

Transient 2D IR (t-2DIR) experiments integrate another laser system into the mix, which

increases the complexity and provides a 4th time dimension that extends our temporal range by

many decades beyond the equilibrium 2D IR vibrational lifetime limit of-3 ps.

T-jump t-2D IR experiments introduce the biologically relevant and powerful variable

temperature. By creating abrupt temperature changes, we can measure the time dependent
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response of biological systems.

To date, our group is the only laboratory that has successfully conducted T-jump t-2D IR

experiments.

3.2 2D IR equilibrium optical setup

A general schematic of the laser system used to collect the spectra presented in this thesis

is shown in Figure 3.1. The timing diagram is shown in Figure 3.2. Each step is discussed in

more detail below.

3.2.1 800 nm Generation

Briefly, 4 W continuous wave (CW) 532 nm light generated by a diode-pumped

Nd:YVO 4 CW Spectra-Physics Millennia (Mountain View, CA) pumps a Ti:Sapphire Spectra-

Physics Tsunami (Mountain View, CA) oscillator to generate 82 MHz, 90 fs pulsewidth, -16 nm

FWHM pulses with a center wavelength of 792 nm. -250 mW (3 nJ per pulse) of the oscillator

input is sent into a Spectra-Physics Spitfire (Mountain View, CA) regenerative amplifier that is

pumped by a 1 kHz pulsed 527 nm diode-pumped Nd:YLF Spectra-Physics Empower 30

(Mountain View, CA). To reduce the peak pulse power to avoid damage to optics, before

entering the amplifier, the oscillator pulses are elongated in time through multiple reflections off

of a grating. Retention in the amplifier cavity is controlled by two Pockels cells that flip the

a S-P Millennia
b S-P Tsunami
c S-P Empower

d S-P Spitfire
e S-P OPA-800
f Quantel YG961/

OPOTEK OPO

WP - wave plate
PBS - polarizing beam splitter

B a- beam splitter
i-polarization rotating periscope

Sample Box Detector

ono

800nm generation 6 m generation Interferometer 0.5 kHz signal
BS - -+800 nm, 82 MHz,

Spec. ' b 90 fs 6 pm, 1 kHz, 6 9

SSA j -'a532 nmCW 90 fs 3 4@ 1 kHz,
---------------..--. ie 1@ 0.5 kHz

2 p,6
532 nm, 800 nm, I kHz, 20 Hz

1 kHz 90 fs WPPBS HeNe Overlap

c d 2 pmr gene

Figure 3.1: A diagram illustrating the full laser setup. Dashed lines indicate the laser light
path used for diagnostics. The oscillator output spectrum is measured with an Ocean
Optics spectrometer (Spec.),(Dunedin, FL). The amplifier output pulselength is measured
with a single shot autocorrelator (SSA). The stretcher and compressor are contained in d.
The polarization of the beam output of the amplifier and OPA are S and P, respectively.
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I pc 1 pc2

- Am e T-Jump Laser
Amplifier

Figure 3.2: A diagram illustrating the triggering timing signals. All timings are derived

from the oscillator output. The 82 MHz signal is divided down to 1 kHz (Frequency
Divider 1), 500 Hz (Chopper Controller), and 20 Hz (Frequency Divider 2). The Data
Acquisition Circuit collects the data and a trigger from each of the 1 kHz, 500 Hz, and 20

Hz triggers. pcI and pc2 - pockels cells 1 and 2. Compare to Figure 3.1. Modified from

Ref. 1.

polarization of selected oscillator pulses so that they are not rejected from the cavity. Each

millisecond, the first Pockels cell allows one lucky seed pulse (out of 82,000) from the oscillator

to stay in the cavity at a delay optimized to maximize the temporal overlap between the seed

pulse and the pumping 532 nm pulse, which dumps its energy into the amplifier Ti:Sapphire

crystal. As the lucky, selected seed pulse passes back and forth through the cavity it stimulates

emission from the excited Ti:Sapphire crystal, which causes an amplification of power. Once the

power is maximized, the amplified pulse is allowed to exit the cavity. The power, stability, and

pulse length all depend on the number of passes through the cavity. Too many passes will

lengthen the pulse, while too few will lead to instability and low power. Once the buildup

produces the proper power and stability, the pulse is allowed to exit the cavity by the second

Pockels cell, which sends the pulse to a grating compressor that re-compresses the pulse. The

amplified pulse power is ~1 mJ (1 W), and its pulselength is -90 fs as monitored by a Positive

Light Single Shot Autocorrelator (Los Gatos, CA).

The timing for the 800 nm generation and amplification begins with the oscillator, where

the pulsetrain is internally monitored with a diode. The 82 MHz signal is actually measured at

half the rate, at 41 MHz, which is passed on to a Medox E/O box (Frequency Divider 1), (now
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part of Clark-MXR, Dexter, MI). This Medox box is used to divide the electronic 41 MHz rate

down to -1 kHz. This I kHz signal is used throughout the laser system. For the 800 nm

amplification step, one 1 kHz Medox output is used to trigger a SRS DG535 delay generator

(Delay Generator 1),(Sunnyvale, CA), which in turn triggers the Empower firing and the timing

of the first and second Pockels cells.

3.2.2 6 ptm generation

A more detailed description of the optics and underlying nonlinear processes that result in

6 pm generation is given elsewhere3 .

700-800 mW of the 800 nm amplified light is sent to a customized Spectra-Physics OPA-

800 optical parametric amplifier (Mountain View, CA) for 6 pm light generation. The beam is

initially split into three beams with powers of 1:9:90%. The polarization of the 1% beam is

rotated by 900, and it is focused into a 1 mm sapphire slab to create white light, and then focused

into a 3 mm p-Barium Borate (BBO) crystal. The 9% 'first pass' 800 nm light is also focused

into the BBO crystal, where it is spatially and temporally overlapped with the white light. The

white light acts as a stabilizing seed for the Type II (white light: vertical polarization; 800 nm

horizontal polarization) optical parametric amplification process through which the first pass 800

nm photons (03) are split into two photons (0 - o2 + ol), a signal (higher frequency, (2) and

idler (lower frequency, oi). The frequency of the signal (horizontal polarization) and idler

(vertical polarization) are determined by the angle of the BBO crystal. Once the signal and idler

are generated, the signal is dumped by a dichroic while the idler is transmitted and reflected back

into the BBO, where it acts as a seed for the second and final stage of optical parametric

amplification. The 90% 'second pass' 800 nm beam is independently focused into the BBO

where it is spatially and temporally overlapped with the idler seed pulse. Through the same

Type II nonlinear process, -100 mW of signal and idler are produced with 90' rotated relative

polarizations. As much of the residual 800 nm light as possible is dumped by dichroics, and the

signal and idler are passed on to the final 6 gm generating process, difference frequency

generation (DFG).

For our goal of 6 pm generation, each 800 nm (792 nm) photon is split into 1.4 and 1.8

pm photons (the signal and idler from the OPA process). The polarization difference allows for

the overlapped beam to be separated by a polarizing beam splitter. The time delay between the

two beams is compensated, and they are re-overlapped spatially and focused into a 1mm AgGaS2
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Figure 3.3: A diagram illustrating the HeNe overlap. The 6 pm enters from the OPA on
the right, is overlapped with the HeNe beam, and the overlapped pair are sent to the
interferometer to the left. Polarization of the 6 pm beam is indicated at bottom right
(double-headed arrow, horizontal) and at top left (cross, vertical).

crystal, where a Type 1I DFG process generates 6 pm photons (horizontal polarization) at the

difference frequency between the 1.4 and 1.8 pm frequencies. Following the same convention,

for the DFG process, the signal and idler labels are different than in the OPA case: pump = 1.4,

signal = 1.8, and idler = 6 pm. After generation, the 6 jm beam is then passed through a 3 mm

slab of germanium angled at the Brewster's angle to maximize transmission of the 6 pm while

absorbing and reflecting residual signal and idler. The germanium also helps correct for the

dispersion collected as the beam journeys to the down-table sample. Finally, the 6 pm beam is

collimated and sent onto the HeNe overlap box.

The 6 pm beam is absorbed by water vapor lines, and from the DFG until detection, the

mid-infrared beam is contained within sealed boxes purged by dried air with a -400C dew point

(Domnick Hunter PNEU DRI MIDIplus DMEO 15, Gateshead, England).

The entire mid-infrared generation produces -4 pJ of 1 kHz, 90 fs pulsewidth 6 pm light,

with an overall efficiency of -1.4%. The 6 pm light that exits the OPA is P (horizontally)

polarized.

3.2.3 HeNe Overlap

To make down-table alignment easier, the 6 pm light is overlapped with a visible HeNe

beam in the HeNe overlap box. The layout of the HeNe overlap is shown in Figure 3.3. To

retain the down-table alignment as much as possible, the 6 pm beam is adjusted to match the

HeNe beam, which is immobilized and assumed to be well aligned through the remaining optics.

Overlap is maximized by adjusting the 6 pm alignment at the two pre-germanium mirrors to
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maximize the signal monitored >5 m down-table after passing through a near- and far-field iris.

The HeNe and 6 pim are overlapped on a second 3 mm slab of germanium, which transmits the 6

pm and reflects the HeNe. The HeNe is pre telescoped to match the 6 pm beam size. The

polarization of both beams is rotated by 900 to S (vertical) polarization for the 6 pim beam by a

periscope, and both beams are expanded to ~1 cm diameter and collimated by two spherical

focusing mirrors (the beam passes through a focus before diverging and being collimated by the

second spherical mirror).

3.2.4 Interferometer Box

The interferometer splits the 6 pm beam (now overlapped and mode-matched with the

HeNe 633 nm beam) into 5 beams: 3 are aligned onto three corners of a box for generating the

3rd order nonlinear signal (a,b,c), I is aligned on the fourth corner of the box as a tracer beam for

alignment (and potentially pump-probe measurements) (tracer), and I is used as the local

oscillator (LO) to interferometrically detect the generated nonlinear signal. The optical layout

for the interferometer box is shown in Figure 3.4.

The five beams are generated by a series of 3 mm thick custom coated Rocky Mountain

Instrument Co. ZnSe beam splitters (Lafayette, CO). The anti-reflection (AR) coating is rated at

<2.5% average reflection over the 4-8 pm range for S polarization with an angle of incidence of

450. The 50% coating provides 50±5% reflection of S polarization over the 4-8 pm range with

an angle of incidence of 450.

The first beam splitter (1) is uncoated on the front face (AR on the back), and angled at

560 incident angle to reflect 40% of the power. The transmitted 60% is split by a beam splitter

with a 50%/AR front/back face coating to produce the a and b beams with 30% each of the initial

6 pm power.

In the original design, of the transmitted 40% from (1), 25% was intended to be reflected

by an uncoated/AR beam splitter (2) angled at 360 incident angle to give a transmitted 40% x

75% = 30% total to create beam c, with the reflected 40% x 25% = 10% total used to create the

LO and tracer.

In practice, however, we found that the 10% was unnecessarily too much, and the beam

splitter at (2) was replaced with an AR/AR coated beam splitter which theoretically reflects ~2%.

With this arrangement, the 40% transmitted from (1) is split into a transmitted 98% x 40% =

39% that is used to create the beam c. The reflected 40% x 2% = -1% of the total is further split
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into the LO and tracer by a 50%/AR beam splitter.

Ignoring loss due to mirrors and AR coated surfaces, the percentage power is spread

across beams a,b,c,tracer,LO with a ratio of 30:30:38:0.5:0.5, which puts the maximum power

into beams a, b, and c while still ensuring that the tracer and LO can still saturate the detector.

This represents a more ideal arrangement than the previous setup, which used 50%/AR beam

splitters to create a ratio of 25:25:25:12.5:12.5, which puts too much power into the LO and

tracer at the expense of the other beams. The more ideal arrangement is expected to produce a

50% increase in heterodyned power.

In practice, we find that the intensities of beams a, b, and c are relatively even at the

sample, suggesting that reflective losses, differences in focusing, non-ideality in the coatings or

incident angles even out the power in each beam. Assessing the overall boost in power is

LOltr
waveplate C

polarizer b a

M iris TC 
Scompensator BS1

beam splitters 1/2 C

uncoated/AR t ?J 3/2
AR/AR BS2O

50/AR P BS4 C

LO n I
t :;9% chopper 2 2

P _P _ _ _ P P BS3

Figure 3.4: A diagram illustrating the interferometer. The 6 pm/HeNe beam entering
from the HeNe overlap box at right is split into 5 beams: a, b, c, tr, and LO. At positions
1 and 2 (BS I and BS2), the front face of the ZnSe beam splitter is uncoated, while the
back side is AR coated. At position 2 (BS2), the front and back face of the ZnSe beam
splitter are AR coated. The other beam splitters (BS3 and BS4) have a front face coated
for 50%/50% reflectance/transmittance, and an AR coated back face. Compensators (C)
are AR/AR coated, tilted at a proper angle (for compensation) around the axis parallel to
the table. Delays between a, b, c, and LO/tr are created by moving the motorized stages
relative to beam c, whose retroreflector is fixed. Vertical displacement of the beams is
created by rotating the retroreflectors around the beam axis. The polarization is indicated
at top right (vertical, S polarization). )/2 - half-wave plate; P - polarizer.
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difficult given that it is highly dependent on the day-to-day (month-to-month for stable

alignments) alignment, but the power increase seems to be in the 25% range.

Beams a, b, c, and LO/tracer undergo an even 2, 2, 2, and 4 reflections, respectively,

between the last common mirror and their respective delay stages, which helps to correlate the

direction of drifting parallel to the laser table.

AR/AR ZnSe compensators are placed perpendicular to the beam axes (normal

incidence) and tilted along the axis parallel to the table to an angle (not the Brewsters angle) that

provides the proper amount of material to compensate for the beam splitters. As defined by

beam b, which passes through the most ZnSe material, the compensators are tilted such that each

beam passes through 10.2 mm of ZnSe. The compensators were tilted towards the laser table to

minimize loss (the polarization of the 6 pm beam is 'P' relative to the compensator face). The

LO beam only collects its full compensation after passing through the sample box ZnSe 50%/AR

beam splitter.

Each of the a, c, and LO/tr beams is independently delayed relative to the fixed beam c.

Each beam reflects off of a retroreflector (3" diameter, PLX), which, except for beam c, is

mounted on an Aerotech 50-ANT stage (Pittsburgh, PA) with 50 mm stage range, which can

produce 333 ps delays. The stages have a 10 nm (0.067 fs) resolution, a 300 nm (2 fs) accuracy,

and a 50 nm (0.33 fs) repeatability.

Each beam a, b, c, and LO/tr passes through its own Karl Lambrecht Co. MgF2 half-wave

plate (MWPMF A2-22-6M, Chicago, IL). Beams a, b, c, LO, and tr then pass through their own

AR coated 2 mm thick ZnSe wiregrid polarizer (Specac, Inc., Cranston, RI). The half-wave

plates are adjusted to maximize the throughput transmitted through the polarizers, which are set

to provide specific polarizations at the sample position.

Beams a, b, c, and tr are aligned along the corners of a 1" box. Beam b is chopped at 500

Hz, and its phase is controlled by the chopper controller (New Focus Inc., 3501, Santa Clara,

CA) shown in Figure 3.2.

3.2.5 Sample Box

The optical layout for the sample box is shown in Figure 3.5. For all of the spectra

collected in this thesis, the internal LO set-up was used. Beams a, b, c are focused into the

sample by an unprotected gold 3" diameter, 10 cm effective focal length, 900 off-axis parabolic

mirror (Janos Technology, Keene, NH). The beams were consistently focused with 80%
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Detector
Internal LO

External LO

Figure 3.5: A diagram illustrating the sample box. The 6 ptm/HeNe beams entering
from the interferometer at bottom are focused into the sample, S. Top - In the
'Internal LO' case, the local oscillator is passed through the same sample position as
the T-jump laser and beams a,b,c, however the LO is delayed by ~25 ps. Bottom - In
the 'External LO' case, the LO is not passed through the same sample position. The
tracer is not shown, although it would emerge from the sample in the same direction
as the signal. L - lens, B - 50%/AR beam splitter, V - vertically displaced mirror, F -
3.4 pm low pass filter, CaF2 - 2 mm Calcium fluoride window to compensate for the

transmittance through a 75 pm pinhole. The 3 rd order nonlinear signal is emitted along the 4 th

corner of the box. Beams a, b, and c are blocked, while the signal and LO are transmitted along

their respective paths and recombined on a 50%/AR ZnSe beamsplitter, shown in the inset to the
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right of the external LO set up in Figure 3.5. The transmitted and reflected beam pairs are

vertically separated and focused through the top and bottom of a CaF2 lens into the 0.25 mm

vertical slit entrance of a 190 mm Jobin Yvon Monochromator (Triax 190, Longjumeau, France),

diffracted off a 40-lines/mm grating, and collected at 1 kHz on two vertically displaced stripes of

64 Mercury Cadmium Telluride pixels. The pixels are cooled by a liquid nitrogen cooled dewar,

and the signal is collected and integrated over a 2.6 ps window by an Infrared Systems

Development IR-0144 (Winter Park, FL).

Due to the 1800 phase shift due to an external versus internal reflection off of the beam

splitter, the signal transmitted/LO reflected and signal reflected/LO transmitted arms produces

intensities with oppositely signed cross terms:

= [e(s)] + [e+O(co)] -t 2e o(c)es , 3)xcos[s 1 gw 3)--LO(3

[e,, (as )]2 +[e (co )]2 +2e L (w3 ) e, (co ) x cos[ ,,g ( 0)- PLO() (3.1)

Subtraction of the two intensities, which are measured on the two stripes of the array, leads to

cancelation of the phase independent terms and an increase in the signal to noise'. This method

of detection is called balanced detection.

From its generation until it reaches the sample, the 6 pm beam passes through a KBr lens,

2 x 3 mm Ge windows, 10 mm of ZnSe beam splitters and compensators, a MgF 2 half-wave

plate, a 2 mm ZnSe polarizer, and a 1 mm thick CaF2 sample window. The amount of material

passed through is minimized and carefully chosen to minimize and correct for second order

dispersion in the pulses4 .

3.2.6 Timing up pulses

Finding the stage positions that result in time-coincident pulses at the sample is either

achieved through 2 nd order doubling in a AgGaS2 crystal positioned at the sample position or

through interferometric cross-correlations.

In interferometric cross-correlations, a pinhole (usually with a 75 pm diameter) is

positioned at the sample spot, where the beams have been focused and spatially overlapped.

Each beam is assumed to be a replica given that they are all generated from the same initial
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pulse. The pinhole scatters each incident beam, such that a small portion is directed down the

aligned signal path onto the array. Stepping one beam in time relative to another produces an

interferometric measurement, whose intensity after integrating over frequency, should be

maximized at zero time delay. The equations that describe interferometric detection are

described in Chapter 2.

For interferometric cross-correlations, to minimize spatial dependence, an iris previously

centered on the signal beam should be closed to only allow a small portion of the scattered light

to propagate down the signal arm. Without the spatial masking provided by the iris, the zero

times measured on the upper and lower detector stripes may deviate.

3.2.7 Timing up the LO

Finding the proper LO time delay relative to the signal has been an issue in the past.

Interferometric cross-correlations allow for the proper LO time delay determination5 . The time

determination is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The scattering pinhole produces intensity of the two

incident beams, LO and beam c (the fixed beam, which sets the absolute signal time zero), along

both the signal and LO arms. For detecting the time delay between the LO and beam 3 at the

sample position, Tsample, the interference between the LO and beam 3 pulses along the signal arm

can be measured. To detect the time delay between the LO pulse that travels along the LO arm

and the beam 3 pulse that travels along the signal arm, Tdetector, we measure the interference

between these two pulses traveling different arms.

In the 2D IR experiment, the signal and LO propagate along their respective arms.

Determining the time delay between them using an interferometric cross-correlation allows for

determination to within +/-10 fs. This is true in principle and in practice.

3.2.8 Collecting equilibrium pump-probe spectra

The pump-probe spectrum is a two beam measurement in which one of the beams must

be aligned onto the detector. The other beam is chopped. Based on these requirements, we use

beam b as the chopped pump and either the LO or tracer as the probe. If the LO is used, its delay

relative to the pump at the sample is set to the required T2 delay. It should be noted that the LO is

not properly compensated by ZnSe, which means that it will have slightly different dispersion

relative to beam b.

For collecting equilibrium 2D and pump-probe spectra in series, it is convenient to use

the LO as the probing beam. Delaying the LO and b by many picoseconds relative to beams a
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Figure 3.6: A diagram illustrating the LO time determination through interferometric
cross-correlations. More detailed labels are given in Figure 3.5. Internal LO - Focusing
beams c and LO to a pinhole (P) scatters each beam into the LO (blue dotted circle) and
signal (red dashed circle) arms, both of which are focused onto the detector. Collecting
the time-stepped interference between the c and LO pulse just along the signal arm allows
for determining the zero time delay Trple, which corresponds to time coincidence at the
sample. Collecting the time-stepped interference between pulse c propagating along the
signal arm and pulse LO propagating along the LO arm allows for determining the zero
time delay Tdet., which corresponds to time coincidence at the detector (and overlapping
beam splitter) between pulses traveling different arms. Although the alignment changes,
the LO arm pathlength (measured from sample to detector) is -6 mm (20 ps) shorter than
the signal arm.

and c allows for collection of the b/LO pump-probe even with unblocked beams a and c because

of the relatively short dephasing time of amide I.

3.2.9 Collecting equilibrium 2D IR spectra

Slight timing errors in the r1 and rLO times creates mixing of the real and imaginary
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signals. Before collecting a 2D IR spectrum, the 2-beam pump-probe (b,LO) is collected. The

4-beam (a,b,c,LO) real[SHDVE((03,T2, I 0,TLo=0)] is compared to the 2-beam SDPP(W3,T2,t1=0).

They should be equal. The TLO=O delay is reset such that the 4-beam and 2-beam spectra match.

The (Ti,o 3) 2D IR intensity is then collected as a function of 11 by stepping either stage a

or b. If stage a is stepped, the rephasing surface is collected. If stage b is stepped, then the non-

rephasing surface is collected. For the equilibrium spectrum, beam b is chopped at 500 Hz to

collect the LO spectrum. Representing the upper(lower) stripe with U(L) and the

chopped(unchopped) signal with '(O), the measured intensity can be expressed using the

convention used in Chapter 2:

I 1" =2 = =e 2 +e 2 +2e e cos( p,0,-( 9J)L 7~rIL Sg +eDf Sig LO -

I - 2 

(3.2)

where TLO is assumed to be properly set to 0 (time-coincident with the 3rd pulse). In order to

correct for mismatch on the stripes, the unchopped intensity, 1*, is subtracted from the chopped

intensity, 1*, and the stripes are subtracted to give a slice of the (TI,o3) 2D IR data S2D(w3,T2,T1):

S 2 =D L (S - (I) - (I ')~4evgem cos(Pg - Pm (3.3)

Noise and mismatch between the LO and/or signal intensities on each stripe will lead to

incomplete cancelation of the e2 terms. More complicated post processing to remove the effects

of linear absorption is discussed in Chapter 5.

Representative S2D(w3,r2=150 fs,Ti) rephasing and non-rephasing data sets for 20 mg/mL

ubiquitin dissolved in pH*l solution of DCl in D20 are shown in Figure 3.7. The ri delays are

generally stepped at 4 fs (~-2/5) steps out to 2.5(1.5) ps for rephasing(non-rephasing) surfaces.

Because the phases are accumulated with opposite signs during the 11 and 1r3 periods for the

rephasing data, the signal echoes, causing intensity to persist longer in the rephasing data, which

requires a longer 11 scanning range than the non-rephasing case.

3.2.10 Processing equilibrium 2D IR spectra

Timing errors in 1 or TLO cause mixing of the real and imaginary signals, as is described

above in the discussion of the LO timing and in Chapter 2. In the post-processing, the timing

errors are assumed to be small (the TLO is assumed to be zero, 'I is assumed to be < n), and they

are corrected by adjusting Ti independently for the rephasing and non-rephasing data either in the
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Figure 3.7: S 2D((o 3 ,tr2=l50 fs,rI,ELO=0 fs) slices for 20 mg/mL ubiquitin in a pH* I
DC1/D20 solution. For the rephasing data, beam a precedes beam b and c. For the non-
rephasing data, beam b precedes beam a and c.

time or frequency domain. If the T1 timing is off by Arl, then the FT of either the rephasing or

non-rephasing data leads to

S 21) ( 3 , 2 , )= S(o 3, r 2, r - Ar1)e' dr,

= 2 eLO (o 3 )eg (w3 , r 2 1  (34
exp[irpsg(o 3,r 2 , i)- icpLO(c3) +iA r, ]

The AT1 can either be fixed in the time domain by shifting the data set along T1, or after FT, the

complex signal can be multiplied by a factor of exp(-iArIco). In order to determine AT1 , we rely

on the equivalence of the 2-beam dispersed pump-probe, the 4-beam T1=0 2D/HDVE slice, and

the projection of the 2D rephasing and non-rephasing surfaces:

SDPP(C 3 , r2 )= S 2 O3 , 2 , Ti =0)

=Re HDVE 36 3 1 r2 1r]l 0
LO =0)]

= Re[S2)3,-r2,m,)]dc9, -(3.5)

= Re[S2"I>(c 3,r2,C1)]do,

The AT1 correction is usually made in the time domain before FT - the rephasing and non-
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rephasing data are independently interpolated along 1 and shifted by ATI such that the zero time

slice matches the previously collected dispersed pump-probe.

FT of the rephasing and non-rephasing surfaces produces complex 2D spectra. The

complex spectra can be displayed individually or as a sum, called the correlation spectrum. The

individual or summed spectra can be displayed as real and imaginary or as absolute value

(amplitude) or phase.

FT of the non-rephasing surface as shown in Figure 3.7 (with positive r1 values) results in

the complex conjugate of the desired surface because of the difference in sign in the phase

acquired during the Ti period. This sign error is corrected in post-processing.

The 2D spectra and their different representations are shown in Figure 3.8. The

rephasing and non-rephasing surfaces have dispersive wings along different diagonal and anti-

diagonal directions, which is shown more clearly in the phase spectra where constant phase lines

are roughly aligned along the diagonal and anti-diagonal directions, respectively. Purely

absorptive lineshapes are recovered by summing the rephasing and non-rephasing real spectra6.

The 1 D equivalent spectra are calculated by projecting the complex 2D spectra (either the

rephasing, non-rephasing, or the sum) onto the 0 3 axis (integrating over oi). These projections

are shown in Figure 3.9. These spectra are displayed to relate and differentiate them. The DPP

spectrum is equivalent to the real part of the 2D surface projection. The DVE spectrum is

equivalent to the square of the absolute value. The HDVE spectrum is the complex slice at a

given T1 , T2 , and TLO. HDVE relies on Kramers-Kronig relations or pseudo-phase modulation for

complex determination, which differentiates it from the DPP, which is real. Calculating the

'imaginary' DPP would otherwise require collecting the full 2D complex spectrum and

projecting.

3.3 T-jump t-2D IR optical setup

To collect transient nonlinear 2D IR spectra following a fast change in temperature, a

temperature-jump (T-jump)-producing laser is incorporated into the 2D IR spectrometer.

Incorporation require spatial alignment, time synching, and proper data collection. The specifics

of data collection and processing are described in more detail in Chapter 5.

The T-jump is created by exciting the )=2*-O OD stretch of D20 with a -6 ns 1.98 ptm

pulse at 20 Hz generated as described below.
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Figure 3.8: Different representations of the rephasing, non-rephasing, and summed 2D
surfaces for 20 mg/mL ubiquitin in a pH*lI DCl/D20 solution (FT from the data shown in
Figure 3.7). 25 equally spaced contours are plotted. White contours indicate 0. In the
phase spectra the abrupt transition from blue to red indicates the wrapped transition from-
7r to 7r.

3.3.1 2 pm generation

The 2 pm pulse is generated by a pulsed flashlamp pumped Nd:YAG Q-switched laser

(Quantel YG981C, Newbury, UK) coupled to an optical parametric amplifier (OPO) (OPOTEK,

Carlsbad, CA). The flashlamps pump an oscillator cavity, whose output is released at 20 Hz by a

triggered Q-switch. The released oscillator pulse is amplified by a second flashlamp pumped

rod, and the 1064 nm output is frequency doubled and used to pump a BBO based OPO, which
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Figure 3.9: The projections of the SR±SNR 2D surfaces onto the o3 axis. To show what
the HDVE data would look like at TLO = 2000 fs, a O3TLo linear phase term was added.

produces a signal and idler. The 1.98 gm idler pulse is emitted, expanded by a telescope,

propagated to the sample, and focused into the sample as shown in Figure 3.5 to a 500 pm

diameter spot (90% transmission). 6 mJ of power reach the sample, but only -5% is absorbed by

the 50 pm long pathlength of the sample. The larger size diameter of the T-jump pulse relative

to the 6 pm pulses and the low extinction coefficient of D20 at 2 pm ensures a fairly

homogeneous heating of the sample volume.

The 20 Hz triggering signal is divided down from the same 82 MHz oscillator pulse train

signal that is used to trigger the 1 kHz 800 nm and 6 pm laser pulses. The triggering signals are

illustrated in Figure 3.2 and in more detail in Figure 3.10. The 500 Hz triggering signal from the

chopper controller is divided down by a factor of 25 to produce a 20 Hz triggering signal by

frequency divider 2 in Figure 3.2 (PRL260NT, Pulse Research Lab, Torrance, CA). The 20 Hz

trigger is sent to delay generator 2 (SRS DG535 delay generator, Sunny Vale, CA). The delay

generator triggers the firing of the flashlamps, which, after a 300 pis delay, is then followed by

the triggering of the Q-switch. The delay between the 1 kHz 6 pm beam set (a,b,c,LO,tracer)

and the T-jump laser pulse at the sample, T, is electronically set relative to the previous 1 kHz 6

pm pulse with a +/- 2 ns timing jitter. That is, if the 0 th 6 jim pulse set arrives at a r delay

following the T-jump, then the 20 Hz delay generator was triggered by a 1 kHz electrical signal

associated with the -1st 6 gm pulse set. This arrangement sets an upper limit on the T delay of

~660 jis, which represents the time necessary for the initial 6 pm pulse to set the T-jump pulse

generation in motion.
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Figure 3.10: The time delays between pulses are illustrated. Modified slightly from Ref 1.

The spatial and timing overlap between the 2 and 6 pm pulses is achieved by monitoring

the transient transmission signal (internal beam LO generally) from the D20 solvent. A 10*C T-

jump creates a ~4% increase in transmission in the 6 pm range. The T = 0 time is set at the delay

which produces 1/2 of the maximum transient transmission change.

Following the first 6 pm pulse set at a delay T following the T-jump pulse, there are 49

ms pulses at delay 1 ms + T, 2 ms + T... that are collected to map out the sample response.

3.3.2 T-jump profile

Characteristic transient transmission time dependencies and difference spectra are shown

in Figure 3.12. These spectra and time traces represent the change in temperature of the solvent

in response to the T-jump pulse. The 5-6 mJ T-jump pulse increases the temperature by -10"C

on the -5-5 ns timescale. A slight sloping rise in temperature is observed on the 5 - 200 ns

timescale, as is shown in the inset in Figure 3.12. This rise is attributed to cavitation or

shockwaves in the sample', and its magnitude relative to the total temperature change increases

with increasing initial temperature, which suggests that it is not electronic noise. Its magnitude

also increases with increasing temperature jump size (not shown).
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Figure 3.12: The transient transmission time traces at five different initial temperatures

(left) and selected difference spectra at Ti=20"C (right).

From 200 ns until 100 ps, the temperature is constant. After 100 ps, re-equilibration

occurs. The >200 ns profile is well fit by a stretched exponential, as is described in Figure 3.11.

The shape of the profile is due to two heat diffusion processes: radially out from the beam axis

into the solvent and forward and backward along the beam axis into the CaF 2 windows that

sandwich the sample. The thermal conductivity is a factor of-10 higher for CaF2 than for D2 0,

which suggests that heat is primarily lost through the windows rather than into the solvent,

although both effects will contribute'. Changing the pathlength or window material will change
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Figure 3.11: Parameters from
traces shown in Figure 3.12 at

a stretched exponential
delays >500 ns.

fit to the transient transmission time
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the thermal profile. The ideal profile would provide a long constant high temperature period and

enough time for re-equilibration before the next 20 Hz T-jump pulse.

3.3.3 Data collection

Both the t-2D IR and t-HDVE measurements are taken following the T-jump. To

separate the desired signals, the data must be collected at variable chopper phase (0, 1800),

variable T-jump delay (T) and at variable TLO delay (for t-HDVE) or at variable 1 delay (for t-2D

IR). Slices of 03 data are collected as a function of adjusted parameters (T;T1 ;chopper phase) and

(T;TLO;chopper phase) for the t-2D IR and t-HDVE cases, respectively, where ordering of

variables indicate the parametric dependence from right to left variables. For example, in the t-

2D IR case, first data is collected at one chopper phase. The chopper phase is switched 1800 to

the other chopper phase and data is collected again. Then, the T, is stepped, and at each step,

data at the two chopper phases are collected. Finally, the r is changed, and the 11 and chopper

phase stepping begins again. Stepping the T-jump delay T at each Ti (switching the data

collection nested loop order) means that each individual surface is collected over the span of the

entire collection process, which might create more consistency between different T spectra. This

is how the data was collected for earlier experiments7 . It has been observed that slow time drift

in the stages creates distortions in the Fourier transformed spectra if the time elapsed between the

first and last T1 data collection is greater than ~ 1.5 - 2 h. This distortion may be due to a specific

bum stage that might be easily corrected.

At each discrete point in the (T2,Ti,-LO,T,chopper phase) space, intensity is collected with

and without the signal (beam b) blocked:

I(O 3, I 2 , r1 r r) = 2 eLO(0 3 , r)e,g 00 3, 2, ' ,LO I) x

exp[ipg(C93 , r 2, I 1, I) -iq~l((, r)+irLom0]- (3.6)

I(o3)' =[e1 o(o, r)] 2

If the chopper phase is 00, the even 6 sLm shots (of which there are 50 following each T-jump

pulse) are open (j=0,2,..,48 - f, Ij=1,3,.,49= I). If the chopper phase is 1800, the odd shots are open

(Ij-1,3,..,49 = f, I=o,2,..,48= f). Thus, for each (T,T1,chopper phase) or (,TLO,chopper phase) setting,

two stripes of 64 pixel data is collected for each of the 50 6 pm pulse sets. Usually 140-200

averages (7000-10000 total shots) of this data is collected before changing one of the variables.

The process is illustrated in Figure 3.13. The four 6 pm pulses measure snapshot
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Figure 3.13: The transient data collection is illustrated. The set of four 6 ptm pulses (blue)
is delayed from the T-jump pulse (green) by T. The T-jump pulse creates a T-jump in the

sample with a profile shown as a function of time at center. The four 6 pLm pulses
generate a slice of data at T and at following ms increments. The slices of data are either
collected as a function of Ti and FT to give a 2D surface at the stepped T delays (shown at

bottom), or the TLO is stepped to provide the complex t-HDVE spectra (not show).

nonlinear spectra at the delay - following the T-jump pulse. Parametrically collecting these slice

spectra as a function of T allows for FT to give the t-2D IR. Parametrically collecting these slice

spectra as a function of TLO allows for the complex spectra to be measured to give the t-HDVE.

3.3.4 T-jump laser induced interferometric fluctuations

When placed in direct contact with the laser table, operation of the T-jump laser creates

reproducible fluctuations in the interferometric measurements. This suggests that the flashlamp

firing creates low-frequency vibrations in the laser table, which in turn create movement in the

optics, which causes unwanted modulation of the 6 ptm beam time delays. This modulation

manifests itself by mixing real and imaginary parts of the measured spectrum, which appears as

amplitude changes if one pixel is monitored. The DPP amplitude and calculated pulse delay

fluctuations are shown in Figure 3.14, and they correspond to a - 0.05 fs slip in the time delay
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Figure 3.14: Modulations in the interferometrically detected signal. At top, the amplitude
of the DPP (Re[SHDVE( 3,T2 = 150 fs,T1 = 0 fs,T)]) spectrum of diglycine due to the T-jump
laser induced fluctuations is shown. At bottom, from the same data set, is shown the
change in time At =/O03 calculated from the complex HDVE spectrum. The T-jump
laser pulse was blocked during the collection of this data. Modulations are therefore the
result of low frequency vibrations created by the firing of the T-jump laser flashlamps,
which changes the time delay between the 6 ptm pulses.

between the 6 pm pulses - either between the LO, beam a, or beam b. Note that frequencies

above and below the equilibrium peak maximum have anti-correlated amplitude changes, which

is consistent with a time slip phenomenon. If the vibrations were moving the beams off of the

detector, we would observe a monotonic drop in DPP amplitude. If the absolute value is

calculated (the DVE12 ), which is insensitive to time slip, the fluctuations are suppressed.

Physically moving the T-jump laser to a different table or turning off the flashlamps

removes the fluctuations.

To resolve the unwanted fluctuations, the T-jump laser was vibrationally isolated from

the laser table by placing it on foam. Over time this foam compresses, causing the gradual return

of fluctuations.
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3.4 Interpreting the T-jump data

The transient T-jump experiment collects picosecond snapshot nonlinear infrared spectra

that report on the ensemble's response to the T-jump.

A protein system is in equilibrium if its states' populations match those expected based

on the free energy at the current temperature. If the protein response to the temperature profile is

slower than ~10 ns, then the protein's population will be in a non-equilibrium state for at least a

portion of the observed experimental time range. This is the ultimate goal of the T-jump

experiment: we hope to raise the temperature faster than the protein can fully react such that we

may observe subsequent equilibration. The time-dependent spectral changes are interpreted to

provide a physical picture of the protein response.

3.4.1 t-2D IR spectral features

The observed t-2D IR changes are often small, on the order of ~5%. To highlight the

changes, the spectra are presented as difference spectra relative to the equilibrium spectrum. The

difference spectral features are often difficult to interpret because positive and negative peaks

can represent gain or loss depending on the sign of the corresponding equilibrium peak.

Simulated t-2D IR difference correlation (real [rephasing+non-rephasing]) spectra are

shown in Figure 3.15 to illustrate the features associated with gain, loss, frequency shifting, and

homogeneous broadening. As is shown in the homogeneous loss case, loss of a peak causes the

opposite signed feature in the difference spectrum. Blue shifting corresponds to loss of one peak

and the appearance of a higher frequency peak. For the homogeneous blue-shifting, loss and

gain features merge in between to create 3 apparent features (red, blue, red moving up the

diagonal). Because the homogeneous peak is broader than the inhomogeneous, a shift from

inhomogeneous to homogeneous will result in loss along the diagonal (loss of the

inhomogeneous intensity) and gain in the off-diagonal regions (gain of the broader homogeneous

peak).

3.4.2 Times dependence of the signal

The T-jump pulse generates a temperature change in the solvent that has a profile as

described above and shown in Figure 3.12. The protein responds to this temperature profile.

The observed signal, which is (for 2D IR, DPP, and HDVE but not DVE or amplitude)

linearly proportional to different populations within the sample, can be difficult to interpret given
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Figure 3.15: A diagram illustrating the difference spectra associated with gain, loss,
shifting (loss paired with gain at a different frequency), and broadening. The peaks were
generated using code provided by Chunte Sam Peng, described in Ref. 2. Homogenous T2

dephasing times are given in fs. A T2=500 fs corresponds to -22 cm-1 FWHM.
Blueshifting corresponds to loss and gain of two peaks, the second of which is blueshifted
relative to the lost, original peak.

that the timescales observed are due to the response of the protein to the temperature profile,

which has stretched exponential behavior; the time-dependence of the observed signal is some

complicated mixed version of the protein kinetic rates and the temperature profile.

Immediately following the T-jump, the protein responds as populations re-equilibrate to

the higher, T-jump-accessed temperature. Once the temperature begins to drop back to the

equilibrium value, the protein populations also re-equilibrate at rates determined by the

instantaneous solvent temperature. If the reaction rates are much slower than the temperature re-

equilibration, the protein populations will not be at equilibrium as the temperature is dropping.

Convolution of A T with exp(-A)

To get a sense for how the observed signal corresponds to the protein response, we can

approximate the protein as a linear time-invariant (LTI) system. For LTI systems, the observed

signal, S, is the convolution of the input (the temperature profile, AT) and the protein's response

(to an impulse function), R:
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S() [R* AT](r)

f R(T - t)A T(t)dt . (3.7)

= FT FT[R(r)]xFT[AT(r)]}

For a two-state protein, we can assume that a temperature change will create a mono-exponential

kinetic response whose observed rate is equivalent to the forward and backward reaction rates.

A true protein is not a LTI system because the rate is temperature dependent. If we temporarily

ignore this, we can predict the observed signal if we assume that: 1) the protein response to an

impulsive temperature profile is a mono-exponential relaxation whose amplitude is proportional

to the magnitude of the impulsive input and 2) the protein response rate is independent of the

size of the temperature jump. Under these assumptions, convolving mono-exponentials (the

protein response), R = exp(-)T), with the stretched exponential AT results in the 'predicted'

signals S shown at the top right of Figure 3.16.

An equivalent convolution can be done for arbitrary time behavior (stretched

exponentials, power law) to predict the signal that would be observed for these cases. Here, we

limit ourselves to mono-exponentials.

Each S trace has a rise and a fall. The rise is due to the initial response to the temperature

profile, while the fall can be interpreted as the protein's response to the drop in the temperature

profile. For a true protein, the interpretation is generally thought of differently - the drop at long

times is due to re-equilibration of population to the equilibrium, initial temperature. For this LTI

protein there is no re-equilibration phenomenon because population is always moving to the final

state when the temperature is above the equilibrium temperature - there is not return.

When l/kinput > 500 jis, the S trace can be fit reasonably well to a bi-exponential with

oppositely signed amplitudes (one for the rise, one for the fall). When 1/)'input < 500 pts, the rise

can be well fit to a mono-exponential, but the drop is close to the temperature profile stretched-

exponential drop. The plot of the 1/Kinput versus the rise and fall 1/kmeas. is shown in the bottom

left of Figure 3.16.

Inspection of this plot leads to some intuitive conclusions. When the protein responds

quickly (1/kinput < 50 pts), the measured rise rate matches the input rate while the measured drop

rate matches the temperature profile drop - the protein rate is fast enough that it responds while

the temperature is roughtly constant and the temperature-profile drop is relatively slow such that
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Figure 3.16: Top left - The protein response mono-exponentials R=exp(-input) and
temperature trace AT=exp[-(t/2.0544 ms)o6 19766] are shown. Top right - The observed
normalized signal is a convolution of S=[R*AT]. Bottom left - The observed signal, S,
that results from convolution is fit to a bi-exponential with oppositely signed amplitudes.
The measured rise and fall rates are plotted as a function of the )ipu,. Three <4* order
polynomial fits are used to map the measured rise times as a function of the Xinput over
three different time ranges. One 4* order polynomial fit maps the measured fall times as a
function of kXput. Bottom right - The 1/Xmeas. ranges and corresponding coefficients for the
mapping fits are shown. The dashed black line is along the diagonal. x = 1/Xmput (s), y
1/kmeas (s)

the protein responds proportionally at longer times. When the protein response rate is

intermediate (50 ps < /kaput < 3 ms), the measured rise rate is faster than expected due to its

mixing with the stretched exponential temperature profile. The rise rate and fall rate asymptote

towards a 1/meas = ~3 ins, which is presumably the point where the temperature profile drop

best matches the protein response mono-exponential rate. At slower rates (3 ms < 1/kinput), the

temperature profile drop is faster than the protein response - the rise is defined by the

temperature profile while the fall rate is defined by the protein response.
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In this convolution picture, multi-exponential protein responses are assumed to result in a

convolution that is the sum of their respective, scaled mono-exponential convolutions.

Mapping measured rates to convolutions of input rates

Based on the 1/Xmeas (1/Xinput) plot shown at the bottom left in Figure 3.16, a crude,

empirical mapping can be done to relate the measured and underlying, input rates using 4th order

polynomials in different measured rate ranges. For example, for measured exponential time

constants I1/kinput < 50 ps, a linear mapping exists. The mapping polynomials are plotted on the

bottom left while the coefficients are shown on the bottom right.

Simple modeling of signals

Our interpretation and intuition for a real protein differs from that provided by the LTI

picture. The protein system is expected to react with some kinetic response that depends on the

temperature. If the temperature drops back to equilibrium much more quickly than the protein

kinetic timescales, then we expect a much lower amplitude response as the protein has not had a

chance to react. Based on this intuition, the observed signal amplitude should depend on the

protein response rates, a dependence that is not included in the LTI.

Another way to think about this amplitude is based on the rate constant. The ratio of

populations depends on the Gibb's free energy differences between states, which are related to

the ratio of forward and reverse rate constants. If the rate constants are slower than the

temperature relaxation, the system will never reach equilibrium at the T-jump-accessed higher

temperature, and the observed population changes will be lower than the changes predicted for

an equilibrium system.

To better understand the real phenomenon, the amplitude dependence on rates, how the

measured rates correspond to underlying rates, and the limitations of the simple, LTI picture, we

performed temperature-dependent kinetic simulations. The simulations are described more fully

in Chapter 6 Appendix 6.F. Briefly, the change of population A is monitored in the reaction:

kf g,(T )
A f > B (3.8)

k,,(T)

Where the temperature dependence of the forward and reverse reaction rates is given by the

Eyring equation with a simple form of the Gibb's free energy: AG=AH-TAS. The inputs into the

model are the initial (low temperature), equilibrium forward and reverse rate constants at Ti and

the final, high temperature forward and reverse rate constants at Tf Ti + max(AT). The
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Figure 3.17: The signal changes observed based on a two-state kinetic model responding
to the same temperature profile described in Figure 3.16. The initial, low temperature is
Ti=308K. The maximum, final temperature reached by the T-jump is Tf=320K. The
signal is scaled as {[A(t)]-[A(Ti)]}/{[A(Tf)]-[A(Ti)]}, where [A(t)] is the simulated
possibly non-equilibrated concentration of A and [A(Tk)] is the equilibrated concentration
of A at temperature k.

expected theoretically observed rate, X, is the sum of the forward and reverse rates at T, %(T)=

kfor(T) + krev(T).

The signals that result from simulations with different k(Ti) and X(Tf) are shown in Figure

3.17. The signal amplitude is normalized by the change in population amplitude expected for an

equilibrium change from Ti to Tf. As expected, as the rates become slower, the system has less

time to reach equilibrium (reach completion), and the observed amplitude decreases relative to

the expected amplitude change. The amplitude's dependence is plotted versus X(Tf) and fit to a

mapping bi-exponential in Figure 3.18.

Comparison of convolution-predicted and modeling-predicted signals

Both the convolution study of LTI proteins and the simple kinetic models predict similar

signals that grow in and decay in response to the temperature profile. The simple kinetic models

predict that the signal level amplitude should decrease (relative to the expected changes) with

slower and slower rates.

In Figure 3.16 a map was proposed based on the convolution predictions for mapping the

measured exponential time constants onto the underlying, input time constants. In order to test
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Figure 3.18: The ratio of actual to expected (equilibrium) amplitude change from Figure
3.17 is plotted versus 1/X(Tf). The plot is fit to a mapping bi-exponential. x = 1/X(Tf) (s), y
= AAmp/expected(AAmp).

this map, the measured rates from the simple kinetic models are plotted against that same map in

Figure 3.19. For the simple kinetic model case, there are actually two rates fed into the model,

X(Ti) and k(Tf), and the temperature dependent rate (T) is expected to slide between them in

response to the temperature profile. We plot the measured rates versus both of these kinetic

model rates.

Interestingly, the mapping correlates the measured rise exponential times well with the

k(Tf) at 1/kmeas < ~1.5 ms. In this time range, the (Tf) is faster than the temperature profile

stretched exponential relaxation, which means that the changes at early times are primarily the

unadulterated protein response. Because the k(Ti) does not affect the relaxation until the

temperature begins to re-equilibrate, there is minimal correlation between the rising 1/Xmeas and

the k(Ti) in this <~1.5 ms time constant range.

At long enough rates that the signal fall is not dominated by the stretched exponential

temperature profile relaxation, the falling 1/keas. maps well onto the 1/X(Ti) for 1/meas. <~8-9

ms. The mapping is poorer for the 1/k(Tf) because the long time re-equilibration (drop in signal)

is expected to be the result of the slower rates k(Ti); the temperature has returned to Ti at these

long times.

The rates predicted by the LTI protein convolutions and the kinetic models deviate

slightly at long 1/k(Ti) and 1/k(Tf), which may be the result of limited temporal range that leads
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Figure 3.19: The modeled signals shown in Figure 3.17 are fit to bi-exponentials (one for
the rise, one for the fall). The measured rising exponential time constants are plotted
versus the 1/X(Tf) and l/X(Ti) time constants (green and orange circles, respectively). The
measured falling exponential time constants are plotted versus the 1/X(Tf) and I/X(Ti) time
constants (purple and dark red circles, respectively). The relationship between input rate
and observed convolution timescale shown in Figure 3.16 are also plotted in blue and

to bad fits or bad FT domain convolutions. For both simulations, the time range only extends to

40 ms.

For our kinetic modeling, increases in temperature cause population to flow to state B,

and the high temperature rates were always assumed to be faster than the low temperature rates.

The simulation details, which may be unrealistic, seem to correspond intuitively to the results,

suggesting that conclusions we make are fairly general and not simulation specific. For example,

one of the questions is how does the temperature dependence of the rates affect the measured

timescales. Based on the modeling, which uses a variety of initial and final rates, the measured

time constants seem to either depend on the initial or the final rate - they seem to be roughly
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independent of the intermediate or average rate.

If we measure a rising 1/kmeas < 500 ps, we can map it directly to find X(Ti). If we

measure a 500 ts < rising 1/Xmeas < 1.5 ms and a 500 ps < falling 1/kmeas < 8-9 ms, we can map

it directly to find X(T1) and (Tf). At falling 1/meas > 8-9 ms, we expect that the 1/kmeas ~ k(Tf),

as predicted by our intuition and the kinetic modeling.

For the data shown here, there is no included noise, which means that the drop in signal

amplitude at slower rates does not affect the quality of the exponential fits. In a real protein

system, the slower the rates, the less amplitude is expected, and the smaller the signal-to-noise

levels will be.

For a multi-exponential protein response we expect that the signal will be the sum of the

signals of the individual multi-exponentials. With this modeling we assume exponential

responses and a temperature profile given by the equation in Figure 3.16. Changes in either

require further modeling. Perhaps the mapping routine can predict a starting timescale which

can be fine-tuned through an iterative procedure of convolving it with the temperature profile can

comparing the convolution with the experimentally observed signal.

Based on the similar mapping observed for the convolution-predicted and modeling-

predicted signals, we conclude that the LTI convolution provides an adequate prediction of the

expected time behavior associated with different exponential protein responses. Said in reverse,

we predict that the measured signal can be compared to predicted convolutions to back out the

protein response. The LTI fails, however, to predict the amplitude dependence on the rate, and it

only considers one rate, whereas in reality we should consider the k(Ti) and k(Tf) rates.

Deconvolution

As was shown above, convolving the protein response with the temperature trace predicts

a signal trace similar to what is predicted from kinetic modeling, which suggests that the

convolution is a fairly good description of the system. Rather than relying on the mapping

described above, we can also attempt to deconvolve the observed signal with the temperature

profile to directly calculate the protein response:

R(r) =F 1  .FT[S(r)] (3.9)
FT[A T(-r)]

The results of applying this to the signals simulated from the kinetic models (Figure 3.17) is

shown in Figure 3.20. Inspection shows that the deconvolution accurately recovers the mono-
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Figure 3.20: Deconvolution of the signals predicted by the kinetic models (Figure 3.17)
leads to mono-exponentials that are well fit with a time constant I/Deco-v. The recovered
time constants compare well to the 1I/X(Tf) input into the initial model.

exponential protein response.

Although deconvolution is a valid method of determining the timescales, we expect it to

be less successful with noisy data. The deconvolution will also not accurately predict the

amplitude, although further study will likely provide the proper corrections. Also, the FT

algorithm can be computationally expensive, as the time domain signal usually spans many

decades in time and the time spacing must be uniform.

3.5- Conclusion

The optical layout specific to the collection of the equilibrium and transient 2D IR spectra

presented in this thesis is presented above. Further data processing details are presented for

HDVE in Chapter 4 and for transient T-jump experiments in Chapter 5. The expected spectral

and temporal features are also described.
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Chapter 4

Heterodyne-detected dispersed vibrational

echo spectroscopy

The work presented in this chapter has been published and is reprinted with permission from:

- K. C. Jones, Z. Ganim, and A. Tokmakoff, "Heterodyne-Detected Dispersed Vibrational

Echo Spectroscopy," J. Phys. Chem. A 113, 14060-14066 (2009)

Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society

4.1 Abstract

We develop heterodyned dispersed vibrational echo spectroscopy (HDVE) and

demonstrate the new capabilities in biophysical applications. HDVE is a robust ultrafast

technique that provides a characterization of the real and imaginary components of third-order

nonlinear signals with high sensitivity and single-laser-shot capability, and can be used to extract

dispersed pump-probe and dispersed vibrational echo spectra. Four methods for acquiring

HDVE phase and amplitude spectra were compared: Fourier transform spectral interferometry, a

new phase modulation spectral interferometry technique, and combination schemes. These

extraction techniques were demonstrated in the context of protein amide I spectroscopy.

Experimental HDVE and heterodyned free induction decay amide I spectra were explicitly

compared to conventional dispersed pump-probe, dispersed vibrational echo, and absorption
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spectra. The new capabilities of HDVE were demonstrated by acquiring single-shot spectra and

melting curves of ubiquitin and concentration-dependent spectra of insulin suitable for extracting

the binding constant for dimerization. The introduced techniques will prove particularly useful in

transient experiments, studying irreversible reactions, and pM concentration studies of small

proteins.

4.2 Introduction

Due to their structural sensitivity and ultrafast time resolution, femtosecond nonlinear

infrared (IR) spectroscopies are increasingly being used in studies of chemical dynamics in

solution and biophysical assays of proteins" 2 , peptides3, and nucleic acids4 to reveal structure

and time dependent changes. Third-order nonlinear vibrational spectroscopy is particularly

powerful because the use of multiple pulses maps out vibrational couplings, measures

anharmonicities, and can separate homogeneous and inhomogeneous contributions to absorption

lineshapes. Each of these features ultimately increases structural sensitivity and aids in the ability

to resolve overlapping peaks5 . Two-dimensional infrared (2D IR) spectroscopy is the most

complete characterization of the third-order vibrational response, but methods that retain

nonlinear information and can be acquired and processed quickly or which can be used in single-

laser-shot mode are in demand for probing transient and/or irreversible chemical and biophysical

dynamics. Two frequency-dispersed probing techniques, dispersed pump-probe (DPP) and

dispersed vibrational echo (DVE) meet these requirements yet they have certain disadvantages.6

DPP spectra scale linearly with population and are related to changes in sample absorption, but

signal levels are small and phase extraction requires certain assumptions. DVE spectra are

background-free, but, as amplitude-squared measurements, have signal cross terms that make

proportionality to concentration or structure ambiguous. Also, since DVE scales as electric field

squared, its intensity scales unfavorably for samples in dilute solutions or with weak transitions.

In this work, we report on the development and characterization of methods that provide

linear and phase-sensitive detection of the third-order nonlinear response. Heterodyne detection 7

has been an invaluable method for amplifying and characterizing the weak signal electric field in

third-order measurements,8 but 2D IR relies on a Fourier transform (FT) of a set of time domain

data to separate phase and amplitude information. Applying a number of alternate phase-

sensitive detection protocols, we have developed heterodyned dispersed vibrational echo

(HDVE) spectroscopy, a single-dimension frequency domain measurement of the signal
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generated by three time-coincident femtosecond infrared pulses. HDVE is related to the

projection of the 2D IR spectrum onto the detection axis, and therefore, like DPP and DVE,
carries the cross-peak information of the 2D IR spectrum, but may be collected -250-500 times

faster than a 2D IR dataset. In addition, the HDVE measurement can be used to reconstruct both

DVE and DPP spectra. Additionally, we show that the complex linear response can be extracted

from an analogous broadband heterodyne-detected measurement of the free induction decay

(FID), similar to methods that have been used in the optical and terahertz regimes.9' 10 The new

capabilities are demonstrated using protein amide I HDVE spectroscopy to measure the melting

curve of ubiquitin, the dissociation constant of insulin, and to extract the DPP and DVE spectra

of ubiquitin from a single laser shot.

4.3 Signal Detection Methods

4.3.1 Heterodyne Detection

In both linear and nonlinear ultrafast coherent spectroscopy, the signal electric field is

radiated as a result of the polarization induced in the sample by incident laser pulses. This real,

time-domain field, E'(t), can be expressed through a FT as a complex spectral field, E(), with

amplitude, e, and phase, #:
E(o) = e(a) exp(i#(co)) (4.1)

Heterodyne detection of this field is accomplished by collecting an interferogram after mixing

with a local oscillator field (LO), E5O, separated by a time delay -rLO. For spectral interferometry,

the measured intensity in the frequency domain I(w;ro) is

I(w; TLO) =. (00)+ E(w) exp(--imr LO )12 (4.2)
=eLO(w) +eg (w)+ 2e,(o)e1) (co)cos[A#(o) + rlw]

Through phase or amplitude modulation, the spectral interferogram can be obtained by
subtracting the square terms to leave the cross term,

S'(; rLO) = 2 e ,g(co)eo(co) cos[A$(w)+±r]LOC] (4.3)

The cross-term amplifies the signal intensity and creates linear proportionality between the
measured intensity change and electric field amplitude. The cross-term is also sensitive to the
phase difference between the signal and LO
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A#(co)= #,,(o)) - (co) (4.4)

In order to extract the phase difference, the quadrature spectral interferogram component, S",

which may be calculated through Kramers-Kronig relations or phase modulation, is used:

S"(O; rLO) = 2 esg(go)eLO() sin[A#(co) + rlco]. (4.5)

In the text, S' denotes the in-phase, real, or cosine component of the spectral interferogram while

S"denotes the in-quadrature, imaginary, or sine component. We also define a complex spectral

interferogram 5S'+ iS".

Heterodyned Ultrafast Free Induction Decay

The complex linear spectrum may be measured through heterodyne detection of an

ultrafast broadband pulse transmitted through the sample. In this case, the transmitted electric

field is

45,(co)=5EDc)exp[in(w)col / c] (4.6)

where E(co) is the beam that enters the sample, 1 is the pathlength, c is the speed of light, and h

(w) is the complex refractive index, 5((o)=n(o)+iK(co), that has dispersive, n(co), and

absorptive, K(w), components9 . From eq. (4.3), the measured heterodyned free induction decay

(HFID) can be expressed as:

S'HFID LO ) =2e(w)e0 (co) exp[-K(co)col / c]cos[A#0)(oG) ± n(col / C + rlco] (4.7)

Here AAOL) Ois the phase difference between the incident excitation field and local oscillator. For

comparison, the intensity of the transmitted infrared beam, which is used in conventional

absorption spectroscopy, is given by
2

IIR = 4 0(w)exp[ih(w)/l 0 (w) 2 exp[-2c(w)wl/c] (4.8)

Conventional absorption measurements only measure the change in the absorptive component of

a sample relative to a reference, AK(co)= ,Jo)- Kf(co), whereas the HFID can measure both

AK(o) and the real index change An(co) = n,(co) -n,f (co). For either conventional absorption (eq.

(4.8)) or HFID spectral interferogram (eq. (4.7)), the AA(w) difference is calculated from the

intensity
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ln(1 O)c l g ';( ) ln(1 0)c lo S% ( c >; 2ArC(O) = - - log = - log .r1 O1 (4.9)2col I(0) 2c9l 5k 2~~i)

An(co) can be extracted by subtracting the sample and reference phases from eq. (4.7); the

remaining TLOco and AbO LO(CO) terms cancel without needing to know their absolute values9 .

Heterodyned Ultrafast Nonlinear Spectroscopy

In this work, nonlinear signal characterization is described for three third-order

spectroscopies: HDVE, DPP and DVE. Each of these intensities is obtained from a sequence of

three resonant excitation pulses, separated by time intervals '1 and T2. The signal is radiated

during r3. DVE spectroscopy is a homodyne technique that measures the signal field squared.

DPP is a self-heterodyned technique whose intrinsic LO is always time-coincident with the

signal, but may be affected by transmission through the sample. The three third-order spectra can

be described using signal and LO electric field amplitude and phases as

S'HDVE(r 0, 2 =0,3 ;i-LO si
2 e.,g (3 )eLO (3)cos[Ao( 3) LO3 (4.10)

IDVE1 =,r2 =0,o 3) =esa 3 )2  (4.11)

S'PP(r =0,r 2 =0,c3 ;rLO= 0) = 2 es,g(c 3)ero(co3)cos[Af(co)] (4.12)

where the cross-terms have been isolated for HDVE and DPP. As is shown in eq. (4.3),
heterodyne detection produces a cosine term that contains phase and amplitude information.
Interfering with an LO provides an amplified signal that scales linearly with eLo, esig, and the

chromophore concentration. Additionally, DVE and DPP spectra can be extracted from the

HDVE spectrum; once the amplitude eLoesig, phase A4(co), and LO delay rLOco have been

extracted, the DVE spectrum is recreated from (eLoesig)2 and the DPP spectrum is recreated from

esigeLO cOS(A q(CO)).

4.3.2 Separation of amplitude and phase

The most challenging part of full signal characterization is the separation of the

amplitude and phase components of the measured intensity cross term. We use two distinct

methods for extracting these components from the measured HDVE and HFID: Fourier

transform spectral interferometry (FTSI)"' 1~14 and phase modulation spectral interferometry

(PMSI). Each method extracts the signal field by acquisition of a signal interferogram after
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FTSI FT/PMSI
AS'((O)

S'(Ao A AAA)A S'(o-t w -TdT)

PMSi
H(0) S '(o;t () T dt) -i S"(wot ,()sin(dto)

S"(t) B + +-1t 7 
1)V t i"(ot 0 W dt) ., -iS '(oT ) sin(dro)

~t LO 4 tLO

S'(0)

5(O);tm) 5(OTw)

PMSI PM/FTSI

S'(o 1 -dt) ±S'(o;1 + dt) S'(o;. T T)

+ PMSI

S'(o.t w,)cos(dTo) S"(o;t ,w)sin(dro) S "(O;t ,)sin(dro)

4 FTSI

Figure 4.1: The four methods for calculating the complex heterodyned intensity, 5, from
the measured, real projection, S', are described with equations and diagrams. FTSI: The

real, asymmetric interferogram (A) is inversely Fourier Transformed into the time domain

(B) to give a complex time domain signal in which Y~'[5.,g5*e ""0] and F~[

5,me components are separated onto the positive and negative time axes. After

applying a Heaviside window function to isolate one of these components, Fourier
Transformation back into the frequency domain gives the complex intensity (C). Actual,
64-pixel N-methylacetamide data is shown to the right at each stage of the calculation (A-
C) PMSI: The difference and sum of the time stepped measured interferograms are
calculated to give the real and imaginary components multiplied by cos(dro) and

sin(drm), respectively. Division by these known sinusoidal functions allows for

calculation of 5. FT/PMSI: FTSI is used to calculate 5(co; r - dr) and

S(w; r1() + dr). Real components are subtracted to give S"(c; r1.)sin(drCO).

Imaginary components are subtracted to give S'(co; rm) sin(drw). 5(o; ro) is then

calculated. PM/FTSI: PMSI is used to calculate the S"(o; rz)sin(dro) from the

measured dr shifted interferograms. After division by sin(dro), FTSI allows for the

calculation of S.
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introducing a known, frequency-dependent phase shift, rLOco. In FTSI, the spectral interferogram

is Fourier transformed back into the time domain, where Kramers-Kronig relations allow for

calculation of the imaginary component, S". In PMSI, the local oscillator time delay, and

therefore phase, is sinusoidally cycled to extract the imaginary component. Both of these
techniques (illustrated in Figure 4.1) are advantageous because of their simplicity. Each only

relies on moving one delay and acquiring the spectral interferogram with an array detector. Other
techniques, such as dual-quadrature spectral interferometry and phase-cycling require frequency

independent phase control, which is achieved with waveplates12 or by pulse shaping 5 ,

respectively.

Fourier Transform Spectral Interferometry

In FTSI, we use a Kramers-Kronig relationship to relate real and imaginary components

of the spectral interferogram. For discussion, we define the double-sided FT, F,

F[Z(t)] =f dt e '"Z(t) Z (O) (4.13)

and its conjugate single-sided inverse FT, F',

F-'[vo)]= I dwe-'"Z(co) Z ) (4.14)

where Z may be real or complex. The Kramers-Kronig relationship essentially states the

equivalence of the single and double-sided Fourier transforms. Therefore, starting with a real

spectral interferogram S'(co; r,,)), which is windowed by our detection range to a finite, positive

spectrum that spans only the transition of interest, F'[S'(w;TO)] gives a complex time-domain

signal 5 (t) with the property 5(t) = 5(-t)*. (t) contains negative and positive time delay

components that are symmetrically shifted by TLO as a result of

'F-[Z(co)exp[±iLOw]] = 2(t ± r,O). By windowing off one component, the symmetry is broken

and the full complex spectrum S is recovered after FT back to the frequency domain:

[W(t).F-= [S'(co;TS)=5(co; r, 0 ) = 5,(co),*(co)exp[irjco]. (4.15)

W(t) is the windowing function. In our case, this is chosen to be the Heaviside step function,

H(O), which removes both DC noise and the negative time signal.

Phase Modulation Spectral Interferometry
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The signal amplitude and phase may also be extracted through phase modulation spectral

interferometry (PMSI). In this technique, a small time step, 2 dr, modulates rLO to create a

frequency-dependent phase shift that allows for the separation of the real and imaginary parts of

the heterodyned intensity based on trigonometric relationships:

S'(; J) S'( ;,rL - dr) + S'(mo;r i+ dr) (4.16)
2 cos(drco)

,, S'(C;r -dr) -S'(m;mL( + dr) (4.17)
2 sin(drw)

After taking the sum and difference, the sin(dro) and cos(dro) are divided out to leave the

desired complex HDVE or HFID intensities. Noise between S'(w;TLO+dr) and S'(w;TLO-dr) and

inaccuracies in dr timing may result in high frequency oscillations in the extracted amplitude and

phase.

4.4 Experimental Section

The heterodyne techniques were tested with the acquisition of a series of small protein

(ribonuclease A, concanavalin A, ubiquitin, insulin) and peptide (N-methylacetamide, diglycine)

spectra in the amide I region using I kHz repetition rate, nearly transform-limited IR pulses

centered at -1650 cm-1 with FWHM bandwidths of 160 cm-1 produced as previously described5 .

Signals were detected with ~2 or 4.7 cm-1 resolution on a 2x64 element mercury cadmium

telluride array (IR-0144, Infrared Systems Development) after diffraction off of a 90 or 40

lines/mm grating mounted in a 190 mm monochromator (Triax 190, Jobin Yvon).

The DVE signals were generated by three time-coincident pulses in a boxcar geometry.

Unless noted HDVE spectra were acquired by heterodyne detecting the DVE signal by

overlapping with an external LO. The DPP was collected with two time-coincident pulses in a

noncollinear geometry. The DPP signal is intrinsically self-heterodyned without an external LO.

The HFID signal was generated by a single pulse transmitted through the sample and overlapped

with an external LO. Pulses were delayed using retro-reflectors mounted on translation stages

(ANT-50L, Aerotech) with accuracies of +/- 0.7 fs. The HFID and HDVE spectra were collected

at TLO = -4.000 ps, which provides FTSI time-domain separation for our detection resolution, and

at PMSI dr-2 fs, which introduces ~-r/2 phase shift. The DVE spectrum is background free, but

scatter was removed by subtracting the background generated by chopping consecutive shots of

an excitation beam. The rLO=O was initially set at the time where the HDVE matched the
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independently measured 2-beam DPP.

The spectral interferogram, S' (eq 2.3), was isolated from the measured intensity, I (eq

2.2), after subtracting the squared terms. For HFID, HDVE, and DPP, the eLO2 homodyne term

(eq 2.2) was measured by chopping an excitation beam to remove the signal in consecutive shots.

For HDVE and DPP, the esig2 term was ignored because esig2 << S'. For HFID, esig2 was

subtracted through balanced detection.8 ' 16 For the single-shot HDVE measurements, the eLO2 and

esig2 terms were subtracted using a reference spectrum measured in advance.

The in-phase and in-quadrature components of the heterodyned intensity were used to

extract the phase and amplitude. The amplitude was calculated from the modulus squared of the

complex spectrum. The phase was calculated using

A$(a)+ rifio =atan(S"(C) / S'(Co)). (4.18)

Due to the cosine nature of the measured heterodyned intensity, only |mod(phase,27C)| is

measured and an unwrapping procedure was applied to obtain the relative offset. The rLO was

corrected in data processing by up to 4 periods (80 fs) to maximize agreement between the 2-

beam DPP and the DPP extracted from the HDVE. Relative times were determined within 0.7 fs

(200 nm, X/30) from the stage encoder. Slight differences between the directly collected DVE

and DPP and their HDVE-extracted counterparts can be attributed to phase and amplitude

differences between the external LO and the self-heterodyning beam, which passes through the

sample. The LO shaping effects can be corrected through characterization of the HFID phase,14

but we do not because the unchirped external LO allows for a more faithful measurement of the

signal phase.

4.5 Results and Discussion

To validate the FTSI and PMSI methods, we measured complex HDVE and HFID

spectra and compared the extracted results with experimental DVE, DPP, IR, and FTIR spectra.

The results are shown in Figure 4.2. Agreement between the conventionally collected and

heterodyne-extracted spectra indicated that the DVE and linear IR spectra were readily obtained

and faithfully reproduced from the HDVE and HFID spectra, respectively. The DPP may also be

recreated with knowledge of rLO. Although determination of rLO was based on matching the

HDVE spectral interferogram to the 2-beam DPP, other promising techniques, such as

interferometric autocorrelation between the LO and a pinhole-scattered beam at the sample
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Figure 4.2: The linear absorbance, linear phase, DVE, and DPP spectra (rows,
respectively) are plotted for N-methylacetamide, diglycine, ribonuclease A, and
concanavalin A samples (columns, respectively). FTIR(purple, row I), IR(blue, row 1),
DVE(blue, row 3), and DPP(blue, row 4) spectra are compared to their FTSI(green),
PMSI(red, column 4), FT/PMSI(teal, column 4), and PM/FTSI(orange, column 4)
heterodyne extracted counterparts. For the AAphase plots (row 2), the absolute zero is
chosen arbitrarily. The DVE and DPP spectra were each averaged for 5 minutes. The
HFID protein and solvent measurements were each averaged for 15-20 minutes.

position17' 18, may be used to determine TLo with <1 fs accuracy without the 2-beam DPP

spectrum. Slight inconsistencies between the spectra are attributed to slight phase and amplitude

differences between the internal and external LO.

For FTSI, the upper and lower bounds of the I ToI timing are limited by the ability to

properly separate and sample both wings of the Fourier transformed interferogram. Large values

of I rol induce rapid spectral oscillations that cannot be sampled. Thus, the upper bound is
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dictated by the Nyquist period, (2Aolc)', where Ai9 is the frequency difference between

consecutive pixels, and c is the speed of light. The lower bound on IrLOl is set by the pulse

widths and the range of sampled frequencies; at small, negative LO timings, the positive and

negative time components of 5(;rL) mix, preventing correct recovery of the complex

frequency spectra. At rLO =0, finite pulse effects and DC contributions can also lead to mixing

of the conjugate signals and distortions that affect the recovered frequency spectra. Therefore, a

TLO of at least a few pulsewidths is ideal.

For PMSI, the maximum I rLOI is limited to the Nyquist period by undersampling, but

there are no restrictions on the minimum. The time step, 2 dr, should be chosen so that the

center frequency is shifted by ~ n/2+ nn, where n is an integer, and the phase shifts across the

spectrum are within ±n/4 of the central frequency shift to avoid zero crossings in sin(drco) and

cos(drco). Oscillations in our extracted PMSI spectra indicate noise and errors in timing. To

correct for inaccuracies in measured time delays, the HFID timings dr were adjusted in data

processing by up to 0.5 fs to remove oscillations from the PMSI extracted absorbance and phase

spectra.

4.5.1 Extension to Combination Methods

Combinations of the FTSI and PMSI methods described above can be used to eliminate

noise and subtract away homodyne components. This, in some cases, precludes the need for a

chopping scheme. FT/PMSI and PM/FTSI use FTSI followed by PMSI, or vice versa, to

calculate the complex spectrum from S'(w;rLo+dr) and S'(w;rLo-dr). Both methods are shown

schematically in Figure 4.1. The combination methods are advantageous because they rely on

subtraction, which allows for removal of noise and homodyne components. When combined

with balanced detection, which measures the 0 and i phase components of the signal, the

FT/PMSI calculates and appropriately subtracts the n/2 and 3n/2 components in a method

analogous to NMR quadrature detection with a similar resulting reduction in noise. Through

subtraction, the PM/FTSI method removes the eLO2 and esig2 terms from the measured intensity,

which allows for the extraction of the amplitude and phase without chopping and without

balanced detection. The FT/PMSI and PM/FTSI methods are used to extract the DPP, DVE, and

IR spectra of concanavalin A as shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.3: A: The N-methylacetamide 1619 cm-' HDVE(red) and DVE(blue) peak
intensities are plotted versus concentration. The log/log plot lines of best fit have slopes
of 1.03±0.03 (HDVE) and 1.99±0.05 (DVE). Each point is the result of 5 minutes of
averaging. B: The normalized 2 "d SVD components derived from temperature-dependent
HDVE(red) and DVE(blue) spectra of ubiquitin are plotted versus temperature. Each
point is the result of 10 minutes of averaging.

As our results show, the FTSI reproduces the spectra with the greatest fidelity. FTSI can

be done with a single laser shot, but applying eq. (4.15) to truncated spectra adds noise and

ripples. PMSI does not rely on Kramers-Kronig relations, and truncation does not affect the

characterization, but inaccuracies in timing and noise between time-stepped spectra leads to

ripples in the recovered phase and amplitude. Improvements in the accuracy of time-stepping

beyond the V/30c resolution here, in addition to shot-to-shot rLo modulation, can be implemented

with piezoelectric actuators. Given ideal collection schemes with improved rLO stepping and

frequency detection that spans the transition of interest, the FT/PMSI and PM/FTSI extracted

spectra should best match the conventional spectra and have the least noise.

A further characterization of the detection linearity is shown in Figure 4.3. The linear

concentration dependence of the HDVE amplitude and square concentration dependence of the

DVE amplitude are verified by plotting the measured DVE intensity and FTSI-extracted esigeLO

intensity at varying concentrations of NMA, as shown as a log-log plot in Figure 4.3A. The

linear fits indicate the expected linear and squared dependencies for the HDVE and DVE

intensities. For our laser stability and 15 bit detection depth, heterodyne detection of the DVE
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increases the measured intensity by a factor of 5, which not only allows for simultaneous

extraction of DPP and DVE spectra of gM protein samples, but also indicates that equivalent

signal to noise measurements can be made in less than twice the time of current DVE and DPP

collection techniques.

As an example of an HDVE application, Figure 4.3B shows a comparison of the melting

curve for thermal unfolding of ubiquitin extracted using singular value decomposition analysis

on a set of DVE and HDVE spectra acquired at temperatures spanning the unfolding

temperature. This measurement is desirable for obtaining a measure of the folded population at

different temperatures. The importance of the linear detection is illustrated by the sharper

transition observed by HDVE. This can be rationalized considering that the DVE is proportional

to the amplitude squared, while the HDVE is linearly proportional to the amplitude.

The sensitivity of HDVE for protein applications is illustrated through a characterization

of the equilibrium constant for the monomer-to-dimer transition of insulin (Figure 4.4).

Formation of the dimer of the largely helical protein leads to the folding of an intermolecular p

01.8 - - - -Fit KD=3.3 mM II
1. -4- 0 HDVE

~1.6 0.8o0.80
1.4

-1.2 -7.0 mM =1
-o 180m .

0*1.0 -- 0.4g

>0.8 . . 4e - -- - *0.2
1560 1620 16qo0.6 (132E < (pno (-) #4f

. ..... i. ..... 1 . ... I .B...i
0.1 1 10
Concentration (mM)

Figure 4.4: Left Axis: Insulin FTSI HDVE amplitude peak ratios are plotted versus
concentration. Inlay: The lowest (180 pM, dotted red line) and highest (7.0 mM, solid
blue line) concentration spectra are plotted. The grey bars indicate the integrated spectral
regions used for the peak ratios. The 1642-1652 cm-I integrated area is divided by the
1614-1633 cm-I area. Right Axis: The ratios are fit to the Hill equation to extract a
KD=3.3 mM and an n=1.1. Insulin was dissolved in 10% EtOD and 0.27 M DCl. Each
spectrum was collected on the less dispersive grating for 2 minutes at TLO=1.500 ps with
an internal LO passing through the sample -30 ps after the other IR beams.
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sheet at the dimer interface, allowing monomer and dimer to be distinguished from the relative

intensities of x helical and P sheet regions of the amide I spectrum. Concentration-dependent

HDVE amplitude spectra are shown for predominately dimeric, high (7.0 mM) and

predominately monomeric, low (180 jM) insulin concentrations. The ratio of HDVE amplitudes

integrated across the a-helical region of the monomer (1642-1652 cm-1) and the p-sheet region

of the dimer (1614-1633 cm-1)6 are fit to the Hill equation: 0(c) = c where KD is the
K"+c"

4-Avg. HV
----- SS HDVE

- DPP

1550 1650 1750
o 3 /27tC (cm-1)

Figure 4.5: 15 mg/ml ubiquitin A: DVE (blue, solid line), single-shot HDVE-
extracted amplitude squared (red, dotted line), 500-shot averaged HDVE-extracted
amplitude squared (black, solid line), B: DPP (blue, solid line), single-shot HDVE-
extracted DPP (red, dotted line), 500-shot averaged HDVE-extracted DPP (black,
solid line) spectra are plotted. The standard deviation of the averaged HDVE-
extracted spectra are shown. Spectra were collected at a 200 fs waiting time on the

less dispersive grating at VrLO=1.000 ps with an internal LO. The DVE and DPP
spectra were collected for 2.5 minutes.
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dissociation constant, c is the insulin concentration, and n is the Hill coefficient.19 This fit leads

to a value of KD= 3.3 mM for T = 22'C and for a sample with 10% EtOD and 0.27 M DCl. For

an ideal measurement of the dissociation constant, the chosen concentrations should span orders

of magnitude across KD. The amplification characteristics of HDVE allow for these necessary

low concentration measurements, which are not accessible with current DVE intensities.

HDVE may also be used as a single-shot technique to extract the DVE and DPP spectra

from a single measurement. HDVE is advantageous because it can be collected without

scanning time delays and allows for the separation of phase and amplitude. Figure 4.5 compares

the ubiquitin DVE and DPP spectra and their corresponding single-shot HDVE extracted

counterparts. 500 shots are averaged and shown with standard deviations. Agreement between

the single-shot HDVE and DVE and DPP spectra suggests that HDVE measurements may be

used in low repetition or irreversible measurements where only unusually high absorption

changes could be measured with conventional 2-beam pump-probe acquisition.

4.6 Conclusion

Heterodyne detection is a powerful technique that amplifies signals, allows for

measurement of the amplitude and phase and generates a measurement that is linear to the

electric field of the signal, which is in turn linear in concentration. The tradeoff is additional

complexity in alignment, and an ambiguity in the absolute timing between LO and signal. We

have demonstrated that HDVE is a one dimensional complement to 2D IR, which can be applied

in single-shot mode. Through FTSI, PMSI, or a combination of the two, both the linear and

third-order signal can be completely characterized as an amplitude and a phase, which allows for

simultaneous extraction of the DVE and DPP or IR absorbance spectra. PMSI was also

introduced as a complementary phase and amplitude determination technique that does not rely

on pulse shapers or FT calculations. HDVE will be particularly valuable in experiments that

have previously relied on DVE and DPP measurements, such as low concentration protein

studies and low repetition rate temperature jump experiments, in which signal to noise ratios are

small.
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Chapter 5

Transient Two Dimensional Spectroscopy

with Linear Absorption Corrections Applied

to Temperature Jump 2D IR

The work presented in this chapter has been published in the following paper:

- K. C. Jones, Z. Ganim, C. S. Peng, and A. Tokmakoff, "Transient Two Dimensional

Spectroscopy with Linear Absorption Corrections Applied to Temperature Jump 2D IR,"

J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 29, 118-129 (2012)

5.1 Abstract

Multidimensional spectroscopies provide increased spectral information but time

resolution is often limited by the picosecond lifetimes of the transitions they probe. At the

expense of additional complexity, transient multidimensional techniques extend the accessible

timescales for studying non-equilibrium chemical and biophysical phenomena. Transient

temperature-jump (T-jump) experiments are particularly versatile, since they can be applied to

any temperature dependent change of state. We have developed a method to correct transient

nonlinear techniques for distortions resulting from transient linear absorption of the probing

pulses, distortions which can lead to false interpretations of the data. We apply these corrections

in the collection of T-jump transient two-dimensional infrared spectra for the peptides diglycine

and the p-hairpin peptide trpzip2. For diglycine, the T-jump induces changes in H-bonding, a
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response which is inherent to all aqueous systems. The trpzip2 results probe the hairpin

unfolding kinetics and reveal two time scales: <10 ns increased flexibility and 1.1 gs p-hairpin
disordering.

5.2 Introduction

Multidimensional spectroscopies such as two dimensional infrared (2D IR) and 2D
23electronic spectroscopy are becoming increasingly important for the study of structure

dynamics 4' 5 and reactions 6 in the condensed phase, from solutions7 to biological systems8 -10.

Multidimensional techniques are advantageous because they have fs time resolution, spectral

information is spread over multiple frequency axes, peak intensities scale to high order with the

dipole, and cross peaks reveal both coupling and dipole orientation". The use of multiple pulses

also allows for time dependent experiments in which transitions are tagged and then probed after

a variable waiting time12 . These waiting time experiments have been applied to study many

problems including hydrogen bond switching in water 4, photosynthetic energy transferl, protein

conformational dynamics 1' 14, and the chemical exchange of small molecule complexes in

solution 7' 15. Although waiting time experiments are well suited to studying ultrafast timescales,

their effective time window is limited by the vibrational or electronic lifetime of the

chromophore - picoseconds in the case of condensed phase vibrations.

To overcome the lifetime-limited accessible time window of waiting time experiments,

transient multidimensional experiments have been introduced in which spectra of a non-

equilibrium system are collected following a triggering event' 6 . For example, 2D IR has been

used to track processes triggered by ultrafast or ns temperature-jump (T-jump) laser pulses17 ,

such as for the study of photoswitchable peptide conformational changes 6 ' 1 , ligand release19 20

charge injection21, and protein folding-24 . For these experiments, the accessible temporal

window is not defined by spectroscopic relaxation properties of the oscillator, but rather by the

time scale of the initiated process and the return to equilibrium. These transient 2D IR

experiments are often done in conjunction with nonlinear experiments in one frequency

dimension, such as Dispersed Pump Probe (DPP), Dispersed Vibrational Echo (DVE) 1' 2, or

Heterodyned-detected Dispersed Vibrational Echo (HDVE), which are related to the real

component, the power spectrum, and complex component, respectively, of the projection of the

2D IR spectrum onto the (o3 axis26. These one-dimensional experiments provide a reduced

version of the 2D IR information, but they can be collected more quickly and easily to provide
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better sampling of transient events.

The addition of a triggering pulse to a 3 d order nonlinear experiment increases the

complexity of data collection and interpretation. Formally, transient multidimensional laser

triggered experiments are 5th order nonlinear experiments, and they require a high signal-to-noise

ratio to identify differences between the transient and equilibrium spectra, often necessitating

dual frequency modulation strategies for double differential signal detection. Data collection is

often slowed down to the repetition rate of the triggering event rather than the probing laser rate.

Also, linear transient refractive index and absorption effects induced by the triggering pulse can

lead to spurious peaks that overshadow the molecular changes of interest 27. These pulse

propagation distortions are particularly problematic for solutes and solvents whose absorbance in

the probing frequency range changes significantly in response to the triggering event. For

example, in the T-jump triggered transient 2D IR (t-2D IR) studies described in this paper, the

D20 solvent linear absorbance is dependent on the temperature. Thus, the interrogating IR pulses

and signal are shaped by the time-dependent temperature relaxation of the solvent. Although in

this case the timescales are not expected to be significantly affected by the linear absorption,

spurious peaks may alter the molecular interpretation. After overcoming the technical challenges,

interpreting transient data is difficult due to the congested nature of the spectra, which have

overlapping and interfering positive and negative peaks. Loss and gain features in the transient

spectrum can show up as both positive and negative changes. Therefore, reducing spectral

complexity by correcting for uninformative linear effects greatly aids the data analysis.

T-jump experiments have been used extensively in studies of protein and peptide folding

kinetics, often by probing changes in the structurally sensitive amide I IR vibrational absorption

spectrum. Relative to continuous-wave linear absorption T-jump techniques, the

multidimensional T-jump amide I experiment is often challenged by greater noise, longer

acquisition times, and technical complexity, but it offers enhanced spectral content, background

free signals, and ultrafast time resolution. T-jump amide I IR experiments have almost

exclusively measured linear absorption changes using techniques such as step-scan FTIR28,

single wavelength, continuous-wave IR lasers29 -31, or ultrafast IR pulse absorption32 . The first

two are limited to the time resolution of the IR detector and all three require additionally

collecting the transient spectra of the solvent to isolate the solute response. The major advantage

of the multidimensional T-jump amide I experiment is increased spectral content, allowing for
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further disentanglement of the crowded amide I spectrum and simultaneous monitoring of

crosspeaks which indicate coupling between vibrations. Although our T-jump t-2D IR

experiment's time resolution is limited by the ns pulse length of the T-jump laser, the method is

fundamentally limited only by the ps time-scale for vibrational relaxation in water. Also, since

the nonlinear signal from the solvent is usually negligible, only data on one sample needs to be

collected. All laser-induced T-jump experiments are limited by cavitation, thermal lensing, and

beam homogeneity.

In a previous publication, we presented the design, construction, and testing of a transient

2D IR spectrometer for use in temperature-jump measurements23 . In this paper, we describe data

acquisition methods that correct for non-equilibrium absorption and dispersion effects in T-jump

t-2D IR spectroscopy to isolate the desired kinetics for chemical processes. We first apply these

methods to the model dipeptide diglycine to measure the relaxation of a small molecule which

should not exhibit a response in the ns-ms window of our T-jump. We then collect the t-2D IR

spectra of the peptide trpzip2 (TZ2) to interpret the disordering kinetics of an extensively studied

fast folding p-hairpin. Although the techniques are used to study the amide I vibrations of

peptides through nonlinear T-jump experiments, the topics discussed are generalizable for any

temperature dependent equilibrium or transient multidimensional spectroscopy.

5.3 Experimental

5.3.1 Mid-Infrared Spectroscopy

All infrared probing methods reported are heterodyne-detected ultrafast third-order

nonlinear spectroscopies performed in the boxcar geometry and detected using spectral

interferometry with an external local oscillator (LO) pulse. Nonlinear infrared spectra were

collected at 1 kHz using 90 fs pulses centered at ~1650 cm1 (6 pm) with 160 cm-1 FWHM

bandwidth as described previously". The experimental layout of the sample and detection

compartments is shown in Figure 5.1. Three pulses (Ei, E2, and E3), separated by sequential time

intervals 11 and t 2 were focused into the sample to a ~75 pm diameter spot to generate a

nonlinear signal field Esig. The LO was focused through the same sample volume as the other

infrared beams, but it was delayed ~60 ps relative to E3. This delay is long enough not to

interfere with the IR signal generation but short enough that all IR fields experience the same

perturbations. The LO and signal were spatially overlapped by combining them on opposite sides
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Figure 5.1: The output of a femtosecond Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier is
converted to the IR by difference frequency generation in an optical parametric
amplifier, and split into four IR beams in the 2D IR interferometer. Inlay: Three IR
beams generate IR 3rd order signal at the sample. The T-jump laser is overlapped
spatially with the IR beams at the sample and delayed in time electronically. The LO
beam is overlapped spatially with the IR beams at the sample, but delayed from the
other IR pulses. The signal and LO beams are overlapped spatially and temporally at
the detector and detected using balanced detection. The LO beam's delay can be
stepped using the piezo-controlled stage for PMSI or FTSI measurements. L: lens, S:
sample, B: beam-splitter, V: vertically displaced mirror, F: low pass X=3.4 pm filter.

of a beamsplitter. The signal field was detected using balanced detection of the two resulting

heterodyned signals, which have a relative 1800 phase shift. After diffracting the two resulting

beams off of a 40 lines/mm grating in a 190 mm spectrograph (Triax 190, Jobin Yvon),

interference between Esig and ELO was detected with -4.7 cm" resolution on a 2 x 64 element

mercury cadmium telluride array (IR-0144, Infrared Systems Development). Beam 2 or 3 was

mechanically chopped at 500 Hz to remove scatter and the LO spectrum. LO timing and phasing

were achieved by comparison to a two beam DPP spectrum. The resulting detection frequency

axis is referred to as (03. Both HDVE and 2D IR spectra were collected with all parallel

polarization (ZZZZ) and at T2 =150 fs to minimize nonresonant signal from the CaF2 windows.

5.3.2 Temperature-Jump

The T-jump laser system and its synchronization with the mid-IR system have been

described previously 2. Briefly, the 6 ns, 1.98 pim, 9 mJ T-jump pulse was generated at 20 Hz
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through the combination of a Q-switched Nd:YAG (yttrium aluminum garnet) laser and a p-
barium borate based optical parametric oscillator (YG981c, OPOTEK) tuned to match the

v=2<-0 OD stretch of D20. The T-jump laser is focused to a 500 pm waist at the same point in

the sample as the mid-IR beams, creating a 10-12 0C jump in our sample in <10 ns. Since the T-

jump focus is approximately five times the size of the mid-IR waist, the T-jump in the region of

mid-IR beam overlap is uniform. The electronic delay generator creates the time delay between

the T-jump pulse and the first of the 50 mid-IR beam sets with an instrument response time of 6

ns and a delay range of ns-ms. In addition to electrical isolation, we found it necessary to

acoustically isolate the T-jump laser from the IR laser table to remove interferometrically-

measurable noise created by flashlamp firing.

The difference between repetition rates resulted in a 50 ms window with 50 collected

mid-IR spectra between each T-jump shot. Figure 5.2 shows the time delays between the 1 kHz

IR and 20 Hz T-jump pulses. We denote the time delay between the T-jump pulse and the jth

mid-IR pulse following the T-jump as

v' = r + jx (1 ms), forj=0,1,2,...,49. (5.1)

-c is the primary time-delay between the T-jump pulse and the 2D IR probe event following it.

The T-jump pulse was spatially and temporally overlapped with the mid-IR pulse by monitoring

r, r 2 -60ps IMs

1 2 3 LO: :1 2 3 LO:

All11 All

50 ms

Figure 5.2: IR beams (blue) 1,2 and 2,3 are delayed by T, and T2. The LO reaches the
sample -60 ps after beam 3. The original IR pulse, from which beams 1,2,3, and LO are
created, is generated at 1 kHz, which creates a 1 ms lag between sets of IR pulses. The 20
Hz T-jump pulse (green) is delayed electronically relative to the IR pulses. The first IR
pulse set following the T-jump pulse arrives at a delay of T-- To. The next 49 IR pulse sets
arrive at-± T+j X (I Ms).
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the transmittance of the LO through the transiently heated solvent. Zero time, r 0 , was set at the

delay when the transient transmittance signal of the LO was half of the maximum transient

transmission, which was a ~5% increase over equilibrium. The T-jump re-equilibrates by thermal

diffusion into the sample cell windows, reaching half its initial value at t~1.5 ms, and the time-

trace can be described by a stretched exponential of the form exp[-(t/rs)O] where -s= 2.05 ms and

P=0.67.
Transient data collection is complicated by chopping to remove the homodyned LO term

of the collected signal. To collect the complementary 500 Hz chopped and unchopped mid-IR

spectra at a given T-jump delay r, the phase of the chopper was modulated between 00 and 1800.

At a phase of 0'(180'), the odd(even) mid-IR pulses following the T-jump pulse are open, while

the even(odd) pulses are blocked.

5.3.3 Sample Preparation

The tryptophan zipper p-hairpin peptide, TZ2 (NH 2-SWTWENGKWTWK-CONH 2) was

synthesized as described previously3 3 . The TZ2 samples were dissolved in pH 2.5 DC1 in D20

solvent to 10 mg/mL concentrations (OD of ~0.05). Diglycine (L-glycyl-L-glycine) was

purchased from Sigma and dissolved in D20 (pH=6.5) to a concentration of 20 mg/mL (OD of

~0.9) unless noted otherwise. -25 ptL peptide solution was sandwiched between two 1 mm thick

CaF2 windows with a 50 tm pathlength defined by a teflon spacer. The TZ2 sample was then

sealed in a brass cell held at To=350 C by a regulated water bath (To=20'C for diglycine). For

these samples, any changes induced by the T-jump relax reversibly back to equilibrium within

the 50 ms window, and flowing the sample was found to be unnecessary in this case.

5.4 Transient Data Collection and Processing

5.4.1 Theoretical Background

The purpose of our data acquisition process is to perform transient nonlinear

spectroscopy in the absence of distortions or artifacts that may arise from propagation through

the non-equilibrium environment prepared by the trigger pulse. As the mid-IR laser pulses pass

through the sample, their group velocity is affected by the temperature-dependent (T-jump delay-

dependent) real part of the refractive index, n(;r'), and their magnitude is affected by

temperature-dependent absorption, K(w; r'). The complex refractive index experienced by the

mid-IR pulses is given by:
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u(co; r-') = n(w; r-1) + iK(o; r'). (5.2)

We write this noting that this is not the equilibrium index of refraction, but an effective index

that reflects an average over the dielectric response of the sample, s(o), following the T-jump for

frequencies o > 2n/. As with other transient experiments, it will include changes in absorption

and dispersion that arise from molecular dynamics on time scales faster than the T-jump delay,

including acoustic and thermal responses.

The real, time-domain electric field of one of the incident pulses after passing through the

sample, Ea(t;r'), can be Fourier transformed (FT) into the frequency domain to give the

complex field,

5,(m;ri)= e,(w)exp[i#l,(co)]exp[in(co; r')ol / c], a =1,2,3, LO (5.3)

where e is the amplitude, # is the phase, and the last term accounts for the temperature-

dependent and T-jump delay-dependent linear refractive index change that accumulates as the

field passes through the sample with path length 1. c is the speed of light. Because beams 1, 2, 3,
and the LO generate or interfere with the nonlinear signal, the linear 5 propagation effects

manifest themselves in the resulting nonlinear spectrum.

To remove the relative effect of the n(o;r'), the LO is aligned through the sample along

with the other pulses. As a result, the group velocity of each beam increases by the same amount,
minimizing the phase difference between them. Although the LO and signal are intentionally

delayed relative to each other at the sample, the -60 ps difference is negligible compared to the
ns T-jump pulse length. We therefore assume that the LO and signal are equally affected by the
sample's linear refractive index as they pass through the sample.

Assessing how K(ao; r-) distorts the experimentally-measured nonlinear signal relative to

an ideal (infinitely thin) sample signal requires a description of how absorption of each laser

pulse affects the generated signal, which, in turn, is also affected by propagation through the

sample 34-36. The real time-domain signal electric field E,g (t3;r , ,r 2 = 150fs,r ) results from the

polarization induced in the sample by the time-delayed beams 1, 2, and 3, which is generated
gradually as the pulses propagate through the sample. To a first approximation, the combined

absorption of beams I and 2 imprints a depletion term K( 1 ; )r) along the &o axis36 of the

frequency-domain two dimensional spectrum where
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1 - exp [-21(w,; zrI)w}l / c)
K(co,; T ) = (5.4)

=2K(w;r')wl / c

The combined depletion effect of beams 3 and the signal is expressed by exp [-K(w3 ; T 011 / C.

This conventional absorption term can be explained in terms of a transient grating picture in

which the signal is generated by diffraction of beam 3 off of a grating or in the picture in which

the absorption accumulated by beam 3 is imprinted on the signal that is gradually generated in

the sample. The LO can be treated independently as a pulse that accumulates an

exp[-K(CO3 ; 1) 3 1/ C] absorption term, as is shown in eq. (5.3).

To a first approximation, absorbance of beams I and 2 distorts the resulting 2D spectrum

along the wi axis, whereas absorption of beam 3, the signal, and the LO affects (03. Since the LO

experiences the same index as the remaining beams, the effect of n(w;r') vanishes upon

detection. Collecting the above terms, which assume the sample is a weak absorber and ignore

coherent energy transfer during r1 and T3, we can approximate the effects of linear absorption

as36as~a

5 3 (0j, w;r2 ,)S(w 1, 3 ; - 2 , i' )x K(,;r')x exp[-2( 3;r1)w 3-/c] (5.5)

Here, 53 is the directly detected 2D spectrum where the superscripts 1 and 3 indicate the

existence of distortions along ol and 03. S without superscripts is the desired spectrum that

would be measured for an optically thin sample unaffected by linear propagation effects, but still

shaped by the finite bandwidth of our pulses, which acts to weaken apparent intensity on the

wings of the spectrum. For the present work, T2 is always 150 fs, and it is not explicitly shown in

the rest of the equations in the paper for simplicity. The second term on the right in eq. (5.5)

represents the combined absorption of E1/E2, while the third term accounts for the absorption of

ELO+E3/Esig, which results in the factor of 2. With negligible absorption, both correction terms

approach 1.

With propagation effects accounted for, we can properly define the signal electric field

emerging from the sample. Eg depends parametrically on r2, r1, and r and can be expressed as

=1 e',g(c03;T,, T1 )exp[i,g (C)3 ; T')] expf(0 ')w 3 1 / C] (5.6)

As above, the superscripts 1 and 3 indicate that the spectrum is distorted by propagation effects
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along the w and (3 axes. The E) T-jump delay dependence is solely due to the transient linear

absorbance of the sample, whereas the signal amplitude and phase are also expected to change

due to molecular dynamics during 1i and T2. Because propagation effects on the oi axis cannot

be cleanly expressed as a function of 11, the ol distortion is folded into e' (wo;r,,r-) while the

0 distortion is explicitly shown.

5.4.2 Data Collection

Our detector is a dual stripe array that collects data from 2x64 pixels at I kHz. The 1 kHz

data is modulated by the electronically delayed 20 Hz T-jump laser and a 500 Hz chopper. The

chopper phase is flipped periodically at -0.1 Hz to fully characterize every combination of the 20

Hz and 500 Hz modulation. In practice, the detector measures intensity I( 3 ) = (0 3 )1 2 in the

frequency domain after diffraction off of a grating. Characterization of 5 requires

interferometric detection. In both 2D IR and HDVE spectroscopy, E,g was characterized by

combining the signal and LO at a delay TLO, and measuring the 03 difference spectrum of the LO

with and without the signal present. In balanced detection, intensities are observed for the out-of-

phase intensity from the upper (+) and lower (-) stripes. The spectrum of the LO (chopper

blocked signal, 0) is

I;(I ; r") =|5,)(a;r')2 =[eL(C)1 exp [-21(co; rv)Wl / c] (5.7)

and that of the combined ELO and Esig (chopper open) is

(03;r, Trf.) = 5 (0 3 ;ri, r )+E,(o);r )exp[-i
3 LO]j

=exp [-21(co3 ;,r )a/c x e( 3 )]2 + [e,, (o3 ; r, rj)] (5.8)

±2eLO (w 3 )e',g (ao; r, r' )cos [A#(w3; r,, ri) + TLOco3

Here we have defined

A#(co3; i, -r )=# (o3; r1, r ) 1, -,(mC ) (5.9)

By sending the LO through the sample, the shared change in real refractive index induced by the

T-jump delays the signal, LO, and beams 1, 2, and 3 by the same relative amount, and n((;r)

drops out of eq. (5.8) 23. If the LO is not passed through the sample, the relative time delay

between the LO and other beams changes with the temperature and the resulting spectra are not
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phased properly, which results in the mixing of the real and imaginary parts.

If the interference cross-term in eq. (5.8) (which is proportional to the desired nonlinear

signal field) were Fourier transformed along T1, it would result in 5, given in eq. (5.5). Instead,

the cross term in eq. (5.8) is separated and the o3-axis linear absorption distortion is directly

removed using the following data acquisition steps:

I'111 -11,3 I'e -5.'02
SI(C3; ;, , r )LO = ,3 [ P,3 )LO 3)] (5.10)

= 2eLO ( 3 ) e,( 3 ;1,r )cos[Ab(co3 ; l O,r+z-If)3] (5.11)

S(C ;irjrf))x K(a,;r') (5.12)

The out-of-phase detection arrays are subtracted to remove the homodyne terms and divided by

the sum. The denominator divides out the linear absorption term due to LO, signal, and beam 3

and normalizes the heterodyne signal for each single shot to remove shot-to-shot fluctuations

before averaging. These operations are performed at 1 kHz, and the data is then averaged, as

indicated by triangular brackets. Finally, the subtracted, shot-normalized, and averaged chopped

terms are subtracted. The resulting signal has been corrected for linear absorption along 03. The

1 superscript indicates that there are still distortions along oi. The [e 0o3 )] 2 term, the IR pulse

spectrum in the absence of the sample, is calculated using a separate FTIR absorbance spectrum

collected at the equilibrium temperature and the T-relaxed I(w; Trf), where ref=48 or 49 (eq.

(5.7)).

Theoretically, the 2nd term on the right of eq. (5.10) involving I is not necessary

assuming balanced detection, but we found it essential for removing scatter and electrical noise

as well as for correcting for residual intensity mismatch between the stripes. To remove any

small electrical noise that might show up in the denominator of the 1s' term on the right of eq.

(5.10), a background was collected without any IR beams beforehand and subtracted directly

from all the raw data. Data whose integrated LO intensity was less than a preset cutoff of ~50%

of the average was rejected to remove errant shots.

Due to the difference in T-jump and mid-IR laser repetition rate, for each r we actually

collect 50 time delays, r. Each of these 50 data sets are collected, saved, and processed

independently, and the last two spectra, j=48 and 49, are assumed to be equilibrium spectra
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collected after the T-jump has relaxed back to the initial temperature.

5.4.3 Post Processing

To correct for the residual distortion in S' due to absorption of beams 1 and 2, the

imaginary refractive index is calculated using the Y-dependent LO spectra. The differential

absorption relative to the equilibrium LO was calculated and added to the reference absorption

measured using an FTIR collected at the equilibrium temperature:

K'(CO;r) = AKirl (;T)+KIR(o (5.13)

_c I(w;r')+I (w;rl) ref = 48, forj =0,2,...,48
2wl lJ(w;r;)+I(w; r'4) RI ref = 49, forj = 1, 3,...,49 (5.14)

AKJ ref (w; r') represents the relative change in linear absorption between the / transient spectra

and the reference spectrum, I (w; r*4 ) or I(o; r'), which is analogous to measuring the linear

absorption using I(rZ) / I(ref). Ideally, the sample has returned to equilibrium or been replaced

with a fresh equilibrium sample within 48 ms. K'(o;r') takes into consideration the absorption

due to the solvent, solute, and the CaF2 windows. For the t-2D IR, the (01 correction is applied

after the FT into o;:

5(CO, CO;'r -) =5 I(CO, Co; rZ1,T ) x[K(co,;r )-.J (5.15)

The correction in eq. (5.15) removes the T-dependent absorption due to beams 1 and 2.

For t-HDVE, we cannot directly apply a correction for (o1 because we only have ID (3-

slices. Instead, we indirectly correct for oi-distortions by multiplying the correction along 03:

S(wO3; riJ.ILO) - 3$1 1 TLO) X[K(co3;-rZ) I. (5.16)

Since this is formally only correct for diagonal peaks (w;=w3) without spectral diffusion, this

assumption is tenuous and should be applied cautiously.

The corrections along w, and os described above approximately correct for linear

absorbance of the finite-bandwidth pulses by the sample. Measuring the ideal 2D spectrum that

would have been generated with infinite bandwidth pulses would require further manipulations

to remove the effect of the limited spectral bandwidth of our pulses, which accentuates peaks

near the middle of the pumping and probing spectra. Using the same approximations described

above, to correct for this artificial intensity accentuation we would divide both the w1 and w3
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axes by [e(mo)] .
Once processed, averaged, and corrected, the data is presented as a difference signal, in

which the last two spectra are subtracted out as equilbrium spectra:
AS(-r). S(T) S(rre/)f fref = 48, forj = 0, 2,..., 48

ref =49, forj=1,3,...,49

For 2D IR, S(rj) is either the real or absolute value t-2D IR signal after FT along r1 :

S(w, 3 ;r.) and 5(cz,co;r ) . For HDVE, S(r') is either the real or absolute value HDVE

signal at rj =0 fs after exploiting the rLO dependence to calculate the complex signal:

S(w 3;r 2 , r')and (CO; r2 , r ) .

Although the methods described above were discussed specifically for transient T-jump

2D IR experiments, they are generalizable to temperature-dependent 2D IR studies or any

heterodyne-detected transient third order IR or electronic spectroscopy, particularly in cases

where there is a strong linear transient absorbance response. For example, in studying protein

folding problems, the linear absorbance of the D20 solvent strongly depends on the temperature.

Separating the temperature-dependent response of the protein requires correcting for the linear

absorption distortions.

5.4.4 t-2D IR

For t-2D IR collection, r delays were undersampled in 14 fs steps scanned from 0 to >2.4

ps and to >1.3 ps for rephasing and non-rephasing surfaces, respectively, using delay stages

(Aerotech, ANT-50L) with 100 nm reproducibility 2. The rLO was set to 0. The data was

collected in three nested 'for' loops: (r; rj; chopper phase). 7000 shots were collected at

chopper=0 before flipping to chopper= 1800 and collecting another 7000 shots. The r1 delay was

then stepped to the next delay, and another 7000+7000 shots were collected. This stepping of r;

continued until the entire rephasing and non-rephasing surfaces were mapped out, at which point

r was changed and the process was repeated. Data was processed on the fly (eq. (5.10)), the rI

axis was then fast Fourier transformed after zero padding rephasing and nonrephasing

interferograms to 16 ps, and the undersampled data was reflected about the Nyquist frequency,

co, =2co, -co, , where ao' is the frequency that results from direct FT23 . The resulting

spectrum was corrected along oi (eq. (5.15)) to give 5(wz,w;r'). Because all 50 of the T-set
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spectra are collected with the same delay stage positions, the phasing correction is determined

for the reference spectrum and then applied to the rest. Multiple spectra collected at the same r

are averaged in the frequency domain after correcting for the phasing error.

At each r, a set of 50 2D IR spectra was collected in ~1.25 hours, or 1.5 minutes per r' 2D

IR spectrum. The r spectra presented here for TZ2(diglycine) are the result of >8(l) averages.

Spectra with i > 1 ms but different r were averaged together if the difference in time-delay was <

1 ps. For example, the presented I ms T-jump delay spectra are the average of T' spectra ranging

from r' =10 ns +1 ms to -'=1 ts +1 ms.

5.4.5 t-HDVE

For t-HDVE collection, the rj delay was fixed to 0, and the rLO was stepped from 0 to 25

fs in 5 fs steps so that the complex spectrum could be calculated during data processing. The

stepping was done using a piezo stage (THORLABS, NF5DP20S) for its 10 nm repeatability.

The data was collected in three nested 'for' loops: (r; rLO; chopper phase). 10000 shots were

collected at chopper=00 before flipping to chopper--1800 and collecting another 10000 shots. The

rLO was then stepped by 5.0 fs, for which the carrier phase shift Cox ArLO = r/2, and another

10000+ 10000 shots were collected. Once all the rLO delays were collected, r was changed and the

process was repeated. Data was processed on the fly (eq. (5.10)) and the resulting spectra were

corrected for O1 distortions (eq. (5.16)). The complex HDVE signal, S(w;r',rTO)was then

calculated using either FT spectral interferometry (SI) or phase modulation SI, in which the

difference and sum of TLO-stepped spectra were used to calculate the real and imaginary spectra

followed by a phase correction back to TLO-O 26. The real HDVE signal S(O3; j'o, r1.) is

equivalent to DPP, which is equal to the projection of the real 2D IR surface, S(o1 , to; ri), onto

(03. The absolute value of the HDVE signal, |5(o; 1zrlro)|, is equivalent to the square root of

the dispersed vibrational echo (DVE) 26

Each Tr set of 50 HDVE spectra was collected in -2 minutes, or -2.5 s per T, HDVE

spectrum. The r spectra presented here are the result of >6 averages. As with the 2D IR data,

spectra with z'> 1 ms but different r were averaged together if the difference in time-delay was <

1 ps.

5.5 Results and Discussion
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5.5.1 Diglycine

The dipeptide diglycine provides a baseline for the sorts of changes we should expect

from a T-jump experiment on a peptide in which all dynamics are faster than the T-jump pulse,

and no conformational changes are observed in the ns-ms T-jump window. We also study

diglycine to compare the effects of correcting the nonlinear spectrum for linear absorption.

uncorrected o0-corrected 03-and-o 1 -corrected uncorrected, 1 mg/mL

ja) c) e) (g)

Eq Eq20*c Eq2o~c Eq2 0c

g (b) ()(). (h)

1 ms '1ms 1ms q3*c-Eq29gc

1600 1650 1700 1600 1650 1700 1600 1650 1700 1600 1650 1700Mg /2n (cm~E)

Figure 5.3: The absorptive (real) spectra of t-2D IR of diglycine are shown. Grid lines
mark the three loss features shown in f. The first 3 columns (a-f) show data taken of 20
mg/mL diglycine (OD = 0.9) following a T-jump from 20 to 30'C. The 1" row (a,c,e)
shows equilibrium spectra at 20'C. The 2nd row (b,d,f) shows the 1 ms difference spectra.
Columns 1-3 are calculated from the same data but with different corrections for linear

absorption of the IR beams. Column I (a,b) is uncorrected (S"', eq. (5.5)). Column 2

(c,d) is o 3-corrected (S, eq. (5.10)). Column 3 (e,f) is o 1-and-o 3-corrected (S, eq.
(5.15)). Column 4 (g,h) shows the real equilibrium 2D IR spectra of diglycine at I mg/mL
(OD ~ 0.05). g is the equilibrium 200C spectrum. h shows the difference between the 30
and 20*C equilibrium spectra. The spectra are individually normalized and scaled such
that 25 linearly-spaced contours span the entire magnitude range of sinh(SNorm x 0.1) .

At the pH of 6.5 used here, diglycine exists in its zwitterionic form and shows two

discernible peaks in the equilibrium 2D IR spectrum (Figure 5.3a), a homogeneously broadened

peak at 1595 cm', which is assigned to the antisymmetric stretch of the C-terminal carboxylate,

and an inhomogeneously broadened amide I' peak at 1674 cm' Previous work on N-

methylacetamide (NMA) has shown that the amide I' peak frequency strongly depends on the

surrounding electrostatic environment defined by the multiple hydrogen-bond (H-bond)
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configurations to the backbone, as should the carboxylate 37. Diglycine's amide I' peak is more

inhomogeneous compared to NMA's peak, which suggests that there is a wider variety of H-

bond configurations for diglycine as is expected given the proximity of the terminal H-bond-

donating NH 3*. These peaks are expected to blue shift with temperature as the average number of

hydrogen bonds decrease.

Diglycine: Corrections for Linear Absorption

Linear absorption affects the nonlinear equilibrium spectrum by reducing intensity along

both o1 and O)3 wherever there is absorption in the FTIR. In order to compare the effects of linear

absorption on the equilibrium spectrum of diglycine, different corrections were applied to the

same raw data, as is shown in the columns of Figure 5.3. The equilibrium spectra differ in the

1600 cm' region because the sample absorption (peak optical density at o = 1596 cm- 1 is 0.9)

depletes intensity along 03, which results in an artificially large separation between the positive

and negative peaks of the carboxylate stretch. This distortion also causes the oi displacement

between the positive and negative peak maxima observed in Figure 5.3a for the amide I'

vibration. Corrections along 03 and o1 (Figure 5.3c and e) remove the distortions. The effect of

03-correction is larger than o I-correction, and both decrease the apparent anharmonicity.

Linear absorption in the transient spectra is more complicated than the equilibrium case

because both the solvent and the solute respond to the T-jump. At our given initial temperature

and T-jump size, the T-jump causes a -5% increase in transmission due to the temperature

dependency of the linear absorption, shown in Figure 5.4a. This -5% transmission increase

magnifies the underlying signal, which consists of the equilibrium spectrum and -5% changes

due to the T-jump. As a result, the difference spectra in Figure 5.3b is due to two interfering

spectral features: -5% molecular changes resulting from the T-jump and -5% magnified

equilibrium spectrum due to the increased transmission. Most of the mixed-in equilibrium

spectrum is removed by correction for beam 3, the LO, and the signal (Figure 5.3d), where the t-

dependent (03-correction factor, exp[21(o;r)col/ c], is shown in Figure 5.4b. Full correction

along both co, and 03 reveals the undistorted difference spectrum (Figure 5.3f), which differs

from Figure 5.3d primarily in the reweighting of features in the 1600 cm-1 region. Qualitatively,

spurious spectral peaks like those seen in Figure 5.3b and d can lead to false molecular

interpretations. Figure 5.4c shows the coi-correction factor, [K(co;r)]. Both the 0)3 and oI-
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Figure 5.4: -5 ns, 1 ts, and 1 ms difference spectra for diglycine in D20. a The transient
difference absorption spectra of diglycine and solvent calculated from the transient LO

spectra (-log I(W;r')/IF(o; r'/)]). b The W3-correction factor,

exp [21c(o;,rI)c9l / c]. c The corcorrection factor, [K(co; r)] .

correction factors have a significant contribution from the broad solvent HOD bend, and the o-

correction factor is -5x smaller than the o3-correction. Due to the gradual nature of depletion of

beams I and 2, the o-correction factor is expected to be smaller than the om3-correction, which

results from depletion of beam 3, the signal, and the LO over the entire length of the sample. The

sharp features in Figure 5.4a are the result of transient absorption due to the solute, while the

broad baseline transient change is due to the solvent. Corrections for both the linear absorbance

of the solute and solvent are necessary to reveal the underlying nonlinear signal.

Figure 5.3g and h show the 2D IR spectra from equilibrium experiments of diglycine at a

much lower concentration of I mg/mL, where the effects of beam absorption by the solute

should be negligible given the low -0.05 OD of the diglycine. The equilibrium spectrum (Figure

5.3g) is more similar to the o-and-o 3-corrected spectrum than it is to the uncorrected spectrum,

as is evident in the peak positions and lineshapes. The equilibrium carboxylate peak is weak

because the beam spectrum was weaker on the red side on the day these data were collected. The
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Figure 5.5: For 20 mg/mL diglycine, HDVE-derived DPP slices are compared to
projections of the real 2D IR spectrum onto (0. Spectra are shown at equilibrium (first
row) and at 1 ms delay time (second row). The three columns represent uncorrected (a,b),
o3 -corrected (c,d), and 03-and--w -corrected (e,f) data analogous to the data shown in
Figure 5.3. The vertical lines indicate the maximum of the amide I' peak difference
spectrum, whose traces are shown in Figure 5.6.

30*C-20 0C equilibrium difference spectrum (Figure 5.3h) is most similar to the o 1-and-0) 3-
corrected transient difference spectrum, which suggests that the full correction returns the least

distorted representation of the spectrum. Differences between the Figure 5.3h and f spectra may

be due to noise, slight phasing errors, uncorrected solvent transmission changes in Figure 5.3h,

and possible deviations from linear response in the T-jump case. Due to the experimentally fixed

relative phasing and back-to-back collection of the transient spectra, we find that collecting T-

dependent data transiently provides better signal-to-noise than collecting in equilibrium.

To understand the effects of linear absorption correction on the HDVE spectra,

projections of the 2D surfaces onto (3 are compared to DPP spectra obtained from HDVE

measurements in Figure 5.5. Theoretically, the projection of the absorptive (real) 2D spectrum

onto 03 is equal to the DPP. There is good agreement between the 2D projections and DPP. This

is particularly interesting in Figure 5.5e and f, where agreement indicates that the assumptions

made for eq. (5.16) are reasonable for this case, where diagonal features dominate the 2D

spectrum. Just as in the case for the 2D surfaces, corrections to account for linear absorption

cause significant changes in the difference spectra, where Figure 5.5b only contains a few peaks

compared to Figure 5.5d and f. Differences between Figure 5.5c(d) and e(f) are less pronounced,

and again manifest themselves as reweighting of the carboxylate peaks.
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Corrections for linear absorption are necessary for properly interpreting difference

spectral features. As is shown in Figure 5.6, the timescales observed in the DPP of diglycine

change negligibly with correction because both the timescales of diglycine's T-jump response

and the timescales of the transient absorption follow the temperature. The presence of spurious

peaks in the uncorrected data, however, changes the molecular interpretation. Previous mid-IR

T-jump experiments have not explicitly corrected for the linear transient absorption. Instead,

previous work has attempted to differentiate between these transmission changes and

temperature-induced sample changes by identifying temperature dependent spectral features or

timescale differences between the observed signal and the temperature's time profile 22, 25, 38. We

aim to correct for as much of the transient absorption distortions as possible using reasonable

corrections to avoid having to differentiate the desired signal from the transient absorption

effects.

" 4. DPPHDVE

U)

c - uncorrected %
Cc - o3-corrected

0,,
z-- (a-and-o 1-corrected

-- solvent transmission
0-

10~ 10 -6 10-6 10-5 10 10-3 10 10-~
time (s)

Figure 5.6: Slices taken from the DPP spectra shown in Figure 5.5 at 1677, 1672, and
1672 cm-', respectively. Traces are offset to allow comparison. The dashed line shows the
solvent transmission.

Diglycine: Interpretation of Transient Results

Once the full correction is applied, the 'truest' transient and equilibrium spectra are given

in Figure 5.3e and f. The carboxylate peak (lower left corner) of the co3-and-wor-corrected

difference spectrum (Figure 5.3f) shows loss on the red side (marked with the vertical line) and a

slight gain on the blue side. The amide I' peak difference spectrum (upper right corner) appears

to be the result of two loss features (marked with vertical lines), but the observed doublet can be

more consistently described by loss of the equilibrium peak and gain of a narrower center peak,

which results in the low amplitude, broad off-diagonal gain intensity. The dominance of loss
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features over gain is consistent with the transient absorption spectrum, and may be the result of

non-Condon effects, like those observed in temperature dependent FTIR studies of NMA39'40, or

shifting of oscillator strength to other coupled vibrational modes that lie outside of our spectral

window.

The time-dependence of frequency slices from the HDVE-derived DPP are shown in

Figure 5.6. Diglycine's spectral response tracks the solvent temperature profile, indicating that

the observed changes happen on the sub-pulse width limited, <10 ns timescale, which causes the

'immediate' jump away from equilibrium. Due to this fast re-equilibration time, the diglycine

sample is always equilibrated to the temperature of the solvent. The ~100 ns rise in the transient

transmission spectrum shown in Figure 5.6 is thought to be the result of cavitation in the

sample . This rise is largely removed from the nonlinear signal through linear absorption
corrections.

Based on the fast response and the localized nature of the vibrations, we assign the

difference peaks in Figure 5.3f to a decrease in the average number of H-bonds. The addition of

T-jump energy causes an increase in the magnitude of the fluctuations both in the solvent and in

the peptide. These fluctuations decrease the average number of H-bonds and cause a slight blue

shift of the peak, which is observed as a loss on the red side and gain on the blue. However, a

simple frequency shift cannot describe all changes in the amide I' peak, such as the dominance

of loss without equivalent gain in this spectral region. Because the amide I' frequency, linewidth,

and transition dipole strength reflect the population of hydrogen bonding configurations, the

inhomogeneous nature of the equilibrium peak indicates that there are multiple H-bonding

configurations. The temperature change causes population to shift between these configurations,

and the resulting interference features result from the shifted frequency and decreased transition

dipole as the average number of H-bonds is decreased at higher temperature. Previous work on

NMA has indicated that T-dependent amide I' FTIR peak shifts are explained by electrostatic

changes that can be linked to fewer H-bonds due to the increased kinetic energy 4. We expect

similar changes for the amide I' peak of diglycine, although the terminal NH 3* group adds

further sensitivity to the H-bonds at the N-terminus.

The transient results are compared to equilibrium temperature-dependent changes in

Appendix 5.A.

Regardless of the exact assignments, diglycine allows us to set a baseline for the simplest
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response that we can expect for a sample where we expect the primary response to T-jump to be

picosecond solvation, including hydrogen bonding changes with the solvent. The t-2D IR also

provides an explanation and a spectrum for the 'burst phase' signal that other transient

experiments have observed 41. For larger, more complicated peptides, we expect to see a similar

pulse-width limited response. Deviations from this T-jump tracking signal indicate

conformational changes.

5.5.2 Trpzip2

The t-HDVE spectra of TZ2 are shown in the top row of Figure 5.7. The t-HDVE data is

displayed in two forms: as the real spectra(DPP) (Figure 5.7a) and the absolute value squared

DVE spectra (Figure 5.7b). Due to the presence of both negative and positive peaks, negative

and positive features in the DPP difference spectrum can be the result of loss or gain. The DPP

difference spectra show three major spectral features: a positive(loss compared to equilibrium)

peak at 1612 cm~1, a negative(loss) peak at 1636 cm 1, and a positive(gain) feature that appears to

shift with time from 1655 to 1670 cm'. The DVE difference spectra, whose equilibrium

spectrum is entirely positive, have two major features: a negative(loss) feature that shifts from

1621 to 1626 cm' and a positive(gain) peak that shifts from 1650 to 1665 cm-1. All three DPP

and both DVE peaks are immediately present at 10 ns, grow in on the 1.1-1.6 gs timescale, and

then decay away following the temperature relaxation, as is shown by the normalized time traces

in Figure 5.8. The ps timescale is consistent with previous T-jump experiments on TZ231, 42 We

interpret the DPP 1612 and 1636 cm' and the DVE 1626 cm 1 loss features as loss of the most

-- 5 ns - 56 ns 1 PS - 5 ms
..--------- 5 ns 600 ns .---- 5 ps ------ Eq

S10 5--

0 . ALI

E-20

<-30 (a) DPP (b) DVE' 2

1600 1640 1680 1720 1600 1640 1680 1720
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Figure 5.7: TZ2 transient spectra from t-HDVE measurements. a,b DPP and DVE spectra
are shown at selected delays. The DVE spectra are actually presented as the square root of
the DVE power spectrum (the square root is taken before subtraction gives the difference
spectra) to remove the apparent factor of two rate of population change between the
absolute-value-squared measurement and the DPP, which is linear in concentration'.



intense equilibrium spectrum feature, the peak at 1636 cm-1. Shifting of the higher frequency

peaks in both difference data representations indicates the appearance of at least two peaks,

which is interpreted as evidence of at least two species that appear concomitant with loss of the

1.6 psO O 1.6 ps 1636 cm 1

.6 000 1626 cm-'

1.3 ps

000 3.0 p 1665 cm

- 1.8 ps

0 -----------------------------------

-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

time (s)

Figure 5.8: The TZ2 time dependent trace and exponential fit. The top two traces are from
the DPP (Figure 5.7a), the middle two traces are from the square root of the DVE (Figure
5.7b), and the bottom two traces are from integrated boxes shown in Figure 5.9a.

equilibrium population; one species appears at <10 ns followed by at least one other on the 1-1.6

ps exponential timescale.

The real and absolute value t-2D IR spectra are shown in Figure 5.9. The projection of

the complex difference t-2D IR are equivalent to the complex 1 D difference t-HDVE data, which

means we can directly compare the DPP to the projection of the real t-2D IR onto the o13 axis. As

with the t-HDVE data, there are changes in the t-2D IR at the earliest accessible times. The 56

and 100 ns difference t-2D IR are dominated by loss along the diagonal, in particular loss of the

two peaks at 1636 and 1670 cm~1, whose presence is indicative of anti-parallel p-strand
structure4 3 . Aside from the loss, there are also two peaks indicating gain: the broad red/yellow

peak above the diagonal and the blue ridge below the diagonal that extends along the 0)3=1636

cm-1 horizontal line. These peaks are particularly clear in the absolute value difference spectra

(Figure 5.9f and g), where red(blue) is gain(loss). The loss and gain features are indicative of

broadening into the anti-diagonal, or homogeneous, dimension, which is consistent with
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increased flexibility and decreased numbers of H-bonds to the solvent, two effects that are

expected with increased temperature. In the absence of our linear absorption corrections,

contributions from direct solvent changes could not have been definitely ruled out of this

assignment. As in the case with diglycine, we expect that these <10 ns changes in the spectrum

are due to small amplitude conformational changes and response of the solvent interacting with

the peptide, not large amplitude peptide motion. Although H-bonds across the backbone might

be weakened, we do not expect that they are entirely lost.

Comparison of the 100 ns, 1 ps, and 5.6 ps spectra t-2D IR spectra reveals that peaks

shift on the ps timescale. In the real t-2D IR spectra, the positive(gain) peak in the upper

diagonal shifts up and increases in size and intensity, which causes the positive 1665 cm' peak

in the DPP spectra. The negative(gain) ridge along 0o3=1636 cm' also changes; it shifts up,

broadens, and increases in intensity. These changes are reflected in the absolute value spectra

where gain is stronger than loss along the diagonal in the 1660 cm' region at 5.6 pis. Based on

the empirical correlations between amide I frequency and protein secondary structure4 4 , the

appearance of intensity in the 1660 cm~' region suggests an increase of disordered chains.

Inspection of the integrated area shown in Figure 5.9a (Figure 5.8, bottom two traces) shows that

peaks in the real t-2D IR also relax on the ps timescale, although the t-2D IR data is much

noisier than the t-HDVE. The ps timescale is consistent with unfolding timescales, and we

attribute the changes in this timeframe to loss of the native P-hairpin structure.

56ns lOps ILS5!6 a Eq
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Figure 5.9: a-e The absorptive (real) correlation t-2D IR spectra at selected time delays
for TZ2. f-j The t-2D IR square-root power spectra at selected time delays. The spectra are
individually normalized and scaled such that 25 linearly-spaced contours span the entire
magnitude range of sinh-'(SNorm. x 27.29).
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The t-HDVE and t-2D IR spectra and timescales can be explained by a three state kinetic

model based on the presence of just two distinguishable timescales that are distinct from the

thermal relaxation profile. Although there may be more states that are hidden within the noise,
share the same spectral and temporal response as those described, or do not map well onto the H-

bond sensitive amide I vibration, we can only distinguish relaxation rates of <10 ns and 1-1.6 ps.

As in the case with diglycine, we hypothesize that the <10 ns response is due to H-bond changes

resulting from increased local fluctuations due to the increased temperature, which causes a loss

of the equilibrium spectrum and the gain of a broader, two peaked spectrum. On the Ps timescale

we see a shift in intensity to the 1660 cm- region, which indicates thermal disordering and

unfolding of the backbone.
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Figure 5.10: TZ2 uncorrected (S"', eq. (5.5)) difference DPP (a) and difference 2D IR
(b,c) spectra, which can compared to the corrected data in Figure 5.7a and Figure 5.9 a
and d. The 2D contours are plotted as described in Figure 5.9.

Due to the low TZ2 concentration and -0.05 OD, the majority of the transient linear

absorption distortion is due to the solvent. The temperature profile is relatively flat during the

100 ns - 10 ps time frame, and the distorting linear absorption is not expected to significantly

affect the observed relaxation timescales. The relaxation measured at 1636 and 1670 cm-1 from

the uncorrected DPP can be fit to an exponential relaxation with time constants of 0.9 and 1.3 ps,
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which are similar to the 1.1 and 1.6 ps measured in the o3-and-o -corrected DPP traces shown in

Figure 5.8. The main differences between the corrected and uncorrected TZ2 data are in the

spectra, not the timescales. The uncorrected TZ2 transient DPP and transient 2D IR spectra are

shown in Figure 5.10. In the uncorrected DPP, there are more intense changes on the blue side

and less on the red relative to the corrected DPP (Figure 5.7). The uncorrected transient 2D IR

spectra show additional strong red and blue peaks above and below the diagonal, respectively,

which obscure the off diagonal gain features as well as much of the diagonal loss features

discussed above and shown in Figure 5.9. As discussed before, the linear absorption distortions

primarily add equilibrium spectral features into the transient spectra. This is consistent with the

uncorrected DPP and 2D IR transient spectra, which appear to contain the undistorted features

from Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.9 masked by broad equilibrium peak features. Although the

observed timescales are the same within fitting error, the uncorrected spectra contain different

peaks and different relative amplitudes which may have affected the spectral interpretation. Even

in this case with a low OD solute, we find that the linear absorption correction is necessary to

properly interpret the data.

5.6 Conclusion

Transient multidimensional spectroscopy is an attractive experimental technique which

combines the rich information content of multidimensional spectroscopies with the ability to

access arbitrarily long timescales. The increase in complexity inherent to transient experiments,

however, makes it hard to both cleanly measure the desired signal and to interpret the results

once collected. Through linear absorption corrections, we have shown a method for simplifying

transient nonlinear spectra by removing distortions that can potentially lead to false conclusions.

These linear absorption corrections are general and can be applied to any transient 2D or DPP

spectroscopy, including electronic spectroscopies, particularly in cases with a large transient

absorption response. When applied to T-jump t-2D IR experiments on diglycine, these

corrections reveal that amide I spectroscopy is sensitive to <10 ns changes in local H-bonds, a

spectral signature that is relevant to all T-jump spectroscopies. When applied to the peptide TZ2,

T-jump t-2D IR indicates at least three kinetic states: on the <10 ns timescale, H-bonds are

strained and the P-hairpin begins to loosen and on the 1.1 pis timescale, the peptide disorders.

The spectral analysis is enriched by the increased information content provided by t-2D IR

spectroscopy. The combination of t-HDVE and t-2D IR spectroscopy provides both high time
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resolution and detailed spectra that allow us to interpret congested spectra.
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Appendix 5.A: Equilibrium Temperature Dependence

The changes observed in the t-2D IR spectra of diglycine agree with the changes

observed in the temperature dependent equilibrium spectra. To separate these changes, SVD

analysis was applied to the temperature-dependent equilibrium spectra of diglycine. The results

of SVD are shown on the top row of Figure 5.A. 1. SVD is discussed in detail in Chapter 6. SVD

reveals that the ratio of the first three singular values is 84.7:8.89:2.75. Based on these ratios, the

equilibrium spectra are fairly well described by just the first two spectra whose temperature

dependence is shown at the top right of Figure 5.A. 1. The U1 is approximately the average

spectrum over the temperature range, and its magnitude is fairly temperature independent. In

this case, where we assume the 3 'd and above components are noise, the U2 spectrum represents

the temperature dependent changes. The linearity of the V2 temperature dependence and the two
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Figure 5.A.1: Top row - The first two SVD component spectra and temperature traces
(right) that result from SVD analysis of the equilibrium, temperature dependent absorptive
(real) 2D IR spectra of diglycine. Grid lines are consistent with Figure 5.3. Spectra are
o 1and-o 3 corrected and plotted on 25 evenly spaced intervals. Bottom Row - The
predicted 20 and 800C spectra that result from re-weighting the U1,,V1, mathematical
results. Grid lines are plotted at the frequencies indicated and defined by the peak of the
carboxylate peak fundamental.
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component dominance of the SVD analysis are consistent with the presence of two states - a low

temperature and high temperature population with distinct spectra. Under this interpretation,

raising the temperature leads to shifting of the relative populations of these two states, which

causes the observed apparent blue-shifting of frequencies. This picture is consistent with the

conclusions from the T-jump experiments, where two states were identified for diglycine - an

initial state and a thermally excited state with a net drop in H-bonds to the solvent. Re-casting

the SVD mathematical results such that the temperature dependence best approximates a linear

dependence that shifts from 1 to 0 (or 0 to 1) over the 20 - 800C temperature range results in the

basis spectra shown on the bottom row of Figure 5.A. 1. These spectra represent our predictions

for the low (20"C) and high (80*C) temperature state spectra. As expected, the carboxylate

spectrum at higher temperature is blueshifted relative to the low temperature predicted spectrum.

Comparison of U2 to the 1 ms t-2D IR GG spectrum in Figure 5.3f shows the same

spectral features, although the frequencies, relative peak amplitudes, and sign differ. A strict

comparison of the equilibrium and transient changes would allow for assessing whether the non-

equilibrium and equilibrium processes differ. Unfortunately, there are too many other reasons

that can explain the observed differences: day-to-day spectral differences, a breakdown in our

two-state approximation, and phasing errors. Based on the qualitative agreement between the

transient and equilibrium difference spectra, we continue to assume that the equilibrium and non-

equilibrium accessed states are the same. Any differences between the equilibrium and

equivalent temperature non-equilibrium spectra are expected because the populations have not

had enough time to adjust to the T-jump in the non-equilibrium case. For diglycine, the

timescales for adjusting to the T-jump accessed temperatures are faster than the pulse-width,

56 ns 100 ns 1oops I ms . Eq T=20 0C

E 0

16001650 16001650 16001650 16001650 16001

1/2nc (cm-1)

Figure 5.A.2: The o3 -corrected t-2D IR spectra of 1% NMA in D20. The 2D contours
are plotted as described in Figure 5.9.
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suggesting that the populations should always be equilibrated to the instantaneous temperature,

and we expect (and observe here) that the equilibrium and t-2D IR spectra match.

T-jump experiments were also performed at Ti=20"C for 1% (by volume) N-

methylacetamide (NMA) in D20. The t-2D IR spectra are shown in Figure 5.A.2.

Unfortunately, before collecting this data, the sample was allowed to sit in the sample cell for

over 24 hours at an elevated temperature, and there appears to be contamination that results in a

blue-shifted shoulder in the spectrum (perhaps scatter or protonation). The t-2D IR results are

consistent with a homogeneous peak blue-shifting.

As with diglycine, the transient spectral changes can be compared to the equilibrium

changes identified by SVD analysis, which are shown in Figure 5.A.3. For the NMA

temperature dependent equilibrium data, the first three singular values have a ratio of
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Figure 5.A.3: Top row - The first two SVD component spectra and temperature traces
(right) that result from SVD analysis of the equilibrium, temperature dependent absorptive
(real) 2D IR spectra of NMA. Spectra are o3-corrected and plotted on 25 evenly spaced
intervals. Bottom Row - The predicted 10 and 80*C spectra that result from re-weighting
the UI, 2,VI, 2 mathematical results. Grid lines are plotted at the frequencies indicated and
defined by the NMA fundamental peak.
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81.4:10.6:2.39, which again suggests a two state system. As with diglycine, the temperature

dependence associated with the SVD spectra indicate two states whose populations reciprocate

with a linear temperature dependence. Agreement between the transient spectra and the 2nd

component SVD spectrum suggest the equivalence between the equilibrium and non-equilibrium

changes. We again predict a high and low temperature NMA spectrum by re-weighting the SVD

results. As with diglycine, the predicted temperature dependences do not fit exactly to our

postulated VT=1oc = 1 - (T-10)/70. If the dependences did match, then we could directly

hypothesize that the UT=1 oc and UT=8oc spectra are the low and high temperature NMA spectra.
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Chapter 6

Singular Value Decomposition

6.1 Introduction

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a linear decomposition method used in statistics

to analyze rectangular matrices for rank determination, least-squares fitting, and decomposition

into basis components. SVD is related to eigenvalue decomposition, and the two are equivalent

for special cases. Also, SVD and principal component analysis are equivalent, although SVD

calculation is more robust 3 . For physical chemists who are trained in thinking about Fourier

transforms and orthogonal basis sets, SVD can be thought of as a transformation of a data set

into orthogonal basis sets. Similarly, many of the associated concepts such as projections and

transformations are applicable, although orthogonality may not be retained

In spectroscopy, SVD is used to analyze spectra for their dependence on an independent

variable, y. For example, y may be secondary structure content (circular dichroism) 4, pH or

voltage (UV-vis)5 , or time following photolysis (transient absorption6 , time-resolved X-ray

crytallography7 ). In this thesis, SVD is used to analyze the variation in a series of spectra

collected as a function of either temperature (T), or time-delay following the T-jump (,r). The

analysis allows us to 1) separate signal from noise, 2) determine the number of distinguishable

molecular species, and 3) interpret the data using physically meaningful models. SVD has been

used in previous Tokmakoff group publications for doorway state calculation' ', melting curve
16 14,17 . 18determination9- , removing noise in transient data ' , and secondary structure determination
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The number of SVD-determined basis spectra necessary to describe the data is related to the

number of underlying distinguishable spectra.

In this chapter, we begin by describing the application of SVD to general spectroscopy

data. In order to differentiate different steps in the analysis, it is useful to define three basis sets,

all of which can be used to represent the same original data. The mathematical basis is the

numerical result of the SVD, and it serves as the starting point for analysis. The end goal of

analysis is to calculate the state basis, which represents the spectra associated with chemically

distinct species. Lying between these two is the intermediate basis, a physically meaningful

basis calculated with a minimum number of assumptions. The distinctions between these bases

and the assumptions made to transform sequentially from the mathematical into the intermediate

and then state bases are described below and illustrated with examples. Finally, SVD is

compared to an analogous projection decomposition technique, and some shortcomings of SVD

are described and illustrated with simple examples. A table describing the many variables in the

following discussion is given in Appendix 6.A.

6.2 Methods and Discussion

6.2.1 SVD application and the state and mathematical bases

In spectroscopies where amplitude is linear in population, we assume that the measured

spectrum of the sample is a linear combination of the spectra of individual species scaled by their

populations. For example, in 2D IR, each non-interacting molecule linearly contributes to the

signal electric field. If we try to analyze the 2D IR spectrum based on sub-molecular structures,

such as p-sheet content for example, the linear relationship does not apply (or only

approximately applies) because the spectrum does not solely depend on the secondary structure.

Due to coupling and delocalization, the spectrum of a P-sheet will depend on its size and the

surrounding environment. Thus, although each molecule might have a p-sheet, we cannot define

a universally shared p-sheet spectrum. In our discussion of SVD, we assume the linear

relationship between the amplitude of the spectrum associated with the species and the

population of the species. Each non-interacting molecule (or group of molecules for dimers, for

example) can be treated independently with its own spectrum.

Measuring the spectra, S, as a function of the general variable y allows for determination

of the y-dependence. Although this y may be temperature, pH, time, voltage, pressure, or any
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other variable, the underlying assumption is that each variable is affecting the population.

Written explicitly for a sample containing h species, S will be the sum of the spectra of each

individual species i, r,(o), scaled by the y-dependence of each species' population, 4(y). Since

we use this method to analyze experimental data, we also include an additional term for noise, E:

S(o,7) (o){,(7)y)+E(co,y7)= o BIT + ay (6.1)

where o, and Ci are column vectors. Eq. (6.1) can also be expressed in matrix form as

S= ZT + - (6.2)

where I and Z are the state basis matrices containing spectra 1={U1, U2,..., oh] and populations

Z={6, C2,..., Ch}- Although the term population is intentionally used for generalization, later, we

also use the standard notation [i] = 4 for the specific (although not necessarily rare) case in

which concentration is directly proportional to population. These a and C vectors represent the

underlying spectra and y-dependence of the molecular species in the sample. Although in reality

conceptualizing the number of species h depends on how the non-interacting, independent

molecules are binned into separate states, we do not limit ourselves to any definitions. Rather, we

view h and Y and Z hypothetically - h can range from the number of oscillators in the sample

down to 1. The goal of SVD (and spectroscopy) is to determine the number of distinguishable

spectra and assign them to species within the system.

SVD is an objective mathematical decomposition technique that separates the y-

dependent spectral data into the mathematical basis, which consists of three matrices, one that

carries spectra, one that carries global scaling factors, and one that carries the y-dependence:

S = USV T  (6.3)
The equation is depicted in Figure 6.1 along with the size of the matrices.

U contains columns of spectra U={ui,u 2,. . .,uy} that are orthonormal or zero. V contains

columns of y-dependence V={vi,v 2,.. .,vz} that are either orthonormal or zero. The number y is

defined as the maximum number of independent pairs of u,/vi necessary for reproducing the

original data set S. y is limited by the dimensions of the y-dependent spectral data matrix: either

the length of o (the number of pixels) or the number of y-dependencies measured (the number of
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Figure 6.1: Depiction of the mathematical basis SVD terms shown in eq. (6.3). The
off-diagonal terms of the singular value matrix S are 0. The matrix dimensions are
shown below each matrix. y = min(x,z).

collected spectra). Although the number of columns in the matrix V can be > y (in the case where

y is determined by the size of U), any V components at > y are effectively redundant in

reconstructing the original data set. S is a rectangular matrix whose only nonzero values are

arranged in decreasing order along the diagonal {Si,s2,.,sy}. Each s value is called a singular

value, and it can be thought of as a global scaling factor. The number of nonzero singular values

determines the number of non-trivial components, where each component i has its associated ui

spectrum, singular value si, and y-dependence, vi. Due to the off-diagonal zero values in the

singular matrix S, the y-dependent data series S can be recreated by summing the product of each

component set:

Y1'

S(co,)= u,()sv,(r) (6.4)

This equation is depicted in Figure 6.2. A column of S (the spectrum at a particular y, time in

this example) is recalculated by first multiplying each component spectrum ui by the associated

singular value si and the associated y-dependent coefficient v(y). Each component product is

then summed to give the spectrum at a particular y. The process can be thought of equivalently

in reverse: a row in S (the y-dependence at a given frequency) can be calculated by first

multiplying each y-dependent trace vi by the associated singular value si and the associated o-

dependent coefficient ut(o). Each component product is then summed to give the y-dependent

trace at a particular o.

The nonzero columns of the spectral component matrix U and the y-dependent matrix V

are orthonormal, and their magnitudes are limited. The importance of each of the ith components
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Figure 6.2: Eq. (6.3) is depicted using the SVD mathematical basis generated from the S
from Figure 6.3 and shown in Figure 6.4. On the right, the circles along T indicate the
times for the selected spectra recalculated on the far left.

is therefore reflected in the magnitude of the singular values. Because the singular values are

ordered by size, the first component spectrum ui and y-dependence vi are the most important

components. We can define this importance mathematically: if S is fit by a matrix of rank q,
then Ui,.,qSI,qVi,.,qT produces the best least-squares approximation of S, where U1,..,q and Vi,..,q

represent the 1 st through qth columns of U and V, and Si,..,q represents the 1 st through qth columns

and rows of S3. For a two component state (where st = 0 for i> 2), the first component spectrum

will be the average of S over y. The second component spectrum will be the difference spectrum.

From a mathematical perspective, the SVD results are related to eigendecomposition. V

contains the eigenvectors of STS, U contains the eigenvectors of SST, and the non-zero S2

diagonal terms are the non-zero eigenvalues of STS and ST.
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As described above, U,S,V is the mathematical basis that is objectively calculated

through SVD. Comparing eqs. (6.1) and (6.3) shows that the mathematical basis U,S,V and the

state basis 1,Z both reproduce the initial data set S. Importantly, if we ignore the noise, they

should each have the same rank. The unique characteristic of the mathematical basis is that the

nonzero columns of U and V are orthonormal, while in the state basis, E and Z are generally not

because they correspond to actual real species. The sets are also related because they each

contain a matrix of spectra (I and U) and a matrix of y-dependence for each corresponding

spectrum (Z and V). As a result of this pairing, the mathematical basis set matrices U and V are

a linear combination of their paired state basis analogues. If we collect a data set S we can

perform SVD objectively to calculate the mathematical basis U,S,V. Our goal is to take this

mathematical result and transform it into the state basis, where we have made assumptions about

some aspect of our system. We could assume that we know the spectrum of some of our species.

Maybe we know the y-dependence of some of our species. Combining and applying these

assumptions allows us to calculate the appropriate transformation matrices that convert from the

mathematical basis to the state basis, all under the umbrella restriction that we can still

reconstruct the original data set S from our different basis matrices.

The other sections of this chapter analyze the information content contained within

U,S,V, the number of assumptions necessary to transform into the state basis I,Z, and the

process of transformation.

6.2.2 Information content and the intermediate basis

Although both sets describe S, the state basis 1,Z contain h components while the

mathematical basis U,S,V (and, equivalently, S) is at most of rank h in the absence of noise. For

example, in a noiseless two-state system where net A > B, there will be two sets of SVD

components. If species of the system share indistinguishable spectra, the number of SVD

components necessary to mathematically describe S decreases. For example, in the two

component spectrum described above, if A and B have indistinguishable spectra, the spectra

would not change with y and there will be one SVD component with a trivial constant y-

dependence. Similarly, if the 7-dependence was indistinguishable, we would also end up with

one SVD component set. We define the rank of S in the absence of noise as g which is < h.

Given S, g is the maximum number of species that we can distinguish without interpreting the

data for physicality (e.g. assigning two exponential kinetics to at least three states even if there
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are only two SVD components).

Although it complicates our discussion, we need to define an integer, f which represents

the number of spectra that we can separate from the noise. Ordering the three integers by size

gives: h (number of species) > g (number of species with distinguishable spectra) >f (number of

distinguishable spectra that can be separated from noise).

For a well characterized spectroscopic system, the spectra or y-dependence of the

individual species are known or hypothesized, which allows f state basis spectra (X) and f

associated y-dependent traces (Z) to be determined based on a fit to the mathematical U,S,V

results. In more complicated systems, we must often balance the uncertainty introduced by

assumptions with the increased information they provide.

We find it useful to define a third basis set, the intermediate basis, with rank f that

represents a physically meaningful set of spectra, U, and y-dependence, V, which bridges the gap

between the other two basis sets. Although the intermediate basis is physically meaningful, it

does not necessarily correspond to individual specific states - it is not the state basis. With this

intermediate basis, we enter an uncomfortable realm where some of the restricting information is

assumed (or known) and some is not. For example, if we start with the mathematical basis

U,S,V and we know the difference spectrum between two of the molecular species, but not their

actual spectra a, we can still transform into some intermediate basis U, V, while we could not

transform fully into the state basis 1,Z. In the intermediate basis, this one specified known

difference spectrum, can still constrain the other components such that additional information

about the system can be inferred. Extracting this additional information from the mathematical

basis U,S,V would be more difficult.

Working with the mathematical basis U,S,V and converting to the intermediate basis UV

ensures that both sets of matrices describe the original dataset S. Thus, converting to the

intermediate basis U, V can be thought of as beginning to model the data. We assume certain

features of our data, and necessary constraints on the remaining components are enforced

automatically.

Thus, the nonzero columns of the mathematical U,S,V represent the calculated

orthonormal basis set, U, V represents a basis set with intermediate physical meaningfulness

calculated using some assumptions about the system, and the state basis E,Z represents the full

molecular information, which only results from enough assumptions to specify the full system.
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Up to our limiting f number, each set can be calculated from the previous with the addition of

assumptions regarding the nature of the molecular species. The intermediate set U, V is left

intentionally vague, and it is discussed in more detail later for specific cases. Stated differently,

the mathematical U,S,V is objective whereas UV is subjective given that it depends on

assumptions about the system. Although there is a true, objective underlying state basis E,Z, we

usually have to make many assumptions to hypothesize it.

Writing out each basis set explicitly to show its number of components gives:
h ff

S(",Y) = Lo-,(co)c (Y) ± u,(w)v,(') +' Lu,(CO)s,v,(y) +' (6.5)

with B' + u, ()sv,(7) representing the sum of the noise and any components that are
if 1

inseparable from the noise. Although the number of variables is confusing we find it useful to

explicitly separate the hypothetical from the real-world, measurable results. It should be noted

that the B' noise places a limit on the accuracy of the calculated spectra and y-dependence. For

example, due to the orthonormality imposed by SVD, in a mixture the true spectrum of species i,

Ti, can conceivably be split into the linear combination of two u spectra (at = cIuj+ C2Uk), one of

which might be thrown away with the noise. Then, in the recalculation, the predicted "a" = ciuj

might differ from the true spectrum. If there is clearly anti-correlated noise in multiple

components (upward spikes in one component that correspond with downward going spikes in

another), then it indicates that the original noise (spikes) has been partitioned into more than one

component. In the ideal case, the noise would have ended up in a single, rejectable component.

In this case, the two (or more) components with the anti-correlated noise should be kept, as

mixing them will result in the desired components, one which does not have the noise, and one

that does.

Example

As an example of SVD, and to relate the mathematical and intermediate bases, we start

by generating a noiseless S using the middle part of eq. (6.5). We start in the intermediate basis

with two basis horizontally-offset Lorentzian spectra U1,2 = {ui, U2} with associated V1,2 = {v1 ,

V2} exponential time-traces shown in Figure 6.3. One spectrum decays with a fast timescale,

while the other grows in more slowly. These are in the intermediate basis because they do not

actually correspond to all the molecular species - we only have two components, but the time
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Figure 6.3: Left - Two model basis Lorentzian U, 2 spectra generated with the shown
equations. Center - Two model basis exponential VI, 2 traces generated with the shown
equations. Right - The model S spectra at selected delay times generated by S= U, 2 VI, 2T-

traces suggest at least three molecular species. Although the model might be simpler and easier

to understand if we generated the data using the hypothetical, state basis (E,Z) we find it

demonstrative to explicitly analyze the more realistic intermediate basis case.

For the example, which continues in the following sections, we start with the given

intermediate basis matrices and we calculate the noiseless data set S. From this S, we forget

about our original generating spectra, calculate the mathematical basis U,S,V, and then try to

transform the results back into an intermediate basis by feeding in assumptions. The process is

described by U,V -+S; S -> U,S,V "' >"U", "V" As 2 >"U","V" oc U,V, where the

semi-colon represents us forgetting about the initial generating basis set and the "U, V" represent

our intermediate basis sets predicted after putting in one and two assumptions, described below.

As is shown in the above schematic, we find that only two assumptions are necessary to

transform our two component (f=2) mathematical basis U,S,V into a generated intermediate

basis set "UV' that is proportional to our desired, original basis set UV. Given that this is a

contrived example, no real discussion is made on where the assumptions come from because the

assumptions depend on the specific system.

The mathematical basis U, S, and V are calculated for the noiseless S shown in Figure

6.3. The results of the SVD are shown in Figure 6.4. To begin, we will briefly compare the

mathematical basis with the generating (forgotten) intermediate basis, Ui, 2,VI, 2. u1 is dominated

by the generating ui (orange in Figure 6.3), which contributes more to the S integrated over time

because the ui spectrum has a larger amplitude and is associated with a longer exponential time

dependence, vi, than u2 . Given that there are two input basis spectra without noise, we expect g =
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Figure 6.4: The first three mathematical U and V SVD results (Column 1 and 2,
respectively) from the S shown in Figure 6.3. For comparison, the first two mathematical
basis components are compared to the two generating intermediate basis spectra and time-
traces from Figure 6.3.

f= 2 and indeed two SVD basis spectra with non-zero singular values are observed. However, if

there were just two species, then the loss of the first would be directly tied to the gain of the

second, resulting in mirrored time behavior. Rather, SVD analysis shows two distinct timescales,

suggesting that there are more than two physical underlying species (h > g) despite the fact that S

is generated from two basis spectra. The h = 3, g = 2 case can be expected for a kinetic scheme

A ;i B y± C with only two distinguishable spectra. This is illustrative of how the number of

underlying species, h, is related to the number of observed components, f< g < h. We reserve the

state basis 1,Z notation for later, when we begin to hypothesize the spectra or y-dependence of

species.

For a spectroscopist, the ideal SVD separates S into the physically meaningful input

spectra and time-traces, U1,2 = U1, 2 and V1,2 = V1, 2. In this example, the SVD time-dependent v1,2

match the input time-traces well except for vi at early times. The ui spectrum matches well while
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u 2 does not. These mismatches reflect the mathematical nature of the SVD. This example is a

special case in which the dominance of the ui spectrum results in a ul that almost exactly

matches the input spectrum. However, when u, oc u1 , it is guaranteed that v 2 oc v 2 , as shown in

Appendix 6.B and described in the following sections.

The similarity between the calculated mathematical U1, 2 ,V1 ,2 and the generating

intermediate U 1,2, V1 ,2 is not guaranteed, and it depends on the relative magnitude of the different

'true' components, the differences in timescale, and the spectral overlap of the 'true' spectra.

Generally, decreased spectral overlap (closer to orthogonal) will result in better separation of the

underlying spectra. If the two spectra overlap entirely, then they will not be distinguishable

except perhaps in their exhibition of multiple y behaviors. That is, there may only be one

component, ui and v1, but multiple exponentials or melting points may indicate the presence of

more than two species.

Although the SVD components do not generally match the true underlying components,

the untouched SVD decomposition is useful. The time constants measured from the observed y-

dependence are physically meaningful, and first component spectrum u1 and y-dependence v,

will capture the most important features of the data. Perhaps more importantly, the number of

significant singular values, f identifies the number of distinguishable spectra, or the minimum

kinetic species. In the case of real data, components may be lost in the noise, and the SVD

analysis indicates the minimum number of states. Once the spectra are rearranged in descending

mathematical importance, as is determined by s, a subset of components can be rejected based on

their insignificance or noisiness. In this way, noise can be removed.

Assessing the number of significant components, f is challenging, and it lies in the gray

area between quantitative and qualitative determination. Keeping too many components will

introduce unnecessary noise into the analysis while keeping too few will throw away meaningful

information. To avoid throwing the baby out with the bath water, the components can be

assessed based on relative s singular values, continuity or noisiness of the U spectra and V y-

dependence, consistency between spectra or y-behavior of S and a reconstruction using the

significant components (eq. (6.4) with y replaced by f), and noisiness of the reconstructed S

without the significant components (eq. (6.4) with i =f+ 1,...,y). Others describe a quantification

of noise and an autocorrelation method which can be used to assess component importance2, 3, ,

19
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6.2.3 Calculating intermediate basis U, V from mathematical basis U,S,V

Here we describe the transformation from the mathematical to the intermediate basis.

This represents an intermediate step towards transformation to the state basis. In some

situations, if we are not comfortable specifying enough assumptions to hypothesize a state basis,

the analysis will end after calculating the intermediate basis.

The transformation process is subjective - we choose some features of our intermediate

basis and then calculate the transformation to give us our chosen features and to fill in the

remaining holes such that the intermediate basis still describes our original data set S.

As described above, the mathematical basis U,S,V results are objective, and, in the

example, represent linear combinations of the generating, intermediate UV components. To

transform the mathematical basis U,S,V into physically meaningful results involves two steps:

reducing the rank of U,S,V down to f and specifying the shape (implying proportionality) of

some of the physical intermediate basis ui and/or vi components. These conditions are described

specifically for the two component state in the next section. Once a transformation matrix, W,

has been determined based on the input assumption constraints, the intermediate basis U, V can

be calculated through

S ~Z U S,,..,, '. (WW-') V,,..,,T = (U 1'JS ,..,, W)(W-1V,,..,,T)

= (U, ,,.W)(V,..,f (W' )T)T = UVT  (6.6)

where WW-' = I. More discussion of W is given in Appendix 6.C. Note that the transformation

folds the singular value matrix S into the intermediate basis spectrum matrix U. It can also be

multiplied into the intermediate basis y-dependence matrix V.

While the mathematical U1,,f spectra and V1,,f y-dependencies are orthonormal, the

intermediate U spectra and V traces are generally not. If we know the intermediate basis U

spectra to which we would like to transform, then the coefficients of the W matrix can be

determined by projecting the mathematical basis (US)-' onto each u spectrum:

U,,.., S W = U

(S1,..fU 1,,f1 )U,,..fS,,f W =(S 1 f- U,,f ')U (6.7)

W = (Sermn U,,., ti)U

Here, the W is determined by the intermediate basis U, and the V would be transformed such that
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S is still given by UVT. An equivalent routine can be written out if a desired V is known:

w-lv1,f = vW
W-=')-1 - VT(T)-

w-' = VTVl,..,f

In the constrained U case of eq. (6.7), each column of W contains the coefficients that scale each

mathematical basis uis, spectrum appropriately such that the linear combination sum best gives u.

These coefficients, and therefore W, can also be determined with a fitting routine. Because the

W is used to create U and V, if a mix of u and v are specified, then W is usually split up into

multiple transformation matrices, W=WaWb..., one W for each specified u or v. In this way, the

proper Wi can be determined consecutively such that the overall W produces the desired

transformation. Because the first Wi breaks the orthogonality of the intermediately transformed

"U,"= U1,..,fSi,..,fWi, then the projection determination breaks down, and a fitting routine should

be used thereafter.

In the consecutive process of determining W., Wb, ... care must be taken in constructing

W>a such that the intermediate basis component created by the preceding W 1 is not affected by

the current transforming matrix W. For example, if the first column of Wa is chosen to give a

particular uj, U1,..,fWaU={, u2, U3, ... ur} then W should be constructed such that the first

column is the same as the first column of the identity matrix such that the multiplication still

gives u1 as the first column of the intermediate spectral basis matrix: Ui,..,fWaWb -{uj, ... }. If

each W only differs from the identity matrix in just one column, W will only affect the

component that it is creating in the intermediate basis matrix. In this consecutive process -
fitting (to determine Wa), applying one constraint (multiplying by Wa), fitting the result to

appropriately apply a second constraint (determining Wb), multiplying, ... - if each W only

affects one component (it is equivalent to the identity matrix on all but one column), then no

components will be mistakenly zeroed and the fits should be unique.

Example

As an example, the re-weighting is applied to the results of the SVD analysis shown in

Figure 6.4. In the transformation procedure, we input assumptions to calculate the underlying

components. The true intermediate basis components used to generate S are denoted as u1 ,u2,v1 ,v2

while the eq. (6.6) calculated components are denoted with quotation marks as
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"u ", U2, "v 1i", "v2." The transformation proceeds through two sequential steps with WW1 =

WaWbWb'Wa :

1) Wa is found so that "ui" is proportional to the latest time spectrum of S, which also

means that V2 decays to 0 at later times. ("uI" oc S(Tend))

2) Wb is found so that "U2" calculated from the results of 1) is proportional to the earliest

time spectrum of S, which also means that "v1 " is 0 at early times. ("u2" oc S(to))

The results from each sequential step are shown in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6, and the specific

W's are described in Appendix 6.C in eq. (6.C.1) and (6.C.2), respectively for 1) and 2). The

input criteria reflect the real world application, where separation of timescales may allow for

attributing spectra at early and late y to different species. As described in Appendix 6.B, for the

special two component case, correctly specifying that the predicted "u, " oc u, ensures that

"v2 " oc v2 . Thus, although only one criterion is input into 1), we directly learn about two

components.

20
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Figure 6.5: Illustration of the 1St step of transformation shown in eq (6.6). The predicted
intermediate basis "U1,2" and "V1,2" SVD results (Column 1 and 2, respectively) from the S
shown in Figure 6.3 after constraining "ui" oc S(Tend) are shown. For comparison, the first
two predicted intermediate basis components are compared to the two generating
intermediate basis spectra and time-traces from Figure 6.3. The * indicates the one feature
fit to the selected criterion described in the text. For this case, the mathematical basis U,V
from Figure 6.4 closely match the predicted intermediate basis "U","V" results shown
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Although this is a simple example, Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show that the re-weighting

results better approximate the wanted underlying spectra and y-dependence. The success of the

recovery depends on the input criterion and the appropriateness of the W. We stress that the

procedure works well ("U' and "V" match U and V) here because our assumptions were accurate

and our criterion provided enough constraints to match the remaining components. There is no

guarantee that this reweighting procedure will work as well in all cases.

Similarly, specifying incomplete information may also lead to valuable results. For

example, if we only had one constraining assumption, such as specifying "u, " oc u, , we can

calculate "v2 " oc v2, but the remaining "U2" and "vi" will be linear combinations of u1,2 and vi, 2

as shown in Figure 6.5. These components still allow for useful interpretation, however, because

differences in behavior between "u2" and "v," and u and v2 can be attributed to u2 and vi.

Although the examples given above and below in the main text apply the transformation

to time dependent data, another example of this transformation procedure for secondary structure

20 0.08 -

10 0.06 -
- u 1  - v 1

0 0.04 -

= -10 0.02 -

~-20 ,0

U2 2 .3
c 1 -U 2  0.2 -Y2

0 0.1

-1 0

-21 -0.1
-10 0 10 0 20 40

Frequency (A.U.) Time (A.U.)

Figure 6.6: Illustration of the 2"d step of transformation shown in eq (6.6). The predicted
intermediate basis "U1,2" and "V1,2" SVD results (Column 1 and 2, respectively) from the S
shown in Figure 6.3 after constraining both "u," oc S(Tend) and "u2" oc S(To) are shown. For
comparison, the first two predicted intermediate basis components are compared to the
two generating intermediate basis spectra spectra and time-traces from Figure 6.3. The *
indicates the two features fit to the selected criterion described in the text.
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determination is given in Appendix 6.D, where the specific application is discussed and another

model is analyzed.

6.2.4 Information content for a two component system

As with the above example from Figure 6.6, if we know the two underlying spectra in a

two component system, then we can find the y-dependence associated with each spectrum. This

can be done through SVD and conversion to the intermediate basis, or it can be done with

modeling, in which we assume that the spectrum at every y point is a linear combination of the

two model spectra and we find the coefficients through fitting each spectrum. In terms of the

intermediate basis, this situation can be described as follows: if we specify u1 and u2, we can

calculate vi and V2. Similarly, if we know the two y-dependencies, we can find their associated

unknown spectra again through SVD with conversion or through fitting - specifying vi and v2

allows us to calculate u1 and u2. These sorts of intuitive thought experiments lead us to question

how the different components are linked, or - expressed differently - how many unknown

components we can calculate given 0, 1, or 2 known components. These questions are addressed

below, where we show that uiv-*v2 and u2+-+v are linked pairs of components.

Although a two component data set (f= 2) is described by 6 mathematical basis quantities

U1,2, S1,2, and Vi,2, there are only two independent variables if we are concerned with only the

shape (and not the magnitude) of the spectra and y-dependence. A scalar magnitude constant can

be moved from the intermediate basis spectrum u to the y-dependence v through multiplication

and corresponding division, which makes the magnitude of u or v unimportant. Only the shape of

the intermediate basis U1,2 and V1,2 and the absolute magnitude of uiviT and u2v2T are necessary

for properly describing S.

For a two component system, u1 +-+V2 and U2*-vi are linked pairs; knowing one of a set

allows for the determination of the other (Appendix 6.B). Thus, if we hypothesize 0, 1, or 2 of

the unpaired intermediate basis u or v components, then varying amounts of information can be

extracted, as is described in Figure 6.7.

Knowing the mathematical basis U1,2, S1,2 , and V1,2 and the shape of two of the unpaired

components provides enough information for the calculation of the other two. This is analogous

to the example shown in Figure 6.6 and described in the bottom case of Figure 6.7.

In the less informed case (middle case of Figure 6.7), in which only the intermediate

basis ui(vi) is known or estimated, v2(u2) can be determined from the SVD results. In this special
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case where one known component allows for calculation of its linked complement, the two

remaining components are linear combinations of U, 2 and Vi, 2. Although the unspecified, mixed

spectral (Ccui + 1/CDU2) and y-dependence (1/CAVl + CBV2) components do not necessarily

correspond to pure u or v components, differences relative to the known u/v pair are unique. That

is, if ui, and by association, v2 are known, then unique features observed in umix and vmix must be

the result of u2 and v1. Thus, knowing or estimating the spectrum or y-dependence of one

component can allow for separating the characteristics of all the species, as is shown in the

example displayed in Figure 6.5.

6.2.5 Two component re-weighting applied to t-DPP and t-2D IR

In this section, the discussion turns to the specific case of using SVD to analyze the T-

jump r-dependent t-DPP and t-2D IR spectra described in Chapters 7-9. The process is

diagrammed in Figure 6.8.

Each of the Chapter 7-8 data sets reduces well into three components, which suggests that

the experiments are sensitive to three sets of populations. In order to highlight the changes, the

equilibrium spectrum is subtracted from the data set to give the difference data, AS. This is

equivalent to defining an intermediate basis ueq spectrum equal to the equilibrium spectrum with

AS.P AS2D
1.SVD

USVT USVT
2.Reduce Rank

3.Reweight
UndI Vnp

UVT

4.Hypothesize 1

crk(() I (03).

Figure 6.8: Diagram of the two-component SVD re-weighting applied to complementary
DPP and 2D IR data sets. Input assumptions allow the mathematical basis US,V to be
transformed to the intermediate basis U, V, which can then be transformed to the state basis
EZ.
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an associated constant y-dependence trace Veq of 1. Although this makes sense for this T-jump

data case, for equilibrium studies, for example, it might make more sense to subtract the raw
(possibly non-constant) mathematical first component if one assumes that it will contain noise
due to laser intensity drift, such that subtraction removes this noise. After the constant
equilibrium spectrum subtraction, the number of significant SVD components is reduced by one,
down to two. Applying SVD to the AS results in mathematical basis spectra U1,2 with
mathematical T-dependence V1 ,2. Due to the subtraction of the equilibrium, the remaining U1,2
represent difference spectra between the three distinguishable species. As described before, these
distinguishable species represent a lower limit on the total number of states in the system.

For the T-jump t-DPP and t-2D IR data, we take a different conceptual approach than is
described in the previous example, in which an intermediate basis is assumed without discussion
of where it comes from. Here, we propose an intermediate basis that appropriately maps onto the
data and makes sense within our physical interpretation of the system's response to a T-jump. In
theory, we can choose any intermediate basis such that its product reproduces S. We carefully
choose an appropriate model such that the intermediate basis spectra and 'r-dependence
correspond to predicted physical quantities. Assessment of the legitimacy of our proposed
framework intermediate basis begins on the intuitive level, and it is described in the next section.
We then analyze the proposed intermediate basis and the assumptions that allow us to calculate it
using kinetic models. Although we present the process as first proposing the intermediate basis
followed by describing the assumptions that allow us to calculate it, the problem can be flipped -
if we start with the appropriate assumptions, the intermediate basis and physical framework
necessarily fall into place. That is, if we constrain two of the components to known spectra or y-
dependence traces, by extension we can assign the other two components to physical
phenomena.

Proposed intermediate basis

In our T-jump experiments, we observe a separation of timescales, and we use it to help
define our intermediate basis. On the pulse-width limited timescale, there is a <5 ns response that
we attribute to primarily H-bond breaking between the solvent and the protein as described in
Chapter 5 for diglycine and TZ2. Conformational change within the protein samples, such as
unfolding or disassociation, is expected to occur on longer, >1 ps timescales. Thus, the spectrum
at early time is expected to be the sole result of loss of the equilibrium species and gain of the H-
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bond-broken species' spectrum. The spectrum at longer timescales after conformational change

will be the linear combination of all three spectra.

Based on the existence of three-components in S and the ns and ps timescale separation,

we propose three intermediate basis u and v components (equilibrium, ns, and ts contributions)

to describe the t-DPP and t-2D IR data:

S = T ~ +E

=nuveq (6.9)

with the Ueq spectrum equal to the equilibrium spectrum, Veq = I at all time-delays, 'r, and the E'

(noise+rejected components) is the same as described in eq. (6.5). The relationship between the

intermediate basis U,V and state basis 1,Z is described below. AS is the difference spectrum from

equilibrium, which is given by just summing the n and u components.

The intermediate basis n and p components can be assigned to combinations of species in

the system. Based on the empirically observed timescales, we separate our system into

macrostates and microstates depending on the barriers that separate the species. The macrostates,

{ I, J, ...} are defined by energy separation of > kBT. The macrostates are composed of the

microstates i = {I, I', ...}, which are separated by small < kBT barriers. We assume and observe

just two microstates per macrostate (one whose loss feeds the gain of the other), although our

discussion can be generalized to more. Due to the small barriers, re-equilibration between the

microstates occurs on a < 5 ns observed timescale. On the other hand, conversion between

different macrostate populations gives rise to a >1 ps response. A cartoon of free energy surfaces

illustrating the separation of these states is depicted in Figure 6.9.

In this way, the system timescales and spectra can be separated into the proposed

intermediate basis. The intra-well conversion has spectrum un and T-dependence vn, and inter-

well conversion has u. and vt. At the bottom of Figure 6.9, we list the proposed intermediate

basis set and how it relates to the physical model described above.

Assumptions

Although we have proposed the ideal intermediate basis set that we hypothesize should

exist (i.e. U,,,,VnT=AS), we have not described the specific assumptions that allow us to

constrain the transformation such that we are confident that the calculated intermediate basis

matches the proposed.

The assumptions for converting from the mathematical basis to the T-jump specific
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"n" =t c"A(A-A')+c" B(B-B')+...

un = c" A(CA-aA')+Cn B(aB-aB')+...

vn ~:OC ct"A([A''(r)]-[A' (.)])+cln"B([B''(-)]-[8'(r)])+...

"fP"t = cP A(A+A')+c"B(B+B')+...

UP -' c4A(;Ax+YA')+c&B(aB+aB.)+...

v,= oc ct"A([A'(xr)]+[A'' (T)])+c*B([B'('r)]+[B'' (T)])+...

Figure 6.9: Exaggerated illustration of the free-energy intra- (II) and inter- (I+I',J+J')
well states at initial and fmnal temperatures, Ti and Tr. Arrows indicate the net flow of
population following the T-jump. The states can be grouped into difference states, n and
p, based on the separation of timescales. The spectra of these clumped states will be un
and u, while the T-dependence is given by vn and v,. Thus, our proposed clumping of
states maps directly onto the proposed intermediate basis. [f (T)] = [I(T)] - [I(eq)].

intermediate Un,,,,V,, are shown in Figure 6. 10 and discussed below.

To separate the spectral components contributing to the difference spectra, we make the

first assumption that the early time difference spectrum, AS(T _ 5 ns), is the sum of the difference

spectra between the I and 1' pairs. Based on the complementarity (Appendix 6.B), setting un oc

AS(co,T <_ 5 ns) ensures that v, is proportional to the inter-well kinetic time behavior. We expect
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Figure 6.10: The transformation process and assumptions for generating an appropriate
intermediate basis U Top - The two component mathematical basis is shown.
Middle - The U1,2 S1,2 matrices are transformed into the intermediate basis under the

assumption (marked with asterisk and grey box) that un oc AS(<o,T < 5 ns). Bottom - The

V 1 ,2 T matrices are transformed into the intermediate basis under the assumption (marked

with asterisk and grey box) that vn oc T(t) - T(eq). Although not explicitly shown,
constraining un and v, also affects the calculated u, and v,.

that vP is zero at early times, indicating that it is solely the result of the >ps behavior. Deviation

of vP from zero at early times indicates the need to re-assess the assumptions described here.

The second assumption is based on the relationship between [1] and [1]. The equilibrium

constant that describes the ratio between [1] and [1] depends on the temperature, and we assume

that interconversion is so fast that [1] and [I] are always at equilibrium within the well at times >

5 ns. We first assume that []]/[1] oc C1 + C2 {T(T) - T(eq)}. We further assume that {[I(T)]-

[I(eq)]}-{[1(t)]-[r(eq)]} will be proportional to the change in temperature. To 0 th order, these

statements are correct - both []/[1] and {[I(T)]-[I(eq)]}-{[r(T)]-[P(eq)]} will begin at the Tfinal

values and monotonically return to the Tinitial values. The simplest assumption is that this
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monotonic return will be proportional to the change in temperature. These assumptions are

discussed further in Appendix 6.E.

Furthermore, because of our definition of intermediate basis spectrum un as proportional

to the difference spectrum between I and I', then we expect the associated intermediate basis T-

dependence vn to also be proportional to T(i) - T(eq). Linking these pieces together results in our

second assumption, that vn oc T(T) - T(eq). Thus, the expected time dependence (vn) is matched to

what we expect for the difference spectra assigned in our first assumption (un).

These two assumptions provide enough constraints to approximate the two remaining

unknown components, u. and v,. We expect the assumptions to lead to the proposed intermediate

basis Un,, and Vn, generalized at the bottom of Figure 6.9. Based on the assumptions, v, is

expected to show the time-behavior of the conformational changes and up should be the

difference spectrum associated with the conformational change. Interestingly, if the v. kinetics

extend beyond the temperature relaxation, then at long times after the temperature equilibrates,

the observed difference spectrum will be approximately solely the result of u,. This case is

discussed in Chapter 7 for ubiquitin.

Example

As an example, two simple kinetic schemes were modeled for first-order, reversible,

sequential reactions between three and four states (where A' is analogous to I', A to I). These

scenarios represent the simplest models that would give rise to ~three component SVD results

(two after subtraction of the equilibrium spectrum). The four-component system actually has

four SVD components, but one of them is relatively small. The method of simulation is

described in Appendix 6.F.

In Figure 6.11 the entire process is laid out for the three and four component system. We

begin at the top of the figure in the state basis (I). We then describe the ideal intermediate basis

that represents what we expect each intermediate component to correspond to after the

assumptions are applied (II). Finally, the assumptions are applied, and the calculated results are

verified to be in good agreement with the predictions from the ideal case (III).

The results of the simulation and SVD analysis are shown in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13.

The three state case is chosen for its simplicity, while the four state case is chosen because it is

more realistic.

These kinetic models allow us to test our assumptions by calculating the mathematical
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Three-state Case
1. State Basis

S=aA[A(T)]T+aA.[A'tr)]T+aB[B(T)]T

[A(T)]+[A'(T)]+[B(-)]= 1

AS(0,y)=S(O,y)-aA(O)[A(eq)]+aA(o))[A'(eq)]+aB(o)[B(eq)]

AS=GA[A' (-)]T +Ax.[A"*(T)]T+UB[B3'(T)]T

[A' (t)]+[A (t)]+[B'(t)]=O
II. Proposed Intermediate Basis

AS=UnvnT+UIVPT
A"

Un= A-aA.

u = 2 aB-(CA+a.A')

III. Calculated

vn= {[A'(r)]-[A"(t)]}/2
v, = [B'(c)]/2

un* =AS(t<10 ns) vn* oc T(t)-T(eq)
ZcJC-aA v o [A (r)]-A()

up A RiacF-(UA+aA.) vp= [B'*()]/Rj

Four-state Case
I. State Basis

S=OA[A(T)]T+aA'[A( )]T aB[B(T)]T+OB'[B'()]T

[A(r)]+[A'(r)]+[B(t)]+[B'(t)]=l

AS=aA[A' ([)]T+OAIA (T)]T+aB[B3'(T)]T+aB[J' (-r)]T

un

[A'(t)]+[A"(t)]+[B'(t)]+[B"(t)]=0
II. Proposed Intermediate Basis Un

AS = unvnT+u vTu3v3T

AS= unvnT+u NvpT+uxVxTz U vnT+U v T

un= (aA.-TA)+(aB'-aB) vn= I/4({[A"(t)]-[A'(t)]}+{[B"(t)]-[B'(t)]})

UP= (aB+aB')-(FA+UA') vP = '/4({[B'(t)]+[B"(C)]}-{[A'(t)]+[A"(T)]})
uxvxT=-1/2({aA.+aB } {[A'(T)]+[B'(t)] } T+{a +aB} { [A (t)]+[B "(T)] }T)

III. Calculated
un*=AS(t<)0 ns) vn* oc T(T)-T(eq)

ZOC (aA.-(Ax)+(aB'-aTB) c/4{A()-A()}[B(]['(])

up _ac (CB+aB')-(UA+CFA.) vp :zoc 1/4({[B'(T)]+[B"*(T)]}-{[A'(T)]+[A"(T)]})

Figure 6.11: The three-state and four-state cases are described in terms of state basis and
the intermediate basis difference spectra and time-dependencies U,, and V,,. *'s indicate
which spectra and time dependencies are specified in the assumptions. [i(T)] is the
concentration of species i. a, is the spectrum of species i.

basis U,S,V, transforming to the intermediate basis Un,p,Vn, , and comparing the intermediate

basis results to the linear combination of spectra and T-dependent concentration traces that we

assume for real data sets. For example, we assume that the early time difference spectrum
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Figure 6.12: The three-state T-jump kinetic model: Top: The state basis concentration
dependence (left) and spectra (right) for A, A', and B. Bottom: The state basis difference
concentration dependence and expected difference spectra are compared to the
intermediate basis SVD V,,, and U, .

(which we use to define our intermediate basis spectrum un) should be proportional to the

spectrum of loss and gain of the intra-well states.

Although the rates and thermodynamic parameters are highly contrived and the

temperature profile drops unphysically fast, the models illustrate the spectral changes and SVD

results we expect for three and four state systems. In the three-state case, A and A' are intra-well

states with ns conversion rates. A and A' are separated from B by a larger barrier that results in

10's of ps conversion. As expected, at early times population moves from A to A'. At longer

times, population moves from A+A' to B. Although in the simulation population is only allowed

to move sequentially, we expect the same results for the fuller scheme in which movement is

allowed directly between A and B; the conversion between A and A' is so fast relative to

movement to B, that A+A' can be viewed as a single state at longer times. In the four-state case,

A,A' and B,B' are pairs of intra-well states while A+A' and B+B' convert on the 10's of ps
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timescale.

As shown in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13, the SVD re-weighting intermediate basis

results match the expected difference spectra and timescales (for the three state case: un

oC GA-GA'; Vn oc T(T) - T(eq); u oc 2 ~B-(GA-GA'); Vp oc [B'()]) indicating that the assumptions are

reasonable for these model scenarios. However, the slight differences between expected and

calculated results suggest that the assumptions are not entirely correct. For the four-state case,

there are actually four SVD components (three for AS) which can explain some differences

because we only use three of them (two for AS). In both cases, however, we do not expect the

second assumption (v oc T(T) - T(eq)) to be exact. The [A''(T)]-[A'(T)] is not expected to be

exactly proportional to T(T) - T(eq). Rather, as A+A' feeds B (and B'), the [A''(T)]-[A'(t)] will

change with some behavior not proportional to the temperature - instead the changes will be

State Basis
0.6 .,., . 320 0.08 .

-[A'x)]-[B(T)]

-[A40) ---- T(r) -
- [B'(x)]0.04 -

0.4 - 315

0-

0.2 - 310
-- 0.04- -Y

C,,

0. .. ... " 305 -0.08 1
-7 -6 -5 -4

10 10 10 10
Compare State Basis to Intermediate Basis

0.4 , , - - , .--. .... 0.15, ,

0.3 +[B"]-B']) 0.10-

0.2 - [A'(t)] 0.05-
-[A'(*)

0.1 - [B''(c)] O z
0- [B'()] -0.05

-0-2 - 2 B- VP -0.15)

-0.3 - - ' -- - ' -- - -- -- 0.2 -
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Figure 6.13: The four-state T-jump kinetic model: Top: The state basis concentration
dependence (left) and spectra (right) for A, A', B, and B'. Bottom: The state basis
difference concentration dependence and expected difference spectra are compared to the
intermediate basis SVD V, and U,,.
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proportional to the >1 ts timescale behavior. The relative magnitude of the temperature-

proportional behavior is expected to be large enough to dominate the response.

Another way to check the reasonability of the assumptions is to examine the resulting

intermediate basis T-dependence v., which is expected to start at 0. In these cases it does, which

suggests that the assumptions are consistent with the anticipated results.

The overarching goal of this SVD analysis is to extract as much information as possible

from the data with minimal assumptions, which is why we restrict ourselves here to the

intermediate basis rather than trying to calculate the state basis. In the model cases, we have

specified six thermodynamic variables (forward and reverse AG',ASt,AHI) and a spectrum for

each kinetic state. Using the un-manipulated SVD results we can identify the minimum number

of distinguishable states and the observed rates that govern the conversion between them at Tf.

The tedious re-weighting transformations described above allow us the added benefit of

identifying the spectral changes that occur on the fast and the slow timescales. These changes

should be apparent in the AS, but the SVD analysis allows for a more careful separation of the

features.

The benefit of t-DPP and t-2D IR results is that they provide complementary information.

Because the t-DPP is related to the projection of the t-2D IR onto 03, the SVD of each data set

can be used to directly inform the processing of its complement. The t-DPP provide better t-

resolution and signal-to-noise while the t-2D IR provides increased spectral content. As shown in

Figure 6.8, the SVD analysis and reduction of size down to two components is applied

independently to the t-DPP and t-2D IR data. Because the t-DPP is generally less noisy, the re-

weighting criterion is applied to the t-DPP to determine the intermediate basis Un, and Vn,. The

t-2D IR SVD components are re-mixed to find the intermediate basis Un,, and Vn,, based on

matching the t-DPP Un, and Vn,,. The dashed horizontal line in the 3 rd step of Figure 6.8

indicates that information from the t-DPP analysis is used to inform the t-2D IR analysis. Thus,

using steps 1-3 from Figure 6.8, the better time spacing of the t-DPP T-dependence V can be

directly linked to the increased spectral information of the t-2D IR Un, spectra.

6.2.6 Hypothesizing the state basis Zijk and Zijk from t-DPP and t-2D IR

At this point in the procedure described in Figure 6.8, we have calculated the

intermediate Un, and Vn,p for the t-DPP and t-2D IR spectra.
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The goal of step 4 in Figure 6.8 is to hypothesize the spectra of individual populations,

which allows for the calculation of the state basis T-dependent concentration. The intermediate

U,, spectra represent difference spectra - loss of population of some species and gain of

population of others species. Based on their spectral features, if we assume that we know how

both intermediate U,, relate to the state basis E, we can calculate the hypothesized spectra of the

underlying species. We use this analysis on TZ2 in Chapter 8, and more specific details are given

there.

Briefly, we describe the simplest A,A',B three-state case (analogous to the three-state

system described in Appendix 6.F, Figure 6.11, and Figure 6.12) under the assumption that we

have one state, A, at equilibrium. In the previous treatment this assumption was not made.

Although we discuss this case as an example, the treatment is not explicitly performed on the

model data from Figure 6.13.

We begin by attempting to hypothesize the spectra of the individual species A, A', B by

converting from the intermediate basis UV components to the state basis E,Z. Because the t-2D

IR spectra provide more spectral content than the t-DPP, we focus on using the S 2 D(oi1,(03) for the

following steps.

This simplifying assumption that the equilibrium state is entirely A allows for

determination of

C'A(0) = Uq(CO) (6.10)

where the prime indicates that a is not normalized properly. Although we have focused on the

difference data and not discussed the equilibrium spectrum much (section 6.2.5, eq. (6.9)), the

Ueq has been defined as the equilibrium spectrum. Because we guess that the equilibrium

concentration is purely state A, from the equilibrium spectrum, we know the shape of UA, but not

its absolute magnitude. Following results (II) in Figure 6.11, the other two spectra can be

approximated as un oc oA - aA and u,, cc 2uB - (UA ' + uA). Therefore, to get UA', we sum un and UA

with a scaling factor c,:

= U() XA(CO)(6.11)

= u (0) +C , ) Ueq 9()

Written differently, we hypothesize the spectrum of B by first scaling the spectrum of A with the

arbitrarily, subjectively determined c, such that its intensity matches the spectrum of A', then
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scale their sum with c,, and add it to u, to give a hypothesized (but not properly scaled) B

spectrum:

o-1B(O) u,(CO)+ C, x [C, x o-'A (w)+ -',(CO)]

= u, (co) + c, x [c x a eq (co) + un(co) + c x Uq(0)] (6.12)

= , x un(O)+u,(o)+2c, x c, x uq('9)

In both eqs. (6.11) and (6.12), the spectra are not normalized appropriately (and negative signs

may be transferred into the scaling factors). The only proportionality factors that matter are c,

which equates the magnitude of the A and A' spectra, and c,, which equates the magnitude of aB

(the factor of two is absorbed into the scaling factor) with the sum of the A and A' spectra. At

this point, as in the intermediate basis, we are only concerned with the shape of the spectra. The

transformation equations keep track of all scaling constants, as is described later in eq. (6.17).

We are unaware of a definitive way of objectively quantifying ci. Rather, we determine c

by subjectively assessing the continuity and reasonableness of the hypothesized results. Although

the arbitrariness of this procedure places high error bars on the results, general features can be

observed. One can immediately reject extremely high or low values of ci and reject values that

give discontinuous or overly sharp features.

The manipulation described in eq. (6.10), (6.11), and (6.12) can be performed in a single

matrix transformation by multiplying Un,,eq by T:

0 1 cI
T= 0 0 1 (6.13)

\1 Icn 2c PcnJ

where Ts columns are taken from eq. (6.10), (6.11), and (6.12) such that:

U T=ZA, (6.14)

is a re-writing of the set of linear equations. At this point, the predicted state basis spectra, F'i, are

not normalized appropriately. Ideally, each at will be in an intensity-per-molar unit such that the

concentration dependence can be calculated in molar terms. We settle for a crude normalization

of each spectrum by defining omax, the frequency at which the equilibrium spectrum, I-A , is

maximized. We then assume that the dipole is conserved at this (0 max, which allows for

normalization by multiplying I'A,B,C by L:
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O-tA(Com) 0 0

0 '0 - (6.15)

0 0 ,B m

The units depend on how S is normalized. In this thesis, AS is usually normalized to the

max(IS(eq)J). The spectrum determination and normalization from eqs. (6.13), (6.14), and (6.15)

are combined in:

EA,A',B =U,,eqTL- (6.16)

At this point, we have determined the hypothesized 2D IR spectra. In order to calculate

the concentration dependence, Z, we return to the DPP data, which has spectra collected at more

t values. We can calculate the aY, DPP counterparts (horizontal dashed line after step 4 in Figure
DPP .2D6.8) by using the same eq. (6.16) but fitting the resulting TiDP to the projections of the ai2

Similar to the process described in eq. (6.6), the DPP state basis concentration

dependence, ZA,A',B, can be calculated through:

ZA,A',B n 11p,eq ( - T _ T( .7

At the end of this procedure, we end up with hypothesized spectra and population traces

which reproduce the original data set S to within the noise. The number of assumptions littering

our path like dejected graduate students (and postdocs), however, suggests enormous errors.

Along the way we assume 1) there are only 3 meaningful components, 2) the criterion for re-

weighting to get the intermediate basis UV, 3) A,A',B are the only states, 4) the equilibrium

population is a single state, 5) we can subjectively determine ci, and 6) structures in each

population have the same dipole at (omax. It seems as if a further constraint could be placed on

this procedure if we assume conservation of dipole strength/spectral area (or volume for 2D IR),

but this is difficult considering the positive/negative nature of the spectra and it is not necessarily

true, as is indicated in the dominance of loss features in all of our spectra.

At the end of the procedure, as long as the hypothesized state basis spectra and

population traces make sense within our proposed model (as they do to some degree above), then

they represent one possible situation that can explain the data. As with any generic proposed

model, proving that one's hypothesized model uniquely satisfies the evidence highly depends on

the specifics of each situation. Thus, the described SVD analysis and transformation presented
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in this chapter is one technique that aids in generating a model. SVD helps remove noise, helps

to determine the number of species, and ensures that the product of the generated state basis

components faithfully re-creates the original data set.

Although the above specific procedure assumed three states, we can also modify it for

more states by defining different, expanded T and L matrices, but this involves further

assumptions to specify more states, as would be necessary in a four-state case as described at the

bottom of Figure 6.11.

A procedure such as the one described is equally valid for equilibrium temperature-

dependent studies. Perhaps temperature-dependent changes observed with the finer temperature

steps of DPP can be interpreted using the complementary spectra from 2D IR. Spectra for the

different states could be hypothesized, perhaps with lower error if the melting curve baselines are

sampled.

6.2.7 Comparison of re-weighting to projections

SVD decomposes the data set S into orthogonal, mathematical basis sets U< and V<f

where appropriately left- or right-multiplication of eq. (6.3) shows that US or V can be

determined through projections of each other onto S: U<fS<f ~SV<, and Vf S- Uf S. Here

we discuss the case in which we want to take a simpler approach of decomposing the data

through analogous projections using our own, self-defined basis sets without using singular value

decomposition.

This sort of analysis can be thought of as a more intuitive way of correlating spectra with

y-dependence. If we have the same y-dependent data set S, and we want to separate the data set

into specific spectra with associated y-dependence, we would project the known spectra unto

each spectrum in S. The overlap coefficient for each projection is related to the y-dependent

weighting of each known spectrum. The conceptually reverse process is also valid, in which a

known y-dependent trace is projected unto each row of S to find the frequency-dependent overlap

coefficient. The equations that summarize the procedure described above are shown below.

This described technique for analyzing spectral data sets involves projections or cross-

correlations. If a spectrum or y-behavior, p. or py is known (or hypothesized), its complementary

y-behavior dependence or spectrum can be measured with assumptions by calculating its overlap

with the data:
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, ST PCO
P iT p (6.18)

or

Sp'
PO - iT (6.19)

P2, P2'

where S is the same (co,y) matrix described previously, p. and py are column vectors, and the

denominators are for normalization. p, and p. are analogous to the intermediate u and v, but we

want to discuss this procedure without the SVD constraints. Thus, we use different variables.

In this procedure, a hypothesized spectrum or y-dependence is specified. For analyzing

for multiple components, the overlap of a predicted, specified component would be calculated

and subtracted from S. This prediction, overlap calculation, and subtraction can be repeated until

the remainder is zeroed or drops below the noise level. S can be reconstructed from these

projections through:

0

S = pp' = PP, (6.20)

where Pj={pj, pj2 p}. Unlike SVD, whose number of significant components will match the

rank of S (), poor selection of projection basis spectra will result in an arbitrarily large number

of repetitious 'components' (o > f). If there are only two distinguishable components and only

two well-chosen sets of projection components, then p. and py are linear combinations of the

intermediate basis U1,2 and vi,2. If, as with the two component SVD case p.Q(pyl) is chosen to be

proportional to ui(vi) then p 2(pe 2) will be proportional to v2(u2) (see Appendix 6.B).

An example of projection analysis applied to the S in Figure 6.3 is shown in Figure 6.14,

in which p.l was first specified as S(co,40) and p,2 was then specified as the remainder at T=O

after subtracting out the first component, S(co,0)-pl (w)p'(0). The results are similar to the

SVD mathematical basis components U 1,2 and V 1,2 of Figure 6.4 because in the original SVD

analysis u, oc u, . Based on our specified projection basis spectra, p)1 is proportional to ul and

p is necessarily proportional to V2.

If the proper basis spectra are chosen, projection analysis can reveal similar results as

SVD or the re-weighting analysis. SVD seems to be generally more useful because it is better at
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Figure 6.14: The p,,, projection results from the S shown in Figure 6.3. For
comparison, the first two projection components are compared to the two generating
intermediate basis spectra and time-traces from Figure 6.3.

separating out noise. If a noisy projection basis component is specified, it can lead to noisier

results. If however, the data is relatively noisy and there are multiple consistent data sets, as is

the case for insulin in Chapter 9, then SVD analysis of each individual data set may result in

noise being mixed into different components in different data sets. Projection decomposition
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-0.5 L-

60

40

20

0 V%---I

-10 -5 0 5 10 1 10
Frequency (A.U.) Component #

Figure 6.15: Left - Select spectra from the S peak-shift data. Right - The
mathematical basis s singular values resulting from the SVD analysis.
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may be better suited in this case because it allows for consistent selection of the specified

component spectra. In the SVD procedure, components above f are rejected and lost. In the

projection decomposition, none of the data has been thrown away, which is advantageous if one

is worried that important data is being thrown out with the noise. Similarly, projection analysis

might be advantageous if the fitting for the SVD re-weighting procedure is not converging

consistently across multiple data sets.

Projection decomposition has more flexibility than SVD, but its reliance on subjectively

specified components can introduce higher risks in interpretation.

6.2.8 Shortcomings of SVD

SVD reduces data sets to the fewest number of possible components. The previous

examples have not addressed the cases in which this reduction may lead to false interpretations,
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0 0.04

-0.2 00
0.5 0.2
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0 0 V2

-0.5 -0.5
0.5 0.5
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0 0
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-0.5 -0.5 '
10 0 10 0 20 40

Frequency (A.U.) Time (A.U.)

Figure 6.16: Mathematical basis U.4 and V14 SVD results from the S peakshift data from
Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.17: Left - The generating components for the center data. Center - The S 1-I(o)
data. The Right - The mathematical basis s singular values resulting from the SVD
analysis.

especially when noise will set a limit on the number of significant components. As two
examples, SVD was applied to 1) a data set that results from an exponential peak-shift and 2)
data with a frequency-dependent exponential decay rate.

The peak-shift S is shown in Figure 6.15 - a Lorentzian peak shifts with an exponential
dependence. Each spectrum at a given T can be thought of as an intermediate basis u spectrum
component with a delta function T-dependence v. An exact description of this data would require
the same number of components as the minimum dimension of S. SVD analysis reveals multiple
components in Figure 6.16, although the first 2(3) s-values account for 90.5%(96.8%) of the sum
of all the s-values, which are shown in Figure 6.15. The dominance of just a few SVD
components, especially in the case of added noise, would indicate the presence of a few states,
not the special peak-shifting phenomenon that is the actual cause of this data. Although this case
is largely considered unphysical, generally, this example indicates that SVD may fail when
components have similar spectra.

The S shown in Figure 6.17 result from a Lorentzian peak whose amplitude decays with a
frequency-dependent exponential rate, H (o). Because each frequency decays at a different rate,
an exact description of this data would require the same number of components as the minimum
dimension of S. SVD analysis reveals multiple components in Figure 6.18, but the first 2(3) s-
values account for 96.3%(99.0%) of the sum all the s-values, which are shown in Figure 6.17. As
with the previous peak-shift case, the dominance of a few SVD components would lead to the
interpretation that there are only a few states. Although the initial data seems unphysical and
especially pernicious, it raises concerns over SVD's ability to separate states with similar time-
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Figure 6.18: Mathematical basis U1 4 and V1 4 SVD results from the S H(W) data from
Figure 6.17.

behavior.

Both of the generated S data sets above are noiseless. As a result, there are an equivalent

number of nonzero components (although the singular values asymptotically approach zero) as

there are spectra in S. The SVD mathematical basis spectra and t-dependent traces, U and V, are

orthonormal. As is observed in other orthonormal basis sets (Fourier transforms, wavefunctions),

the number of nodes in the mathematical basis U and V increases with each component.

6.3 Conclusion

SVD is a mathematical tool for linearly decomposing spectral data. SVD is useful for

removing noise and assessing the minimum number of significant, distinguishable basis spectra.

Although they are mathematical results, the SVD basis components can be transformed to reveal

physically interpretable results. This re-weighting is discussed for the special case of two

meaningful components, particularly as applied to DPP and 2D IR results.
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For the T-jump experiment, we make two assumptions: 1) AS(co,r < 5 ns) is equal to the

difference spectrum between intra-well components, and 2) the time dependence of this

difference spectrum is proportional to T(T)-T(eq). These assumptions appear to be reasonable

based on our intuition and kinetic modeling. As shown with the peak-shift and frequency-

dependent rate decay data, SVD can lead to oversimplified explanations, although perhaps

considering unlikely situations such as these is an overcomplication to begin with. Analyzing

SVD results requires care and proper assessment of the input assumptions.
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Appendix 6.A: List of Variables

S matrix Spectral data matrix (o,y) with columns consisting of spectra collected as a

function of o at a particular y. Each row contains the y-dependence of a

particular frequency.

y scalar Maximum number of independent basis spectral components necessary for

reproducing the data set, S. y is determined by the minimum dimension of S.

Without noise, the number of nonzero y components will be less than or

equal to g, the number of distinguishable species.

h scalar The number of independent species in the system, each of which has an

independent, although not necessarily distinct, spectrum. The hypothetical

maximum of h is defined by the number of non-interacting species. Usually,

a non-interacting species is defined at the molecular level. If sub-domains

within the molecule have independent spectra, then h could be as large as the

number of sub-domains in the probed sample volume.

g scalar The number of non-zero components that result from SVD analysis applied

to a noiseless data set S. (g < h). If two species have indistinguishable spectra

or y-dependence, then g < h. Even in this g < h case, h species may still be

identified by interpreting the data (i.e. a bi-exponential may indicates more

than one species).

f scalar Number of distinguishable components that can be separated from the noise.

f < g (equality holds for noiseless data set).f sets a lower limit on the number

of species in the system

X, Z matrix State basis set matrices representing each state of the system. I contains

spectra {aI(o), A2(0), ... , cYh((o)} and Z contains y-dependence {(1(y), (2(Y),

..., (h(y)}. For example, in a system with three states (h = 3), A,B,C, each of

the three states would have an associated spectrum a(o) and y-dependence

((y). In hypothetical cases where a true a is known, the calculated, predicted

species' spectrum is denoted with quotation marks as "a." In real data sets,

the predicted spectrum is denoted without quotation marks. a' and (' indicates

un-normalized components.
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U,S,V matrix Mathematical basis set matrices that result from the SVD analysis of S. U

contains spectra {ui(io), u2(o), ., uy(o)} and V contains y-dependence

{v1(y), v2(y), ... , Vy(y)}. S is a diagonal rectangular matrix with singular

values si, s2 , ... sy.
U, V matrix Intermediate basis set matrices that result from a basis set transformation

from the firstf mathematical basis U,S,V components. In the general case, U

contains spectra {ui(o), U2(), ..., uK(o)} and V contains y-dependence {v1(y),

V2(7), ..., Ivry)}. For the special two component t-DPP and t-2D IR case

described here for a AS data set, U= {un(o), u,(o)} and V= {vn(T), v,(T)}.

U, V result from an intermediate number of assumptions about the system.

For example, in the A,B,C state case described in Figure 6.11, u, is

approximately proportional to CA'-GA while up is approximately proportional

to 2GB-(TA+GA'). Thus, U, V are generally still linear combinations of state

basis 1,Z, but the relationship linking the two is hypothesized. In

hypothetical cases where a true u or v is known, the calculated, predicted

components are denoted with quotation marks as "u" or "v."

W matrix Transformation matrix that transforms US to U and V to V.

T matrix Transformation matrix that transforms Uto I' and Vto Z'.

L matrix Transformation matrix that transforms E' to E and Z' to Z.

o scalar Number of user-defined basis components that make up P, and Py. If the

components are chosen poorly, then o >f If the components are chosen

wisely, then o =f

POPy matrix User-defined projection basis set matrices that describe S. P. contains spectra

{pWQ, p , ..., pW0 } and Py contains y-dependence {pyl, py2 p}. The basis

set is defined entirely by us rather than through the SVD analysis and

rejection of components. Because the columns of P. and Py are explicitly

chosen to match predicted components, P. and P. are analogous to U and V

respectively, although U and V are calculated from the mathematically

generated U,S,V.
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Appendix 6.B: Special case of u1 oc U,

Theorem

If the data decomposes into two components

S = Usv = uv,' (6.B.1)
j,km

and the spectrum of one of the SVD spectra (for our discussion i=[1, 2] or [n, pt]) is proportional

to the spectrum of one of the 'true' underlying component spectra

(6.B.2)

then Vk is proportional to vm:

Vk x v (6.B.3)

Proof

To show this, we first scale u, by its si value:

U =usi (6.B.4)

which when inserted into eq. (6.B.1) gives

S=u~ ukv, = +urn V. (6.B.5)

Using the specified proportionality from eq. (6.B.2) and expressing the other u

and v components as linear combination of u and v components scaled by factors

A-G gives

u, =Eu,; uk = Fu, +Gu,; v, = Av±Bvf;Vk Cv,+Dv. (6.B.6)

Combining eqs. (6.B.5) and (6.B.6) gives

S = Eu, (Av,+Bv,)+(Fu, +Gu,)(Cv,+Dv)

=(EA+FC)u,< +(EB+FD)u,vT +(GC)uvT +(GD)U,,,VT (6.B.7)

Inspection allows us to place constraints on the constants based on the

distinguishability of the / and m components:

EA+FC=1; EB+FD=O; GC=O; GD=1. (6.B.8)
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The important result is that C=O, which shows that Vk is proportional to vm1

u = Eu,; uk = Fu, + Du,. ; vJ = E v,+Bv,;Vy = Dv'nm (6.B.9)

Intuitively, this result makes sense. Each u, spectral component must be paired with a

linear combination of its y behavior. If uj consists purely of ul, then the only place to pair um and

vrn is in ik and Vk, and Vk must be proportional to vm because there is nowhere else to 'correct' for

mixing.
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Appendix 6.C: Transformation matrices, W

The choice of W depends on the nature of the input criteria and the SVD components.

W's used in the thesis isolate the floating scalar variable that is used to fit the SVD results, g, to

the single specified criterion so that it affects only the specified component and its complement

(ui,v 2 and u2,vi are paired):

with W~' =(6.C. 1)

specifies that ui = u1s1 + g U2 S2 , U2 = u2s2 (no change in shape), vi = visi (no change in shape), v2

= - g visi + v2s 2 while

W with W-' = j(6.C.2)
0 1 0 1

specifies that ui = u1s1 (no change in shape), u2 = u1s1 + U2s2, vi = vIsI - g V2s2, V2 = V2s2 (no

change in shape). Therefore, the W's eq. (6.C.1) and (6.C.2) mix the two U1,2 to give one

specified ui. Inspection of eq. (6.C.1) and (6.C.2) shows the complementarity of u1,v2 and u2,v1 .

Ultimately, the procedure depends on the specified criteria for re-weighting. If a

particular re-weighting routine results in unphysical results, a different routine should be used.

If two components are specified, then a mixture of W=WaWb... can be used. In this

consecutive case, Wa should be found such that UWa or Wa~VT gives a desired intermediate

component udes or Vdes' (UWa = {..., udes', ... } or Wa~iVT= {..., Vdes', ... }T). Then Wb should be

found such that UWaW or Wb- 1Wa' gives the second desired intermediate component without

affecting the first (UWaWb = {..., udes, ... , Udes2, ... ) or Wb-1 Wa'V T  ... ,Vdes , - - -, Vdes 2 ,--IT).

Thus, if the ith column of Wa gives the desired intermediate component, then the ith column of

Wb will be the same as the ith column from the identity matrix (zeros off diagonal, one on the

diagonal).

A higher dimension W might look something like this:

"1 0 0" 1 0 0 .

W = 1 0 with W-' -g, 1 0 (6.C.3)

, 2 0 1, 7;2 0 12

where only the first column creates (transforms into) a constrained, desired intermediate

component, while the other columns are equivalent to the identity matrix.
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Appendix 6.D: Re-Weighting applied to structure determination

An example of the re-weighting routine can be applied to the structural determination of

proteins, as is done in Ref. 18.. If we have a library of protein spectra, S, then applying SVD
analysis will lead to separation into the mathematical basis U spectra, S scaling factors, and the

V coefficients which indicate how much of each spectral component is contained in each protein

spectrum:

USV T = S (6.D. 1)

where U={uI(o), u2 (o), ... } is made up of columns of spectra, S is zero except for its diagonal

singular value elements, and V={v 1 (7r), V2 (X), ... v,(n)} is made up of columns of coefficients

where 71 = I is affiliated with the first protein and a =p is affiliated with the last of the p proteins

in the library. Using this notation, the spectra will have elements given by S(o,x). The number of

important components indistinguishable from noise, f (as determined by the relative S values,
for example) corresponds roughly to the number of separable structural elements. For example,

if we assume that the p-sheet, a-helix, and random coil have unique spectra, then we would

observe three spectral components whose spectra are a mix of the three unique 'pure' spectra

associated with each structural component. If structural components overlap greatly, then we

will observe a reduced number of components. If, as we expect due to coupling, the spectrum of

a p-sheet in one protein is different than the spectrum of a p-sheet in another, then we expect to

see an increased number of components.

If we observe three important components and we assume that the spectra can be

decomposed into p-sheet, a-helix, and random coil spectra, then it follows that we should be able

to decompose S into the state basis:

xZT =S (6.D.2)

where, as in the main text, 1={a(o), a"(o), a'(o)} with columns containing the 'pure' spectra of

the secondary structures and Z={ (7), (' r(7)} with columns containing the fraction p-sheet,
a-helix, and random coil contained in each protein 7r. Depending on the units of the T and S

spectra, the ( fraction may have different units. We assume that the S are taken at the same

concentrations, such that each ( fraction can be written as a percentage such that
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(0()+a()+r(7() = 1. If the spectrum of protein a = 1 is at twice the concentration of protein 1 =

2, then (1(1)(1 )=2[(0(2)+("(2)+(r(2)].

If we reject the components above f= 3, and we know the Z of our library of proteins,

then we can calculate the W-' such that:

U1,2,3 1,2,3W W ~'V1,2,3 ~ S

W-V 
Z T

w Zv,2,3

(6.D.3)

(6.D.4)

It should be noted that the WW-1 could be inserted between U and S, but this makes calculation

of W-1 harder (because S must be inverted). We use ~ because only in the perfect case

(noiseless, just three components) will the left and right sides of eq. (6.D.3) be equivalent. Once,

W~1 has been calculated, then E can be calculated through

1;~z U1,2,3S1,2,3W . (6.D.5)

If the spectrum of a protein with unknown structure, s(unk), is collected, the structure of

the protein Z(,")={0(unk), (*(unk), (r(unk)} can be estimated by solving:

z(Z(unk))T ~ (""*) (6.D.6)

As an example, the spectra of nine model proteins (8 known, 1 unknown) were first
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Figure 6.D.1: SVD is applied to eight generated spectra (left). The pure spectra
associated with three secondary structural elements are predicted (center) based on the
spectra of the proteins with known structures. The structural content of the eight proteins
and an unknown spectrum are calculated from the SVD results (right).
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generated by using eq. (6.D.2) as shown in Figure 6.D.1. Random noise ranging from 0.85 -

1.15 was multiplied into the spectra. The model random coil and a-helix spectra are gaussian

peaks with linewidths -15 cm-1 centered at 1640 and 1650 cm- 1, respectively. The P-sheet

spectrum consists of two unequal amplitude gaussian peaks with -15 cm-1 linewidths centered at

1625 and 1670 cm-1. Despite the large noise and overlapping of the 'pure' spectra, the structure

of the unknown protein is estimated with good accuracy (within -5%). In Figure 6.D.1, the

slight mismatch between the predicted and known amplitudes of proteins 1-8 results from the ~

in eq. (6.E.4) - the spectra do not perfectly decompose into three parts because of the noise.

Removing the noise results in perfect agreement between the real and predicted structure.

The real world application of this sort of analysis is done in Ref. 18. The real world

application is complicated by the fact that the data S does not decompose into just three

components. In this case, more than three components can be kept throughout the analysis - the

number of secondary structure elements predicted might be fewer than the number of retained

components. If we want to determine the b secondary structure components Z(unk)-{l(unk),

( 2(unk),..., (b(unk)} while keeping f SVD mathematical basis components (f> b), then we can

reduce the rank of the mathematical basis tof In the example abovef= 3 = b. In thef> b case,

substituting eq. (6.D.4) into eqs. (6.D.5) and (6.D.6) gives

W-' = ZTes

Us S[W-1]-' = i

E-1 = W-S-yly 
(6..7<ff <f

Z,nk)T -- Z-1s(nk) = Zh Vf S-1 UT s("nk)

where W does not have to be calculated to determine Z(uk) - the last line can be used to bypass

intermediate steps. W is only necessary for determining 1.
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Appendix 6.E: Temperature dependence of [I(T)] and [I'(T)]

In this appendix, we take a closer look at the assumption that [A'(T)]-[A''(T)] oc A T(r).

That is, the change of population within a free energy well, where A and A' are separated by

barriers of <kT, is proportional to the change in temperature. This assumption is useful because

we have already assumed that the intermediate basis nanosecond component spectrum is

proportional to the difference of the spectra of A and A': u, oc GA - (YA'. Based on this, the

associated concentration dependence should also be proportional to the change in concentration

of the species: v, oc [A(T)]-[A'(r)]. Comparing this assumption with the assumption above

allows us to make the leap to v, oc A T(r).

This is a particularly powerful result for analyzing the T-jump t-DPP and t-2D IR data

because it allows us to relate the change in temperature, which we know, to the concentration

dependence of our assumed kinetic species. In order to assess the quality of this approximation,

we begin by showing that [A'(t)]/[A()] oc C1+C2A T(r).

6.E.1 Taylor expansions and system definition

Two Taylor expansions are used here:

1 = (-1)"x", for x<l
1+x n=O (6.E.1)

1- x, forx<1

exp(x)= I
no n! (6.E.2)

z1+x, forx<

Following a T-jump, for the kinetic equilibration between two states A and A',

A >] A' :V )... , (6.E.3)

if k, and k.; > (5 ns)-1, then A and A' will always be in equilibrium with each other at long times,

and

[A'(r)] -AGA(r)
K =exp (6.E.4)

[A(r)] R T(r)

will describe the ratio of A and A' populations at all times T> 5 ns.

6.E.2 [A'(T)]/[A(T)] oc C1+C2A T(r)

If we assume that the Gibb's free energy is linear in temperature:
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AG4, (r)~- AH A - T(r)ASA, , (6.E.5)

and that the relative T-jump is small compared to the equilibrium temperature, zlT(T)<<l, where:

AT(r) = T(r)- T(oo) - T(r) (6.E.6)
T(oo) T(oo)

then K(r) can be approximated as:

-AHl I AS
K(r)-'exp A + * (6.E.7)

e RT(oo) I+ AT(r) R

Using eq (6.E. 1), K(r) can be further approximated to:

K(r) exp *. 1- AT(r)} + RS6E8

~ K(oo) exp K RT()

( RT (oo))

Because max(z T(T)) is -3% for a 10 K T-jump, as long as ZHAA' is <-30 RT, then the argument

of the exponential will be < 1. If we further assume that AHAA' is <<-30 RT, the result can be

approximated using eq. (6.E.2):

K(r) K(oo) + K(oo) .H"A AT(T) (6.E.9)
RT(oo)

We define K(T) as the sum of a constant term and T-dependent term:

K(r)= K(oo) + AK(r) (6.E.10)

with

AK(r)~--K(oo) .H' Tr (6.E. 11)
RT(oo)

Inverting eq (6.E.4) results in:

K'(-)= ~K[(oA)(-K(oo) . (6.E.12)
[A'(r)]R T(oo)
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Thus, based on the above assumptions, [A'()]/[A(T)] oc CI+C 2AT() (eq. (6.E.9)) if AHAA'

is <<-30 RT. As an illustration, the three-state kinetic model described in Appendix 6.F is used

to test this conclusion. K(t) is compared to eq. (6.E.9) in Figure 6.E.1. The small value of AHAA'

1.72 RT results in good agreement.

1.35 . , ,,,.. ,

CAI

C

1.30-
o - [A'(T)]/[A(T)]0

.0-0

U -i-t ATemperature

Al AdT(t)
...... K(oo)+K(oo) A

RT(oo)

1.25 - - " " ' - ' -"' ' '- '
7 6 5 4 3

10 10 10 10 10
time (s)

Figure 6.E.1: Eq. (6.E.9) is compared to the results from the three-state case kinetic
model described in Appendix 6.F. The change in temperature is scaled and offset to best
match the concentration ratio.

Even in the case where -RT < AHAA' < -30 RT, the Taylor expansion of the exponential

in eq. (6.E.8) leads to a series of decreasing terms that depend on (AT(r))2, (A T(r))3,... Because

AlT(r) is either constant or monotonically decreasing, each of these terms will have the general

shape of A T(), with the differences in shape appearing in the non-constant, T > 100 gs region.

Thus, the sum of these similarly shaped terms, K(T), will still approximately be proportional to

A T(r). In the four-state example shown in the text, the AHAA is -22RT, and the Taylor expansion

approximates the real trace well only after including terms up to ~2 nd order. Despite the high

AHAA', the [A'(t)]/[A(T)] is still approximately proportional to C1+C2A T(), and our

approximations still give good results, as shown in Figure 6.13.

6.E.3 [A'(T)]-[A''(T)] oc A T(r)

Due to their fast interconversion rates, we group A and A' together, and define the sum of

their concentrations as:
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[AA'(r)] =[A(r)] + [A'(r)] . (6.E.13)

Re-arrangement of the first part of eq. (6.E.4) to isolate [A] or [A'] leads to:

[A(r)] = and (6.E.14)
1+K(r)

[A'(r)]= [AA'(r)] (6.E.15)
+±K-'(r)

Defining

[I' ()]= [1(r)]- [(oo)] (6.E.16)

leads to:

[A (r)] - [A' (r)] ={[A(r)] - [A(co)]} - {[A'(r)] - [A'(oo)]}

= [AA'(r)] ~
L1 + K() 1+ K-'(r) (6.E.17)

[AA'(oo)] I - I1
1 + K(oo) 1 + K (oo)

appropriate multiplication by K/K leads to

[A (r)] - [A'' (r)] = [AA'(r)] K(r) [AA'(o)] + K(oo)(6.E.18)
+K(r) 1+ Io

On the right side of this equation, the second term is the equilibrium value at the initial (infinite

time) temperature, whereas the first term carries the time dependence. This time dependence is

the product of [AA'(r)], the concentration within the A+A' free energy well, and the K(r) term,

the ratio of the two populations.

If we assume that AK(c)/{1+ K(oo)} << 1, then the first term on the right side of eq.

(6.E.18) can be re-written using eq. (6.E.1) as:

[AA'( 1 -K(r) [AA'(r)] 1-K(oo) - AK(r) 1
S1+ K(r) 1+ K(o) + AK(r)9

1I+ K(oo) -(6.E. 19)

~[AA'(r)]I- K(oo) - AK(r) -
1 +K(oo) 1 +K(oo)

To further separate, we define [AA'(r)] as the sum of a constant and a -dependent term:

[AA'(r)] = [AA'(oo)] + [AAA'(r)] . (6.E.20)
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Substituting the results from eq. (6.E.19) and eq. (6.E.20) into eq. (6.E.18) and removing the

{AK/(1+K)} 2 terms (and higher order) gives:

[A (r)] - [A'' (r)][AAA'(r)] I -K(o)

AK(r) >i+1- Koo)]
-[AAA'()] K(o) K(oo) (6.E.21)

rAv~ { AK(r) ~ 1 +1-K(oo)
-[AA'(oo)] I1 ~o)I+I+ o)L~J 1+K(oo) J{ 1+K(oo)j

This equation separates the results into three different terms with different t-dependencies: one

that is linear in [AAA'(T)], one that is the product of [AAA'(r)] and AK(r), and one that is linear

in AK(T). We note that eqs. (6.E.9), (6.E. 11), (6.E.19), and (6.E.21) assume AHAAAT(r)/RT << 1.

Consistent with this previous assumption, inspection of eq. (6.E. 11) shows that AK(r) should be

proportional to A T(t).

If we assume that [AA'(oo)]>>[AAA'(r)] or that K(oo)=I, then eq. (6.E.21) will be

dominated by the last term, and [A(T)]-[A'(T)] cc AT(r). Stated more completely, for a 1 OC T-

jump, this assumption relies on AHAA' is << -30 RT and the change in A+A' concentration is

small relative to its equilibrium value, [AAA'(r)]/[AA'(oo)]<<1.

As an illustration, the three-state kinetic model described in Appendix 6.F is used to test

this conclusion. The left side, right side sum, and individual terms from the right side of eq.

(6.E.21) are plotted in Figure 6.E.2. For this case, [AA'(oo)]>[AAA'(r)], but [AA'(oo)] doesn't

dominate. As a result, each of the three terms contributes appreciably to the total. As expected,

the second term is the smallest because it is the product of two small values, [AAA'(r)] and

AK(r). The first term, which carries [AAA'(r)] dependence, is proportional to [B'(T)] because for

this three state case [A'(T)]+[A''(T)]+[B'(T)]=0. The third term best approximates the [A'(,)]-

[A''(T)] result, particularly at early and later times. In the analysis of the SVD results, we assume

that [A(r)]-[A''(t)] oc AT(t). Although in this case, this approximation is tenuous, the resulting

separation of components shown in Figure 6.12 is remarkably successful. Thus, the

approximation is justified by the results.
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Figure 6.E.2: Eq. (6.E.21) is compared to the results from the three-state case kinetic
model described in Appendix 6.F. Aside from the [A'(T)]-[A''(T)] plot, each trace is taken
from the right side of the equation.

The above discussion has focused on analyzing the time dependence of two intra-well

states. If our assumption holds, that the timescale of the difference between these two generic

intra-well states is proportional to the change in temperature, then we can generalize to many

states. For example, in the four state case described as an example in the main text, if [A'(T)]-

[A'(T)] oc AT() and [B'(T)]-[B''(T)] oc AT(r), then [A'(t)]-[A'(t)] + [B'(T)]-[B''(T)] oc AT(). This

can be extended indefinitely for more sets of intra-well states.

In fact, for the four-state case, our assumption that [A(T)]-[A'(T)] + [B'(T)]-[B''(T)]

oc AT(r) is even better than in the three-state case. As described before, if the top right term of

eq. (6.E.21) vanishes, the proportionality to temperature change becomes a better and better

assumption (the top right term causes most of the departure from this proportionality). For the

four state case, [AAA'(r)]= - [ABB'(r)]. Writing out the top right term of eq. (6.E.21) for [A'(T)]-

[A''(T)] + [B'(T)]-[B''(T)] leads to:(i1-K, ,(oo) 1J1-K (oo)
[AAA'(r)] I + [ABB'(r)] BB'

1+K ,(oo) 
I+KBOO

[AA''1 -KA.(oo)_1- Ks )}W(.E22

1+KA,(oo) 1+KBB.(Oo
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which, due to the subtraction of the BB' equilibrium constant term, will be smaller than the

analogous term in the three-state case. We can even speculate further that if the intra-well states

differ by H-bonding to the solvent induced by the temperature change, than the KAA'(oo) KBB'(00)

because the A to A' and B to B' transition are due to a similar mechanism. In this

KAA'(o0)zKBB'(O) situation, the term shown in (6.E.22) will approach zero, and eq. (6.E.21) will

be dominated by the temperature change proportional third line term.
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Appendix 6.F: Kinetic Models

The three- and four-state kinetic models are calculated numerically for the two reactions

shown below:

A A' B )B (6.F.1)
k- k B

A' 4 i>A :4'"±> B' : 4" B (6.F.2)

ku's at initial and final temperature are specified. AGt, ASt, AHt are then calculated to match the

specified rates by rearranging the Eyring equation:

k T -AGt
kp BT'P j (6.F.3)

h RT

with

AGt - AHt - TASt (6.F.4)

Once AGt, AHt, ASt are calculated, the rate constants as a function of temperature are calculated

by plugging T back into eq. (6.F.3) and (6.F.4). The function for T (in K) is:

3

T(t)=12exp - +308 (6.F.5)

T(T) is plotted in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13.

To numerically calculate the population of species [1], we use first-order reaction kinetics

propagated in discrete steps of T j+I - T i= 0 ns. For example, for [A(T)]:

[A(r,1i)] = {-k4A (T)[A(r,)] + kA ,(T)[A'(r,)]}(r,, -r,+[A(r,)] (6.F.6)

The simulations are run twice: once with equally distributed initial concentrations and again

using the equilibrated concentrations from the end of the first simulation as the initial

concentrations for the second simulation. Initial (and z-dependent) concentrations sum to 1.

The specified rates are:
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ALA'A111s) ]JkAAnsA ) k4_B'Laj
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Tf 60

using RT at T = 308 K leads to:

AH1'(J mol)

ASij(mJ mol-1 K-')

4-state AH1jt(J mol-1)

AS1t( mJ mol' K-')

ij= .A'

6.65RT

-1 8.8RT

i,-j=A',A

-11.8RT

-78.9RT

60

40

70

10

i, j=A',A

4.93RT

-25.2RT

ij=A.A'

9.79RT

-9.96RT

Although these numbers reproduce the
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I/B'A_(kS)
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61

i, j=A',B i,j=B.A'

1.79RT -4.16RT

-59.IRT -77.7RT

i,j=AB' i,=B',A ij=B',B

50.9RT -19.5RT -15.8RT

1OORT -125RT -91.4RT

temperature dependent rates

populations that we want, they are not physically reasonable or meaningful. For

enthalpies are negative and some are much higher than we would have expected.
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Chapter 7

Equilibrium and Transient Unfolding of

Ubiquitin

7.1 Introduction

The preceding Chapter 5 describes improvements in the collection and processing of

transient two-dimensional (t-2D IR) spectra that leads to cleaner results undistorted by linear

absorption effects. Chapter 6 presents Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) as an analysis

technique that aids in the separation of meaningful spectra associated with different kinetic

states.

The purpose of this chapter is twofold: to benchmark more recent techniques to those

used in the past and to compare the conclusions from each technique. In particular, the downhill

unfolding conclusions from previous transient 2D IR experiments are compared to conclusions

from similar, recent experiments. The more recent experiments are not only processed

differently, but the results are also interpreted by focusing on full spectral changes rather than

individual frequency ranges, a shift facilitated by the SVD analysis.

In this chapter, the described linear absorption corrections and SVD analysis are applied

to the collection of equilibrium 2D IR, t-transmission, transient heterodyned dispersed
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Figure 7.1: The structure of ubiquitin from PDB file IUBQ'. The p-strands are labeled.

vibrational echo (t-HDVE), and t-2D IR spectra of ubiquitin, which has been extensively studied

previously by the Tokmakoff group using equilibrium and transient dispersed vibrational echo (t-

DVE) and t-2D IR spectroscopy 2-7. The results presented here are limited to a single

temperature, a single concentration, and a single data collection. A full analysis of ubiquitin's

folding pathway and thermodynamics would require temperature dependence and increased

averaging. Rather, this work is presented to compare the results of previous and current

experimental techniques and to illustrate the potential of the SVD analysis. Specifically,

conclusions based on previous t-DVE and t-2D IR results can be assessed based on analyzing

similar data sets processed using newer methods that better isolate the molecular responses.

First, previous and recent data sets are assessed for consistency using the same data processing

techniques. Then, the conclusions from the previous analysis are compared to conclusions from

the improved analysis of recent data.

As described here and in Chapter 5, the linear absorption introduces spurious peaks and

changes that complicate analysis. Once the linear absorption is corrected, the t-DPP and t-2D IR

ubiquitin results can be interpreted using multi-exponentials and four kinetic states (folded,

broken solvent/protein H-bonds, partially unfolded, and unfolded), a picture that does not require

invoking the downhill unfolding phenomenon. This newer interpretation results after both

correcting for the linear absorption and assigning full spectra to different states rather than

focusing on individual frequencies.

7.1.1 Background

Ubiquitin is a 76 residue, a/p protein that exists in almost all eukaryotic cells, where it
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tags other proteins to mark them for destruction. The structure of ubiquitin is known from

NMRI and it is shown in Figure 7.1 - five p-strands form a p-sheet that surrounds an a-helix in a

p-grasp motif. Its small size, commercial availability, and stability have made ubiquitin the

focus of molecular dynamics simulations8 and protein folding experiments, where its observed

ms relaxation rates have made it a target for mixing9 ~15, H/D exchange16 , and T-jump

experiments17' 18. The N-terminal p-hairpin formed from p-strands I and II is expected to be a

site for folding nucleation based on its high stability1 9 .

Due to the large amount of background published experimental and theoretical work, its

availability, its reversible folding properties, its resistance to aggregation, and its sub-50 ms

kinetics, ubiquitin was studied extensively in the Tokmakoff group, where it is viewed as a

model small protein. Experiments and theory were aimed at understanding ubiquitin's folding

dynamics with the hope that the results can be generalized towards understanding small protein

folding.

Ubiquitin was the focus of the first published T-jump t-DVE experiments in the

Tokmakoff group, where the third order nonlinear homodyne signal was measured as a function

of time-delay between the probing IR beams and the T-jump pump. From the T-jump t-DVE

results, probe-dependent, fast, and stretched exponential kinetics were interpreted as signatures

of downhill unfolding3 . In standard Arrhenius kinetics, the exponential rate of interconversion

between two states is determined by the height of the separating barrier. In the proposed

downhill unfolding scenario, the majority of population unfolds through Arrhenius kinetics. A

small sub-population initially at the top of the barrier, however, unfolds in a ballistic fashion that

maps out the pathway for unfolding as its structures sequentially unravel. The downhill folding

scenario is shown in Figure 7.2. In the t-DVE experiments, stretched exponentials were

observed and may be explained by downhill folding, where the absence of clear barriers may

lead to the convolution of multiple timescales20 . The <100 ps timescales are also close to the

fastest timescales expected for proteins of ubiquitin's size21 , which suggests barrierless motion.

Lastly, different, decreasing timescales were observed for loss of the a-helix/coil region and the

two predominant p-sheet modes, vii and v1 , whose dipoles are aligned parallel and perpendicular

to the strand. This probe-dependency indicates the existence of intermediate states, and it was

interpreted with molecular dynamics simulations and statistical models to indicate sequential

unfolding of p-strands III, IV, V, followed by unraveling of strands I and II. The results from
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Figure 7.2: Cartoon of the downhill unfolding scenario. After the T-jump from Ti to T,
the free energy surface changes. A small sub-set of structure (A) moves ballistically from
the folded (F) to the unfolded (U) well on the ns-ps timescale. The majority of the net
movement from F to U occurs through ms barrier crossing in the form of B. The figure is

reproduced from Ref. 2.

the t-DVE experiments were re-affirmed with t-2D3 IR spectra, and further t-DVE measurements

were taken at variable Ti, Tr, and AT and with different ubiquitin mutants4 . All of the

experiments were interpreted within the framework of the downhill unfolding scenario with

strands III-V unraveling first.

7.2 Experimental

Briefly, as described previously, DVE is a homodyne measurement, while 2D IR and

HDVE are heterodyned experiments in which the 3rd order signal is interferometrically detected

by overlapping it with a reference pulse. DVE measurements scale with the concentration

squared while HDVE experiments scale linearly. DVE and HDVE measurements are

theoretically single-shot measurements in which the signal at one T]=0/.T2=0 or 150 fs delay is

collected after dispersing it off a grating to reveal (03. In 2D IR measurements, the signal is

collected along 003 at many T1. In the transient experiments, the DVE, HDVE, or 2D) IR spectra

are collected at time-delays following a 5-6 ns 10-12*C T-jump.
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The previously published t-DVE data was generated with three time-coincident beams in

a boxcar geometry electronically delayed relative to the T-jump laser. As a DVE measurement,

there was no local oscillator reference, and the intensity was collected in homodyne mode. The

t-2D IR data was collected similarly as was described in Chapter 4, although there was no shot-

normalization and no correction for linear absorption. The previous t-DVE data was collected at

Ti=58 0C with a 33 mg/mL ubiquitin sample dissolved in a DCl in D20 solvent at pH*=1. The t-

2D IR data was collected at zero waiting time and Ti=630C with a 30 mg/mL ubiquitin sample

dissolved in a 0.35% DCI in D20 (w/w) solvent at ~pH*=1.

The recent equilibrium 2D IR data was collected on a 20 mg/mL ubiquitin sample

dissolved in 0.35% DCl in D20 (w/w) solvent. Rephasing and non-rephasing spectra were

stepped to 2.5 and 1.5 ps, respectively, in 4 fs steps.

The recent t-HDVE and t-2D IR spectra were collected at a waiting time T2=150 fs, and a

Ti=630C with a 15 mg/mL ubiquitin sample dissolved in a 0.35% DCl in D20 (w/w) solvent.

Rephasing and non-rephasing spectra were stepped to 2.4 and 1.4 ps, respectively, in 14 fs steps.

The t-HDVE data results from 8 averages with 10000 shots per chopped and un-chopped

spectrum. The t-2D IR spectra are the result of 1 average with 7000 shots per per chopped and

un-chopped spectral slice. The t-transmission spectra are collected incidentally and

simultaneously with the t-HDVE data.

After using FTSI of TLo=0:5: 2 5 fs spectra to calculate the real and imaginary spectra, the

recent t-HDVE data is presented in two forms, as t-DVE (amplitude squared) and o3-corrected t-

DPP. The recent t-2D IR is also presented in two forms, as uncorrected and o3-corrected. For

ease of calculation, the 03-corrected form differs slightly from that presented in Chapter 5.

Namely, the data presented here comes from eq. 5.10 without multiplication of the [eLO(o3)]2

term. o-corrections were not applied and are expected to result in small changes to the spectra.

All the ubiquitin samples were purchased from Sigma (U6253), H/D exchanged, and

lyophilized before data collection. All polarizations were ZZZZ.

7.3 Results and Discussion

7.3.1 Equilibrium 2D IR spectra

Recent equilibrium 2D IR spectra of ubiquitin at 63 and 754C are shown in Figure 7.3.

Examination of these equilibrium data help to interpret the changes from the transient
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experiments. The spectra show 1580 and 1710 cm- features assigned to arginine and deuterated

carboxylic acid side-chains, respectively. The 75"C spectrum shows gain of a peak in the 1610

cm' region, which is attributed to aggregation. As the temperature is raised, the 1635 cm- vi

diagonal peak is lost, intensity grows in the 1660 cm' random coil region, and the vi/viI cross

peak ridge along 03=1680 cm' is lost, all of which indicate melting of P-sheet structure and gain

of random coil. These changes are reflected in the difference spectrum, in which loss is most

apparent as a blue/red (above/below the diagonal) doublet in the 1635 cm' v1 region. Gain

appears in the off diagonal region as a red peak above the diagonal and a blue peak below the

diagonal at o=1650 cm'. There are also subtle overlapping p-sheet loss features that appear

along the diagonal in the 1680 cm' vii and vj/vIl cross-peak O)3=1635 cm' regions.

The difference spectrum is similar to the 2nd component SVD spectrum also shown in

Figure 7.3, although the features have the opposite sign due to the monotonically decreasing

nature of the normalized SVD 2 component 'melting curves' shown in Figure 7.4. The u2

spectrum represents the major changes in the spectra over the 10-70 0C temperature range from

63*C 75*C 75-63*C U2

0
o II

... . ......

0 0I

UII

CD

1600 1650 1700 1600 1650 1700 1600 1650 1700 1600 1650 1700

()3/2nc (cm')
Figure 7.3: Column 1+2 - The equilibrium 2D IR ZZZZ spectra at 63 and 75*C.
Column 3 - The difference spectrum 75-63'C. Column 4 - The 2nd SVD component
spectrum that results from analysis of 10 2D IR spectra ranging from 20-70*C. Row 1
- After o correction. Row 2 - Without linear absorption correction. The spectra are
individually normalized and scaled such that 25 linearly-spaced contours span the
entire magnitude range of sinh-'(Srn x 27.29).
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which the data was analyzed. Higher temperatures were not used in the SVD analysis to avoid

the aggregation observed in the 1610 cm1 peak. Because it analyzes the changes in more spectra

over a wider temperature range, the 2nd SVD component spectrum may be a better representation

of the spectral features of melting, but it is a mathematical result which will also miss some of

the non-two-state changes. Ultimately, the similarities between the difference spectrum and the

u2 spectrum indicate that they are both reasonably accurate representations of the changes

associated with melting. The SVD melting curve indicates a melting temperature -65"C as has

been observed previously for this pH3.

As with transient data, the temperature dependent linear absorption of the solvent and

solute will affect equilibrium spectra. As is observed in Figure 7.3, the uncorrected 2D IR

spectra differ from the o 3-corrected spectra. The uncorrected 63"C spectrum has a more

prominent v1 /v cross peak ridge along C3= 1680 cm- and the major diagonal peak at 75"C is at a

higher frequency than the peak in the corresponding o3-corrected spectrum. There are also

subtle changes in the difference and u2 spectra, although all features seem to be consistent albeit

with different amplitudes and linewidths. The differences may be attributed to artificial

weighting imposed by the limited Gaussian spectral bandwidth of the IR pulses. o3-correction

helps to remove some of this weighting, particularly due to linear absorption of ubiquitin, whose

VCI)

E 3i -w3corr.

z o -No corr

20 40 60 80
Temperature (*C)

Figure 7.4 Normalized 2"d SVD component temperature dependent 'melting curve' that
results from analysis of the 2D IR spectra. The complementary spectra are shown in
Figure 7.3.
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amide I peak is centered around 1640 cm'1. Regardless of linear absorption, both the uncorrected

and 0>3-corrected spectra are shaped by the spectrum of the pumping IR beams, which will

exaggerate the nonlinear response at the center of the IR spectrum, which for these experiments

is around 1660 cm~ .

I I I i i 111111111
10 - -- 5 ns 1.0 - C 9 .. 0 1623 cm-L

-- 18 ns o 1657 cm-1
-100 ns . x0.5 01677 cm-I

532s 05 - - solvent
32 ps <
180 ps 0)

0 - -- 560s 41 -T=16ps, T 2=1 54 ms, T3=2ms
- 2 -ms 0 -T,=10 s,T2=1.96 ms,T=10 ms

-9 * - T,=7 Ps, T2=3.13 ins, T3=14 ms--Eq.
-5
1560 1640 1720 -8 -6 -4 -2

3/27rc (cm-1) 10 10 10 10
time (s)

- - -- 20 ns 1.0
4 - 100 ns

- A s 0.5 -x0.5
'.2 -- 301ps

- 200ps 1621 cm1
-- 600ips o 01658 cmI

x, 
O -

CU0-- s ) 0 167 m30 ms - 7
6C-2 - c-W8C T1=210 ps 0=0.74, T2=4.O ms

(X 0.1) -1.0 1=80 ps p=0.55, T2=2.8 ms

1550 1650 1750 108  1 10~4 10-2

(03/2nc (cm-1) time (s)

Figure 7.5: Column 1- Selected delays from the difference t-DVE spectra. Column 2 -
Normalized traces from the indicated frequencies. Row 1 - Data collected at Ti=630C, 15
mg/mL using t-HDVE without linear absorption correction. The traces were fit to tri-
exponentials without allowing stretched exponentials. Row 2 - Data collected at Ti=580C,
33 mg/ML using t-DVE and modified from Ref. 3.

Based on the 2D IR equilibrium spectra, after the T-jump, we expect to see loss of the vi

and vii peaks and gain of an underlying random coil peak.

7.3.2 Transient DVE spectra

The previous Ti=58 0C, 33 mg/mL ubiquitin t-DVE results are shown on the bottom row

of Figure 7.5. The top row contains the t-DVE (actually calculated from t-HDVE) results from

the recent Ti=63*C, 15 mg/mL ubiquitin experiments. The differences in concentration, initial

temperature, and the IR pulse spectra make direct comparison difficult, but general features are
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conserved. Based on conclusions from Chapter 5, results from uncorrected t-DVE are the least

reliable form of 2D IR spectroscopy not only because of distortions due to the linear absorption,

but also because it is an amplitude squared measurement that is not linear in the concentration.

The nonlinear scaling can magnify changes in the spectrum in non-intuitive ways.

The major difference between the spectra is in the 1610 cm-1 region, where the previous

t-DVE spectra show a dip that is not clearly apparent in the more recent data. Given its

frequency and its absence in the lower concentration, recent data, this dip might be explained as

a peak due to aggregation, which might melt away following the T-jump to cause the negative

peak. Relative to other spectral features, the magnitude of this feature, particularly in the spectra

taken at higher Ti4 (data not shown here) is larger than would be expected for a small aggregation

peak. Instead, a more likely cause of the spectral difference is the IR pulse spectrum. It appears

to have been shifted redder in the previous experiments relative to the more recent experiments.

This is apparent in the equilibrium spectra, in which the ratio of vi to v1| peak intensities is 4:1 in

the previous data and 2:1 in the more recent data. The bluer pumping spectrum in the recent

experiment shifts intensity to higher frequencies, which explains the low intensity on the red side

of the recent spectra and may explain the absence of the 1610 cm-1 feature. Although the

previous data appears to show smaller changes (5% vs >10%) The magnitude of the normalized

signal is highly dependent on the maximum of the equilibrium spectrum, which again depends

on the IR pulse spectrum.

The general features of the frequency time traces are conserved between the previous and

recent data. Namely, all the frequency traces deviate from the temperature profile. The 1621

cm-I traces both start positive, drop negative, and return back to equilibrium after 5-10 ms. The

1621 cm- non-monotonic behavior was previously attributed to competing effects: the increased

temperature causes an increase in the solvent transmission at early times, melting of the protein

decreases the intensity below zero as the temperature drops to the initial value, and refolding

causes the return to equilibrium. The 0.1 - 100 pts time range from the previous 1621 cm-I trace

was fit to a stretched exponential with T=2.7 ps and p=0.723. The full recent 1623 cm-1 time

trace is fit to a tri-exponential. The poor fit at early times suggests stretched exponential

behavior, which is evident in the sloping decrease between 100 ns and 100 ps. Fitting the recent

data over 0.1 - 100 ps with a single stretched exponential gives T=2.7 ps and p=0.78. The most

unusual feature of the previous 1621 cm' trace is the apparent increase at ~200 ps. Although
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Figure 7.6: o3-corrected t-DPP spectra calculated from t-HDVE.

this feature is not observed in the recent data at Ti=634C, the recent data stretched drop in the

sub-ms time region is consistent with separate previous data sets taken at Ti=58 and 634C 5,

which also display no 200 ps increase.

The recent random coil 1657 cmf and vii 1677 cm~1 traces deviate from the temperature

profile and exhibit a stretched drop in magnitude during the 0.1 - 100 ps time range, similar to

the previous traces. Although the previous data traces drop away faster than the temperature

while the recent traces are slower, these differences may be consistent with an increase in

timescales for these frequencies with increasing Ti, as was observed in previous work4 .

Although the previous and recent data sets cannot be directly compared, the recent

spectra contain stretched exponential behavior in the 0.1 - 100 ps time range. This behavior can

be interpreted as downhill unfolding. To test if this unusual behavior might be the result of

experimental artifacts such as nonlinearity in concentration or linear absorption distortions, the

data is presented in different, less distorted representations in the following sections.

7.3.3 Transient DPP spectra

The recent o>3-corrected t-DPP spectra taken at 15 mg/mL, Ti=630 C are shown in Figure

7.6. These t-DPP spectra are calculated from the same data set as the t-DVE data shown on the

top row of Figure 7.5. Due to differences in data acquisition, previous t-DPP spectra

complementing the previous t-DVE are not available for comparison.

The equilibrium DPP spectrum at Ti=634C shows three main features that can be

attributed to overlapping pairs of negative/positive doublets associated with the two vi and vi

features. The v1 doublet is stronger and appears at lower frequency than the vii doublet, whose

main feature is the positive peak at 1680 cm-1. The low frequency negative peak of the
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equilibrium HDVE-reconstructed DPP shown in Figure 7.6 is broader than the 2-beam DPP

spectrum collected prior to T-jump data collection, which suggests that there is some aggregation

or that the equilibrium spectrum shown is not entirely re-equilibrated following the 50 ms delay

after the T-jump. The measured long-time behavior time constant of 17 ms (discussed later)

suggests that 5% of the T-jump-affected population has not equilibrated in the 50 ms timescale.

We expect that the system quickly reaches a steady state equilibrium, in which there is slightly

more population in the unfolded well than is expected at Ti=63 oC 4 . Although the populations

will be affected by this non-ideal steady-state, time scales << 50 ms should be unchanged.

The difference t-DPP spectra shown in Figure 7.6 show strong v1 and weak vil loss

features on the pulse-width limited <5 ns timescale, as is shown in the 18 ns difference spectrum.

This spectrum shows loss features on the red sides of each of the equilibrium peak doublets, and

a possible gain of intensity on the blue side of the v ii peak at 1690 cm~1. At -560 ps - 9 ms, the

1640 cm~ negative feature blue-shifts, possibly due to the increase in population of random coil,

melted structures whose overtone is in this frequency region. On the >0.5 ms timescale, there

are few changes in the >1650 cm-I region, suggesting canceling out due to interference between

loss of the vil peaks and gain of the random coil peaks. The dominance of loss features over gain

is consistent with our work with TZ2, and it suggests that at higher temperature there are changes

in dipole strength and vibrational mode character that result in decreased amplitudes.

The time traces for the 1614 and 1642 cm-I t-DPP time traces are shown on the right in

Figure 7.6. As described in the discussion above, the traces show a pulse-width limited change

followed by a -1.2 ms relaxation away from equilibrium and a final -16 ms re-equilibration.

The 1642 cm-1 trace shows some rise (actually decay before normalization) in the 0.1 - 100 ps

time period, but this rise seems to mirror the drop in the temperature profile, which is monitored

by the solvent transmission. The noise in the solvent transmission during this timescale seems to

be mirrored in the DPP 1642 cm- trace. The <100 ps shared behavior in the solvent

transmission and DPP suggests that the cause of this behavior may possibly be convolution of

the stretched exponential temperature profile with the protein response, as discussed in Chapter

3.

We can describe the DPP in terms of two responses. On the 0-100 ps timescale, the

spectral changes can be attributed partially, if not entirely, to temperature-tracking changes in

solvent H-bonds to the protein and possible loosening of internal protein H-bonds, as was
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Figure 7.7: Row 1 - U1,2,3 and VI, 2 ,3 (left and right, respectively) SVD components from
the t-DPP shown in Figure 7.6. Row 2 - U,, and V, (left and right, respectively) SVD
components that result from re-mixing the I" and 2 n components from row 1. In the

bottom right, the transient transmission trace at 1725 cm~' is also shown with its tri-

exponential fit.

described in Chapter 5 for diglycine and TZ2. Interestingly, based on the convolution study

described in Chapter 3, the ~1.2 ms timescale and > 10 ms timescale can be assigned to the same

process - an exponential response with a >10 ms time constant at the initial temperature. That is,

the ~1.2 ms timescale is entirely due to convolution of a >10 ms response with the temperature

profile. Thus, on the >10 ms timescale we are observing the net return (refolding) of a

disordered population to the equilibrium state. Separating the protein melting response, which is

assumed to track the temperature-profile (Chapter 5), from the solvent H-bond response is

difficult when analyzing individual frequencies. Separation is clearer when taking the response

of every frequency into consideration, as is done using the entire spectrum in SVD analysis.

7.3.4 SVD analysis of t-DPP spectra

To highlight the described changes in the t-DPP spectra and to evaluate the minimum
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number of important kinetic species, we applied the SVD analysis described in Chapter 6 to the

t-DPP spectra shown in Figure 7.6. The results of SVD analysis are shown in Figure 7.7. The

fast drop in s value magnitude and the noisiness of v3 suggest that ubiquitin's t-DPP spectra can

be decomposed into two basis spectra with two associated time traces. The first two components

describe the spectra at times >100 ns to within 0.5% where the maximum changes are ~12%.

Re-creating the data with the first two components leads to almost identical tri-exponential fits as

were measured in the original data: 11=1 pLs, T2=1.26 ms, T3=16 ms at 1614 cm' and 11=5 ps,

T2=1 .34 Ms, T3=16 ms at 1642 cm'1. This agreement between the un-decomposed and

decomposed/reconstructed data indicates that the first two components capture the complex,

multi-exponential time behavior.

In order to re-cast the mathematical results of the SVD analysis shown in the top row of

Figure 7.7 into physically meaningful spectra and population traces, we placed two constraints

on the resulting components: 1) the ns SVD spectrum, un, matched the 32 ns (not shown)

difference t-DPP spectrum and 2) the ns time trace, vn, matched the temperature profile (as

determined from the transient transmission). The first criterion was enforced using eq. (6.6) with

the W given in eq. (6.C.1). The second criterion was then applied to the results using the W

given in eq. (6.C.2). The first criterion assumes that the sole response at early times is due to the

H-bond breaking/loosening response, whose spectrum should not change with temperature. The

second criterion assumes that the H-bond breaking/loosening response will follow the

temperature profile, which is not strictly true considering that all the states are linked. As the

unfolded state, represented by difference spectrum u,, re-equilibrates, population will be fed

back into the H-bond broken state, and its population trace will reflect the observed refolding

rate. We expect this long timescale imprinting onto vn, to be small compared to the shaping due

to the temperature profile.

The re-casting results in the un spectrum with associated time trace vn, which captures the

ns behavior, and the up spectrum with associated time trace v., which captures the significant

remaining behavior over the other (longer) time periods. As a consequence of the restrictions

that result in this re-casting, vn carries all of the weight at early times of <1 pis.

The un and u. spectra share the same characteristics as the 18 ns and 560 pis spectra

discussed above, respectively. Better spectral assignment of the un and ut spectra is made later

in the discussion of the t-2D IR complementary spectra. Briefly, the un spectrum has five
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features from low to high frequency: a positive, negative, positive, dip, and positive feature that

can respectively be assigned to loss on the red-side of the overtone and fundamental of vI

doublet peak, loss on the red-side of the overtone and fundamental of the vi| doublet peak, and

gain on the blue-side of the vil fundamental. Based on these spectral changes, we assign the un
spectrum to the combination of loss of equilibrium and gain of a state with loosened solvent-

protein and possibly protein-protein H-bonds. This loss/gain shows up as a blue-shifting of the

original spectrum.

The u, spectrum has two main features, a positive and a negative peak. The negative

peak appears to result from loss of the vi fundamental and gain of a random coil overtone. The

only features in the >1650 cm' u. spectral region are too small for analysis. As is shown later

with the 2D IR spectra, the lack of features in this frequency region is due to the cancellation of

multiple peaks, which indicates the importance of interpreting t-DPP spectra with the increased

spectral content provided by 2D IR.

Now that the spectra have been assigned, we can begin to interpret their associated time

traces. The u. spectrum is due to unfolding of the protein. As expected from our analysis of the

t-DPP spectra, the v. trace shows paired 1.36 / 17 ms exponential time constants, which can be

attributed to a temperature-profile distorted 17 ms long timescale observed rate (see Figure 3.19),
which is assigned to a re-equilibration of disordered structures (net refolding back to the intial

temperature population distribution). Because it occurs after the temperature has re-equilibrated,

17 ms is an accurate timescale for the relaxation of ubiqutin at the Ti, 63C, and it matches the

timescale previously observed using t-DVE4 .

The long 17 ms observed relaxation is also unique relative to TZ2 and insulin results

because it extends beyond the temperature relaxation profile. Thus, any spectral changes at long

times are expected to be predominately due to conformational changes rather than H-bond

solvent breaking.

Of further particular interest is that v, indicates that there is an unfolding process on the

ts timescale with a fit exponential of 8 is. Although the difference in timescale between the 8

ps and 17 ms time constants suggests that there are two separate unfolding processes separated

by an intermediate, we cannot spectrally resolve the two. Either the fast and slow unfolding

involves loss and gain of similar structures with the same spectra, or the signal-to-noise ratio is

too low to separate the low amplitude 8 ps species' spectrum. The former possibility seems
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reasonable: both the 8 ps and 17 ms unfolding involves melting of separate p-strand structures

and gain of random coil conformations, which is why the two unfolding processes share the same

spectrum.

The v, trace can be related to the population of the state with fewer solvent-protein H-

bonds. The trace mirrors the behavior of the temperature profile, as defined by the criterion used

to calculate it. The v, trace is populated on the <5 ns pulse-width limited timescale, and it is

depleted on the 1.12 and 7 ms timescales.

The fact that the t-DPP data can be well described with two spectra indicates that there is

no frequency-dependence to the r'esponse. Rather, any differences in timescales at different

frequencies are due to different ratios of the two time traces.

7.3.5 Transient 2D IR spectra

t-2D IR spectroscopy provides increased spectral information relative to t-DPP, which is

equivalent to the projection of the t-2D IR spectra onto the oi3 axis. In order to make a

connection with previous Ti=63"C, 30 mg/mL t-2D IR data, which was not corrected for the

linear absorption, the recent t-2D IR data was collected at the same Ti, although at a lower 15

mg/mL concentration to minimize the possibility for aggregation. The previous uncorrected t-

2D IR is shown on the left side of Figure 7.8, while the recent uncorrected spectra are shown on

the right. Although the early time recent spectra are much noisier than the previous spectra, the

same features are observed. At early times, the difference t-2D IR spectra show i) a red-side loss

doublet in the diagonal vi region, ii) a pair of red/blue (above/below diagonal) off-diagonal

wings, and iii) narrow, diagonally elongated loss features along the diagonal, although the above-

diagonal negative feature overlaps the positive wing. At longer times, feature ii) drops in

intensity, a loss doublet appears above i), and a doublet appears in the lower right anti-diagonal

region. As with the t-DVE spectra, the tuning of the IR pulse spectrum affects the relative

magnitude of the spectral features, which is why the i) features are more prominent in the

previous spectra relative to the recent spectra. The ii) feature is due to the linear absorption

distortion. At higher temperature the solvent has an increased transmission, and the equilibrium

spectrum intensity increases by -5%. In the difference data, this 5% equilibrium spectrum is

mixed in with the true 5% molecular spectral changes.

The previous t-2D IR data were interpreted within the framework of the downhill folding

hypothesis. Stretched exponential time dependence during the 0.1-100 ps timescale observed in
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Figure 7.8: Left - The 33 mg/mL t-2D IR without linear absorption correction modified
from Ref. 2. The spectra are plotted with 21 evenly spaced contours between +/- 1.5%
after normalization to the maximum of the equilibrium. Right - The 15 mg/mL t-2D IR
without linear absorption correction. The difference spectra are plotted with 25 evenly
spaced contours between +/- 4% after normalization to the maximum of the equilibrium.
Both sets of data were taken at Ti=630C with ZZZZ polarization. Notice that frequency
axes are slightly different on the left and right.

the 1st SVD component, traces from different points in the spectrum, homogeneous linewidths,

and peak positions were all interpreted as signatures of downhill folding 2. The most interesting

of these is the observed peak shift, which was interpreted as resulting from the decreasing size of

the p-sheet, which is expected to be accompanied by a frequency shift. The consistency between

the previous and recent t-2D IR spectra suggests the possibility of a more direct comparison

between the two data sets than was possible for the t-DVE/t-DPP comparison. The conclusions
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from results based on the previous uncorrected t-2D IR can be compared to conclusions from the

more recent o3-corrected t-2D IR data set

To remove the distortions due to the linear absorption effects, the difference t-2D IR data

is also presented after w3-correction in Figure 7.9. As with the t-DPP, the oi-correction was not

applied for ease of processing, but it is expected to cause minor changes. The w3-corrected

spectra in Figure 7.9 represent the true molecular changes that occur after the T-jump. The early

time 560 ns and 100 pis spectra are dominated by on-diagonal loss on the red-side of the vi and

vii peaks, which is consistent with blue-shifting attributed to average loss of solvent-protein H-

bonds. The later ms spectra show loss of the p-strand v1 diagonal doublet and gain of an on-

diagonal peak in the 1660 cm-1 region, which is attributed to gain of random coil structures. As

expected, along with loss of the v1 diagonal doublet the spectra also show loss in the vI/ vi

cross-peak regions. In the upper left corner, this loss manifests itself in a weak blue feature,

which is suppressed due to overlap with gain of the random coil fundamental. In the lower right

corner, the loss shows up as strong doublet peaks, although the upper blue loss peak overlaps

with gain of the random coil overtone (also blue).

The spectral changes observed in the equilibrium difference and u2 spectra in Figure 7.3

appear to be a combination of the early time (~560 ns) and late time (> 1 ms) spectra. This is

expected, as the equilibrium spectra will be a mixture of the four populations whose difference

spectra are observed in the transient experiment: solvent H-bond broken and unbroken, and the

folded and unfolded populations. Given that the T-jump profile relaxes more quickly than the

unfolded protein refolds, the T-jump experiments separate the two responses based on their time

dependence. That is, the early and late spectra can be approximately assigned directly to the

560 ns 100 Ps I ms 9 me 630C
10.

E

1600 1650 1700 1600 1650 1700 1600 1650 1700 1600 1650 1700 1600 1650
o01/2nc (cm-1)

Figure 7.9: The difference t-2D IR spectra after o 3-correction. The 2D IR spectra are
plotted with the same contour spacings described in Figure 7.3.
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difference between H-bonded/H-bond broken and folded/unfolded populations, respectively.

This is done more carefully with SVD analysis. For proteins like TZ2 and insulin, where re-

equilibration is faster or on the same timescale as the T-jump cooling, this separation is still

possible, but there is not as clear a separation, and SVD is more essential to try to accurately

differentiate the spectra.

Based on the hypothesis that the early spectrum is due to H-bond breaking, collecting T-

jump spectra of ubiquitin well below the melting temperature, where there is no conformational

change, should yield results entirely due to the < 5 ns H-bond breaking response. Thus, we

would expect to see the same difference spectrum at every time delay scaled proportionally to

the change in temperature. Although we have not explicitly done this for ubiquitin recently,

similar and consistent results have been observed for N-methylacetamide and diglycine (Chapter

5, ), two molecules that do not exhibit conformational change. Previous data was taken of

ubiquitin at 25"C, however, -40'C below the melting point2. As expected the Ti=25 0C, r = 100

ns and 1 ms difference t-2D IR spectra are similar to each other and to the Ti=630C, 'r = 100 ns

spectrum, which is consistent with our analysis and expectations.

7.3.6 SVD analysis of t-2D IR spectra

As with the t-DPP spectra, SVD analysis of the t-2D IR spectra reveals the predominance

of two component spectra. As described in Chapter 6, the first two t-2D IR SVD component

spectra were re-cast into physically meaningful spectra by best matching V2U to V,"" and

U dco to U" . These four quantities as well as the resulting U2 are shown in Figure 7.10.

The U 2D spectra highlight the spectral changes described above at early and later times,

respectively. U21 is the combined spectrum of loss of the equilibrium conformations and gain of

structures with fewer solvent-protein and possibly protein-protein H-bonds. u21 is the
/1

combined spectrum of loss of the equilibrium conformations and gain of melted structures.

The V2, traces match the VDP traces. Of particular importance is the matching of the

0.1-100 Rs behavior in V2 D , which reaffirms the t-DPP conclusion that there is melting on the
V,

-10 pLs and >10 ms (1.2 / 17 ms) timescales.

The fact that the t-2D IR spectra can be decomposed into two basis spectra suggests that
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the shifting of peaks interpreted as signatures of downhill unfolding may instead be due to the

loss and gain of two overlapping features with different center frequencies.

At 63*C, ubiquitin is expected to have significant folded and unfolded conformations,
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Figure 7.10: Row 1 - The U,, 2D IR spectra that result from re-weighting the 1" and

2nd SVD components. The Un, 2D IR spectra are chosen based on matching their on-
projections to the t-DPP U,,, (bottom left) and matching V, from 2D IR and t-DPP
(bottom right). The t-DPP SVD results are also shown in Figure 7.7. The 2D IR
spectra are plotted with the same contour spacings described in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.11: The transient transmission spectra of ubiquitin and the DCI/D20 solvent.

equilibrium spectrum to U2 (described in Chapter 6) difficult, and we do not attempt it in this

case.

7.3.7 SVD analysis of t-transmission spectra

As a byproduct of the t-HDVE data collection, the LO spectrum is collected and saved as

a function of time delay following the T-jump. This LO spectrum is actually the t-transmission

spectrum, which we consider as a linear spectrum although it is formally 3rd order. The

difference t-transmission spectra are shown at selected delays in Figure 7.11. In standard T-jump

linear spectroscopy, the t-transmission spectra of the solvent without the solute is separately

collected and subtracted from the solute+solvent spectra to isolate the solute response. Instead of

re-running our experiment on just the solvent, we used SVD analysis to approximately subtract

the solvent response. Although the solute molecular changes are merely a drop in the bucket

overflowing with the solvent transmission response, the SVD does a reasonable job of separating

the different spectra.

We expect two different time traces corresponding to three responses: A) the solvent

response should exactly follow the temperature profile, B) the ns protein-solvent H-bond

breaking should approximately follow the T-jump profile, and C) the melting response should

start at 0 and then grow in with small and large amplitude on the 10 ps and 1.2 ms timescale (17

ms underlying, 1.2 ms because of the temperature profile). Because A and B both follow the T-

jump profile, we expect the sum of their spectral signatures to appear in one component.

We apply SVD to separate out different features. Figure 7.12 shows the results of the

SVD. The analysis indicates that the t-transmission spectra are dominated by the solvent
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Figure 7.12: Left - SVD Vi,2 components from transient transmission measurements.
The dashed-line solvent response is taken from the t-transmission spectrum at 1725
cm~', where we expect the majority of the response is due to the solvent. Right - The
corresponding SVD U1,2,3 components.

response, as is indicated by the 34:1 ratio of the 1st and 2nd s value, the largely broad,

featureless nature of the ul spectrum, and the temperature-tracking character of the vi time trace.

Because of the shared timescales between A and B, the first component carries some of the pulse-

width limited <10 ns protein-solvent H-bond breaking response, which is evident in the sharp

positive feature at -1630 cm~1 in the u1 spectrum. This sharp positive feature corresponds to an

increase in transmission (loss) of something similar to the equilibrium spectrum. Because the

solvent response dies away by -10 ins, any spectral changes that persist beyond can be attributed

to the protein conformational response. The second component, whose v2 persists with high

amplitude out beyond the temperature-profile, captures the protein response at long times, which

is predominantly melting. The u2 spectrum shows loss at 1640 cm-1 and broad gain above 1650

cm-I except for a dip at -1675 cm~1, three features attributed to loss of viL, gain of random coil,

and loss of vii. These spectral changes are consistent with the FTIR protein changes observed

previously18 . The negative character of the v2 trace at early times is due to mixing of the H-bond

(B from above) response into both u1 and U2.

To better separate the melting from the solvent and H-bond response, the first two

components were re-cast. The approximation that the first two components are the only

significant components is a worse assumption than in the t-DPP and t-2D IR cases because of the

closeness of the s 2 and s3 values shown in Figure 7.12. The criterion for the re-casting is that 1)

v, is zero at 180 ns, or, equivalently, that the un matches the 180 ns difference t-transmission
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Figure 7.13: Left - SVD Vn, components from transient transmission measurements.
Right - The corresponding SVD U,, components. u, is compared to the arbitrarily
scaled 100 ns transient transmission difference spectrum.

spectrum AND that 2) the B H-bond break time response will follow the solvent absorption

profile. The results are shown in Figure 7.13. The 1) criterion was chosen based on our

expectations for the melting response, which, unlike the A and B responses, should begin at zero

on the ns timescale and grow in on the ps and ms periods. The uniqueness of this early time

melting behavior ensures that, within our approximations, v. will trace out the response of the

melting, but its u. spectrum (without more constraints) will be a mixture of the full melting

response and the A, B, and C spectra. The 2) criterion allows for a better approximation of the up

spectrum by shifting out the A and B character. Hence, the u. has less of a baseline than u2,

which is more physically reasonable.

Features of the melting can be observed in the u. spectrum shown in Figure 7.13;

increased transmission at -1635 cm-1 and decreased transmission at 1660 cm 4 indicates loss of

the vi peak and gain of the random coil, respectively. The vp trace also shows melting on the -4

ps and 1.38 / 17 ms timescale, although the sts phase seems to have a lower amplitude relative to

the ms than in the nonlinear spectroscopy case.

Although the dominating presence of the solvent response casts a shadow of doubt over

the t-transmission analysis, the general observations are consistent with the nonlinear results.

The timescales and spectral features of unfolding can be identified and quantified. This example

serves as both an illustration of the t-transmission potential and an application of SVD analysis.

Perhaps measuring just the solvent t-transmission spectrum would provide a necessary 2"d

constraint to aid the SVD analysis in separating the three expected components.
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7.3.8 Comparison of results

As stressed earlier, the recent data is the result of a single data run under one set of

concentration, pH, and temperature conditions. A better characterization of time constants and

the thermodynamic variables requires increased averaging and a greater sampling of variable

phase-space.

Previous and recent t-DVE data were collected under different conditions, which allows

differences to be explained through different Ti, different concentrations, or different pulse

spectra. Ideally, the previous and recent t-DVE data would match exactly, and artifactual

spectral features due to linear absorption could be traced directly from the previous to the recent

to the corrected t-DPP spectra. Instead, we focus on the semi-quantitative agreement between

the t-DVE sets and independently assess the recent data. We note that the recent and previous4

63"C results match better than the data sets compared here (previous 58"C, recent 63*C).

Both recent and previous t-DVE show stretched <100 ps kinetics and frequency-

dependent responses that were previously attributed to downhill unfolding processes.

Comparison of the recent t-DVE to t-DPP reveals that the t-DVE spectral changes, particularly in

the 1660 cm-1 region, are strongly influenced by the linear absorption and the concentration-

squared nature of DVE. The difference t-DPP data can be better fit to multi-exponential kinetics

than the t-DVE, and the t-DPP frequency-dependency can be explained by two spectra whose

concomitant loss and gain result in mixed timescales and an apparent peak shift.

Despite the difference in concentration, agreement between the previous and recent t-2D

IR allows for a direct comparison. Comparison between the linear absorption uncorrected and

o3-corrected t-2D spectra shows that a broad temperature-profile-tracking spectrum similar to

the equilibrium is added into the t-2D spectra due to linear absorption. o3-corrections remove

this spectral response to more clearly reveal the response of the protein. As with the t-DVE case,

the t-2D IR previously assigned peak-shifts, frequency-dependency, and stretched exponentials

can be explained through the growth and loss of two components, as is revealed by the SVD.

Neither the recent t-DPP nor t-2D IR spectra necessarily indicate downhill unfolding.

Rather, interpreting the t-DPP, t-2D IR, and t-transmission data independently of the previous

work reveals two kinetic phases: 1) the < 5 ns breaking of protein/solvent and intra-

protein/protein H-bonds and 2) the ~10 ps and 17 ms net observed unfolding of the p-strands. As

described above, the 17 ms response results in a rise and decay of signal due to the distortion of
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the temperature-profile. Thus, the 1-2 ms and 17 ms result from the same 17 ms response. The

2D IR difference spectra for these two phases are separated using SVD and are shown in Figure

7.10. Each timescale can be interpreted as movement between kinetic states. The spectrum and

existence of the ~10 ps timescale indicates the presence of an intermediate with partially

unfolded p-strands, probably III, IV, and/or V based on previous fragmentation and simulation

studies.

The 17 ms observation is in the range expected based on previous observation of a 5-10

ms disordering rate measured with previous stopped flow experiments under different conditions

and lower temperatures16, 23. Previous T-jump studies have observed 2 ms relaxation, although

we speculate this is due to the convolution with the temperature profile' 8 .

7.4 Conclusion

The ubiquitin data presented here illustrates the importance of properly processing the

data to account for distortions due to linear absorption. Not correcting for the linear absorption

results in significant spurious spectral features that can lead to misinterpretations of the data. For

example, linear absorption in the t-DVE leads to exaggerated spectral changes in which the

solute response and solvent response are convolved. These exaggerated spectral changes along

with the concentration-squared dependence appear to magnify the frequency dependence and

distort the kinetics. Assessing similar cos-corrected t-DPP and t-2D IR data reveals simpler

changes that can be interpreted with multi-exponential relaxation and four state kinetic states

(folded, broken solvent/protein H-bonds, partially unfolded, and unfolded). Given our single t-

HDVE and t-2D IR data sets, the spectral features can be interpreted without invoking the

downhill unfolding mechanism.

The application of linear absorption correction and SVD analysis represents both a

technological improvement and also a different way of interpreting the data. Previous analysis

has assigned different frequency ranges to specific structural elements. Differences in the

timescales observed in these ranges were interpreted as evidence of different timescales for

disruption of the corresponding structures. Although this approach is ideally correct and

reasonable, in reality, the overlapping nature of secondary-structure spectra and the non-ideal

shape of the T-jump relaxation profile make it difficult to separate out the different responses,

especially when linear absorption is thrown into the mix. For example, the sum of two

individual exponential relaxations might be mis-assigned to a stretched exponential. Through
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SVD analysis, different spectral components can be compared and assigned to different

populations, which allows for a better separation of the data based on full spectra rather than

individual frequency ranges. Although, as discussed in Chapter 6, the SVD has shortcomings, its

accuracy can be assessed by comparing how faithfully a few spectral components can re-create

the frequency-dependent responses observed by looking at individual pixels. In this way, SVD
analysis seems to be less likely at over-interpreting individual frequencies, which can be affected

by noise and represent a mixture of overlapping responses.

The discussions here provide an outline and example of our analysis of the proteins

studied in the following chapters. In Chapter 6 a general model was described in which the data

is separated into the sum of two difference spectra: the < 5 ns H-bond breaking and > ps

conformational change response. The ubiquitin results consistently fit into this model, which is

particularly interesting because ubiquitin's kinetics extend beyond the temperature profile,

suggesting that we can assign the spectra of both of these responses to early and late data. This

extra information is not available in the TZ2 or insulin cases, and it can be used to test the model:

agreement between the u. spectrum and the 9 ms t-2D IR spectrum affirms the model. Based on

its size and complexity, ubiquitin appears to be an ideal candidate for t-2DIR experiments.

Although the experiments described here provide interesting kinetics that can be linked with

different spectra and mapped onto different folding mechanisms, there is much more information

to be gained from altering different variables (such as Ti, Tf, AT) or inserting isotope labels to

begin to differentiate more states through localized probes. Despite the potential information to

be gained, a more ideal candidate than ubiquitin is a protein that reveals more than three spectral

components (more than two for the difference spectra), which would allow for the assignment of

more complicated folding mechanisms. Based on the signal to noise ratios observed here for

ubiquitin, distinguishing more than three components will require an appreciable separation of

timescales or spectra associated with different intermediates. Larger proteins provide more

potential intermediates, but assigning different spectra to different sub-structures is difficult and

the timescales generally become longer with increasing size. Based on the signal to noise, the

spectral overlap between secondary structural elements, the current difficulties in isotope

labeling, and the 50 ms upper limit, t-2D IR continues to be a technique limited to a small subset

of biological systems. The potentially available unique information, however, is certainly

worthy of the required effort and the continuing struggle to improve and further generalize the
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technique.
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Chapter 8

Transient Studies of Isotope-Labeled Trpzip2

8.1 Introduction

The Occam's Razor argument - the simplest explanation is the right one until further

information requires reassessment - may not be the correct reasoning when it comes to studying

protein folding. For example, proteins are often labeled as two state folders if past experimental

data is consistent with a model in which the vast configurational space is coarsely separated into

two states: the folded and unfolded state. The advancement of experimental and simulation

techniques has indicated that two state folders are generally the exception rather than the rule,

which suggests that assuming proteins have multiple important states a priori may be a better
23default than the current two-state Occam's Razor default . Here, we focus on studying the

folding pathway of a small model peptide, trpzip2, which has previously been labeled a two state

folder based on melting curves4 . The observation of multiple states in this small peptide suggests

that larger proteins also exist in more than two states.

Theoretical, computational, and experimental protein folding studies cover decades in

time, span orders of magnitude in protein size, and vary in complexity from atomistic to course-

grained detail. The experimental study of peptides is an attractive facet of protein folding studies

because the folding mechanism of peptides is expected to mirror that of proteins, and their small

size reduces the complexity of the problem and allows for the tractability of extensive molecular

dynamics (MD) simulations that can be compared directly to experimental results 6''. The smaller

size (<100 residues) generally corresponds with faster folding, which allows for better sampling
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in MD simulations but requires submillisecond experimental time resolution. Experiments and

simulations are aimed at identifying the number of significant states and understanding the

mechanism of folding.

Although increasing computational power and technical advancements have allowed for

the direct comparison of MD simulations to fast-folding experiments, there remains a disconnect

between the physical pictures that emerge2 . Experiments tend to be interpreted using a few

general states that are explained within the framework of paradigmatic mechanisms. Simulations

with atomistic detail identify conformations at every time step, and analysis techniques, such as

the emerging Markovian State Model (MSM) approach, sort the trajectory into many

representative structures connected by kinetic rates8-10. The results from simulation indicate

multiple parallel folding routes involving more states than observed in experimenti0 ' ". The

disconnect between simulation and experiment is largely due to the inherent differences between

the sensitivity of atomistic simulations and experimental probes. There is a distinct lack of

experimental validation for theoretical predictions. NMR, which has the requisite atomic

resolution, lacks the sub-millisecond time resolution. Detailed experimental results require a

technique with fast time resolution and sensitivity to both the general secondary structure and

local structure at key locations along the peptide backbone.

Bridging the gap between theory and experiment requires developing experimental

techniques that are sensitive to many states identified by simulation. In this work, we use

isotope-edited temperature-jump (T-jump) amide I two dimensional infrared (2D IR)

spectroscopy to identify multiple states in the unfolding kinetics of the engineered tryptophan-

zipper peptide trpzip2 (TZ2). Amide I primarily consists of the C=O stretch along the peptide

backbone. Coupling between oscillators results in delocalized vibrations that are sensitive to the
12, 13secondary and tertiary structure of the peptide1 . Isotope labeling shifts the frequency and

localizes the vibrational mode, which becomes sensitive to the electrostatic environment

surrounding the labeled residue. 2D IR correlates pumping and probing frequencies by spreading

the amide I spectral information over two axes. Coupling results in cross peaks between different

modes, and homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening are separated along the anti-diagonal

and diagonal direction, respectively. Although the 2D IR time resolution is limited by the ps

vibrational lifetime, introduction of a T-jump laser allows for monitoring of timescales from 6

ns, the pulse-length of the T-jump laser, out to 50 ms, determined by the 20 Hz T-jump repetition
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Figure 8.1: The structure of TZ2 showing native registry of cross-strand H-bonds. The
white oval depicts the isotope labeled oscillator unit for the K8 species. The grey ovals
depict the oscillators for the TT species. Numbers label the possible cross-strand H-bonds
from turn outward.

rate. By electronically delaying the 2D IR pulses relative to the T-jump pulse, we collect ps

snapshots to monitor the peptide's response at variable delays following the temperature

change' 4 ' 15. Transient 2D IR experiments have been performed in the pasti6 -2 1, but our group is

unique in collecting t-2D IR spectra following a T-jump 4 , '5, 22 Vibrationally isolating

individual residues through isotope labeling provides increased sensitivity to a wider variety of

kinetic states and the increased information content of 2D IR allows for a more accurate

assignment of these states.

TZ2, shown in Figure 8.1, is a twelve residue peptide that forms a type I' p-turn in its

native state due to stabilization by cross-strand H-bonds and edge-to-face packing of two pairs of

cross-strand tryptophan indole rings4 . TZ2's small size and fast folding rates have made it an

attractive system to study for both experimentalists and simulation", 10, 12, 5, 23-48. The growing

wealth of knowledge in both fields has fostered comparison and enriched interpretation of

results, and TZ2 has become a test subject for new simulation and experimental techniques''
36, 41, 43, 44, 48, 49. The ultimate goal of experiment and simulation is to identify the folding

mechanism. Recent work has focused on discriminating between two general folding pathways:

1) hydrophobic collapse 37' 47, in which H-bond contacts are formed after hydrophobic contacts

create a favorable collapsed state and 2) a zipping mechanism 25' 36, 39 where native H-bond

formation is the folding nucleation event which is then stabilized by sidechain packing. Although

there is little consensus on their structures, many recent simulations identified multiple stable

states - native, disordered, and partially folded. The partially folded states are usually either

helical36, 42, 46 or they contain native H-bonds in the turn region 39-41' 43' 48. When measured, the

transition state is usually identified as containing the inner turn H-bonds 7 '4 1 '48.

Early experimental work measured a sigmoidal melting curve4 and T-jump experiments
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revealed single exponential relaxation25 , both of which were interpreted as signs of two-state

folding. Recent experimental work has interpreted probe-dependent melting points measured

with equilibrium CD, fluorescence, isotope-label FTIR, and isotope-label 2D IR as signatures of

heterogeneous folding and multi-state behavior1 23' 32 . Heterogeneous folding was also proposed

based on frequency-dependent differences in isotope-labeled 2D IR experiments and rates in T-

jump fluorescence and T-jump linear IR measurements1 , 24, 31, 33. Simulations have identified

multiple important states including misregistered 35 and partially folded intermediates in addition

to the native and disordered states, but neither simulation nor experiments have come to a

consensus on the folding mechanism or the specific assignment of states. Both cross-strand H-

bond formation and tryptophan packing are recognized as being important, but the order in

which they form is unclear. In this work, multiple TZ2 isotopologues are investigated using

ultrafast transient T-jump 2D IR spectroscopy. The isotope-label variants provide probes of

different turn conformations and native H-bond contacts at different regions along the peptide.

The time dependence of different 2D IR spectral signatures allows us to assign and interpret

kinetic states. We identify native, misfolded, and disordered states and propose a free-energy

surface depicting their connectivity.

8.2 Methods

8.2.1 TZ2 Samples

Unlabeled and K8 13 C C' labeled TZ2 variants were synthesized with C-terminal amides

using an FMOC-based solid state synthesis as described previously' 12. Each peptide was

purified through HPLC and its purity was confirmed with mass spectrometry. The C-terminal

amide T3T1O 13C C' labeled TZ2 was purchased from Anaspec Inc. (San Jose, CA). Residual

TFA was removed through lypholization. All peptides were H/D exchanged through heating to

600C in D20 and successive lyophilization. Each sample was dissolved in pH* 2.5 DCl in D20

solution to a concentration of 10 mg/mL to avoid aggregation, which was observed after

extended periods of time. Experiments were performed at an initial temperature of 35C after

sandwiching the sample between two CaF2 windows separated by a ring Teflon spacer to give a

50 gm pathlength.

8.2.2 Optical setup

Experiments were performed using transient T-jump 2D IR, which has been described
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previously 14 ' 15,22. Briefly, three I kHz, 90 fs, 6 im mid-IR pulses focused into the same sample

volume in a boxcar geometry were varied to generate a time-delay dependent 3 d order nonlinear

signal that was interferometrically measured against the 4 th reference pulse using balanced

detection. The dispersed pump-probe (DPP) spectra were calculated from the heterodyne-

detected dispersed vibrational echo (HDVE) spectrum5 . HDVE and 2D IR measurements were

performed with ZZZZ polarization at a waiting time of T2=150 fs. HDVE and 2D IR spectra were

collected as a function of electronically-generated time delay, T, following a T-jump. The T-jump

was generated using the 9-10 mJ, 1.98 pim, 20 Hz, 6 ns output from a Nd:YAG pumped optical

parametric oscillator, which was used to heat the D20 by ~104C by exciting the v=2<-0 OD

stretch.

Transient HDVE (t-HDVE) measurements were collected using the Fourier-transform

spectral interferometry (FTSI) and phase-modulation spectral interferometry (PMSI) methods

with TLO stepping from 0 to 25 fs in 5 fs steps50. t-2D IR surfaces were collected in 14 fs

undersampled steps from 0 to 2.4 and to >1.3 ps for rephasing and non-rephasing surfaces,

respectively. t-2D IR spectra are the result of >8 averages. The t-2D IR spectra used for this

paper were the result of-350 hours of data collection. Although each individually averaged t-2D

IR surface was collected in -1.5 minutes, which requires high stability and signal-to-noise to

measure the double difference signals at <0.1 %, surfaces could only be collected in sets of 50 as

defined by the T-jump repetition rate. t-HDVE spectra are the result of >6 averages.

All equilibrium 2D IR spectra are shown as absorptive correlation spectra. All spectra

for t-HDVE(t-DPP) and t-2DIR T-jump experiments are displayed as difference spectra between

the transient spectrum and the equilibrium spectrum preceeding the T-jump. Both t-HDVE and

t-2D IR spectra were corrected for linear absorption distortions along o0 and 03 .

As with previous t-2D IR experiments, we rely on t-DPP spectroscopy calculated from t-

HDVE spectra to provide the detailed timescales for spectral changes we observe in t-2D IR. t-

DPP spectra can be collected ~x250 faster than t-2D IR spectra, which allows for increased

averaging and finer sampling of time scales following the T-jump. Spectral changes in the one-

dimensional t-DPP can be traced directly back to changes in the t-2D IR because the t-DPP

spectra are equivalent to the projection of the t-2D IR spectra onto the vertical, o3 axis50.

8.2.3 SVD Analysis

The t-DPP and t-2D IR difference spectra were analyzed using Singular Value
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Decomposition (SVD), a linear decomposition that has been applied in spectroscopy5 to

separate arrays of difference data, AS, into multiple basis components that have orthonormal

spectra, U, a weighting factor, S, and an associated orthonormal time dependence, V:

AS= USV T  (8.1)

The SVD process is entirely mathematical and the identified distinguishable spectra are linear

combinations of the spectra of individual species. The usefulness of the procedure is to identify a

lower limit on the number of distinguishable spectra, or kinetic species, and to separate signal

from noise. Once the spectra are rearranged in descending mathematical importance, as is

determined by the weighting factor, S, a subset of components can be rejected based on their

insignificance or noisiness. More discussion of SVD is given in Appendix 8.B.

8.3 Results and Interpretation of Experimental Spectra

Previously, our group has conducted equilibrium studies on unlabeled and isotope-

labeled TZ21, 12, 27. At temperatures 10"C above the reported melting point, retention of

homogeneously broadened peaks indicating turn structure, mid-strand native H-bonds, and

general p-strand structure were interpreted as indications of a partially disordered structure with

frayed N- and C-termini1 , 27. Aside from a partially disordered structure, a bulged turn structure

was also observed, suggesting heterogeneous folding through multiple pathways1 . Although

with increasing temperature they are both lost due to net conversion to a disordered or the

partially-disordered state, the native type I' p-turn configuration population appeared to increase

relative to the bulged turn population.

8.3.1 Equilibrium 2D IR Spectra

In order to understand how the general spectral features report on different structural

elements, the 2D IR spectra of five Markov states were simulated previously and reproduced in

Figure 8.2. These states were selected to highlight general features. Structural considerations

and spectral simulations suggest that other states will produce similar spectra.

The folded state corresponds to the native, type I' p-turn observed by NMR in which the
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Figure 8.2: The spectra simulated from a few select separate markov states'. Briefly,
the folded state is an ordered state similar to the NMR structure 4' with an average of 4
H-bonds (including the K8, T3, T10 C=O cross-strand H-bonds) and native tryptophan
side-chain packing. The bulged state has solvent-exposed K8 and T 10 peptide
carbonyls, one average cross-strand H-bond, and the tryptophan side chains rarely
interact. The disordered state is fairly diverse with a generally misaligned C-terminus
registry, a bulged turn, one average cross-strand H-bond, and unorganized tryptophan
side-chains. The frayed state has the native type I' turn region, two average cross-
strand H-bonds, and disordered termini region with proper orientation of T3 and T10,
but disordered tryptophan side chains. The 'extended disorder' ensemble is
substantially disordered with rare cross-strand H-bonds. On the right, characteristic
structures for each state are shown. The K8 carbonyl is yellow, while the T3 and T 10
carbonyls are orange.

K8, T3, and T1O oscillators are H-bonded across the strand 4. The frayed state is similar to the
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Figure 8.3: Equilibrium FTIR (top) and 2D IR (bottom) surfaces at 35*C for, from left to
right, UL, TT, and K8. Spectra were acquired in the parallel (ZZZZ) polarization. The 2D
IR spectra are individually normalized and scaled such that 25 linearly-spaced contours

span the entire magnitude range of sinh-'(SNorm. x 27.29).

folded state except the termini are frayed and the T3 and Ti0 contact are in the native

orientation, but loosened. The bulged state has a K8 solvent exposed oscillator. The disordered

and extended disordered states have varying degrees of disorder. We label these simulated states

in italics throughout the text to compare general spectral features.

The equilibrium FTIR and 2D IR spectra are shown for the UL, TT, and K8 species in

Figure 8.3. In 2D IR spectroscopy, each resonance has two peaks, a positive 1 -0 peak

(fundamental, yellow/red) and a negative, anharmonically shifted 2<-I (overtone, blue) peak at

lower 03 frequency. The 2D IR spectrum can be thought of as a correlation map in which energy

initially pumped into a system at oi is emitted at a frequency indicated by the probe axis, os.

Cross peaks that appear at 0i03 indicate coupling between different modes, fast changes in

molecular environments, or fast energy transfer.

The UL equilibrium spectrum consists of an underlying broad amide I' peak, with two

distinct AP p-sheet features along the diagonal: the 1635 cm-' peak and the lower intensity 1670
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cm- 1 peak. These are due to the vi and vii modes, two delocalized vibrational modes whose

dipoles are aligned perpendicular and parallel to the P-strands, respectively 2 . These two doublet

peaks have crosspeaks indicating coupling between the modes, which manifests itself in the

upper left as a positive ridge along (03=1682 cm-1, and in the lower right as a negative ridge along

(03 = 1625 cm-1. The combination of crosspeak ridges and doublet diagonal peaks results in a "Z"

shape indicative of an anti-parallel p-sheet, and it is present in the spectra of all three

isotopologues. The UL equilibrium spectrum shares many features with the folded simulated

states. The peaks due to the isotope-labeled residues appear in the 1575-1620 cm-1 region, which

is highlighted by the left panels in Figure 8.6. For TT, there is a single diagonally elongated

shoulder that extends to lower frequency, while for K8 there are two peaks.

8.3.2 Equilibrium structural assignment

We have previously characterized the TT and K8 peaks, and used structure-based

modeling to assign them to peptide configurations' 53. An individual isotope label introduced

into the Ti0 residue (not shown here) results in the appearance of an isotopically-shifted 1627

cm-1 peak1 . Introduction of two isotope labels at TT results in the observed peak at 1610 cm-1.

The extra shifting due to the dual isotope label indicates coupling between the two isotope-

labeled oscillators. The 1610 cm-1 peak is assigned to the combined asymmetric stretch due to

both oscillators. The coupling, which results in such an intense, red-shifted peak, suggests

proximity between the two TT residues, indicating the presence of hydrogen bonding contacts

within the central region of the peptide. This TT peak is reproduced in the folded simulated

spectrum. Disordering of the midstrand TT H-bonds will reduce the coupling and cause the TT

shoulder to blue-shift in frequency and decrease in amplitude, as is shown in the blue-shifting in

the bulged and frayed states and the drop in intensity in the disordered and extended disordered

simulated spectral.

The two K8 peaks have been attributed to two general turn configurations whose

frequencies differ based on the number of accepted H-bonds made to the K8 isotope labeled

C=O oscillator'. The lower frequency (K8-1) peak at oi=1592 cm~1 is attributed to a bulged turn

configuration in which the K8 carbonyl is pointed out to the solvent, where it can accept

additional H-bonds from solvent molecules, as is indicated in the bulged simulated spectrum.

The extensive diagonal elongation indicates that it is inhomogeneously broadenend by a

distribution of hydrogen bonding environments. The higher frequency (K8-2) peak at 0i=1610
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Figure 8.4: ZZZZ T=35*C t-DPP spectra at selected T-jump delay times. Vertical
lines indicate the frequency of traces shown in the Figure 8.5.

cm-1 is assigned to the native type I' turn, in which TZ2 forms a H-bond across the turn to the N-

H of E5, as is consistent with thefolded simulated spectrum. The equilibrium 2D IR spectrum for

the K8 isotope label also shows a crosspeak ridge along 0 3=1 645 cm-1 indicating strong coupling

between the delocalized vi vibration of the peptide and the isotope labeled oscillator. If the K8 is

free to sample a wide variety of environments, we expect a weak, inhomogeneously broadened

peak, as is observed in the disordered and extended disordered simulated spectra.

The assigments illustrate how each spectral feature provides a unique structural marker of

the peptide configuration: UL contains information on the global fold of p-sheet structure, TT

reports on the mid strand region contacts, and K8 monitors both the native turn and bulged turn

configurations. In response to the T-jump, decreasing intensity indicates loss of population

corresponding to these reporters. Blue-shifting of peaks indicates loss of the initial population

and gain of a population with fewer or weaker H-bonds. Broadening indicates increased

conformational flexibility. Statistically significant differences in observed timescales observed

for relaxation of different reporters indicates the presence of different kinetic states that are

interconverting at different rates.

8.3.3 Transient dispersed pump-probe (t-DPP) Spectra

Although we focus on the t-DPP data, consistent conclusions are reached based on the

transient-absorption spectra, which are presented in Appendix 8.C.

A time series of t-DPP difference spectra, AS = S()-Seq, from time delays between T=-5

ns and 5 ms are shown for the three isotopologues in Figure 8.4 along with the corresponding

scaled equilibrium DPP spectra, Seq. All equilibrium spectra show a positive doublet with peaks

near 1645 cm~' and 1680 cm-', which arise from the vi and vii modes, and a broad negative
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Figure 8.5: Time traces from data shown in Figure 8.4. Left - The T-dependence of the
UL t-DPP data is shown for 1616, 1640, and 1670 cm 1 . Center -The T-dependence of the
TT t-DPP data is shown for 1602, 1640, and 1670 cm-. Right -The T-dependence of the
K8 t-DPP data is shown for 1588, 1602, 1640, and 1670 cm'. Mono-exponential fits are
shown in black with associated time constant and 95% confidence intervals.

feature for frequencies <1635 cm~ .

Briefly, for the main amide I' band, the 5 ns spectra show significant changes indicating a

blue shift of the two AP p-sheet peaks, vi and vil. On the gs timescale, there is a blue shift of

intensity for peaks at 1635-1640 and 1655-1670 cm~1, which suggests that there are multiple

underlying peaks whose intensities are changing. Due to the presence of negative and positive

overlapping peaks, assessing the percentage change at different points is difficult. The difference

t-DPP are presented as AS / max(abs(Sq)), and the changes of the largest difference peak are on

the order of 20-30%.

These spectra and the slices shown in Figure 8.5 exhibit three general timescales: a <5 ns

T-jump pulse-width limited response, a 1-2 ps response from the sample after the initial T-jump,

and a ms return back to equilibrium. On the ms timescale, the temperature drops as the heat

diffuses out of the sample. The ms time-dependence is complicated by the fact that it is a

convolution of the peptide response and the temperature re-equilibration. Therefore we focus on

analyzing the <5 ns and ps time-scales, which result from the peptide's response to the initial T-

jump.

The isotope labeled TT and K8 peaks (1590-1615 cm') are apparent in the t-DPP spectra,

but their changes are small and they overlap with the main 1621 cm-1 positive peak that results
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from loss of the negative equilibrium spectral feature. The positions of the most apparent isotope

label peaks (TT overtone, K8-1 overtone, and the K8-2 overtone/K8-1 fundamental) are marked

with vertical lines in their respective spectra in Figure 8.4, and their traces are shown in the

Figure 8.5. For all three of these isotope labeled peaks, there is immediate loss (positive) in the 5

ns spectrum, followed by increased loss on the gs timescale, although the amplitudes of these ns

and gs responses are different.

UL TT K8

Metric r (ps), (95% C.I.) Metric T (ps), (95% C.) Metric r (ps), (95% C L)

t-DPP t-DPP t-DPP

1616 cm-' 1.2 (0.7, 1.7) 1602 cm-' 1.1 (0.8, 1.5) 1598 cnr 1.3 (0.5,2.2)

1640 cm' 1.1 (1.1, 1.2) 1640 cnr 1.0 (0.9,1.2) 1602 cnr 1.2 (0.8, 1.7)

1670 cm-' 1.6 (1.1,2.0) 1665 cm-1 2.0 (0.9,3.1) 1640 ci- 1.2 (1.1,1.3)

P- P, - 1665 cm-' 1.2 (1.1, 1.4)

P 1.1 (1.1, 1.2) P 1.3 (1.2, 1.4) P.

t- 2D IR P 1.2 (1.2,1.3)

orange 1.8 (0.7,2.9)

yellow 3.0 (0.2, 5.8)

Table 8.1: Table of measured rates from indicated transient spectra. For TT, the Pn data
was too noisy for an exponential fit. UL t-2D IR fits come from Ref. 15. C.I. stands for
confidence interval.

Slices from the t-DPP spectra at the indicated frequencies are fit to single exponentials in

Figure 8.5, and the time constants are listed in Table 8.1. All of the measured exponential rates

are indistinguishable from 1.2 ps within their 95% confidence intervals. To identify the

observed changes in our ensemble during the ns and ps timescales we interpret the spectra at

early and late times. Inspection of different peaks in the isotope-labeled spectra gives insight into

the ns and ps response of different parts of the peptide. t-2D IR spectra provides more spectral

information than t-DPP, and we focus on analyzing the t-2D IR spectra to understand what states

are visited on the separate <5 ns and 1-2 ps timescales.
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8.3.4 Singular value decomposition (SVD) into spectral components

Rather than analyzing each frequency point individually, we look for shared timescales

between many points. These shared timetraces are assigned a frequency-dependent amplitude,

which, when linked together, creates the spectrum of species that share the identified time

behavior. This decomposition into spectra is done through SVD, which was applied to the t-DPP

and t-2D IR spectra (see Appendix 8.B).

The results from SVD show that the spectral data can be described by two spectra and

two times-behaviors:

AS~_ SP' +SP T  (8.2)

S, matches the spectral changes at 10 ns while S, captures the spectral changes that grow in on

the 1-2 gs timescale. The P, and P, are vectors that describe the time dependence of the two

spectra. The underlying assumption is that we can segregate our observed species into states

separated by large, >kT, free energy barriers and states separated by small, <kT, barriers (see

Figure 6.9). The large-barrier separated states {A, B, C, ... } can be associated with wells in the

free-energy surface. The smaller-barrier separated states {a,a',..,b,b',...} result from further

segregation within the larger wells such that A = {a,a',...}, B = {b,b',...}. Thus, any kinetics on

the ns timescale can be assigned to intra-well conversion (a<-+a', b<-+b') with difference spectrum

S, while any kinetics on ps or longer timescales are due to inter-well reactions (a+a'<-+b+b') with

difference spectrum S,. Based on these distinctions, any spectral changes observed at -ns

timescales can be assigned to population redistribution within individual wells whereas any

spectral changes observed at >pis timescales can be assigned to interconversion between different

wells . Thus, S, captures the changes associated with the larger barriers (see Appendix 8.B for

details).

Similarly, after separating the ns and is spectra for the t-DPP data, we use the t-DPP

kinetic traces to decompose the original t-2D IR spectra into new spectra associated with the ns

and is timescales. The first two components of the t-2D IR SVD analysis were remixed such that

their (o3 projections and time traces matched the t-DPP reweighted SVD components.

Through this SVD analysis, we can encapsulate the ns and ps changes we observe in the

t-DPP and t-2D IR through two spectra. This helps to identify the observed changes. Analysis of

the spectra without this decomposition results in an equivalent qualitative interpretation of the
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data. By removing noise, the SVD aids the quantitative analysis and provides a clearer separation

of spectra. The t-2D IR spectra before decomposition are shown in Appendix 8.A.

8.3.5 t-2D IR - ns response

The ns and ps difference t-2D IR spectral components are shown in Figure 8.6 along with

their matching t-DPP timetraces. As was specified in the separation of ns and ps spectra, the UL,

TT, and K8 P, traces start close to 0 and grow in on the -1.2 ps exponential timescale. The P,,

traces start above 0 and stay constant on the ps timescale. Both P, and P, traces decay back to

equilibrium concomitant with the temperature re-equilibration. There is also slight growth of the

P,, traces at <100 ns, although this should not be overinterpreted, given that the 1 OOns timescale

may be corrupted by cavitation of the sample which cause artifactual intensity changes 4 . T-jump
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Figure 8.6: Column 1: The equilibrium 2D IR spectra. Column 2+3: The t-2D IR ns
and ps basis spectra resulting from reweighting SVD results. Column 4: The t-DPP
SVD time traces corresponding to the spectra shown in columns 2 and 3. The 2D IR
spectra are displayed as described in Figure 8.3. The 2D IR spectra are plotted over
different freauency ranges.

fluorescence experiments have observed similar behavior which was interpreted as arising from
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24, 34
loosening of the tryptophan core . Although there may be molecular changes on this

timescale, we do not observe distinct amide I spectral changes in this time range, and therefore

do not assign it to backbone conformational changes.

Inspection of the S, spectra allows for the identification of the spectral changes that occur

on the T-jump pulsewidth limited (< 5ns) timescale. We expect to see loss of the equilibrium

population and gain of a new conformational population. The ns timescale places constraints on

the magnitude of the conformational change. Because the timescale is related to the free energy

differences, the ns timescale suggests an increase in a population structurally similar to the TZ2

equilibrium population. The fastest peptide unfolding (loss of secondary structure) occurs on the

>50 ns timescale 54 ' 5. Based on the <5 ns response, we expect less drastic net changes, such as

fluctuations in local structure with ~1 nm dimensions, changes in side chain conformations,

diffusion limited interconversion, peptide reorientation, and solvent/protein H-bond disruption.

Previous t-2D IR experiments have shown that the <5ns timescale may be partially, if not

entirely, due to this last mechanism - changes in the solvent H-bonding to the peptide. Increased

kinetic energy causes the average number of H-bonds between the D20 and peptide to drop,

which causes a blue shift and homogeneous broadening in the observed frequencies. This

phenomenon is the microscopic manifestation of the decrease in water density with temperature,

which causes an abrupt volume change in the solvent, the protein, and at the interface between

the two. The increased kinetic energy may also cause increased fluctuations within the

backbone, which would result in similar blue shifting and broadening. Thus, the Sn spectral

response is due to localized changes rather than the global conformational changes that we think

of for two-state folding/unfolding processes. We expect the ns changes are partially due to an

average loss of solvent/peptide or intrapeptide H-bonds, and, for each spectrum, we discuss this

possibility along with some others below.

Unlabeled (backbone)

The UL S, spectrum has two sets of paired features. For t-2D IR difference spectra, the

sign (positive or negative) of gain and loss peaks depends on the sign of the equilibrium peak1 6

(Figure 3.15). Generally, the equilibrium spectrum is positive (red) above and negative (blue)

below the diagonal, which means oppositely signed peaks in the difference spectra indicate loss.

Along the diagonal, there are loss features represented by doublets (blue above and red below the

diagonal) that span the entire diagonal of the spectrum with narrow anti-diagonal widths. This
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pair of features is most intense at oi=1635 and 1670 cm-1, which corresponds to loss on the red-

side of the equilibrium anti-parallel p-strand vi and vii modes. The other pair of spectral features

(marked by purple arrows in Figure 8.6) occurs in the off-diagonal regions where there is a

red/yellow(gain) feature above the diagonal and a blue(gain) ridge below the diagonal extending

along O)3=1636 cm-1. These features indicate gain of off-diagonal intensity. We attribute both the

lower frequency diagonal loss features and homogeneous broadening to increased

conformational flexibility and fluctuations that upset solvent to peptide H-bonds due to the

increased kinetic energy at higher temperature. Because H-bonds between D20 and the peptide

are affected, we also suspect that there will be similar loosening of intrapeptide H-bonds, as is

observed in thefrayed simulated spectrum.

TT Label (mid-strand region)

For a loss of H-bonding surround the TT and K8 oscillators, we expect to see blue-

shifting of each oscillator as a result of the strengthening of the C=O bond and broadening of the

peak due to increased fluctuations. As in the UL case, the TT and K8 S, spectra exhibit similar

H-bond loosening behavior. In the TT Sn spectrum, green arrows indicate two loss features along

the diagonal (blue above the diagonal, red below) that indicate loss of the low frequency

equilibrium TT peak. Comparing the frequency of this feature with the peak in the equilibrium

distribution indicates that only the very strongest of TT couplings are disturbed - or equivalently,

that the equilibrium TT peak is lost at all frequencies, but there is gain of a population with

weaker TT coupling, which produces a blue-shifted peak. A positive(gain) feature is marked

with a purple arrow. There is also a dip in the blue, loss ridge (white arrow) which results from

gain of an underlying positive peak that depletes the negative peak. These two features marked

with arrows suggest the presence of the same underlying peak, which appears to be growth of a

blue-shifted, broadened TT peak. Overall the observed spectral changes are consistent with the

changes observed in equilibrium spectra as the temperature is increased - we expect the

equilibrium changes to be a combination of the S, and S, changes. One can explain all features

through a loosening of the central contacts of folded p-turn conformers or through loosening of

proximate H-bonds between the peptide and the solvent. Although fraying of the ends of the

hairpin may lead to loosening of the central p-turn contacts, which would produce features

predicted by the frayed simulated spectrum, we have no isolated, direct probe of this region. We

do not think that the blue shifting is due to complete loss of the TT contacts, which we expect to
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occur on longer timescales and result in a significant drop of intensity at all < 1620 cm-1

frequencies, as we observe in S,. The presence of the purple/white-arrow marked underlying

peak indicates retention of the TT contacts.

K8 Label (fl-turn region)

The K8 Sn spectrum shown in Figure 8.6 has five main features. In the K8-1 region, the

diagonally-elongated two-peak doublet marked with green arrows indicates loss over the entire

K8-1 peak and loss on the red side of K8-2. Another two-peak doublet (marked with purple

arrows) indicates loss of the crosspeak ridge between the K8-2 peak and the vi band observed in

the equilibrium K8 spectrum. Cross peaks to the main amide peaks are only expected for the p-
turn conformers K8-2 1, and we attribute the majority of this off diagonal intensity to this

phenomenon. Any residual intensity in the vi/K8-1 crosspeak region is weak, and can be

attributed to the horizontal, low level homogeneous broadening attributed to the diagonal peak

and observed in the simulated spectral. The fifth feature (marked with a white arrow) appears to

be growth of a positive peak blue-shifted relative to the K8-2 peak position, which we interpret

as the weakening of H-bonds within the type I' p-turn structures. The loss of K8-1 is paired with

no obvious gain. Although we cannot definitively say that the loss of K8-1 does not lead to gain

of K8-2, it is highly unlikely that bulged K8-1 structures would convert to p-turn K8-2 structures

on the <5 ns timescale. Rather, we expect that upon losing H-bonds to the solvent, the solvent

exposed K8-1 carbonyl would shift up in frequency, and it may be hidden under the K8-2 peak.

The larger blue-shift expected for K8-1 versus K8-2 is expected because it is more sensitive to

H-bond changes given its solvent exposed nature.

On the pulse-width limited timescale following the T-jump, the anti-parallel p-sheet
(UL), mid-strand region (TT), native turn configuration (K8-2), and solvent exposed K8

carbonyl (K8-1) all exhibit loss on the low frequency side of peaks, which is consistent with loss

of stronger H-bonds, that causes frequency blue-shifting. Both the TT peak and K8-2 peak

appear to broaden and blue-shift consistent with loss of solvent H-bonds and possibly loosening

of cross-strand H-bonds. The presence of the blue-shifted TT and K8-2 peaks indicates that the

mid-strand and turn-region H-bonds are not lost on the ns timescale. For complete loss of these

contacts, which is not anticipated on this timescale, we would not expect the appearance of the

blue-shifted TT and K8-2 peaks, as the disordered spectrum shows a significant drop in intensity

and large distribution of frequencies.
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8.3.6 t-2D IR - ps response

Now that the spectrum of the ns-populated species has been identified as Sn, rather than

analyze the un-decomposed data, we interpret S,, which represents the remaining spectral

features in the difference t-2D IR spectra after subtracting the S, spectrum. Therefore, S,,

highlights the spectral changes that occur exclusively on the Jis timescale, and it can be thought

of as a combination of loss of the equilibrium spectrum and gain of the spectrum of the gs-

populated configurations.

Unlabeled (backbone)

The UL S, spectrum displays loss and gain features. Along the diagonal, one observes

loss of peaks at 1640 cm' and 1680 cm-1 corresponding to the AP P-sheet vi and vil modes, and

the loss of a p-sheet ridge below the diagonal. The loss of these features indicates loss of p-sheet
structure based on their close correspondence to calculated spectra for the folded Type I' p-turn
structure], 46. In the 1660 cm region marked with purple arrows, there is a concomitant increase

of a broad doublet peak, which we assign to disordered structures based on both empirical and

simulation results. In the previous simulation results, the UL loss and gain features are

consistent with a folded, bulged, or/and frayed -> disordered, or/and extended disordered

transition. The observed spectral changes are also consistent with those predicted in simulation,

although the timescales between experiment and simulation are different 6 . Partial melting of a

p-sheet structure is a possibility.

TT (mid-strand) and K8 (fl-turn region) labels

The TT and K8 isotope-region S,, spectra display loss along the diagonal without

equivalent gain features. Loss of the TT and K8-2 peaks (blue above the diagonal, red below the

diagonal) indicates that the mid-strand and turn region H-bonds are broken upon disordering.

This assessment is consistent with the simulated spectra, where loss of the TT contacts and loss

of the p-turn structure result in a significant loss of intensity in the isotope labeled TT and K8-2

regions (e.g. the disordered and extended disordered simulated spectra). If there were only

partial unfolding and the TT or K8-2 H-bonds were retained while surrounding structures were

lost, we would expect less uniform loss features - preferential loss on the red frequency side as is

observed in the Sn case, where blue-shifted TT or K8-2 peaks appear due to the increased

surrounding fluctuations loosening of the remaining H-bonds, as is observed by comparing the

folded and frayed TT simulated spectral. Because we do not observe this blue-shifting on the
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microsecond timescale, we expect that the folded structures are disordering rather than partially

unfolding. Upon disordering and loss of contacts, the absence of gain features is expected for the

TT case, in which loss of cross-strand coupling will result in a large -15 cm' blue-shift, which

will hide the uncoupled T3 and T1O peaks under the main amide I' peaks. Solvent exposure of

the K8 carbonyl is expected to result in large inhomogeneous broadening, which results in weak

intensity spread over a large frequency range. Thus, the disordered state K8 peak may be

elongated, red-shifted, and hidden underneath diagonal loss features or, more speculatively, it

may be blue-shifted due to its hydrophobic burial inside a collapsed disordered state, which has

been predicted in simulation.

The K8-1 peak is also lost in the K8 S, spectrum. As discussed above, based on its

frequency, the K8-1 peak is due to the K8 carbonyl in a geometry in which it can accept multiple

H-bonds from the solvent, at most two. The configurations responsible for the K8-1 are

misfolded such that the K8 carbonyl is pointed out into the solvent. The K8 isotope labeled

disordered state is also expected to have intensity in this low frequency region because some of

its K8 oscillators will be exposed to solvent, where they can accept multiple H-bonds from D20.
The intensity is expected to be less for the disordered structures, however, because of the range

of solvent exposure in the disordered structure - the K8-1 bulged turn structures force the K8

oscillator into the solvent, whereas it is not necessary in the disordered configurations. This

difference intensity is observed in the simulated bulged and disordered spectra. The absence of

increase of intensity in this region on either the ns or gs timescale indicates that either 1) the

disordered TZ2 structure is a collapsed state in which the K8 carbonyl is not fully solvent

exposed, which would blue-shift its frequency relative to the K8-1 configuration, or 2) the gain

of intensity due to populating a disordered states does not outweigh the loss of the K8-1 peak due

to loss of the solvent-exposed misfolded population. Previous equilibrium spectra collected at

high temperatures, where a significant fraction of the population is disordered, do not exhibit an

increase in intensity in this solvent exposed region, which may suggest that the disordered state

is collapsed. The ps timescale associated with loss of these misfolded K8-1 configurations

indicates a > kT barrier separating the misfolded configurations from the disordered state.

Previous T-jump experiments have attributed the is timescale response to disordering of

the peptide2 4 26, 31. Our results are consistent with this interpretation, and our increased spectral

content can help to interpret the final state of the disordered peptide.
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8.4 Discussion

8.4.1 Assignment of Kinetic States

Based on the spectral signatures and relaxation time-scales in our experiments, our prior

analysis of equilibrium TZ2 2D IR spectra, prior characterization of this system, and structural

constraints to conformational exchange, we propose a free energy surface for the folding of TZ2

in Figure 8.7. This surface is characterized by three thermodynamically distinct states: folded

(F), misfolded (M), and disordered (D). We also assign two states corresponding to a change in

the average structures within F and M between the initial (Fo,Mo) and final (F,M) temperature

distributions spanned by the T-jump. For the purpose of characterizing structures, the hydrogen

bonds in the following discussion (not in Figure 8.7) are numbered using the residue labeling

convention shown in Figure 8.1.

Folded (F and Fo): Contain the type I' p-turn, hydrogen bonds 1-4 and perhaps 5, and

edge-to-face Trp sidechain packing presented in the original NMR structure and in the

folded state configuration from simulations. The F0 spectrum contains vi and vii peaks,

the K8-2 peak, and the TT peak. On thermal excitation, the F state may include a frayed

state with H-bonds 1-3 and loosened packing of Trp 2-11. Relative to the F0 spectrum,

the spectrum of F shows more homogeneously broadened vi, vii, K8-2, and TT peaks, as

well as blue-shifted K8-2 and TT frequencies.

Misfolded (M and Mo): These exhibit solvent-exposed K8 states with bulged turns,

misregistered states, some non-native H-bonds near the termini and poor packing of

tryptophans. These spectra feature the K8-1 peak, which is expected to blue shift on

thermal excitation.

Disordered (D): Represents unstructured states with <1 cross-strand H-bond. The

structures vary from compact to extended, and K8 is on average not entirely solvent-

exposed. The D spectrum contains a single disordered main amide I peak at -1660 cm-1,

and the TT and K8 peaks are expected to be broad and weak due to lost contacts. We

expect a weak, inhomogeneous peak in the low frequency region due to a buried and

partially solvent-exposed K8 carbonyl.

These assignments represent the minimum number of states that can explain the equilibrium and

transient data. We assume that experiments conducted with sensitivity to orthogonal coordinates
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may either reveal hidden states or may allow for discrimination of multiple subpopulations

within our general states.
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Figure 8.7: Proposed Free Energy Surface - Experimentally informed proposal for the
TZ2 conformational free energy surface. Arrows indicate movement of population on
either the <5 ns (dark blue) or 1-2 ps timescale. Different coordinates are used for each
plot. Non-native H-bonds (Non-nHB) and native H-bonds (native HB) refer to the total
number of cross-strand H-bonds (not the labels from Figure 8.1). Native turn root mean
squared displacement (Native Turn RMSD) describes the structure of the ENGK relative
to the native type ' p-turn. Total H-bonds (Total HB) refers to the sum of native and
non-native cross-strand H-bonds. Radius of gyration (Rg) describes the compactness of
the full structure.
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Based on the UL spectrum, the equilibrium ensemble contains structures with native type

I' p-turn conformations. The TT and K8-2 peaks indicate hydrogen bonds 2-4 are intact in these

equilibrium p-turn conformations, and the resulting geometric constraints imposed by these

indicate that HB1 must be present in the folded conformations. It is difficult to obtain

information on the structure of the C- and N-termini since the peak of the S 1 isotope label is not

clearly isolated from the main amide I' band1 . Previous dual labeling of alanine substitutions at

Al and A10 in a mutant TZ2C have shown that the Al and A1O residues exhibit minimal

coupling, indicating fraying at the end31 . This observation, and the high frequency of S1, suggest

that the native folded state of TZ2 has on average 4 of 6 possible cross-strand H-bonds. We

therefore place the free energy minimum of the initial folded state (Fo) at 4 native cross strand

hydrogen bonds.

Based on qualitatively similar early time difference spectra observed for diglycine,15 the

T-jump perturbs these type I' p-turn structures on the <5 ns timescale, leading to a net weakening

or loss of peptide and/or solvent H-bonds. Also, the K8-2 and TT peaks shift up in frequency,

which suggests loosening of the cross-strand native H-bonds, but the signs of complete loss of

these H-bonds are not observed. Loss of HB4 would result in similar spectral changes, and we

cannot entirely rule it out, especially because some simulations identify a partially folded state

with three native H-bonds that is separated from the native state by a small barrier. Considering

it would require significant conformational change, we expect the outer W2-W 11 side-chain

packing to be retained. Because of these spectral changes, we believe that the folded well at the

final temperature (F) is slightly shifted to lower hydrogen bond number from the initial

temperature either as a result of changing interactions with the solvent or fraying, and the T-jump

leads to an abrupt nanosecond relaxation within this well. The large spectral shifts are interesting

because they indicate the possibility for frequency-shifting and broadening that do not result

from significant conformational change of the peptide backbone. These results are pertinent for

equilibrium temperature dependent studies in which shifts are normally attributed to protein

backbone conformational change, but may be the result of changes in interaction with the
56,57

solvent, as has been observed for the model peptide N-methylacetamide

On the -1.2 ts timescale, we believe that the native turn structure melts into a disordered

state D. The transition state between D and F likely contains HBs I and perhaps 2, consistent

with a zip-out folding mechanism for this transition. The high temperature equilibrium TZ2
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spectrum displays both disordered and f-sheet characteristic peaks. Previously, we assigned this

spectrum to partially folded molecules"' 1. Based on the absence of appearance of frequency-

shifted P-sheet peaks or blue-shifted TT or K8-2 peaks on the microsecond timescale, we think

the disordered state retains few native H-bonds. Thus, the high temperature spectrum may result

from a mixture of disordered and folded molecules, although we are only speculating on the high

temperature states based on the data presented here, that was taken at an initial temperature of

35"C. The lack of intensity in the K8 isotope label region suggests that the disordered state is not

completely extended into the solvent where multiple H-bonds to an exposed K8 carbonyl would

result in a red-shifted K8 peak. Consistent with this conclusion, the disordered state observed in

some simulations is also collapsed23, 25, 36, 37, 43, 48, 58, and fluorescence studies indicate fully

extended structures only at higher temperatures and high denaturant concentrations 23,24

The presence of a well-defined K8-1 equilibrium peak suggests that at 354C there exist

stable and likely compact conformations with solvent exposed K8 carbonyls, the MO state. This

peak decreases in intensity with increasing temperature, which indicates that it is distinct from

the disordered state, which increases in population with increasing temperature. Comparing the

ratio of the intensity of the K8-2 and K8-1 peaks suggests that -70% of the population has native

turn conformations and 30% has a solvent exposed K8.

The solvent-exposed K8 conformations are lost on both the <5 ns and ps timescale. As

with the p-turn structures, we expect the loss of H-bonds to solvent due to increased kinetic

energy will cause a shift in the frequency of the K8-1 peak, especially considering the solvent

exposed K8 structures can accept multiple H-bonds from the solvent. The <5 ns changes reflect

solvent dominated relaxation from Mo to M. We also expect that the disordered structures will

have a <5 ns response due to average loss of H-bonds to solvent, but this is not expected to

generate a significant difference in the spectra. At our initial temperature the majority of the

population is in the F or M states and the disordered state is broad enough that slight changes in

solvation probably correspond to reweighting of populations within the original state.

The pts timescale indicates that T-jump induced conformational changes to the solvent-

exposed K8 structures (K8-1) proceed over a significant energetic barrier. This barrier indicates

that the solvent-exposed K8 state is compact and stabilized in structures that include non-native

central HB contacts and retain tryptophan packing, such as the bulged structure in Figure 8.2.

Misregistered states have been observed in some long simulations10 23 35 4 1' 43. In a Markov state
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analysis in which misregistered states were identified, the four longest timescales observed were

due to conversion of native-to-disordered and misregistered-to-disordered structures. This is

consistent with our interpretation, in which we assign the observed pts relaxation to these two

processes.

The structural dissimilarity of misregistered structures relative to the native state indicate

that direct transitions between F and M states are highly improbable. These states differ in strand

orientation and registry, and in the side-chain packing. A concerted inversion of strands and

side-chains is needed to make this transition, and therefore, an exchange of these structures is far

more likely to proceed step-wise through the D state. These structural differences may also

explain why they have not been observed in some simulations, where extensive sampling would

be required. High temperature simulation would be at a disadvantage since the solvent exposed

K8 population is lost to a greater extent relative to the F state.

If the disordered state links M and F, and has the highest free energy barrier, this also

explains why all barrier crossing kinetics are observed within the 1-2 ps window. In the most

general case T-jump relaxation kinetics involving three states in series would be bi-exponential.

However, both folding and unfolding rates are reflected in the relaxation kinetics, and if the

fastest rate constants are D--M and D-*F, these rates would be the dominant effects in the

observed relaxation times. In fact, many hairpins exhibit observed relaxation time constants in

the 1-5 ps range, supporting that the folding rates dominate the response 59. At the temperatures

studied in this work, previous T-jump IR experiments have observed the convergence of

frequency-dependent exponential timescales, suggesting that if this previously observed

frequency dependence is due to different kinetics associated with the M and F states, then it is

consistent with the convergence that we observe. Although the F is energetically more stable, it

is unsurprising that the observed rates for F to D and M to D conversion may be similar.

The solvent exposed K8 M conformations and p-turn structures appear to be off-pathway

states, as indicated in our proposed free energy surface.

8.4.2 Mechanism

The collapsed nature of our disordered state indicates that there is some hydrophobic

collapsed state at all times, although the tryptophans are not necessarily well ordered. Thus,

some hydrophobic collapse precedes formation of native cross strand H-bonding. This is

consistent with fluorescence experiments, which have noted that full loss of the hydrophobic
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collapsed structure only occurs at high temperatures or under high denaturant concentrations 23, 24

The order in which tryptophan side chains pack into native orientations and different H-bonds

form is still in question.

Although the conducted T-jump fluorescence studies were done with different solvent

and temperature conditions, which prevents direct comparison to our results, fluorescence

relaxation rates were also in the ps time range2 4 , 34. The coincidence of rates determined with IR,

which is sensitive to H-bonding structure, and rates determined with fluorescence, which is

sensitive to tryptophan packing, suggests that tryptophan ordering and H-bonding are highly

coupled. Geometrically, this makes sense - correct H-bonding or tryptophan packing requires

nearly native contacts of sidechains and the backbone.

The present experiments cannot definitively distinguish between zipping-in or zipping-

out mechanisms. The M/Mo and F/Fo observed shifted states are structurally similar, and provide

no definitive insight into the mechanism. The M and F may be due to disordering, but they can

also be explained by a solvent H-bond loosening. p-strand structure, mid-strand H-bonds, and the

turn H-bond are lost simultaneously on the -ps timescale. This is consistent with some

simulations that identify a partially folded peptide with 2-3 H-bonds as a short lived transition

state, which would be present in too small a concentration for our experiments to observe37 '41,48

All of our experiments were conducted at 35'C to maximize the difference signal and minimize

the possibility for aggregation. Experiments by Keiderling and Hauser indicate frequency

dependent folding rates at lower temperatures, suggesting the observation of an intermediate

state . The slower relaxation rates observed for the turn region versus the midstrand region

might indicate unfolding from the termini towards the turn, but these rates are the convolution of

multiple processes (the sum of the forward and reverse rate in the simplest two state case) and

cannot be conclusively analyzed without correct identification of the underlying free energy

surface. Consistent with our data, the previously observed frequency dependence of the rates

disappears at higher temperatures. This convergence at higher temperatures may be due to simple

convergence of separate rates which makes the intermediate state timescale indistinguishable.

The convergence may also be due to tuning of the favorability of intermediate states which

would change the amplitude of different pathways.

Our data does allow us to identify the misfolded state as an off-pathway intermediate.

The geometry of our states indicate that conversion between folded and misregistered states
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involves passage through a hub-like disordered state.

8.5 Conclusion

T-jump t-2D IR provides spectral characterization of multiple kinetic states. Here we

apply isotope labeling strategies to probe specific H-bonds within the peptide TZ2. We

experimentally identify 5 different kinetic states. The folded, native state is composed of at least

4 cross-strand H-bonds and a type I' p-turn. An off-pathway misfolded state consists of

misregistered structures. The disordered state is compact and unstructured. Conversion between

the misfolded and folded states requires loss of stabilizing native and non-native contacts and

movement through the disordered state. Isotope-edited T-jump t-2D IR experiments provide

sensitivity to multiple structures and increased spectral information. Experiments such as this

strive to bridge the gap between experiment and atomistically-detailed MD simulations.
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Appendix 8.A: Transient 2D IR spectra
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Figure 8.A.1: The t-2D IR difference data for various delays and TZ2 isotopologues.
Yellow and orange boxes indicate the integrated and fit regions described in Table 8.1.
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Appendix 8.B: SVD Analysis and Hypothesized Spectra

SVD provides an alternative means of representing the data. The overall process,

including transformation into a physically-meaningful, model-based basis set, is diagrammed in

Figure 8.B.1.

First, to reduce the full data set S to the difference data set, we subtract out the

equilibrium spectrum, Seq (with a constant T-dependence of Peq(T) such that AS is zero at long r,

after re-equilibration):

AS(w,r)= S(,r)- Sq (W)IPq (r) (8.B.1)

Next, as described in eq. (8.1) (step 1 in Figure 8.B.1) the data set AS is split through

singular value decomposition into component spectra, singular value scaling factors, and

component T-dependencies:

AS(w, r) = u,(w)sIv 1 (r) +u 2 (CO)s 2v2 (r) +u 3 (w)s 3 v3 (r) +... (8.B.2)

The results from applying the SVD analysis to the UL t-DPP difference data are shown in

the top row of Figure 8.B.2, where spectra and timetraces are ordered in descending order and

labeled based on the magnitude of their associated S values, which are shown for the SVD

1.SVD ASDPP 2D

USV USVT
2.Reduce Rank

T11T3.Reweight

S P

4.Determine cn, c,

= SFO003)

SF/M (03 ) S /3(03)

KPFOO(o3 ),P,1A1(3),PD(W3)

Figure 8.B.1: Flow chart depicting the SVD process and transformation. Horizontal
dashed arrows indicate information feedback between the DPP and 2D IR data.
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Figure 8.B.2: Top row- The first three UL TZ2 t-DPP U, S, V components that
result from SVD of the difference data, AS. Bottom row- The aggregate state spectra
(Sn,S,) and T-traces (P,,P,) that result from specifying that S, c AS(T= 10 ns) (shown
in dashed red on left) and P, <c AT (shown in dashed red on right).

decomposition of the UL, TT, and K8 t-DPP data in Figure 8.4. Ordering the spectral

components by their magnitudes reveals a rapid decrease in scaling factor - for the TZ2 UL t-

DPP spectra si: s 2: S3 is 22.5:1.6:0.28 (see Figure 8.B.3). Based on the noisiness of V3 and the

small magnitude of S3 relative to S, and S2, we reject all but the 1 st and 2 nd component (Figure

8.B.1, step 2):

AS(w, r)~ u,(W)s 1 v1(r)+u 2 (co)s 2v 2(r) (8.B.3)

This decomposition into two components is unsurprising given the observation of just two

distinct timescales in the data (<5 ns, -1.2 ps).

The spectral components from the SVD analysis are mathematical results. In order to

redefine the two SVD basis spectra into physically meaningful spectra that correspond to

collections of states, we separate the data based on the observed timescales. We group the

conformational populations into two aggregate spectra: a spectrum that corresponds to the

changes that occur in response to the T-jump in <10 ns (S,) and a spectrum due to the collection

of populations that do not respond until the ps timescale (S,), although merely specifying S,, does

not lead to a clear S,. Generally, the S, corresponds to the sum of difference spectra due to the

fast, intra-well conversion, while S, corresponds to the sum of difference spectra due to the

slower, inter-well conversion. Based on these general assignments, we also assume that the time

dependence of the S, spectrum will have a T-dependence that is proportional to the change in
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Figure 8.B.3: The singular values, S, that result from SVD applied to the three (UL, TT,
K8) difference t-DPP data sets. Note that the vertical axis is logarithmic.

temperature, AT - the difference between the intra-well populations responds quickly enough

that it is approximately proportional to the temperature change, although any inter-well

conversion will cause a deviation from this strict proportionality. Based on the discussion above,

we can describe the difference data using the S, and S, spectra and their associated r-

dependencies:

AS(w, r) S(o)P ,(r) + S, (o)P, (r)

>S(oc AS(or =1 ins); P(r) oc AT(r) (8.B.4)
~ cAS(o', r =10 ns)A T(r) + S, (co)P, (r)

where the second line indicates insertion of our assumptions about the nature of the S spectrum

and its T-dependence. The relationship between the n and pU components and the actual

underlying populations is unknown, and establishing the connections requires proposing a more

specific model than the description given above.

In the general case, a model can be introduced where the minimum number of states is

given by the number of SVD components. Additional states may be added based on the presence

of more complicated multi-exponentials or multiple peaks that can be definitively assigned, as

we observe in isotope-labeled TZ2.

For our specific TZ2 system, the presence of three SVD components (two for the

difference data) suggests that we have at least three states. We find that three states are

inadequate to describe the data. Instead of three, we propose five states as the minimum number
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of states based on the presence and response from the K8-1 and K8-2 peaks. We hypothesize the

net movement of population following the T-jump to follow:

{F "" > F} "' > D ( "' (M : "" MO} (8.B.5)

For this scheme, we would observe 3 distinguishable components if the observed timescales are

the same within the noise.

Based on the proposed scheme in eq. (8.B.5), the difference spectra should be the sum of

the product of the T dependent change in population of each species i, AP/(T), multiplied by the

spectrum of each species, S:

AS(o), zr)= S, (c)AP (zr)(8B6
i=FoIF,M(,,M,D

Based on the SVD analysis, which decomposes AS into just two components, multiple

spectra can be lumped together because they share the same T-dependence - we must reconcile

(8.B.5), which has 5 species, with eq. (8.B.3), which has a minimum of three (two timescales

translates into three states). Based on our assumptions, we first propose that states F and M and

Fo and Mo will have proportional time-dependencies - F and M are both gained on the ns and lost

on the ps timescales while FO and MO are both lost on the ns and the Ps timescales, which leads

us to assume that their spectra can also be lumped together into SFo/Mo and SFM:

APF/M P 2 A F JM

' (Pr))= APA4 ) F APMo (8.B.7)
SFM (c CISF (O) + C2 SM (CO)

SFO/Mo (c) 3 4SP (0)) + C4 SM (CO)

with c+c 2 = C3+C4 = 1. Based on our assumptions from eq. (8.B.4) and using the lumped states

from eq. (8.B.7), we can propose the identity of the n spectrum and its population trace. For

consistency with the top line of eq. (8.B.4), we can solve for the nature of the U spectrum and

population trace if the assumptions for n hold:

S, (CO) = 2V[5)/Ad (co)/- , (0)]1 cc AS(wo, z- = 10 ns);
S (c) = S/M ( S/Mo

P() APFI (M ))- PF, IA4 (z-) oc A TWz) (8.B.8)

S,()= /2m- SF/MI F(/M p D
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Substitution of eq. (8.B.8) into the top line of eq. (8.B.4) results in eq. (8.B.6) (with conserved

population 0 = APFO+APF-LPMO+ APMJ+PD), proving that if our definitions of P, and S, are

correct, then S, and P,, must necessarily follow.

Based on eqs. (8.B.7) and (8.B.8), S, is the difference spectrum between intra-well states

(F-Fo)+(M-Mo) weighted with c, based on the ratio of their change in populations. S,, is then the

difference spectrum due to inter-well conversion between D-(F+Fo+M+Mo), where the spectra

are weighted with the same c, as in the S, case. The same ratios are expected at constant

temperatures up to 100 ps following the T-jump - the intra-well conversion is fast and the ratio

depends on the temperature. The P, population trace is the difference in the state populations (F-

Fo)+(M-Mo). The P, population trace follows the inter-well conversion D = -F-Fo-M-Mo.

The model proposed in eq. (8.B.8) is a special case in which the difference spectral

changes attributed to 5 species can be described by two components (three in S). Although the

coincidence of many timescales and amplitude changes seems surprising, we rationalize them

within our signal to noise as follows. We expect the pulsewidth-limited <ns peptide/solvent

response to occur with the same timescale and a similar amplitude for the Fo--F and Mo-*M

transitions. For the Fo+F--D and Mo+M-+D transitions, we also expect similar timescales

within the noise - we expect both inter-well conformational changes to involve crossing barrier

created by possibly similar enthalpic contacts: cross-strand H-bonds and tryptophan contacts.

The similarity of timescales may also be because the timescale we observe is a convolution of

forward and reverse rates; even thought the forward and reverse rates differ, the observed rates

may still coincide. Based on these arguments, we think our proposed scheme is reasonable,

especially because the proposed scheme is consistent with our spectral interpretations.

In order to calculate S, S,, P, and P,, we take a linear combination of the first two SVD

components weighted such that one of the new components, Sn, best fits the initial spectrum at 10

ns, and its associated P, is proportional to the change in temperature. This is done by finding the

Ca and Cb coefficients that define the linear combinations such that:

[uis1 ,u 2s 2 ] W, =[AS(r =10 ns) oc S,,u 2s2 ]

t-'W-' [V, V2] =[AT o T

with
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l' 0 1cW,1 =c 1 0 lb)J- (8.B.10)

Inserting the Wa Wb Wb-1 Wa 1 identity from (8.13.10) into eq. (8.1) from the main text gives

AS U1 2s 1 2 (W 1WI ) v12
T = (U1,2S WyWy) (Wo-~7'V 2 T)

(U1, 2 waw )V 1,2 (Ww )T)T = [Sn S, ] [P , ]T (8.B.11)

This process is step 3 from Figure 8.B.l. Without using SVD analysis, we would obtain

similar results choosing our own basis spectra with S, = ASDpp(r =10 ns) and defining S, as

the is spectrum that remains after removing the S, from the difference data by scaling it

proportionally to the change in temperature and subtracting it from ASDPP. SVD is a more

sophisticated method of decomposition, however, because it allows us to reject noisy

components.

The resulting S, and S,, spectra calculated from the UL t-DPP difference data using eq.

(8.13.10) are shown in the bottom row of Figure 8.13.2. Based on eq. (8.B.8) S,, and S,, are actually

difference spectra. As was assumed in the proposed relations in eq. (8.B.9), the microsecond

component, S,, starts with no population. S, then grows in with a 1.1 ps exponential time

constant, and decays back to equilibrium with the temperature relaxation. Component S, gains

population on the <10 ns timescale, and follows the temperature as it drops back to equilibrium.

As expected, the S, spectrum contains the peak at 1660 cm-1, representing the creation of random

coil, disordered structures.

To connect the better time resolution of t-HDVE with the increased spectral content of t-

2D IR, the SVD analysis was also applied to the UL t-2D IR data. The t-2D IR data is noisier

than the t-HDVE data, and the s values are not as well separated as in the t-DPP SVD case, but

the data still appears to decompose into two meaningful component spectra, Ui and U2. As

before, these spectra components are mixed spectra of the five different species. To separate S

and S, spectral components, we apply the remixing shown in eq. (8.13.11) where ca and Cb are

chosen such that the t-2D IR P,, and P, and the o3-projections of S, and S,, best match those from

the t-DPP case. The redefinition results in the S, and S, spectra shown in Figure 8.6. Sn is

similar to the 56 ns t-2D IR spectrum (Figure 8.A.1), as we expect based on the assumptions that
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are invoked in generating S, and S,,. S, contains the spectral features that we identified growing

in on the ps timescale, in particular the intensity in the 1660 cm' region.

Hypothesizing Spectra

Although the SVD analysis and manipulation thus far has been used to identify the

timescales and difference t-2D IR spectra (Figure 8.6) that appear in response to the T-jump, the

S,, and S, spectra are still difference spectra between the equilibrium populations that are lost and

the Sn and SV species that grow in. Isolating the actual spectrum of lumped species SFo/MO and

SF/M and species SD requires further assumptions.

Inspection of eq. (8.B.8) reveals that we hypothesize that the spectrum Sn and Sp are the

sum and difference spectra, respectively of SF0/MO and SF/M. In order to isolate SFO/MO and SF/M,

we assume that the equilibrium spectrum is proportional to SFO/MO - at equilibrium we only have

states Mo and F0 (which is not correct based on measured melting curves, 4) in the ratio that is

approximately maintained following the T-jump:

S'F0 /Mo (00) Seq( WCt)- (8.B. 12)

where the prime indicates that S'F0 MO is not properly normalized. With this piece of assumed

information, we can vary the coefficient c, such that the sum of S, and S'F0/MO gives a

hypothesized SF/M spectrum:

S'F (W)= S,(O)+c, x S'/M (w)

= S,(CO)+ c, X Seq(co) (8.B. 13)

With these two pieces of information, we can vary the coefficient c,, such that the sum of

S,, S'F0/MO, and S'F/M gives a hypothesized So spectrum:

S'1~ )= S(CO )+ c, x (c CX S'b- /,, (CO )+ S'h'I Al 09)

=S, (c)+ C, X[C, X Seq(C)+S,(co)+ Cn X Sq(c)]- (8.B.14)

=c x S,(co)±+ S,(co)+ 2 c, x c x Seq(CO)

We are unaware of a definitive way of objectively quantifying c,. Rather, we determine c, by

subjectively assessing the continuity and reasonableness of the hypothesized results. Although

the arbitrariness of this procedure places high error bars on the results, general features can be

observed. One can immediately reject extremely high or low values of ci and reject values that

give discontinuous or overly sharp features.
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Because eqs. (8.B.12), (8.B.13), and (8.B.14) represent linear combinations of S,,S,, and

Seq, we can write the transformation as the product of matrices:

0 1 cu
T= 0 0 1 ;

L cn 2ciCn (8.B. 15)

[S'IMO, S'F/F,S)] [S n,Sp,SeqJxT

Thus far, the predicted species' spectra, S'i, are not normalized appropriately. Ideally,

each Si will be in an intensity-per-molar unit such that the concentration dependence can be

calculated in molar terms. We settle for a crude normalization of each spectrum by defining omax,

the frequency at which the equilibrium spectrum, s' " , is maximized. We then assume that

the dipole is conserved at this omax, which allows for normalization by multiplying S' by L:

S'Fo/ ma
L = S 0F , M, (O m 0 ;

LF/ 
max 0 (8.B.16)

0 0 ,D (max))

SFIM,,F/M,D =S F/MAF/M,Dx L -S xTxL

At this point, we have determined the hypothesized 2D IR spectra. In order to calculate

the population dependence, P, we return to the DPP data, which has spectra collected at more T

values. Because we have defined our initial populations (PFo(r = O)±PMo(O) 1, PF(O)+PMO) =

PD(O) = 0) we can convert the change in populations AP, into absolute populations. We can

calculate the Si DPP counterparts (horizontal dashed line after step 4 in Figure 8.B.1) by using

the same eqs. (8.B.15) and (8.B.16) but fitting the resulting S;DPP to the projections of the SD

In order to determine the population traces of the calculated hypothesized species spectra,

we apply the same identity transformation analogous to eq. (8.B. 11):

S = Sn, Ppeq = Sn,,eqTLL-'TP T= (Sneq TL) (L-'T1 P,,,qT

= S/M,,,F/M,D IS/Mo,F/M,D T (8.B.17)

The t-2D IR SFO/Mo, SF/M, and SD hypothesized spectra for the UL case are shown in Figure 8.B.4

along with the corresponding t-DPP determined PF/MO, PF/M, and PD.

Here, as described in eq. (8.B.7), the SF0/MO and SF/M spectra correspond to scaled sums of
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the subscript species' spectra. PFOlMo and PF/M correspond to the sum of the populations of the

subscripted species.

The spectra and population traces hypothesized represent a possible set of states.

Summing the individual spectra scaled by their appropriate T-dependent spectra results in the

original data.

Because of all of the above assumptions, the spectra that result are hypothesized spectra

that are intended to highlight the changes observed. Although the results are consistent with our

proposed model, we cannot definitively prove them. In Figure 8.B.5, we show the hypothesized

spectra that result from varying c,. The hypothesized spectra become unphysical at small values

of c, and at large values they look too much like the equilibrium spectra, which suggests that the

intermediate values chosen are reasonable.

Based on the calculated time traces shown in Figure 8.B.4, it appears as if the T-jump

causes a 20-40% loss of the equilibrium Fo+Mo state to create -15% of F+M and D each. This

estimate of percentage change is highly dependent on which equilibrium frequency is used for

the normalization.

The same SVD analysis procedure can be applied to the TT t-DPP and K8 t-DPP

difference spectra. As with the UL case, the S values and V3 time traces indicate that each data

set can be well described by two components. The same redefinition of basis spectra based on

separating the ns and Rs spectral responses can be applied for TT t-DPP and K8 t-DPP. These t-

DPP basis spectra can then be used to calculate the t-2D JR SI and Sp shown in Figure 8.6, both

of which have the same discussed spectral features observed in the 56 ns and 3.2 is t-2D IR

spectra from Figure 8.A.1. Hypothesizing the lumped species spectra for the TT and K8 case

produces the hypothesized spectra of SF/M and SD shown in Figure 8.B.4. Time traces indicate

the same behavior and similar percentage population shifts as shown in the UL case.

Discussion of Hypothesized spectra

Although the accuracy and integrity of the hypothesized spectra depends on making far

reaching assumptions about the nature of the equilibrium population, the hypothesized spectra

are consistent with the assignments made in the main text, and they provide further support for

our interpretation. They are intended to exaggerate and highlight the features already identified

in analysis of the raw spectra.
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Figure 8.B.4: The hypothesized 2D IR SF0 MO, SF/M, and SD spectra and PF0/MO, PF/M,
and PD population traces. From top to bottom, UL, TT, and K8. The contour lines
are scaled as described in Figure 8.3.

The UL S, spectrum looks similar to a homogeneously broadened p-hairpin, and the UL

S, spectrum looks similar to a random coil spectrum, which is devoid of the dual-peak structure

characteristic of an AP p-hairpin. The TT S, spectrum contains a broadened, blue-shifted TT

peak consistent with retention of mid-strand native H-bonds. The K8 S, spectrum contains a

similarly broadenend and blue-shifted K8-2 peak, which is also consistent with a retained P-turn.

The lack of TT contacts in the disordered species spectrum is shown in the hypothesized

TT S, spectrum, which contains negligible relative intensity in the isotope region. The weak

peak that is present in the isotope region is further blue-shifted relative to the hypothesized S,

spectrum TT peak, and it may be due to disordered TT oscillators that are H-bonded to solvent

water molecules.

Although it is noisier than the other spectra, the K8 Sp spectrum shows negligible

population in the K8 isotope spectral region, suggesting that the disordered state has a solvent
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Figure 8.B.5: The effect of varying c, and c1, are shown in the different columns. Each row
corresponds to a hypothesized S'F*M (variable cn) or S'D (variable c.) spectrum. At small or
large c. values, the S'FM spectra tend to be discontinuous in the low frequency region or
approach the equilibrium spectrum, respectively. At small or large c, values, the S'D spectra
tend to be discontinuous in the low frequency region or approach the S'Fm spectrum,
respectively. The contour lines are scaled as described in Figure 8.3.
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exposed or buried carbonyl whose peak is weak and probably inhomogeneously broadened due

to the variety of electrostatic environments it can sample.
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Appendix 8.C: Transient Absorption

The t-abs. of TZ2 and the solvent is collected along with the t-DPP spectra. In order to

properly measure the t-abs. of just the peptide, the t-abs. of the solvent should be measured

separately and subtracted. This essential component, the solvent t-abs., was not collected

independently. Instead, we assume that SVD analysis can separate the different responses.

Although the t-abs. is noisier than the t-DPP data, SVD analysis again reveals that two

components can approximately recreate the difference data. The SVD components that result

from the decomposition of the UL, TT, and K8 data are shown on the left in Figure 8.C.l. Based

on the continuity of the V component with the 3rd largest s value and the noisiness of the V trace

with the 2 largest s value, we chose to reject the 2 and keep the 3 rd components for the UL

case.

We assume that the two components can again be separated as described in eqs. (8.B.4)

and (8.B.8) with the addition of the solvent response. As with S,, the solvent response should

have a T-dependence proportional to the temperature relaxation, which can be measured at

frequencies above the amide I band, at o= 1728 cm-1:

AS-bs (a, r) S, (W)P (-r) + S, (0)P, (r) + S,1 ,()P "().

> S /,,(CO) = c5S, ())+c+S,() oc AS(, r = 10 ns)

> Plso,(r) oc P(r) oc P,()oc A T(r) (8.C.1)

Snsoi,(Ct))PIoi (r) + S, (o)P(T)
cAS(oi, r =10 ns)A T(r) + S,, (w)P, (r)

In order to find the Wa and WL (similar to eq. (8.B.9), but subscript n/sol instead of n)

necessary to transform into these lumped spectra, we rejected the 2 "d and >4 components for the

UL case and the >3 components for the K8 and TT cases. For the TT case, we think that noise is

contained in both the 2,d and 3rd components, and we used a linear combination of all three

components - Wa and Wb are 3x3 matrices that differ from the identity matrix only by replacing

the zeros in the first or second columns, respectively, with two adjustable parameters.

The Sn sol, S, and Pn,, s, P, are shown on the center and right of Figure 8.C. 1. As specified,

the Pn1so1 tracks the temperature. Consistent with the t-DPP and t-2D IR traces, the P,, starts close
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Figure 8.C.I: The left column shows the first three V and S components that result
from SVD of the UL, TT, and K8 t-abs. difference data. For the UL case, the 2nd

component was rejected for the S, determination, while the 3rd component was kept
because of the noisiness of the 2nd and continuity of the 3 ' V component. The kept
SVD components were transformed to give the aggregate S.,S,, spectra and P,,P,
population traces shown in the center and right columns.

to zero and grows in with a -1.2 ps exponential time constant. Because of the large amplitude of

the solvent response, the Sn/sol is dominated by the Sso1, and the S,, TZ2 features are hard to

separate. As with the t-DPP and t-2D IR cases, the S, spectrum is expected to represent the >1

ps inter-well conversion. Consistent with the nonlinear data, the t-abs. UL S, spectrum shows

loss of the p-strands at 1636 and 1682 cm~' and gain of disordered structures at 1660 cm- 1. The

K8 and TT show similar main amide I loss and gain features, although the TT spectrum is

noisier, and the 1682 cm-' loss is not apparent. The TT, K8-1, and K8-2 isotope-label features

are also lost on the -1.2 ps timescale consistent with what is observed in the transient nonlinear
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spectroscopy.

Interestingly, the SVD analysis has already been applied to the temperature dependent

FTIR spectral. Using our interpretation, we expect that the SVD analysis of the equilibrium can

also separate the data into two components, one that tracks the temperature (-Sn) and one that

represents the inter-well conformational changes (~S,). The previously calculated SVD analysis

only shows the mathematical results (U 2 and V2) 1, which we expect to be a mixture of the n and

pu components. As expected, the previous U2 spectra share many features with the Sp spectra

calculated here.
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Chapter 9

T-Jump Studies of Insulin

9.1 Introduction

Molecular associations involving proteins are at the heart of biological function. Proteins

recognize and specifically bind ligands, assemble into complexes with defined structures, and

associate to form viral capsids, protein aggregates, amyloid, and fibers. Each of these processes

involves questions regarding the mechanism of specific protein association. How do two

molecules in solution diffuse into proximity, recognize one another, and dock to one another

with specific intermolecular contacts? Despite significant theoretical and experimental efforts,

predictive models that provide a molecular basis for understanding the mechanism of recognition

and binding are still lacking.

Multiple paradigmatic mechanisms have been proposed to describe association processes,
which differ in the resolvable states and the ordering of protein conformational change and

encounter, as is shown in Figure 9.1. The oldest and simplest mechanism is the lock-and-key,
which does not involve conformational change: the encounter of a rigid enzyme and substrate in

the proper orientation will lead to association where the two species fit together due to shape and

electrostatic complementarity. However, since many association processes involve initially

disordered proteins 3, the coupled folding and binding process must be considered in the general

case. One can imagine that diffusion together leads to an encounter complex or non-specifically

bound proteins4. The fold-on-contact is a general scenario in which this encounter and the

accompanying necessary conformational changes for binding appear to be concerted. In this
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Figure 9.1: Different proposed mechanisms for association of proteins A and B. If
association involves conformational change (as shown here), then the process can either
occur in a concerted fashion (fold-on-contact) or a step-wise scenario. For step-wise
association, A and B can non-specifically bind before re-arrangement into the final AB
complex (induced fit, fly-casting) or first conformationally change followed by binding
(pre-existing equilibrium, conformational selection).

case the encounter complex is a transition state in the association process. The induced fit?

mechanism predicts that preliminary encounter induces a conformational change that leads to

binding. The fly casting mechanism is a variation on this process, in which the unfolded species

can associate before folding into their final binding state. The expanded effective radius of

encounter speeds the association process1 4. If conformational changes occur in the protein before

binding, a pre-existing equilibrium exists . One specific case of this is if one of the species is

disordered, but association only precedes when this species is folded, then a conformation

selection13 will occur. Variations and combinations of these mechanisms have also been

proposed14 ' 15

Answering general questions about the mechanism of molecular recognition and

assembly in solution will be assisted by experiments that directly visualize the dynamics of the

association process. In this chapter, we use 2D IR to investigate the dynamics of molecular

recognition between proteins where disorder may play a role in the binding process: the

monomer-dimer association of insulin. The hypothesis driving this work is that one can use

transient dissociation of the dimer to prepare the same encounter species that appear in the

recognition and binding process. Temperature jump (T-jump) transient 2D IR (t-2D IR)

experiments of dimer dissociation will characterize conformational changes that necessarily
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result from separation, which may be accompanied by disordering. These results will be used to

test the validity of different conceptual pictures for molecular encounter and selective binding.

9.2 Background

9.2.1 Kinetics of molecular association

Although prediction of the rates of association from first molecular principles remains a

complex problem, the kinetics of molecular associations has been developed over nearly a

century. For association, partners must first diffuse into contact with one another. If diffusion is

the only process determining binding, the bimolecular association rate, kass, can be predicted for

spheres of uniform reactivity by:

ka; = 4rDR (9.1)

where D is the sum of the diffusion constant for each individual sphere and R is the sum of the

hydrodynamic radii for the spheres. For dimeric insulin with a radius of -1.5 nm, the diffusion

constant is -1.5 x 10-6 cm2/s (15 A2/ns) 6. For small molecule chemical reactions in water, this

second order rate is l/kass ~ 100 ps M. The observed rate of association (in s-1) depends on the

concentration, reflecting the increased likelihood of association with increasing concentration.

Experiments often reflect much slower rates, indicating restraints on reaction imposed by the

recognition and binding process17-19. The association rate must then be adjusted to account for

these effects, which may include attraction (or repulsion) due to electric charges and/or necessary

angular alignment for matching stabilizing contacts (H-bonds, hydrophobic residues, charged

surfaces) 8'19. For example, for diffusion with a potential for association U(r), the hydrodynamic

radii can be replaced with an effective reaction radius R* defined by (R*)-' = e' r 20

proteins bind only (and definitely) upon contact of specific reactive patches, then the kass will be

slowed. For this 'sticky patch' scenario, modeling patches as circular areas on a sphere i which

subtend a half-angle O6 leads to a OAOB(OA+OB)/ 2 factor in eq. (9.1)20 . Although most observed

protein association rates are slower than expected based on eq. (9.1), some are significantly

faster, such as protein-DNA interactions2 1 , which have in some cases been hypothesized to occur
22due to diffusion processes of reduced dimensionality . Aside from accounting for

attractive/repulsive forces and necessary orientational restrictions, if molecules must fold from

different monomer structures into specific conformations upon binding, then the observed rate(s)
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may be influenced by not only the discussed diffusion and binding rate, but also the structural

transformation rate.

In order to distinguish different association mechanisms, time-resolved experiments

allow for the determination of rates and the number of distinct thermodynamic states involved in

the process, including the presence of intermediates. Proposing a kinetic model that is consistent

with observed data allows for assessing hypothesized mechanisms. For the simplest association

process, homo-dimerization, conversion of population is dictated by the association and

dissociation rates:

M+ M k"> M 2  (9.2)

where M is the monomer and M2 is the dimer. At equilibrium, the dissociation constant is given

by the ratio of populations (inverted relative to the equilibrium constant for eq. (9.2)):

KD d _9.3)

k, [M2 ]'

For understanding the kinetics observed in time-resolved experiments, we first assume that the

kass rate is independent of time. Some non-exponential behavior has been observed and explained

by time-dependent rates23-25 , although this non-exponentiality is only expected for fast (ns)

nearly diffusion controlled reactions, where the spatial inhomogeneity of the monomers can

affect the rate. If the reaction rates only depend on the bulk concentrations and the kinetic rates

are time independent, then the kinetics for eq. (9.2) can be treated by writing out the differential

equations for the time dependence of each species, and then finding solutions to the equations.

For eq. (9.2), the solutions are of the form of hyperbolic sinusoidal functions 26, which illustrates

that even simple two state models can result in complicated analytical solutions.

A more complicated scheme that may describe some of the paradigmatic mechanisms

involves the following kinetics:

M+M : EC ) M2. (9.4)

The dynamics require that two monomers M diffuse into proximity to form an encounter

complex (EC), a loosely associated pair of molecules in contact or under the influence of each

other. Then, alignment and configurational changes in the EC may be required to form the dimer

M 2. The EC lies in the gray area between two conceptual limits 4: a stable intermediate and a

fleeting transition state. These are differentiated based on the EC lifetime, population, and
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barrier heights that separate it from the monomer and dimer states. For our experiment, we are

generally sensitive to an EC that is classically viewed as an intermediate, where

spectroscopically observable EC populations persist long enough for measurement. Absence of

the experimental observation of an EC here does not preclude their existence. Rather, it may

imply that they are fleeting complexes similar to transition states in which the rates leading away

from EC are fast (k2,k>> k-2,ki).

The experimental observation of the dissociation kinetics requires the preparation of a

non-equilibrium state and time-resolving the induced equilibration. In the present case, T-jump

experiments will be used to shift the relative population of monomers and dimers from their

equilibrium values at the final temperature. If the experimentally induced changes are small the

relaxation of systems described by eq. (9.2) or eq. (9.4) can be solved perturbatively (see

Appendix 9.A) which results in an exponential relaxation process ([M(t)]= [Meq] + ciexp[-XT] +

c2exp[4 21] +...). In the case of eq. (9.2), following a perturbation, the system re-equlibrates

with an exponential relaxation with a rate given by:

A Z kdS, +4k [ M]e,- (9.5)

Here, the observed rate depends on the product of the association rate and the monomer

equilibrium concentration, consistent with an expected faster rate at higher monomer

concentrations due to increased collisions. Interestingly, for treatment of reactions of higher

order or more states, as long as perturbation methods can reduce the differential equations down

to effectively overall first order, then the solutions of the equations will be exponential 27 , as is

shown explicitly for two three-state kinetic schemes in Appendix 9.A. Due to the powerful

simplification to exponentials provided by perturbative treatment of the kinetic rates, there use is

common17, 26, 28. Assessing how well exponential functions fit the data provides a point of

assessment for the involved approximations: the rates are time-independent and the

perturbations are small.

As described above, time-resolved spectroscopic techniques have the potential to

differentiate proposed mechanisms and kinetic schemes by identifying the number of
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Dimer Compact Extended Disordered

*A

Figure 9.2: Different insulin structures determined by X-ray crystallography or NMR.
At far left, the structure of the dimer (as observed in a hexamer crystal, PDB ID 4INS) 2.
The A chain is blue while the B chain is red. C-termini are marked with an orange
asterisk. The A (top row) and B (bottom row) chains are displayed separately for
different determined structures. Black dashed lines indicate the three disulphide bonds,
two of which connect the A and B chain. For these orientations, the A chain fits on top
of the B chain to form insulin. The dimer monomer unit (41NS), compact monomer
(2JV I), extended monomer (1JCO7), and disordered monomer (1SF l' 9) are shown in
similar orientations. For the structures assigned to monomers in solution (the three on
the right), multiple possible structures are plotted from the PDB file. The structures are
plotted with VMD".

intermediate states, identifying the number of timescales, and assessing the spectral changes

associated with the timescales. Also, as shown in eq. (9.2) the observed rate depends on the

equilibrium monomer concentration. A concentration-dependent rate is common to reactions of

higher order and with more states, suggesting that the concentration-dependence can also be used

to distinguish mechanisms.

9.2.2 Insulin Dimer Formation

Insulin is a model system for the study of association processes because its dissociation is

coupled to a secondary structure change. It is a 51 amino acid protein that exists primarily as a

monomer, dimer, and hexamer in solution. In humans, insulin is stored in the hexamer and

higher oligomer form, although the protein must dissociate through the dimer into the monomer

for biological activity 29. Despite the biological importance of the dimer-monomer transition, the

complete structure of the monomer and the binding mechanism are unknown. While in the

dimer and hexamer structures, the insulin monomer units have a well-defined structure2 : the A

chain forms a lowercase "n"-shape with a-helices towards the C- and N-terminal ends, while the

B chain forms a "Z"-shape with a central a-helix and a C-terminal p-strand that forms an
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interfacial anti-parallel P-sheet with the paired monomer as is shown in Figure 9.2. After

dissociation, the interfacial p-sheet is lost, and the monomer p-strand is thought to disorder. The

extent of disorder, however, is unknown. Through monomer-stabilizing mutations and/or the

addition of co-solvents, multiple monomer structures have been observed, with varying degrees

of disorder at the B chain N- and C- terminus and the A chain N-terminus, three regions that are

not pinned in place by disulfide bonds5 ' 7, 8, 30-40. These possible monomer structures can be

grouped as compact monomers with a disordered, but compact B chain C-terminus (PDB ID

2JV 1)5, extended monomers with a disordered B chain C-terminus extended into the

solvent(l JCO)7, and disordered monomers, where the disordered B chain C-terminus is

extended, and the B chain N-terminus and A chain N-terminus are disordered (1SF1 )8. The

accuracy of these NMR-determined structures is debatable, as increased disorder generally

decreases the accuracy of structure determination. They are illustrative, however, of the regions

that we may expect to disorder. The structures are shown in Figure 9.2. These monomer

structures are a subset of a number of potential configurations, and they may all be present and

interconverting in solution. Further evidence of multiple monomer states is indicated by an

observed monomer disordering transition at high temperatures or denaturant concentrations8,31,

'41. A disordered or extended monomer structure is also thought to be a necessary precursor for
8, 42-46

fibrillation . In fact, the monomer must extend beyond the compact monomer form to bind
47to insulin receptor

48-50Insulin oligomerization has been characterized through sedimentation-, mass

spectrometry l, scattering 5 , FRET 4, pulsed field-gradient spin-echo NMR 3, CD5 5 , ultraviolet

absorption56' 57, kinetics5 , fluorescence depolarization 59, and FTIR 4 5' 60. While there are many

methods currently used to study protein-protein interactions, every method has certain

limitations. FTIR and NMR are limited to high concentrations by their low signal levels, while

CD and fluorescence favor low concentration. Light scattering, CD, FTIR, and fluorescence

depolarization can all be applied with adequate time resolution, but have inadequate structural

sensitivity. Mass spectrometry, ultracentrifugation, and chromatography cannot be applied in

situ48, 61. Atomistic structural information is available from x-ray crystallography, solution

NMR, and EPR with spin labels, but these methods are not suitable as fast transient experiments.

As a system, insulin also presents its own limitations. It exists in many oligomer states, which

complicates analysis, and irreversible aggregation limits the accessible temperature ranges.
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The equilibrium thermodynamics of dissociation have been recently determined with two

dimensional infrared spectroscopy (2D IR) with the two-state model shown in eq (9.2)62. In this

study, the 2D IR spectroscopic signatures of the monomer and dimer were identified - the dimer

exhibits a p-sheet characteristic high frequency ridge at (>3 = 1690 cm~1, while the monomer

(which may be a mixture of states) is characterized by a strong peak at 1650 cm-I. By

monitoring these spectral features as a function of concentration, temperature, ethanol, and salt,

KD was characterized across multiple variables. Ethanol was found to stabilize the monomer

state. For example, at 220C addition of 20% EtOD caused a change in the KD from 70 pM to 7.0

mM. The 2D IR spectra of the dimer, compact monomer, and extended monomer, were also

simulated. As shown in Figure 9.3, both the monomer spectra are predicted to have a high

>1665 cm~1 peak due to interaction between the a-helices and the B chain C-terminus region, a

vibration which may lead to the weak shoulder observed in the high temperature equilibrium

spectrum shown in Figure 9.7 (red arrow).

To characterize the number of states, identify the timescales separating the states, and

(a) Dimers (b) Compact Monomers (c) Extended Monomers
Z 1 -s Sheet

0.8 -Unstructured
-FTIR Spectrum

0.6 . 1.0

0.4 v.
Vibiutiona

0..0

1610 1640 1670 1700 1610 1640 1670 1700 1610 1640 1670 1700
2nc (cm-') t2nC (cm-') (9/2nc (cm-)

B~Tll

(X VM

Figure 9.3: The frequency-dependent contribution of different oscillators to the
underlying linear spectrum. Oscillators are grouped by the secondary structure to which
they belong. Characteristic vibrations are displayed on the structures beneath, where the
intensity of the color indicates the vibrational amplitude of that oscillator and the color
indicates the phase. Reproduced from Ref. I.
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assess the underlying mechanism, we perform temperature-jump (T-jump) 2D IR experiments

under conditions with primarily monomeric and dimeric insulin5 1. The T-jump causes a small

perturbative change in the population of these states, and 2D IR is used as a structurally-sensitive

probe to track the induced time-dependent conversion. In principle, by measuring the

concentration dependence of the rate shown in eq. (9.5), the kdiss and kass can be calculated. At

constant temperature, the spectra of different conformational states are conserved at varying

concentrations - concentration-dependent spectral changes are attributed to shifting in the ratio

of state populations. With varying temperature, the spectral features attributed to different states

may change, but the states can be consistently assigned based on general spectral features and

timescales to observe the temperature dependence of the state populations.

9.3 Methods

For all experiments performed here, insulin from bovine pancreas was purchased from

Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Twice before use, the labile protons were exchanged for

deuterons by dissolving the protein in D20 at ~1 mg/mL, heating at 60"C for 1 h, and

lyophilizing. Unless indicated otherwise, solutions contained 0.27 M DCl, 0.1 M NaCl, and 20%

EtOD v/v. Some indicated samples were dissolved in 40% EtOD rather than 20%. All

50
45 o 0o

o--40 - o
01# 35 - 0 0 o o

--30 -o o o o o o
25 -o o 0 0 0
20 -
10 5 101520253035

Conc. (mg/mL)
Figure 9.4: T-jump ZZZZ t-HDVE data was collected at the Ti and total concentrations
indicated with circles. Blue(red) circles indicate that insulin was dissolved in D20 with
0.1 M NaCl, 0.27 M DCl, and 20%(40%) EtOD v/v. At high and low T and high total
concentrations, the parameter space is limited by aggregation that occurs in less than 8 h.
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deuterated solutions were verified zinc-free and purchased from Cambridge Isotope

Laboratories, Inc (Andover, MA). Based on the low pH, high ethanol content, and absence of

Zn, insulin was assumed to exist almost exclusively as monomers and dimers1 . Insulin

aggregation was observed after < 8 h (a typical data collection period) at low and high

temperatures < 20, > 45'C for 5 mg/mL samples (Figure 9.4). Increasing concentration reduced

the 8 h non-aggregation temperature range. If spectral signatures of accumulating aggregation

(growth of a strong peak at ~1615-1628 cm-) were observed, the data was rejected.

Concentrations of insulin were determined from the FTIR absorbance through an internal linear

fit.

The transient T-jump 2D IR experiment was performed as described previously 63, 64

Briefly, the nonlinear signal generated by three variable-time-delayed 90 fs pulsewidth, 1660

cm ' center wavelength, 160 cm-1 bandwidth, 1 kHz laser pulses was interferometrically detected

on a 2x64 pixel HgCdTe array (Infrared Systems Development, Corp., Winter Park, FL). The

reference beam for interferometric detection was passed through the sample. The beams were

aligned in a boxcar geometry, and the resulting signal was corrected for linear absorption

effects64 . The nonlinear signal was measured as a function of electronically-generated delay (T-

delay) following a 2 gim, 6 ns, 10 mJ, 20 Hz, T-jump pulse, which excites the )=2<-0 O-D

stretch of D20. The T-jump has been previously calibrated to create a AT = 10+2 C63, as is

verified by comparison of solvent transient absorption (t-Abs.) to the change in equilibrium

temperature dependent absorption. The T-jump allows for time-dependent measurements over a

5 ns - 50 ms time range.

Two types of nonlinear signal, heterodyne-detected dispersed vibrational echo (HDVE)

and 2DIR, were collected, both at T2 = 150 fs. For HDVE 6, each t-delay per data set was

averaged at least 5 times (for concentrations < 15 mg, at least 12 averages). For HDVE, the

reference beam was stepped to six delays separated by -r/2 (5 fs) intervals to allow for phase

and amplitude calculation through phase-modulation spectral interferometry (5 mg/mL samples)

or Fourier transform spectral interferometry (>5 mg/mL samples) 65. The real spectrum gives the

dispersed pump-probe (DPP) while the amplitude gives the square root of the dispersed

vibrational echo spectrum (AMP) 66. Incidentally, during t-HDVE measurements, the t-Abs. is

also measured. The solvent-only reference t-Abs. is not collected. Rather, the solvent response

is calculated from the 1s' singular value decomposition (SVD) component, and subtracted.
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For 2D IR measurements, the nonlinear signal was collected as a function of T1 delay.

Rephasing spectra were collected at m1=0:14:2590 fs while non-rephasing were collected at

r1=0:14:1190 fs. Fourier transform along T1 gives the ci axis. Each T-delay was averaged at

least once, although generally three averages were taken.

Full collection of the data presented here (without considering rejected data sets) took

335 hours of 1 kHz laser time.

The T-jump is induced in the D20 solvent surrounding insulin with a 6 ns laser pulse.

The heat eventually diffuses out of the probed volume with a stretched exponential time

dependence, which is shown in Figure 9.5. Due to the temperature relaxation time profile, the

signals that we measure are distorted. To remove these distortions, we could de-convolve the

observed signal with the temperature profile to reveal the underlying protein system response.

AT distortion

R - CE
1/Xinput= - 1 ps - 10 ps 100 ps - 500 ps - I ms - 2ms -3 ms 10 Ms

9 1 91.9 N E I...1. 1.941i'* *'u 1 -. 11 11 1141 11 355 Ia I 11 61 11151

10 -- - -- -- -- -- -- - -- - -. . -CM OR O CE

0.5-
E

0 0
Z -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
time (s) time (s)

Figure 9.5: At left are exponential traces, R. Due to the stretched exponential shape of
the temperature profile, AT, the temperature time-dependence imprints itself on the
observed signals. The distortion of protein system responses can be predicted by
convolving with the AT. Here, we have convolved exponential traces. Mono-exponential
relaxation is distorted into a trace with a rise and decay. Measuring the rise and decay
allows for mapping back to the underlying mono-exponential. Multiple exponential
responses create a sum of CE. An instantaneous (or <5 ns) response will create a trace
that matches AT. These convolutions ignore the temperature dependence of the rate
constants. This effect is minimal at short (< 100 ps) and long (> 5 ms) times, where rates
are dominated by the Tf and Ti rates, respectively. In the intermediate range, as the
temperature drops, we expect that the extracted rate will be a sliding average between the
rates at Tf and Ti. The convolutions shown above are compared to numerical kinetic
models with temperature dependent rates in Chapter 3.
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De-convolution, however, is easily corrupted by noise. Rather than de-convolve the signal, we

have convolved exponential responses with the temperature profile. The resulting convolved

exponential traces are shown in Figure 9.5 (and described in more detail in Chapter 3). In the

following analysis, the data is fit to a linear combination of these convolved exponential traces.

Fitting distorted signal trace data to these convolved exponentials is equivalent to fitting de-

convolved signal traces to exponentials. If expected or observed in the data, similar convolutions

can be done with arbitrary time-dependence (power law, stretched exponential) as the distortions

are specific to the technique, not the proposed kinetic models. We have chosen to display the

convolved exponential traces based on our general expectations, and the exponential-based

analysis can be assessed based on how well the convolved exponentials match the data.

9.4 Results

9.4.1 Equilibrium Experiments

The monomer fraction at a given concentration and temperature can be calculated from

the thermodynamic parameters determined in the previous equilibrium study assuming a two-

state model'. The dissociation constants and resulting calculated monomer fraction for the

conditions used here are shown in Figure 9.6. As expected, increasing temperature and

decreasing the total concentration causes an increase in the monomer fraction. For a total

concentration of 10 mg/mL, we expect -70% monomers at 20"C and ~100 % monomers at 5 5*C.

2 . . . . 1.0
10 - Eq 09

100
1 0.9-

a 085 mg/mL
- 0.8 .- 10 mg/mL

-0 - 15 mg/mL
0 10 Q0.7 20 mg/mLE - 20% EtOD - 25 mg/mL

-1 2 0.6 100 mM NaCl - 30 mg/mL
10 0.27 M DCI

-2 ' ' ' O
10 30 35 40 45 50 55 0 30 40 50 60

Tf (OC) T(*C)

Figure 9.6: Right - The equilibrium KD calculated as a function of temperature from
previously determined parameters'. Black dots indicate final temperatures probed with the
transient experiments. Left - The monomer fraction, [M]/([M]+2[M2]) calculated as

a function of temperature and total concentration from the KD at right.
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Figure 9.7: The 20*C, 550C, and their difference ZZYY 2D IR spectra for 10 mg/mL
insulin (20% EtOD, 0.1 M NaCl, 0.27 M DCl). The contours are plotted at 8.3% intervals.
Reproduced from Ref. 1. The red arrow in the 55 0C diagonal slice spectrum indicates a
potential shoulder due to a vibrational mode that results from coupling between the
monomer a-helices and B chain C-terminus, as has been predicted by simulation'.

The ZZYY spectra at this concentration and these temperatures are shown in Figure 9.7 along

with their difference. The low temperature spectrum, which has some dimer content, is

characterized by a oi=1690 cm-' ridge, which was assigned to the interfacial p-sheet. The

almost exclusively monomer spectrum at 55*C is characterized by the absence of the ridge and

an a-helical peak at 1650 cm'. The difference spectrum highlights these features - loss of the

1640 cm~' and 1690 cm 1 interfacial p-sheet and shifting of intensity to the 1650 cm' a-helical

region - which indicate melting of dimers into monomers. Upon T-jump, we expect to see

similar spectra changes as observed in this equilibrium difference spectrum. Because the

transient and equilibrium data were processed differently (the transient data have been corrected

for temperature-dependent linear absorption of the solvent), the equilibrium and transient spectra

are not expected to match exactly.

9.4.2 Transient Experiments

We have performed transient T-jump 2D IR experiments at a variety of concentrations (5,

10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 mg/mL; 10 mg/mL = 1.7 mM), initial temperatures (20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and

45"C), and ethanol concentrations (20 and 40% v/v) to characterize the dimer-to-monomer

transition in insulin. The conditions used are tabulated in Figure 9.4.
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Figure 9.8: The difference ZZYY t-2D IR spectra for 20 mg/mL insulin at Ti = 35 0C.
The 2D IR spectra are individually normalized and scaled such that 25 linearly-
spaced contours span the entire magnitude range of sinh~'(SNorm. x 27.29)

Characteristic t-2D IR data sets are shown in Figure 9.8 and Figure 9.9. As observed in

previous T-jump infrared experiments 64, 67 the earliest accessible, pulse-width-limited 10 ns

transient spectrum displays significant -4% spectral changes. The strong diagonal loss features

(blue above the diagonal, red below) are most intense on the lower frequency side of the

equilibrium peaks. The other spectral feature discernible from noise is the loss cross-peak

doublet in the lower right corner (oi = 1675, o= 1640 and 1624 cm-1), which can be assigned to

100 ns 100 ps 560 ps 1 MS Eq, TI=400C

1600 1650 17001600 1650 17001600 1650 17001600 1650 1700 1600 1650 170C

o3/2ic (cm-I)

Figure 9.9: The difference ZZZZ t-2D IR spectra for 10 mg/mL insulin at Ti= 400C. 2D
IR contours are plotted as described in Figure 9.8. The results from SVD analysis of
this data are shown in Figure 9.15.

the interfacial p-sheet. These spectral features are consistent with loss of solvent/protein H-

bonds: at higher temperatures, increased fluctuations within the protein cause homogeneous

broadening and loss of some H-bonds, which results in diagonal loss features. The loss of some

p-sheet cross-peak intensity can also be attributed to increased fluctuations and loosening of the

structure. Although this may be the signature of more significant loss of structure (dissociation),

the results can be explained with a generic amide I temperature response related to solvent H-
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bond disruption and longer timescale spectral features are significantly more convincing of

dissociation.

With increasing time delays, the t-2D IR spectra show the appearance of different

spectral features. The 320 gs t-2D IR spectrum shows loss features of cross-peaks (blue and red

paired doublets) in the off diagonal regions (upper left: oi = 1642, o3 = 1687 and 1677 cm-1;

bottom right: w1 = 1677, o3 = 1650 and 1628 cm-1). These cross-peaks are assigned to the

interfacial p-sheet, and their loss indicates either disordering of the interface, dissociation, or a

combination of the two.

We also observe gain features in the 320 gs spectrum. The positive (red) peak that

appears in the top middle (oi = 1660, o = 1677 cm-1) and the significant blue feature in the

middle right (co = 1677, o= 1650 cm-) are difficult to assign because they overlap with

features expected for loss of the interfacial P-sheet. Their position and relative amplitudes,

however, lead us to assign them to a monomer state, whose spectrum is expected to have

increased intensity in the 1650 cm~1 region and a possible ~1676 cm-1 ridge'.

A characteristic t-DPP data set is shown in Figure 9.10. The spectral features can be

related to the described changes observed in the t-2D IR, whose projection onto the os axis is

equivalent to the t-DPP. The major spectral changes observed following the initial pulse-width-

limited 5 ns response (contrasting the 560 gs and 5 ns spectra) are the growth of the 1677 cm-1

positive (gain) feature and the appearance of a 1642 cm' negative feature (also attributed to

gain). These two features correspond to the growth peaks identified in the 320 ps t-2D IR

spectra.

The most interesting aspects of the t-DPP spectra are the clear appearance of at least four

timescales. Inspection of the 1614 cm-1 time dependence (upper right panel of Figure 9.10)
indicates behavior that approximately tracks the temperature. Comparison of the 1628 and 1682

cm-1 time dependencies with those from 1637 and 1647 cm-1 (lower left panel of Figure 9.10)

reveals different timescales on the 100s of gs timescale. Inspection of longer times (lower right

panel of Figure 9.10) shows 10s of ms timescale relaxation that persists long after the

temperature returns back to equilibrium.

The presence of multiple time behaviors is also apparent in Figure 9.11, in which

different frequencies respond on different timescales. For this t-DPP difference data, a signal

corresponding to the temperature response was subtracted from each pixel (scaled to match the
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Figure 9.10: The difference ZZZZ t-DPP spectra for 10 mg/mL insulin at Ti = 30 0C. In

the bottom panel, frequency traces are normalized.

early time response). This is a simple and non-invasive subtraction procedure. To assess the

functional form of these traces, each data trace was fit to the convolution of the tested function

with the temperature profile. Plotting different frequencies indicates that the bi-exponential form

describes the data well with two sub-ms (45 and 460 ps exponential time constants) exponential

timescales.

9.4.3 Separation of Spectra According to Timescale

The presence of multiple timescales and many datasets complicates fitting. Normally,

individual frequency time traces are fit to potential functional forms and the simplest description

that adequately describes the data is kept. For this data set, in which we have full spectral

information, we strive to find a minimum number of shared time behaviors, whose linear
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Figure 9.11: The difference ZZZZ t-DPP spectra after subtracting the temperature-
tracking response (AS(o0,T) - AS(o,T = 10 ns)AT(T), 10 mg/mL, Ti=400C). For each pixel,
the amplitude at early time (-10 ns) indicates the amplitude of the temperature-tracking
response. 1647 and 1662 cm' signals show different time behavior, which is apparent
even without subtracting the temperature-tracking response (not shown). SVD is a
method that can efficiently fit each frequency of the spectrum to a limited number of
globally consistent exponentials. We find that 3 exponential functions and one
temperature-tracking response characterize all the data. Different data sets may display a
subset of the 4 responses. This data set displays two clear sub-ms exponential responses.
Due to convolution with the temperature profile, each trace displays a decay and rise
observed. Each panel shows the data fit to a different time dependence after the time
dependence is convolved with the temperature profile. Left - Each trace is fit to the same
two exponentials with varying amplitudes. Each frequency trace is dominated by one of
the exponentials, as indicated by the amplitude ratios. Right - Each trace is fit to an
independent stretched exponential.

combination reproduces the data at every frequency.

As is shown in Figure 9.11, for this specific case, both bi-exponential and stretched

exponential functional forms fit the data. We choose to describe the data using multi-

exponential fitting, although this choice can be assessed later. Once the exponential function

form is chosen, the time traces are fit using the convolved exponential traces shown in Figure

9.5. Fitting the (temperature-profile distorted) data with these convolved exponentials is

equivalent to fitting un-distorted signals with multi-exponential functions.

When exponential rates are measured and verified, it is convenient to separate the data

into spectra associated with each exponential timescale. The exponential relaxation time-

dependence and associated spectrum are called kinetic phases. Because the data has been

decomposed into spectra based on their exponential time-dependence, we refer to the collection

of kinetic phases as the exponential basis, which is straightforward to calculate from the data.
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The information that we ultimately seek is the spectra and time-dependent concentrations of the

states within the system, which we refer to as the state basis.

Relating the changes observed in a kinetic phase to the underlying states of the system is

difficult. Although the amplitude of a frequency in the spectrum may be decreasing with an

exponential timescale, the drop is generally due to the interconversion of many states, whose

kinetics are dictated by the (exponential) solutions to their coupled differential equations. That

being said, we can still relate the observed changes and timescales approximately to specific

states. Each state is associated with a particular free energy well. Based on the barriers between

these wells, population will interchange at a particular timescale. The fastest observed timescale

corresponds to movement over the lowest barrier, suggesting that the fastest exponential basis

spectrum corresponds to interconversion between the states with the lowest barrier. Longer

timescales are due to redistribution over higher and lower wells (see Figure 6.9, Chapter 6). This

is related to the concept of a rate-limiting step. Individual state populations respond with multi-

exponential behavior. Thus, longer timescale exponential basis spectra are due to interconversion

between many states. Hypothesizing the natural state basis from the raw data is difficult and

requires a specific kinetic model.

9.4.4 SVD Separation

The kinetic phases of the exponential basis were identified using singular value

decomposition (SVD), which linearly decomposes the data into orthogonal spectra and

associated time traces. Taking a linear combination of the mathematically determined SVD

time-traces allows us to calculate the exponential basis. That is, each data set is separated into at

most four exponential time traces each with an associated spectrum. Multiplication of each

spectrum, ui(o) by its associated convolved exponential signal, vi(,), recreates the data, AS(co,r):
4

AS(co,r) = u,(CO)v,(r) (9.6)

SVD is useful because it identifies the number of necessary exponentials, allows for

faster fitting routines by treating full spectra rather than individual pixels. Fitting each pixel to a

set of (at most) four exponential functions will result in the same results as the SVD method.

More discussion of the process is given in Appendix 9.B.

Separating the spectra based on single exponential behavior creates a representation of

the data in a particular exponential basis set. The explicit relationship between the exponential
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Figure 9.12: SVD analysis of the Ti = 30'C ZZZZ t-DPP spectra results in time traces
(left) and spectra (right). Components 1, 2, 3, and 4 are mixed to produce the a, b, c, and d
components shown above. Criteria for the initial stages of mixing are described in
Appendix 9.B. ve and Vd are created to match the signals predicted by convolution of the
temperature profile with exponential relaxation.

basis and the state basis is shown in the equations in Appendix 9.A for specific two- and three-

state systems. As described in the introduction, much about the time-evolution of the states in

our system can be learned from the exponential basis. The spectra in the exponential basis (Ua-d)

represent the combined changes in state populations on the associated exponential timescales

(Va-d). Thus, the Ua-d spectra are difference spectra. Characteristic exponential basis spectra and

time traces are shown in Figure 9.12.

9.4.5 Separated Timescales

The separated vb-d time traces are fit to bi-exponentials of the form -C [exp(-4iset) - exp(-

kXecayt)]. The observed rates 4se and Xecay are then mapped back to the underlying protein

response based on the convolution calculations (see Figure 3.16 in Chapter 3). The mapping

should produce the same results as deconvolution, although deconvolution is sensitive to noise

and is more calculation intensive. The effectively deconvolved rates 4.-d are shown as time
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Figure 9.13: The deconvolved exponential time constants associated with components b,
c, and d. The 95% confidence intervals (see Figure 9.C.1) calculated for fitting bi-
exponentials to the v, time traces are usually -10% above and below the measured rates
except for in the case of points that deviate wildly from the rest, which display higher
error bars. There are no single amplitudes associated with the rates. Rather, there is a full
spectrum associated with each rate. Because the v traces are normalized to one, the u
spectra (as in Figure 9.12, for example) show the relative magnitude of the frequency-
dependent amplitudes (spectra). The magnitudes of u, spectra can be compared at
individual frequencies as a function of temperature, as is done in Figure 9.14.

constants in Figure 9.13. Aside from the pulse-width-limited response (a, <5 ns), the observed

exponential rates fall into the three general categories consistent with the timescales observed in

the raw data: intermediate (b, 250-1000 gs), fast (c, 5-150 gs), and long (d, 10-30 ms). As

described in eq. (9.5), for a two state monomer to dimer transition (eq. (9.2)), we expect the

observed rate to depend on the equilibrium monomer concentration, although the dissociation

and association rate constants (kdi,s and kass) should be independent of concentration. As we

increase the total concentration, the concentration of monomers also increases even if the

monomer fraction is decreasing. Thus, we expect an increase in rate with increasing total

concentration. This dependence is observed in the b component, as is a temperature trend: as the

temperature is increased, the rates increase. Neither a concentration dependence nor a

temperature dependence is clear for the c and d components. Although the previously measured

two-state equilibrium model thermodynamics' predict a potential 6-fold change in monomer

concentration between our lowest and highest concentrations (0.85 mM and 5.1 mM), the slope

of the concentration-dependent rate change is determined by the kass. If we assume a 10% error

in our rates and a 0 to 5 mM monomer concentration range, then a rough calculation shows that

if the ratio of kass / kdis is < 20 (M 1), then the concentration dependence will be within the noise.

Although no individual amplitude is associated with each kinetic phase ab,c,d (full

spectra are), the amplitude as a function of temperature can be plotted if a single frequency in the

spectrum is monitored. At a particular T-jump delay, T, the contribution of each kinetic phase
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Figure 9.14: From the equilibrium thermodynamic values, the magnitude of monomer (or
dimer) changes are calculated and shown with the dashed line ([monomer(Tf)] -
[monomer(Ti)])'. Left - The amplitude of the b component spectrum at 1677 cm'. The
dashed expected curve was scaled by an arbitrary factor. The observed data was scaled by
a different arbitrary factor. Right - The amplitude of the c component spectrum monitored
at 1662 cm' normalized to their maximum value. The observed amplitudes depend on the
response rates. The shown amplitudes have been corrected to attempt to adjust for the rate
dependence. If assigned to the dissociation, the T-jump component b displays a trend
-10 0C higher than predicted by equilibrium studies'. Disagreement between the
equilibrium-predicted and T-jump observed amplitudes may be due to the assumed two-
state nature of the equilibrium studies.

contributing to the intensity observed at each frequency is equal to the product of the u,(o) and

v,(T). The time traces vi are normalized to one, such that comparison of the magnitude of the u,

gives a sense for the relative magnitudes of the different components across temperature and

concentration. The ut(o)v,(T) amplitude is normalized relative to the maximum of the

equilibrium spectrum. Thus, a u,(o)v,(T) = 0.04 represents a 4% increase change relative to the

maximum of the equilibrium spectrum. Thus, a larger u,(o) amplitude indicates an increased

change in population associated with each kinetic phase. The temperature-dependent u,(o)

amplitudes for b and c are shown at o = 1677 and 1662 cm', respectively, in Figure 9.14. The

amplitude of the b spectrum tends to increase at low temperatures, reach a maximum, and

decrease at high temperatures. The point of maximum amplitude increases with increasing

concentration. The amplitude of the c spectrum tends to monotonically increase with increasing

temperature. The amplitudes of the a component is largely independent of temperature and

concentration (not shown) while the d component is inconclusive due to noise.

9.4.6 Separated Spectra
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Characteristic separated spectra and their associated time dependence are shown in

Figure 9.15 (10 mg/mL, 40"C; components a, b, and c) and Figure 9.16 (30 mg/mL, 35*C;

components a, b, and d). Assessment of the spectral features reveals the structural changes

within the protein on the associated timescales. Based on their amplitudes (for example,

comparing the maximum value of the DPP u spectra shown in Figure 9.12), components a and b

reflect the largest changes observed in the difference spectra while c and d are on the edge of the
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Figure 9.16: SVD analysis and subsequent remixing of the 30 mg/mL, T= 35"C ZZZZ t-
DPP spectra results in time traces (left) and spectra (right).

noise level. The components reflect changes in the spectra. Thus, a large amplitude (a and b)

suggests either significant spectral changes or significant population changes or both. Small

amplitudes (c and d) indicate either small population changes or similarities between the spectra

of the interconverting species. That is, although a large population of species may be

interconverting, if the reactants and products have nearly identical spectra the difference signal

observed will be small.

For component a, as has been observed previously 64' 67, the diagonal loss and off diagonal

gain features in the Ua t-2D IR Re(S) are consistent with homogeneous broadening (Chapter 3).

The Ua t-DPP spectrum shows loss primarily on the low frequency side of equilibrium peaks.

These spectral features are consistent with disruption of solvent/protein H-bonds due to

increased temperatures and concomitant increased fluctuations.

Component b displays intermediate time behavior, and the associated spectral changes
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are consistent with loss of the interfacial P-sheet. The ub t-2D IR Re(S) spectrum (Figure 9.15)

shows gain and loss features. Loss is observed at the vi and vil diagonal peaks (o1 = 1639 and

1689 cm-1) and the vi/vji cross-peaks (o1 = 1685, o = 1642 and 1630; o1 = 1639, o3 = 1692 and

1677 cm') attributed to loss of the interfacial 1-sheet. Gain is observed at three diagonal peaks:

o1 = 1623, 1650, 1669 cm-1, which can respectively be assigned to the appearance of peaks

attributed to increased inhomogeneous disorder, a-helices no longer coupled to an interfacial p-
sheet, and a-helices coupled to a compact or disordered B-chain C-terminal end (M1 and M2

from Ref. 1, Figure 9.3). Simulations of insulin vibrations show coupling between the a-helix

and p-sheet structures, suggesting that change will affect all the peaks to some extentI.

Consistent with the t-2D IR, the t-Abs. spectrum shows loss of the p-sheet vi and vi peaks at

1637 and 1687 cm-, respectively, and gain maximized at 1672 cm-I. Based on the spectral

features, spectrum b appears to be dominated by loss of interfacial P-sheet and gain of monomer-

like structure, although loss of the interfacial P-sheet does not necessarily mean dissociation, as it

could lead to an associated encounter-complex.

Component c displays fast time behavior, and a characteristic uc and vc are shown in

Figure 9.15. The uc t-2D IR Re(S) spectrum shows gain and loss features. Loss is observed

along the diagonal at o1 = 1655 cm-1, which corresponds to the frequency previously assigned to

the a-helix. Gain features are observed at higher and lower frequencies, at 0)1 = 1635 and 1674

cm-1. These gain features may be attributed to a transition to a more disordered structure which

can sample a wider range of environments, and thus displays increased intensity at lower and

higher frequencies. Based on the loss of a-helix features, the c spectrum appears to be

dominated by a disordering process.

Component d displays the slowest time behavior. A characteristic ud and Vd are shown in

Figure 9.16. The t-2D IR data are too noisy to separate the d behavior, but it is separable in the t-

DPP, AMP, and t-Abs. spectra. The t-Abs. shows the clearest features: loss at 1647 and 1687

cm-' and gain at 1633 and 1672 cm-'. The 1647 loss is fairly generic, but the 1687 cm-1 is

specific to anti-parallel 1-sheet loss. The gain spectral features are consistent with

oligomerization41' 43, 45' 60 and we observe a similar increase in the 1628 cm-1 region during the

early stages of insulin aggregation. Although the spectra are noisy and we lack t-2D IR

confirmation, the t-Abs., t-DPP, and AMP spectral features are consistent with the d component

being dominated by oligomerization to structures larger than dimers.
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9.5 Discussion

As described above, different spectral changes can be assigned to separate timescales.

We have identified four timescales, a (pulse-width limited, strong amplitude), b (250-1000 ps,

strong amplitude), c (5-150 ps, weak amplitude), and d (10-30 ms, weak amplitude). The

processes occurring at these timescales can be assigned to molecular changes based on the

spectral features, the concentration dependence, and other observations.

The pulse-width-limited kinetic phase (a) can be assigned to intrawell relaxation due to a

<5 ns disruption of H-bonds. This assignment is based on the fast observed timescale, the

general spectral response, and expectations based on similar behavior in previously studied

systems.

The intermediate kinetic phase (b) can be assigned to dissociation and loss of the

interfacial p-sheet based on a number of different factors. First, component b is the largest

amplitude change we observe, suggesting that it represents the most significant conformational

changes. We expect that loss of the interfacial p-sheet will introduce the largest spectral

changes. Second, the spectral b features are dominated by loss of the interfacial p-sheet and gain

of peaks associated with a monomer structure. Although different p-sheet structures are

sometimes spectrally indistinguishable, we expect distinct spectra for the interfacial p-sheet and

the compact monomer with any residual B-chain P-sheet structure - namely the compact

monomer vII analogous peak is expected at lower frequency relative to the interfacial p-sheet
(Figure 9.3). The absence of strong p-sheet loss features in other components indicates that b

captures the majority of the interfacial p-sheet disruption. Third, the observed b exponential time

traces show concentration dependence. As the total concentration (and monomer concentration)

increases, the rates increase. Both two- and three-state kinetic models predict that the

dissociation process rate is concentration dependent, suggesting that this process is strongly

linked to dissociation. Fourth, plotting the temperature dependence of the intensity of the b

component spectrum for a particular concentration tracks the trend of increased monomer

fraction expected for a dissociation process (left panel, Figure 9.14, monitored at 1677 cm-1).

This trend can also be observed in Figure 9.17. For dissociation, the monomer fraction is

predicted to increase with a sigmoidal temperature-dependence (see Figure 9.6). However, we

monitor the change in monomer concentration by T-jumping along this sigmoidal curve.

Therefore, the expected response is a coarse derivative of the sigmoidal curve with respect to
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Figure 9.17: The spectra (right) and associated time-dependence (left) for 10 mg/mL
samples. Each color is assigned to a temperature (Ti is reported). The dashed line refers
to a 40% EtOD concentration, while the solid is 20%, the standard for this study. The Uab,c
spectra are offset by 0.025, 0.02, and 0.02, respectively.

to baseline when all the insulin molecules are in the monomer form. In theory, an unfolding

transition (where monomer and dimer are replaced with unfolded and folded) would result in the

same response. For an unfolding transition, however, we do not expect Tfmax to be concentration

dependent. The b amplitude Tfmax shifts up with concentration supporting its assignment to

dissociation.

The component c (5-150 ps) can be assigned to a disordering process, most likely due to

helical unfolding, based primarily on the spectral features. The rates are too noisy to make any

statement (confirm or reject) a concentration dependence. In order to obtain the response from a

predominately pure monomer disordering process, we performed T-jump experiments on insulin

in 40% EtOD solvent and Ti = 40"C, where we expect an almost purely monomer population due

to the monomer-stabilization provided by ethanol. Analysis of the 40% EtOD t-DPP data shows

that amplitude of the uc spectrum is much larger than that of Ub (Figure 9.17). Therefore, we
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associate the Ti = 40"C response from insulin in 40% EtOD with component c and assign them to

correspond to monomer-specific. For the t-2D experiments under the same conditions (Figure

9.18), the observed response is dominated by spectral changes that look similar to the uc from the

20% EtOD data, further confirming the assignment of c to monomer disordering. Figure 9.14

plots the intensity of component c (monitored at 1662 cm-'). In general, the component c

amplitudes are shown to increase with increasing temperature, consistent with its assignment to

Eq, Ti=40 0C
Ua Ub+c (40% EtOD)

1600 1650 17001600 1650 17001600 1650 1700
w1/27rc (cm-1)

D2D
- c ..... DPP -

N-

E -2D , b+c 0 -
o DPP ' '
Z 1600 1650 1700 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2
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u 3/27tc (cm- 1) Time (s)
Figure 9.18: The results from SVD analysis and subsequent remixing of the 10
mg/mL, Ti = 40TC, 40% EtOD ZZZZ t-DPP and t-2D IR spectra. Only two
components are identified from the t-2D IR data, but they can be assigned to the t-DPP
a and b+c based on their spectral projections and time-dependence, which match the
sum of the b+c components from t-DPP. 2D IR contours are plotted as described in
Figure 9.8.
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an unfolding process that grows in with increasing temperature. Interestingly, the observed uc

spectral changes are also consistent with unfolding of parts of the dimer core without loss of the

interfacial p-sheet. Therefore, if the timescale and spectral changes of unfolding of the dimer

core are the same as for the monomer disordering, the component c may be due to both

processes.

The component d is assigned to oligomerization based on its spectral features, but its

small amplitude makes assignment less clear. The long time scale associated with it suggests

that it represents the difference spectrum due to conversion between many states.

9.5.1 Mechanism

Based on the general assignments to the characteristic timescales, possible dimerization

mechanisms can be assessed. We ignore the component d, whose long timescale and generic,

oligomerization assignment suggest that it is a side-reaction that does not significantly affect the

faster processes. Instead we focus on piecing together the b and c processes, as a is attributed to

intrawell relaxation unassociated with significant conformational change. Based on equilibrium-

determined KD's (Figure 9.6), under our conditions, the monomer fraction is always >50%.

Thus, the insulin population is distributed between monomer and dimer states except for at high

temperature and 40% ethanol concentrations, where it is almost exclusively monomer. Although

one might be tempted to assign the fastest kinetic phase to the first step, it may be due to

interchange from a populated intermediate. More specifically, even if the folded dimer is one of

the populated states and we conceptually think of it as the beginning state for dissociation, the

fast kinetic phase might be specific to the monomer population, which, although it may be an

intermediate, is significantly populated at all conditions.

Ultimately, our ability to differentiate mechanisms is based on the sensitivity of our

spectroscopic probe. Some possible mechanisms are tabulated in Figure 9.19. These represent a

small, simple subset of the possible mechanisms. The mechanisms vary based on 1) the number

of states (three or four) 2) the nature of the states (see Figure 9.19 caption), and 3) the processes

linking each set of states (b then c or c then b). We can confidently assign the associated state to
69the dimer, whose structure is known from NMR

Based on assessing two difference kinetic phases, b and c, we can identify at least three

states (generally the number of observed phases is one less than the number of transitions).

Other indistinguishable states may exist. When four states are identified below they indicate the
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Figure 9.19: A small subset of simple possible dimerization mechanisms. Top - A subset
of possible states. For the monomer (left to right): compact, extended, and disordered.
For the dimer (left to right): folded, extended B-chains with intact p-sheet, non-
specifically bound. Bottom - A subset of possible mechanisms. The asterisk indicates
increased disorder relative to the M or D without the asterisk.

possibility that component c may be due to either dimer unfolding or coincidental monomer and

dimer unfolding (without loss of the interfacial p-sheet),
Based on the spectral information, we may assign the b (250-1000 ps) and c (5-150 ps)

kinetic phases to the dimer dissociation/interfacial p-sheet loss and disordering steps,

respectively. This assignment is only valid, however, if the observed exponential timescales can

be associated with a single transition between two states, rather than the mixing of different rates

from different steps of the reaction. To access the validity of this assumption, quantitative
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modeling was performed (Appendix 9.A) and we found that the observed rates (b or c) can be

separately assigned to the sum of the forward and reverse rates (appropriately multiplied by the

monomer concentration) for different steps in the mechanism with little overlap (except for the

fly-casting scenario described below). Unfortunately, although the separation of timescales

allows for assignments to individual transitions, the results were not definitive enough to assign a

mechanism, as evidenced by the inconsistent temperature trends observed when fitting the b and

c rates to three-state kinetic models.

Quantitative fitting produced a continuous temperature trend for one modeled scenario,

the two-state Fold-on-Contact case, in which the c process was ignored. The results of the two-

state modeling are shown in Appendix 9.C. To give a sense for the results of the fit, from Tf =

30 to 500C, the kdiss generally increased with temperature from 1/kiss 520 to 390 ps.

Conversely, the kass rate decreased significantly with temperature from /kiss 8 gs (30'C) to 2.7

ms (500C). If the Arrhenius model can still be used, the decrease of rate with increasing

temperature indicates a negative activation energy (Figure 9.C.1). If we believe the fit, which

ignores the c process and depends heavily on the equilibrium dissociation constant to define the

ratio of rates, then the negative activation energy for association may indicate the presence of a

transient intermediate state7072

Now that we have confidently assigned processes b and c to dimer dissociation and

disordering, respectively, we discuss how these two steps manifest themselves in the following

mechanisms:

Fold-on-Contact - Fold-on-contact is generally a two-state scenario, and we can assign the b

kinetic phase to the dissociation process. There is no restraint on the monomer conformation,

which is generally labeled M in Figure 9.19. Experimental observation of c, however, indicates

more than two states (and suggests that M is not the fully disordered monomer). To reconcile

this apparent contradiction, we assign the c conversion to a conformational change in monomer

and/or dimer states that does not affect the dissociation process (dashed arrows, perpendicular

indicates separate from dissociation). If the c transition is coupled to the dissociation process

(not orthogonal), then this mechanism falls into a different classification than fold-on-contact.

Pre-existing Equilibrium - Here, in the b step, the dimer dissociates into monomers, although

we cannot specify the degree of disorder of the monomers. In the c step, the monomer converts

to a more disordered monomer state. Disordered monomers have been observed previously at
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denaturing conditions 8, 31, 32, 41, and the formation of fibrils may rely on disordered monomer
8,42-46

precursors 4-. Similar to these previous studies, we observe aggregation at high temperatures

and at intermediate temperatures after long incubation times, suggesting the presence of some

disordered monomer population. The c and b amplitude changes are consistent with population

initially increasing in the center state, which then feeds the increase in a disordered monomer

state at high temperatures. If the intermediate M state is a compact monomer, then this

mechanism is conformational selection.

Fly-Casting - The fly-casting is an exception because there is no clear separation in the four

forward and reverse rates: the b and c phases cannot be assigned to individual transitions. Thus,

it is difficult to spectrally assess the mechanism. Infrared spectroscopy, however, is insensitive

to the presence of a non-specifically bound dimer (encounter complex) without an interfacial D-
sheet. An unfolded dimer is expected to have the same spectrum as an unfolded monomer.

Given its indistinguishability, we would expect to see a single spectral change with dissociation

with multiple exponential timescales indicating three states. The presence of two spectrally

different b and c states suggests this mechanism is unlikely. This fly-casting mechanism also

falls into the broader inducedfit category.

Melt-in-place - In melt-in-place, the B chain P-strands extend while retaining the interfacial p-
sheet before dissociation and disordering of the P-strands. We assign b to the dissociation

process and c to the dimer disordering. We know from 40% EtOD experiments, however, that c

is also due to monomer disordering, and we add a fourth M* state to reconcile this mechanism

with the experimental observations. This melt-in-place mechanism also falls into the broader

inducedfit category, and encounter may occur through a generic fly-casting transition state (not

the one described above).

Spectroscopically, we are only sensitive to encounter complexes with > 10 ns lifetimes

and observable populations - which appear as intermediates. The only scenarios discussed here

that have these long-lived intermediate encounter complexes are thefly-casting and melt-in-place

mechanisms. Encounter complexes are often thought of us short-lived pairings that lie in the

gray area between intermediates and transition states. Their observation may require extremely

sensitive probes optimized for measuring ps - ns timescales, which are either below or on the

edge of our observable time window.

From this small subset of potential scenarios, if we assess likelihood based on simplicity,
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the pre-existing equilibrium and fold-on-contact mechanism (with M, M*, and folded dimer) can

explain the experimental observations with three states. The major difference between them is

whether the association is independent of the disordering. Fold-on-contact assumes that the M

and M* state will associate at the same rate while in pre-existing equilibrium only M will bind.

Ultimately, although we have reduced the possible mechanisms and identified the

underlying states and timescales for insulin association, further experimental studies capable of

supplementing our work are necessary to pinpoint the mechanism.

9.6 Conclusion

When applied to the insulin monomer-dimer transition, t-2D IR reveals four distinct

timescales conserved across multiple concentrations and temperatures. These time-scales and

their associated spectral changes can be generally assigned to H-bond rearrangement (< 5 ns),

dissociation (250-1000 ts), disordering (5-150 ps), and oligomerization (10-30 ms). Based on

the concentration, temperature, and ethanol dependence and the timescale assignments, we can

also identify the states within our system. We have observed a folded dimer, two monomer

states that differ based on their disorder, and an oligomer state. A disordered dimer state may

also exist, although we have no specific evidence. The pulse-width limited response is due to H-

bond loosening within these structures, although more significant changes may be masked and

cannot be discounted.

These observations are based on amide I 2D IR spectroscopy's sensitivity to secondary

structure. Localizing probes through isotope labeling or the use of other spectroscopic techniques

will reveal other reaction coordinates. The ability to incorporate labels or dyes at specific

positions in insulin through total chemical synthesis gives us access to these different reaction

coordinates and expands our ability to design experiments capable of differentiating the many

possible states and mechanisms7 3 . For example, equilibrium temperature-dependent experiments

of insulin with isotope label pairs can reveal which segments are disordering at which

temperatures. Placing a pair near the beginning of the B chain p-strand (one on B chain p-strand,
one on the B chain a-helix or A chain C-terminus) creates a cross peak whose loss reveals

conversion from the compact to the extended forms. If this transition occurs with a different

temperature dependence than the loss of the interfacial p-sheet, then it indicates either

dissociation to the compact monomer or a melt-in-place mechanism. Placing pairs on the B

chain N-terminus (one on the B chain, one on the A chain disordered mid-region) or within the A
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chain N-terminal a-helix will reveal possible temperature-dependent disordering of these

regions. If these regions disorder at a lower temperature than the interfacial p-sheet, it may

indicate the presence of disordered dimers. Once the states have been assessed through

equilibrium experiments, T-jump of the isotope labeled insulin may also be performed to refine

the current conclusions with the localized spectral sensitivity afforded by isotope labels. The

localized probes give a better determination of the state basis because they can better distinguish

the many disordered monomer states.

Fbrster resonance energy transfer (FRET) has been an attractive technique because it

allows for measuring the distance between the monomers62 . Recent attempts to measure FRET

were thwarted by bad labeling efficiency 62. Chemical synthesis of insulin may be the technique

necessary for proper, efficient dye-labeling. T-jump FRET experiments are powerful because,

by measuring the distance between dye-tagged monomers, they can provide the probe necessary

to differentiate non-specific encounter (such as fly-casting) from pre-existing equilibrium, in

which the interfacial p-sheet is lost during dissociation. 2D IR is sensitive to the P-sheet loss, but

not the non-specific encounter. FRET experiments are also advantageous because they can be

performed over wider concentration ranges to better resolve the concentration dependence.

Finally, without changing techniques or performing labeling, amide I T-jump 2D IR

viscosity-dependent experiments may also provide a variable to distinguish different mechanisms

and assess the assignment of timescales to particular processes. Diffusion-controlled reactions

are expected to have a strong viscosity dependence74. Assessing the timescale viscosity-

dependence may reveal to what degree the b, c, and d processes are due to diffusion-controlled

reactions versus conformational change, which we expect to have a weaker viscosity

dependence. Increasing viscogen concentrations may also lengthen any <5 ns dissociation

phenomona that might be hiding behind the H-bond loosening response. Unfortunately, viscous

solutions are technically hard to work with because they slow timescales beyond the 50 ms

window dictated by our T-jump repetition rate, which results in the build-up of longer-time

decaying populations. This distorting accumulation of population may be overcome by flowing

the sample.
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Appendix 9.A: Kinetic Models

A perturbation method is applied to simplify two and three state monomer association

kinetic models. In the perturbation method, the T-jump is assumed to perturb the concentration

of state [1] by a small amount [i] such that [1](t)=[1]eq+[i](t). This perturbation treatment is

substituted into the kinetic differential equations, and terms of order [i]2 are ignored. An

example is given at the end of this section and in Ref. 26. The result are tabulated below:

Model Solution

2F > F [f ](t) = [f,]exp(-At)

[f 2](t) = -0.5[f,]exp(-At)
A =k_+ 4k,[F],q

2U > k2F F2  [u](t)= [u]Cexp(-t) +[u,](I -C)exp(-t)kU - 2 k_ 2 ]() l[f](t)= {C(k - A) exp(-it) + [u, ](1 - C)(k - A2) exp(-A2t)}

[f 2](t)= -- ([u](t) +[f](t))
2

p=k,+k 1 +k-2+ 4k 2[F],q

q=kk-+k_,k- 2 + 4kk 2[F],q

21, 2 =0.5p ±(0.25 p2 -q)1 2

C =(kI f,]/[u,]+A2 -k,)/(22 -A 1)

2U > U , F [f 2 ](t) = [f2 O]Cexp(-,t) +[f ](1 -C)exp(-2t)

[u2](t) = k k [f 2 O]Cexp(-IZt)+ kk f2 [f](l -C)exp(-2it)

[u](t) = -2[u2](t)-2[f 2](t)

p=k, +k 2 + k-2+ 4k,[U]q

q= kk 2 + (k2 +k 2 )4k,[U],q

A2 =0.5p (0.25 p2 -q/ 2

C= i k2 [u 1-k2 +
(22 -21 [2,ol

These models must be modified slightly for our specific experiment, where the boundary

conditions are different. The models are for experiments that start at t = 0 with concentrations

that have already been perturbed and approach the equilibrium value at infinite time (for the
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two-state case, [F(t=O)] = [f]+[F]eq while [F(t=oo)] = [Fjeq). For the T-jump case, we perturb the

system, it adjusts to the perturbation, and then relaxes back due to the temperature re-

equilibration. To adjust for this, each exponential time dependence can be replaced by a bi-

exponential rise and decay with equal and oppositely signed amplitudes: exp(-2t) -> exp(-Ariset)

- exp(-Adecayt). This is the same as accounting for the temperature-profile distortion by replacing

an exponential with a convolved exponential. With these sign conventions, the [io]

concentrations refer to the change in concentration expected (at equilibrium) upon changing the

temperature from Ti to Tf ([I(Ti)]eq-[I(Tf)]eq).

Example:

2U " U 2 4 " >F,k kk_, 1 k_2 ^^,

The equilibrium quantities are given by the equations:

[U2 ] k, (
[U]2 =k- (9.A.1)[U] k_

21 2 (9.A.2)

[PMono]= [U]+ 2[U 2 ] + 2[F2]

=[U]+2[U 2 ]+2 k2 [U2]
k-2 (9.A.3)

= [U]+-2[U]2k2 k2k1 [U] 2

k_ k 2k_

where [Pmono] is the total concentration in monomer units.

The kinetic differential equations are:

d[U]= -2k,[U] 2 +2k_ [U2] (9.A.4)
dt

d[U 2]= k1[U] 2 - k_ [U2 ]- k2[U2] + k 2[F2] (9.A.5)
cit

d[F2] = k2 -k [F (9.A.6)
dt 2U2] -2 2]

The perturbation definitions are given by:

[U]=[U]i +[u] (9.A.7)
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[U2] =[U2]eq +[u 2] (9.A.8)

[F2]=[F2 ]eq +[f 2 ] (9.A.9)

0=[u]+2[u2]+2[f 2]

I1 (9.A.10)

2

For a T-jump, we assume that the concentrations are perturbed away from the equilibrium

population by a small amount denoted by [i(t)]. It is this [i(t)] that carries the time dependence

of the perturbation, and it is the quantity we want to solve for. Substitution of the perturbation

treatment into the kinetic equations results in:

d[F]qd[f2 ]-k 2 [U ±[~k

t d t k2([U2eq +IU 2 ]-- 2 ([F]eq +[f 2 ])

d[f 2] = k2 [u2 ]-k-2[f 2]

dt

d[U]eq d[u] - eU])2
dt dt = 2k1 {[U]+[ +2k_,{[U2 ]e,+[u2 ])

-2k, ([U]2 + [u] 2 + 2[U ]q [u])+ 2k_,[U2 ]e,+2k_,[u2 1
(9.A.12)

d[u] -4kI[U],[u] + 2k_[u 2 ]-(2k,[u]2)
di

-4k,[U]eq[U] +2k_[u2 ]

where the triangular brackets indicate the squared term that is ignored in this approximate

perturbative treatment.

Substitution of eq. (9.A.10) into eq. (9.A.12) leads to:

d[u] = -4k,[U]eq[u]-2k_ 
[u] +[f2])

dt (9.A.13)
= -(4kI[U]q +k_,)[u]-2k_,[f 2]

Substitution of eq. (9.A.10) into eq. (9.A. 11) leads to:

d[f= -k 2 ( [u]+f2) - k 2 [f 2]dt 2 (9.A.14)

=--k21[u]-(k 2 +k 2 )[f 2]2
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[u>- 1 d[f 2] 1[u]=-2 d ]2-(k 2 +k- 2)[f 2]

Differentiation of eq. (9.A. 11) and substitution of eq. (9.A.13) and eq. (9.A.14) leads to:
d 2 [f 2 ] =_k 1d[u](k d[f 2 ]

dt 2  
2 

2 dt 2 -2 dt

=k {(4k,[U],,+k -)[u]+2k_, f2 -(k2+ k2 )
2 1)]L2Jdt

= k2I -(4k,[U]+k_) 2 +2 1 (k2+ k-)[f2] +2k_[f2] (k2 +k-2) d[f
2 2 d' k2  d'

=-(4k [U ],+ k_1) df +(k2 + k-2f +k2k_ ] -(k2 k d2
klL~q dtj di(9.A.15)

= -4k[Ueq d] f -k_(k 2 +k-2)[f2]-4k[U ],q(k 2 +k2) f 2 ]-

kd +k2k_[f2]-(k2 +k2)

d[ {-4k[U],q -k_, -k2 -k- 2}+ f2 ]{-kk
2 -(k 2 +k-2)4k,[U]qd'

0d 2[f2 ] dt{k, +k2+_ 2+4k,[U],,}+[f2]j{kk2 (k2 +k_2)4k,[ULq

Which leads to the differential equation solution:

[f 2 ](t) = [f2 ]Cexp(- t) +[f2o](1- C)exp(-kt) (9.A.16)

[u 2](t) is solved for by substituting eq. (9.A.14) and eq. (9.A.16) into eq. (9.A.10):

[ 1 d[f 2 ](t)

- 1{[f ]C exp(-22t)+[f](1-C)exp(-t)}

Ikz {[ f20 ]/C exp(-) [f2 '0 ] ( - C) exp(-. (.A1
kc2

+ ( } [f 0 ]C exp(-t)+[f ](I - C) exp(-t) )

= k2 k [fz]C exp(- t) + k2 f2](I1 C) exp(-/ t)

Now that the other two populations are known, [u](t) can be re-written by eq. (9.A. 10):

[u](t) = -2[u2]()--2[f2](t) (9.A.18)

k is solved for by differentiating eq. (9.A.16) and solving the resulting quadratic equation:
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[f2 ](t) = [f0 ]C exp(- t) + [f2 ](1 - C) exp(-A2t)

d[f 2 ](t) - - 1 [f2, ]C exp(-4t)- A [f2e ](1 - C) exp(-A t)

d21 2](t) = [ 2[d2[ 2[f ]Cexp(-jt)+ ,2[f ](1 - C) exp(-2t)

o 2 42[f2 0 ]C exp(-jt) + 2 [f ](1 - C) exp(-A2t)

-p (4[f 0 ]C exp(-t)+)[f2,o ](1 - C) exp(-A 2t) + (9.A. 19)

q {[f2,O ]C exp(--4t)+[fe ](1 - C) exp(-4t)}

0= _42 [f2,0 ]C - PA1 [f2]C + q[f 20 ]C

=[f2,11]C(2 - p +q)

0 = A2
2 [f 2 0 ](1 -C)- p/.[f 2 0 ](1 - C) + q[f 2 ](1- C)

=[f 2 ,0 ](1- C)( 2 - pA2 +q}

C is solved by equating the d[jf2]/dt from eq. (9.A.1 1) with the derivative at t 0 given by

differentiating eq. (9.A.16) (also from eq. (9.A.19)):

d[f 2](t=0)=k2u I -k-2[fo]
dt

= -4 2,o]C - [ 2, o](1-C)

k [u]k (9.A.20)
2[V2,0] -2 /

C= I k2 [uo k-2+}
(4 - ) 2,0
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Appendix 9.B: SVD separation of kinetic phases

In order to determine the kinetic phases that comprise the exponential basis, we must find

the spectral amplitudes associated with different timescales. The natural procedure for doing

this, which was described above, is illustrated as the Fitting Approach in Figure 9.B. 1. Each

frequency would be fit to a minimum set of exponentials drawn from the set of convolved

exponential traces (equivalent to fitting to a multi-exponential). The same set of consistent

exponentials with different amplitudes would be used for each pixel within a data-set. For global

consistency, we expect trends (and the same number of exponentials) across data-sets. Stitching

together the amplitudes associated with each convolved exponential at each frequency allows for

determination of the full spectrum associated with each rise-and-fall time behavior.

Unfortunately, fitting multiple exponentials for each frequency requires complicated fitting

routines and convergence after multiple iterations. There is a large flexibility in fitting each

pixel separately; ideally, an entire set of frequencies (a spectrum) can be fit at once rather than

treating each pixel individually.

A different approach, the SVD Approach (Figure 9.B. 1), achieves the same results as the

Fitting Approach

iteratively fit each frequency
to a consistent set (4) of
convolved exponentials

+ AS(o03 ,T) -

convolved exponential spectral data timescale spectra

SVD Approach
Fit linear combinations of

v1.2,3,4to match
convolved

S)SVD U1,234spectra +exponentials
AS((') 3 _ v1,2,34 T-dependence+

spectral data SVD components convolved exponential
timescale spectra

Figure 9.B.1: Illustration of two different approaches whose goal is to separate spectral changes based on

their associated timescales. The convolved exponentials represent fitting the undistorted data to exponentials, and

they are generated through convolution of mono-exponential decays with the temperature profile (Figure 9.5).
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Fitting Approach (spectra separated by timescale behavior) by assessing full spectra rather than

individual frequencies. Singular value decomposition is used to split the data into orthogonal

spectra with associated orthogonal time-dependencies. SVD analysis results in many

components due to the presence of noise. Thus, the results must be assessed and the true

components must be separated from the noise (analogous to determining the number of

exponentials needed in the Fitting Approach), sometimes using subjective criteria. As with

analyzing individually frequencies, the mathematically generated SVD components may be a

mixture of multiple exponential responses whose linear combination may produce what appears

to be an intermediate exponential due to experimental fitting limitations, such as noise and the

limited sampling of time points. In order to separate the underlying behavior, we take linear

combinations of the SVD results in order to match the convolved exponentials, which, again, is

equivalent to fitting undistorted data to simple multi-exponentials.

We use the SVD Approach to separate the spectral responses based on timescale because

SVD works on the full spectrum rather than individual frequencies and SVD provides a better

way of assessing the number of underlying timescales.

SVD was performed on each data set individually. Without considering the consistency

of the associated spectra, generally, the observed exponential timescales fall into four categories:

pulse-width limited (tracks the temperature profile, which exhibits a stretched exponential), fast

(exponential time constant of 5-150 gs), intermediate (250-1000 ps), and long (10-30 ms).

Individual data sets usually only require three components (three timescales) to recreate the data

within the noise level, but the appearance of different timescales in other data sets (of similar

concentration and/or temperature) suggests we should be flexible and open-minded about

keeping or rejecting the fourth component. This fourth component is assessed based on

continuity of v 4 and consistency of the time trace and spectra across temperature and

concentration data sets. That is to say, if independent analysis of multiple data sets results in a

similar fourth component, the consistency suggests that the component is not the result of noise.

Continuity can be assessed by calculating the shifted autocorrelation:

Z-1

,AC = v1 (r,)v(rri) (9.B.1)

where IAc is the intensity of the shifted autocorrelation and z is the number of discrete Ti points

sampled Combines with an IAc < 0.4 were not kept. Some components with IAc > 0.4 were also
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merged with others (the sum of two was kept while the difference of two was rejected) if the two

v traces and u spectra were clearly similar and only differed in the sign of noise spikes at early

time.

Once the rejected components are removed based on the above described criteria, we then

take the linear combination of the retained components to produce a variety of time-

dependencies that correspond to the convolved exponentials (Chapter 3 or SI). An example is

shown in Figure 9.B.2, Figure 9.B.3, and Figure 9.12. The process of taking linear combinations

of the SVD components is repeated independently for each data set. Most data sets only have

three timescales that can be separated from the noise, although some show four and some two.

The initial, mathematical SVD components are labeled as 1-4. The amplitude of I > 2 >

3 ~ 4, as shown in Figure 9.B.3. The 4 (or fewer) components were mixed to result in the

exponential basis (exponential time dependence associated with spectra), which are labeled with

a-d. a and b have similar, large intensity. c and d have similar, small intensity. Starting with uI.

4 andV 1-4, the steps taken for transformation from 1-4 to a-d are:

1) a: Combine weighted sums of v1 .3 to give a Va that matches the temperature-profile.

Combine weighted sums of U1.3 to give a Ua that matches the sum of spectra over the

range 10 - 560 ns. These ensure that the kinetic phase a tracks the temperature and

matches the early time spectra, as expected for the pulse-width limited response.

2) b: Based on its large intensity relative to components 3 and 4, and because it matches a

convolved exponential, Set Vb = v2. Fit Vb to a bi-exponential of the form Fb= C [exp(-

41X1) - exp(-Xb21)]. This fitting is used in the next step. Vb corresponds to the

intermediate time exponential kinetic phase (250-1000 ps).

3) c: Fit V3 to the form C [exp(-Xbl-) - exp(-Xb2T)] + Fb. Subtract Fb to try to remove the

mixed-in Vb component from V3. Subtract a scaled V4 from the remainder to produce a vc

that matches a fast time convolved exponential. Thus, ve corresponds to the fast kinetic

phase (5-150 js).

4) d: If necessary, subtract residual scaled Vb from v4 such that the resulting vd matches a

long time (10-30 ms) convolved exponential.

Figure 9.B.2 shows the intermediate spectra that result from steps 1), 2), and the subtraction of Vb

in 3). As is shown in Figure 9.B.2, the 'v3,vb' time traces vary with concentration and appear to

be a mixture of multiple timescales. The v4 traces seem to have a complementary variation.
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Ti=30 0C
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Figure 9.B.2: SVD analysis of the T = 30 0C ZZZZ t-DPP spectra results in time traces
(left) and spectra (right). Components 1, 2, and 3 are mixed to create components a, b,
and 3/b through the following criteria: i) va matches the temperature profile from the
transient absorption data, ii) Ua matches the 10 ns difference spectrum, iii) the v3
component is fit to the sum of vb and a bi-exponential, and then vb is scaled based on the
fit and subtracted from v 3 to give 'V3,vb'. As is shown here, the 'V3,Vb' time traces vary
with concentration and appear to be a mixture of multiple timescales. The v 4 traces seem
to have a complementary variation. The traces are further mixed and the results are shown
in Figure 9.12.

Applying steps 1-4 results in the kinetic phases shown in Figure 9.12. From the above steps,

each component is sequentially the focus of attention. Aside from a, the transformation was

done by looking at the time dependence. Defining all four time traces also transforms the

associated u spectra. Due to the noisy nature of some of the data and difficulty in consistently

automating the process for all data sets, the c and d mixing was done by hand, and is therefore

more qualitative (and therefore has higher error bars) than a and b.

After making these transformations, we can assess the reasonableness of our initial

selection to use exponentials. We observe that the separated timescales match the convolved

exponentials, which indicates that data un-distorted by the temperature-relaxation profile would
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fit to multi-exponentials (Figure 9.B.3). Thus, the results of the above separation of the data

further justify the means. The observed timescales mirror those observed in the unseparated

data, and they correspond to the signals we expect based on the convolution modeling. Although

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2
10 10 10 10 10

time (s)

0.6

0.4

-*:0.2
0c 0. O

Cu -0.2

E
0.5 -0

-0
-0

1600 1650 1700

o3/2nc (cm-1)
Figure 9.B.3: SVD analysis of the 10 mg/mL insulin, Ti = 30'C ZZZZ t-DPP spectra
shown in Figure 9.10 results in time traces (top left) and spectra (top right). Linear
combinations of the 1,2,3,4 components results in the traces and spectra shown at bottom.
The black dashed lines indicate the signals predicted by convolution of the temperature
profile with exponential responses. For this and all other representations of separated time
and spectral features, the product of the time dependence and spectral amplitude result in
the AS/max(Seq) units. That is, if vi(T)=1 and ui(o)=0.02, then the observed difference
signal (normalized the maximum of the equilibrium spectrum) at that (T,o) point is 1 x
0.02 = 0.02, or 2% change.

each data set is processed independently, there is consistency with the results - pulse-width-

limited, fast, intermediate, and slow timescales are observed and the spectra associated with each

are consistent across data sets. Through SVD analysis and subsequent re-mixing, we separate

the spectra associated with each exponential timescale. The Ua-d spectra represent the changes in
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spectra associated with the Va-d time-traces. Thus, the Ua-d spectra are difference spectra.

Although the exponentiality of the data was assumed in the above separation,

qualitatively the results are somewhat independent of the functional form of the time-dependent

relaxation. First, the temperature tracking kinetic phase a is universally a pulse-width-limited

response that is independent of assumed functional behavior. Similarly, the d phase is separated

from b and c by virtue of being longer than the temperature relaxation. Generally b and c are fast

enough that their decay to zero is defined by the temperature relaxation profile. d is so long that

its rise is dominated by the temperature relaxation profile. Thus, the -3 ms timescale of the

temperature relaxation sets a separating barrier for distinguishing b/c from d. Convolution of

any reasonable (continuous) time behavior with the temperature-relaxation profile will create this

separating barrier. For b and c, the raw data indicates at least two time behaviors on the 5-1000

ps timescale (see frequency traces in Figure 9.11). Generally, these would have been separated

into some early and long time behavior regardless of whether the fitting function was a stretched

exponential or similar function. Thus, we believe that the data would robustly tend towards

separation into generic pulse-width-limited, fast, intermediate, and slow kinetic phases regardless

of variation in the functional form.
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Appendix 9.C: Fitting a two-state model

Based on the equations given in Appendix 9.A, we can attempt to determine the ki

(association) and k1 (dissociation) rates based on the observed rates (k) and equilibrium-

measured dissociation constant. Here, we ignore the a, c, and d behavior and assume b describes

the dissociation process. The results of the fitting are shown in Figure 9.C. 1. Fitting to the

dissociation constant has a large effect on the fits. The Tf= 40"C final fit is poor, but inspection

of Figure 9.13 indicates that perhaps the three higher concentration points are too low, as one can

expect they should lie between the Tf= 35 and 450C points.

F _ F2

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.E

0.E

I I -
0 10 20 30

Tf=450C

1/k=460 ps

1/k-1=470 ps

0.4|
0.20 10 20 30

Tf=35 0C
1.2 . . .

1.0-

0.8 --

0.6 -

0.4 1/k1=36 'ts
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0 10 20 30

Tf=50*C0.5 . . -
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0.3
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0.8
Tf=40*C
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Figure 9.C.1: The de-convolved observed rates (solid colored lines) from the b process.
The 95% confidence intervals are plotted as error bars. The dashed lines indicate the
expected concentration dependence from the fit (inset) forward and reverse rates.

The temperature dependence of the rates is continuous. The dissociation rate increases

with temperature, while the association rate decreases. Plotting the logarithm of the rates versus
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inverse temperature allows us to inspect the activation barrier, as is shown in Figure 9.C.2. The

negative enthalpy (decreasing rate with increasing temperature) for the association rate, ki, is

unusual, but not necessarily unexpected. It can be rationalized given that the increase in
temperature will increase the kinetic energy of the monomers such that favorable encounters that
lead to association are rarer. It may also indicate a transient intermediate .

There is a relationship between the amplitude of changes expected due to a change in

12 ,

10-

- 8 -,--

- A = -55 kcal/Mol
- AHt = 4.2 kcal/Mol

I I I I I

3.1 3.2 3.3 3

1/T (K-1) x
Figure 9.C.2: The logarithm of the rates determined from the two-state b timescale fit is
plotted versus inverse temperature. The slope of the resulting line normally corresponds
to the activation energy.

temperature and the relative temperature-dependent forward and reverse rates. That is, once the

rates are calculated, we can calculate the populations at different temperatures. This allows us to

predict the concentration dependence. Written out explicitly:

[FR ]t= [ F],q +[ fR ](= [IF],+ +[f, ]exp(-At) (..1
[F2](t) = [F2]eq +[f2](t) = [F21eq -0.5[f ]exp(-At)

This can be re-written in matrix form as:

ZT = JUI

([F](t,) --- [F](t,)) [4] [F], )exp(-At) --- exp(-At) (9.C.2)
[F -- [F ) -0.5[f4] [F2]eq 1 '-- )

where there are z discrete time points sampled in the data. Thus, Z contains columns related to

the concentration dependence of the two species, X contains factors, and L contains a column
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each with exponential time-dependence and constant time-dependence.

In the state basis the data, S(o,t), can be written as the product of the column spectra

associated with each state E(o , state) = {aF, '3F2} and the concentration matrix:

S=1Zr (9.C.3)

In the exponential basis we separate the signal into spectra associated with exponential

time dependence:

Ub ('Ox) Seq(C,

where ub is the spectrum associated with the k exponential relaxation, Seq is the equilibrium

spectrum, and there are x discrete frequencies.

Equating eq. (9.C.3) and (9.C.4) followed by substitution of eq. (9.C.2) leads to:

QLj =z 7Z

= EXLr (9.C.5)

Xis invertible, which means that the state basis spectra can be calculated through:

z _ QK-1 (9.C.6)

while Z can be calculated through eq. (9.C.2). Thus, we can calculate the spectra associated with

each state if we known 1) the exponential basis spectra and time-traces and 2) the X matrix. The

X matrix depends on the kinetic model. For both two and three-state models, the analogous [f]

factor must be known - the population change of state [F] when the temperature changes from Ti

to Tf. Thus, we must know the rates (and therefore populations) at both initial and final

temperatures; each T-jump measurement provides the rates at Tf. Inconsistencies across different

temperatures (as well as generally noisy rate constant determination) in the three-state modeling

results prevent this state spectrum calculation, as the analogous [fo] factors are unphysical an

erroneous.

Because the protein response is convolved with the temperature profile, we must adjust

our L matrix. First, the amplitudes are adjusted by A() a k-dependent factor - the observed

amplitudes sometimes do not reach their full values because the temperature return prematurely

causes them to decay. A(A) is drawn from a mapping from model calculations (Chapter 3).

Second, the single exponential is replaced by a rise and decay exponential, as described in
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Appendix 9.A. After adjustment for our experiment, the L matrix is:

L = [exp(- ",,et,) - exp(-2deca,t,)] --. A [e((-A- Zd,,,,t, )
I ... I (9.C.7)

Figure 9.C.3 shows the results of transforming from the exponential basis to the state

basis using the b component spectra and timescales and the rates calculated in Figure 9.C. 1. The

dashed concentration dependent lines indicate the concentration changes expected based on the

calculated rate constants (in the absence of the temperature re-equilibrating). The data was

transformed as described in the above equations to match these calculated concentration time-

dependence. The results of the transformation are shown in the solid lines. Thus, the data set

(ignoring components a, c, and d) can be described with the center spectra scaled by the

Ti=350C Tf=450C

F F4

3-E .... 0

-- 5
-10 -25

1 -___ _/ -- 15 - 30
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0.6 s-Data - 5 -J
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20.4-
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Figure 9.C.3: The calculated time-dependent concentrations (left), ZZZZ DPP spectra
(center), and ZZZZ 2D IR spectra (right) for the F and F2 states. Different colors indicate
different concentration data sets (in mg/mL). The dashed lines at left indicate the
calculated concentration dependence based on the calculated rates without the decay (Xdecay
= 0) to indicate the concentration change expected in the absence of the temperature re-
equilibration. 2D IR contours are plotted as described in Figure 9.8.
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concentrations at left. The calculated spectra are fairly consistent across different concentration

data sets. The amplitude of the F2 spectrum is ~2x the amplitude of the F spectrum. As

expected, the F2 spectrum has strong v1 and vil features characteristic of the interfacial p-sheet.

The F spectrum has less pronounced features characteristic of a-helical structures.
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